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PREFACE 

This work is intended to give brief and practical 

farming suggestions that will be helpful in the 

growing and using of forage crops. Special atten- 

tion has been given to soiling crops and to rota- 

tions, in order to suggest a continuous supply of 

forage throughout the growing season, a subject 

of increasing importance to dairy farmers in the 

vicinity of large cities. 

These suggestions for both crops and rotations 

have been found to be satisfactory in practice, but 

the work must be carefully planned if it 1s to prove 

sueceessful. The systems of forage-ecrop rotations 

here outlined are intensive, and to secure the full 

benefits from their adoption the cropping must be 

accompanied by liberal use of manures and fertil- 

izers and by extra good tillage. 

The suggested improvements in the systems of 

rotation for general farm practice, where grain 

erops are the chief object, have also been found to 

be practicable for many conditions, although they 

(v) 



V1 . PREFACE 

are yet largely experimental, and in use mainly on 

small farms; their adoption, however, would result 

both in increasing the yield and quality of forage 

from a given area, and, if judiciously carried out, 

result in a better preparation of the land for grain 

erops. 

No attempt has been made to discuss all crops 

that may be used for forage, although those which 

have been found of service under special condi- 

tions have been included, as, for example, the 

millets, kafirs and a few of the less well-known 

grasses. The data in reference to these, however, 

have been drawn largely from the experience of 

others. Special attention has been given to the 

legumes, as their use is of the utmost value in 

any system of forage cropping, and many of those 

recently introduced possess such habits as to per- 

mit their use without interfering with regular grain- 

crop rotations. 

EK. B. VOORHEES. 

New Brunswick, N. J. 

May, 1907. 
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FORAGE CROPS 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL VIEW OF FORAGE CROPS 

THE subject of forage crops has grown rapidly 

in interest in recent years. This is due primarily 

to two causes,—to the general increase in knowl- 

edge of what constitutes a food, and the best 
method of using it; and to the increase in demand 

for dairy products, especially of whole milk in 

large towns and cities, which makes it desirable 

that a larger supply of succulent food shall be 

raised by the farmers engaged in its production 
near the point of consumption. 

In a narrow sense, the term “forage crops” is 

frequently applied only to those crops that are 
suitable for use as green food, and thus the term 

conveys the idea of soiling, or carrying the foods 

in their green state from the field to the animal. 

In a broader sense, “forage crops,” or perhaps 

better, “roughage crops,” includes not only those 

suitable and adapted to soiling systems, but 

those used as pasture, for hay and for silage; or, 

in other words, it includes the entire number of 

A (1) 



) FORAGE CROPS 

erops of the different classes used to supply the 
roughage necessary in rations for farm animals, 

as well as to reduce the need for purchased feeds. 

In this book the term “forage crops” is used 

in the broadest sense. The common-language 

usage of forage (and which must prevail) would 

make the term a general one applying to all 

kinds of rough or coarse natural herbage food, such 

as animals might find freely provided by nature; 

as hay, pasture, herbage of maize, oats, cowpeas, 

vetch, sorghum. “Roughage” is practically synon- 

ymous, but 1s applied more particularly to the 

coarser kinds, that is, exclusive of hay and pas- 

ture. “Fodder” is the dried or cured herbage. 

“Soiling” is the feeding of animals on green herb- 

age that is cut and earried to them (as distin- 

guished from pasturing). 

THE MEASURES OF VALUE IN FORAGE CROPS 

The value of any forage crop is determined by 

a number of conditions, the first, and in the long 
run probably the most important, being the actual 

food, or the amount of dry matter, that may be 

secured from a given area and its usefulness as 

measured by the kind and proportion of the 

nutrients contained in it. A second econsidera- 

tion is its adaptability and usefulness for the 

various purposes, as, for example, for a soiling 
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crop, for pasture, for hay or for silage; third, its 

time of growth and season of maturity, as influ- 

encing its usefulness at specific times; and fourth, 

the nature of the plant, as having reference both 

to its composition as a food and the influence that 

its growth may exert on the fertility of the land. 

Indian corn, or maize, is very highly regarded 

as a general forage crop, because it can be 

grown successfully over a wide area. It is capable 

of producing a large yield of nutritive substance, 

highly digestible, very palatable, and relished by 

all farm stock. It serves an excellent purpose as 

a green forage for use in soiling; it can be so 

grown as to furnish succulent food through a com- 
paratively long period of the growing season; it is 

the best crop to supply succulent winter food in 

the form of silage; it also serves as an excellent 

source of both dried roughage and of concentrates 

when ripened and handled in the usual way. It 

therefore fulfils in a larger degree than any other 

one plant the chief requirements of a forage crop. 

Because of its vigorous habit and its season of 
growth, it is capable of acquiring its food from 

sources not so readily available to other plants; 
therefore, good results can be secured on land that 

would not be capable of producing crops more 

dependent on immediately usable food supplies. 

Red clover is another example of a forage crop 

that possesses valuable characteristics, It can be 
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very generally grown, is rich in nutrients, pala- 

table, and capable of use as a green forage or 

as hay; it possesses an important advantage in 

being capable of deriving a part at least of the 

nitrogenous food necessary for its growth from the 

air, and for this reason is regarded as an improving 

rather than an exhausting crop. It supplements 

the corn crop in composition, as well as in its 

power of obtaining nitrogen. Thus, in the growing 

of corn and clover in rotation, better rations are 

obtained and the soil less quickly depleted, than if 

corn alone is grown. 7 

On the other hand, such crops as rye and wheat, 

while readily grown, are serviceable only for a 

short period as green forage or for soiling, and 

are not so generally useful in their dried state as 

eorn or clover. Their usefulness is due chiefly 
to their time of growth and season of maturity, 
which permits of their use as green forage or pas- 

ture when such crops as corn and clover are not 

yet ready. 

The cowpea possesses the characteristics attrib- 

uted to the clover in food acquirements, but it is 

possible to grow it only in the hot season, and it 

therefore serves only as a late summer or fall food. 

Another point of very great importance, and 

one which should be observed in comparing the 
various forage crops, is the food-content in the 

green state. Succulence is of course very impor- 
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tant in soiling crops, but it cannot take the place 

of actual nutrition; therefore, in measuring the 

value of crops for soiling, those that produce the 

largest quantity of actual food per acre should be 

given the preference, other things being equal. In 

other words, the value of a forage crop is measured 

by the dry matter, or food-substance other than 

water, and not by the ton basis without regard to 

the percentage of dry matter. It has been shown, 

for example, that certain of the crops which have 

their origin in hot climates make enormous yields, 

as teosinte and Pearl millet, yet the actual nutri- 
ment produced by them in a short period is rela- 
tively much less than from corn or some other 

crops whose natural habitat is the temperate zone. 

In many eases, one ton of corn, when in a state 
suitable for use as green forage or soiling, will con- 

tain twice as much dry matter or digestible nutri- 

ents as two tons of these crops which grow much 

more luxuriantly and are apparently superior 

sources of food-supply. 

In comparing the values of different forage 

crops, the character of the nutritious materials of 

the dry matter contained in them should not be for- 

gotten, and the influence of these in the nourish- 

ment of the animal. It has been very clearly shown 

by nutrition investigations that nutrient sub- 

stances in feeds are of two general groups or classes: 

(1) Those containing a relatively large percentage 
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of protein, of which nitrogen is the base; (2) those 

containing a low percentage of protein, and, there- 

fore, usually richer in carbohydrates. Corn is a 

representative of the second class, whereas clover, 

particularly in its green state, represents the first 

elass. A judicious combination of these two groups 

of substances results in a more economical feeding 

of the animal than the use of either one or the 

other in too great proportion. In the growing of 

forage crops, therefore, both classes should be rep- 

resented. For this reason, the various crops are 

classified and discussed in groups: (1) The group 

including those that belong to the grass family; 
(2) those belonging to the legume or clover family; 

(3) root crops; (4) and finally a brief account of 

permanent meadows and pastures. All this is pre- 

ceded by a discussion as to their use in systems of 

crop-rotation, and how to combine those of each 

group in order that a continuous summer feeding 

for soiling purposes may be best accomplished. 

IMPORTANCE OF SUCCULENT FOODS FOR DAIRY COWS 

Aside from the mere question of food production, 

the interest in forage crops has increased because 

the results of investigations of the dairy business 

have shown that if the product of the cow is to be 

kept up to the full standard, the animal must be 

supplied with an abundance of succulent food 
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throughout the entire year. Under old systems, 
when definite areas were devoted to pasturage and 
the entire supply of succulent food was from this 

source, animals were frequently poorly fed, because 

climatie conditions did not permit of a continuous 

and abundant growth of the various kinds of 

pasture. The crops were frequently lessened by 

droughts, extending over shorter or longer periods 

when the animals, not having supplementary food, 

were either insufficiently nourished or did not have 

food of the right kind. In other instances, late 

winter forage having been exhausted at the usual 

time, animals were turned out on pasture before it 

was abundant enough to supply the entire demands, 

or when the plants were so immature that, even 

with sufficient bulk, the necessary amount of actual 

nutriment was not obtained. Frequently, also, in 

certain regions where river or brook meadows serve 

as the entire source of pasture, summer floods inter- 

fere with the continuous supply of food, because the 
floods leave a deposit of mud and silt, and three 

or four days are required before the grass grows 
sufficiently to enable the meadow to be fully pas- 

tured again. Under these circumstances, animals 

frequently were not sufficiently nourished. Often 
heavy storms soak the ground so as to make 

the pastures wet and soggy, besides requiring con- 

siderable energy on the part of the animal to move 

about the fields, with consequent loss of product. 
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Pastures were too often the only source of suceu- 

lent food; no provision was made for succulent 

winter food, and the less suitable dry foods were 

fed exclusively. Under all of these circumstances, 

where conditions were necessarily variable, the milk 

flow was naturally interfered with, and the actual 

profits from the dairy materially prevented. There- 

fore, the introduction of new crops, or the adoption 

of any practice which will result in providing for a 

continuous supply of food, must meet the approval 

of progressive dairymen. 

Aside from suggestions as to continuous supply 

of food by summer soiling, the growing of various 

forage crops must have a bearing on summer pas- 

ture, and on the necessity of supplementary feeds 

to meet the requirements when conditions are 

unfavorable, as well as to provide suéculent foods 

for winter. To be sure, many farmers have it in 

their power to supply these supplementary feeds 

from the regular crops at certain seasons,—as, 

for example, when corn reaches a sufficient state 

of maturity to permit of its use, or when grass or 

elover from the mowing fields has reached the 

proper stage of maturity,—but ordinarily no pro- 

vision is made to meet the possible demands at 

such seasons. Many of the crops that serve an 

excellent purpose for soiling may be grown in 

small areas, and thus provide food when needed; 
and if not needed, the crop may be made into hay 
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for dry roughage in winter, and thus reduce the 

necessity for purchasing feeds. 

REGIONAL QUESTIONS 

The semi-arid regions of the West present 

peculiar conditions in relation to forage. In certain 

seasons, it is possible to secure good yields of the 

ordinary forage crops; but large areas which were 

formerly considered to be beyond the reach of 

profitable cropping are now productive, because 

of the improvements of methods and of the intro- 

duction of new plants. These lands have now a 

distinct crop-producing value, notwithstanding the 

shortage in rainfall. Advance in knowledge of the 

conditions may not make it possible to grow corn, 

but other well-established plants, that may be 
called “dry weather” plants, have been introduced, 

and are likely to be of greater service than those 

now regarded as better adapted for conditions 

of greater rainfall. Among these plants are the 

non-saccharine and saccharine sorghums, the first 

of which includes kafir corn and plants of that 

type, and the second the regular sugar-producing 

varieties. It seems desirable, in a work of this 
kind, that special mention should be made of these 

plants and their usefulness for these conditions, as 

their value has now been well established. 

In certain parts of the South, owing to the 
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character of the climate, it has not been possible 
successfully to grow the grasses which do well in 

the northern and central parts of the country. 

Timothy, orchard-grass, red-top and other grasses, 

which serve to very good purpose for pasturage and 

hay in the North and West, are not well adapted 

to these regions. Therefore, special crops, which 

may or may not be adapted to rotations, answer 

an excellent purpose in providing grass, where the 

production of live-stock and the maintenance of 
soil fertility are matters of special importance. In 

many of the southern states, varieties of grasses 

have been introduced that possess such peculiari- 

ties of growth as to enable them not only to sur- 
vive but to provide hay and pasture of an excel- 

lent quality, while at the same time protecting 

the soil from losses due to washing from heavy 

rains, so prevalent in the South. Bermuda grass 
is probably one of the most useful for the South ; 

its characteristics are discussed not so much in 

reference to its place among other forage crops in 

a rotation, as to its special usefulness in providing 
a satisfactory forage that is suitable for the con- 

ditions which exist there. | 

In many of the colder regions, also, grasses 

whose value is established do not always survive 

the hard winters. These conditions have been 

met by the introduction of plants that, in a meas- 
ure, will take the place of those which are not to be 
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depended on. Therefore, such kinds as have the 
requisite hardiness, although they possess unfavor- 

able characteristics (as, for example, Bromus in- 

ermis), have been found to be most useful in these 

regions. 

PASTURES AND MEADOWS 

One other line of practice of very great 1mpor- 

tance is the proper management and maintenance 

of grasses in meadows and pastures. Pastures will 

eontinue to be the main source of summer forage 
for far the greater number of farmers for a long 

time to come, although it is the exception, rather 

than the rule, that permanent pastures are regarded 

as equally important with other field crops. It does 

not seem to occur to the farmer that pastures, as 

well as other crops, must have food in order to 

furnish profitable results. As a rule, pastures are 

allowed to take care of themselves, and they be- 
come infested with weeds, brambles and unpala- 

table grasses, when by a little care the weeds may 

be kept out and sweet grasses maintained, and the 

yield largely increased. The necessity, for growing 

many of the crops here discussed would in many 

eases be reduced if more attention were given to 

pastures; and the cost to the farmer would be rela- 

tively much less than is generally supposed. The 

expense of the labor involved in pastures is a com- 

paratively small item. They require, mainly, that 
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the land shall be top-dressed oceasionally with lime 

and commercial fertilizer or manure, that wet places 

be suitably drained, that fresh seeding be made as 

occasion demands and that care be exercised in 

grazing them. With increased supplies of concen- 

trated plant-food, and knowledge coneerning their 

adaptability and usefulness in feeding plants, we 

can now give suggestions which cannot fail to be of 

great service to the farmer, not only in reducing the 

expense of forage, but increasing the value of lands. 

The same is true, in a degree, as to the main- 

tenance of mowing meadows. Much labor would 

be saved, and the period of profitable cropping 
extended, if proper care were taken in seeding down 

the meadows and judicious treatment were given 

them afterward. Hay is one of the most valuable 

crops, taken all in all; yet less care is expended 

in the growing of this crop than in any of the 

cultivated crops. It is regarded largely as a scav- 

enger crop, which gathers up that which other 

crops have not used; but rather it should be re- 

garded as a erop that responds to proper treat- 

ment and that can utilize profitably direct applica- 
tions of plant-food. 



CHAPTER II 

FORAGE CROPS FOR HAY AND FOR IMPROVING 

THE LAND 

THE principles that underlie the successful 
growth of forage crops apply quite as well whether 

the crops are used for dry forage or for soiling, 

although the number and kind of crops used for the 
two purposes are not necessarily the same. The 

advantage of a larger use of land for hay crops 

is not determined by the value of the hay crop 

itself. In many eases, the indirect value in soil 

improvement, which is a result of the frequent 

introduction into rotations of hay crops (both of 

grasses and legumes), is quite as great as the 

direct value of the forage. The more complete 

eovering of the land with vegetation prevents 

losses that may occur when the fields are continu- 

ously cropped with grain, without intermediate 
cover-crops, or only infrequently cropped with hay, 

besides adding vegetable matter, the only natural 

source of humus. This humus is a result of the 

decay of the vegetable matter introduced by the 

roots and stubble; the humus is especially valu- 

able when it comes from the frequent introduction 

of leguminous crops, thereby increasing the con- 

(13) 
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tent of the valuable element nitrogen. The prin- 
cipal reasons for the rotation of crops are based on 
these facts. The purpose of a rotation is to pro- 

long the period during which profitable grain and 

other crops may be produced with the natural 

supplies of plant-food. 

Under present conditions in this country, tie 
area that is devoted to the growing of hay is rela- 

tively large, although the average yield per acre is 
comparatively small. It is probable that the main- 
tenance of fertility by means of rotations is not so 

greatly influenced by the growth of leguminous hay 

crops as would be the ease if, aside from their 

value as forage, there were a better understanding 

of their usefulness in soil improvement. The low 

average yield per acre of hay may be ascribed to 

several causes, chief among which are: 
1. Too extensive systems of practice, which do 

not provide for sufficient available plant-food. 

2. Lack of general information concerning the 
habits of growth, usefulness and composition of 

many grasses and legumes, which are well adapted 

to special conditions, including lack of knowledge 

of the best combinations of these plants. 

3. Defective systems of rotation, which do not 

provide for a proper succession of cereals and le- 

gumes, or which leave the land bare for long periods. 

4. Too little care in the preparing and manuring 

of the land for seeding. 
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5. Careless and imperfect methods of seeding. 

In regions where grain farming is practiced, and 

the grain sold, little attention is given to the hay 
crop; it is not a money crop in the same sense as 

corn, oats or wheat. If enough hay is procured to 

meet the needs of the working stock, no special 

efforts are made to secure thick and uniform 
stands, and thus the possibilities of the land are 
not realized, and the value of the crop, as a soil 

renovator, is not obtained. The small quantity of 

manure that is made is used on corn or wheat, and 

the grass or clover is seeded with the wheat, rye 

or oats. By these methods the added fertility in 
the manure has been largely used by the preceding 

crop of corn, or by the wheat or other grain crops, 
and only in exceptional cases, especially in the 

Kast and South, is a good eatch secured, and, con- 
sequently, the yield is not large and it is often of 

poor quality. When dairying or stock-growing is 

combined with grain-farming, more attention is 

naturally given to hay, although even then the 

corn crop, which is regarded as the forage crop 

par excellence, is usually given first consideration. 

Hay standards 

The grass most generally grown for hay is 
timothy, which is a most excellent plant for the 

purpose, particularly from the standpoint of sala- 
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bleness, as the various grades fixed by hay associ- 

ations are based on this variety as a standard. 

Any admixtures of other grasses or clovers reduce 

the value in proportion to the quantity of timothy 

present. It is probable that for a long time to 

come timothy hay will remain the standard for 
market grades. Notwithstanding these facts, there 

are a number of other plants which, because of 

their adaptability to peculiar conditions, their 

larger yields, and their excellent quality for feeding, 

must sooner or later be recognized. Among these 

are orchard-grass, red-top, Kentucky blue-grass, 

Italian rye-grass, and others, some of which are 

discussed in some detail in other parts of this 

volume. The common recognition of the value 
of mixtures would result, in many instances, in 

largely increasing the possible yield from a defi- 

nite area, because mixtures of grasses that have 

different characteristics meet and average up the 

inequalities in seasons, soils and other conditions. 

The same is true of the legumes: many are suit- 

able for mixtures, and they improve the feeding 

value of the hay at the same time. 

Until recently, red clover has been the only 

member of the legume family extensively used for 

forage. It is well adapted to rotation-cropping, 

ean be grown on most soils, and: is a most excel- 

lent forage for all kinds of farm stock, but it can- 

not fulfil all requirements. Alsike clover, mam- 
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moth clover, cowpea, soybean, and spring and 

winter vetch are legumes that possess similar 

qualities from the feeding standpoint, and which, 

because of their habits of growth, supplement the 

red clover in improving rotations, while at the 

same time they permit a much larger production 

of forage from a unit of land. Alfalfa also belongs 

to this group, and is in many respects superior to 

any of them; but because it grows more rapidly 

and is perennial in its habits, it is not so well 
suited for mixtures or for rotations. 

Improvement of rotations 

In this country, extensive or large-area systems 

of farming are more generally adopted than inten- 
sive systems, and the crops are usually the cereals, 

as maize, oats, wheat and barley. These crops 

must depend on soil sources almost exclusively for 

their food supply, as the manures are made from 

a limited number of animals, and those secured in 

purchased supplies are not universally used. 

A rotation very generally adopted in the East 

and central West is corn, oats, wheat, hay, clover, 

or clover and timothy mixed. This is not, in all 

cases, a better rotation than any other, but it 

allows the growing of a larger proportion of grain 

erops. One method in such a rotation is to apply 
the manure on the sod for corn, which is harvested 

B 
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in the early fall and the land left bare of vegeta- 
tion until spring, when it is seeded with oats with- 

out further manuring. After the oats are harvested 

the land either grows weeds, which in this case are 

of some value, or is plowed and allowed to lie bare 

until September or October, when it is seeded with 

wheat. An even less rational method, from the 

standpoint of economical use of the manure, be- 

cause it results in loss of fertility elements, is to 

apply manure to the wheat instead of the corn. 

By this system, but one, or at most two hay crops 
(if the second crop is harvested) are taken, and 

the land has but one year of partial rest in four; 

besides, there are two periods in the rotation when 

the land is bare, and suffers loss by leaching, 

blowing or washing, and possible lowering of “con- 

dition” due to the destruction of organisms. 

The above rotation is inexpensive of labor, and 

may prove profitable for grain-growing for a long 

time, on lands originally very fertile; but the fer- 

tility may be improved by the introduction of 

cover-crops and eatch-crops, which will prevent 

possible losses of constituents, but which need not 

reduce the number of grain crops, and besides add 

one or more crops of hay. To accomplish this, the 

first crop (corn) may be seeded with the rye or 

wheat before, or immediately after, it is harvested. 

The rye will absorb and retain the nitrates formed 

in late summer and not used by the corn, and 
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also bind the soil and prevent the washing and 

blowing away of the finer particles in winter and 

spring, thus keeping the land in better condition 

for the oats crop, besides accumulating organic 

matter. 

If either clover or the Essex rape is seeded 
with the oats, the land does not lie bare and ex- 

posed to the direct rays of the sun through the hot 

season, but is shaded with plants, which keep it 

cooler, and which are useful for pasture until it is 

time to prepare for wheat. The wheat crop is 

usually harvested early in July; if immediately 

afterward the land is thoroughly disked, and seeded 

with cowpeas, the land will again be covered dur- 

ing the hot months of July and August, and this 

will prevent, in large part, the possible destruction 

of bacteria, and at the same time make a crop of 

hay, which, under ordinary conditions of fertility, 

should yield from one to two tons per acre, and be 

harvested in time for seeding to timothy and clover. 

This better preparatory treatment of the land will 

encourage a better germination and more rapid 

growth of the crop in the fall. The crop will reach 

maturity at the usual time for hay-making, and 

since the object sought is the hay crop, and the 

land is entirely given up to this object, it is likely 

to make a better catch and be freer from weeds 

than if seeded with a grain crop. This method has 

proved to be entirely feasible in practice. With 
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but shght expense for labor and seed it makes pos- 

sible a larger yield of forage in the same period 

and at the same time increases rather than reduces 
fertility. 

When oats is not a profitable grain crop, the 
rotation may be changed so as to have two erops 

of maize in succession, a method which has been 

practiced with great success, particularly in the 

eastern parts of New York and Pennsylvania, and 
in New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and parts of 

Virginia. This system requires that crimson clover 

be seeded in the corn at the last cultivation, which 

will make a crop of hay by the middle or latter 

part of May, or in time to plant corn again, which 
erop may be removed in time to seed to wheat. 

After harvesting the wheat, the land may be disk- 

harrowed and seeded with cowpeas or soybeans, 

which may be made into hay, and the land then 

seeded to clover and timothy as in the first 
example. 

The value of the frequent introduction of cow- 

peas and soybeans, which not only keep the land 

occupied, but add to the forage capacity of the 

farm, ean hardly be overestimated, as the land 

increases in productive value by the added crops 

of hay, and it is improved both because of the con- 

tinuous occupation with crops, and the added 

nitrogen derived from the air; all this aids in the 

growth of cereals, and results in a larger pro- 
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duction of manure, due to feeding the extra hay. 
In these improved rotations, the same number of 

grain crops are secured, besides a crop of hay in 

the first year and two crops in the second year. 

When wheat and corn are the main crops, as in 
Ohio, Hlinois, Indiana and Iowa, the rotation may 

be improved, also, by seeding cowpeas or soy- 

beans after the wheat is removed. After the hay 

is harvested, rye may be seeded, which covers the 

land in winter; it may be plowed down as a green 

crop for corn, and wheat be seeded after the corn. 

Hopkins, of the Illinois Experiment Station, sug- 

gests a four-year rotation of corn, wheat, corn and 

clover, including the cowpea or soybean as a catech- 

erop for hay, the legumes to be fed as hay or pas- 

ture, and the manure returned to the land. Ora 

five-year rotation may be used in which timothy is 

seeded with clover, and the land pastured the fifth 

year. These rotations greatly increase the possi- 

bilities of the land for hay-growing, while at the 

same time they prevent rapid exhaustion. These 

suggestions may undoubtedly be adopted with profit 

throughout the other corn-growing and wheat- 

growing states of the central Mississippi valley. 

In the southern states, there has been a short- 

age of hay crops, because the tendency has been 

to grow cotton and tobacco continuously, or with 

only infrequent rotation when corn and cotton are 

raised. The advantages of the introduction of the 
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cowpea, soybean, vetch and clover in a rotation, 

and used as hay, are now recognized in part, and 

wherever used they result in largely increasing 

the amount of feed, without decreasing the total 

yield of corn, cotton or tobacco. 
An improved rotation, reeommended by the 

Alabama Station, is (first year) corn with cow- 

peas planted between the corn rows in May or 

June; second year, fall-sown oats or wheat, fol- 

lowed by cowpeas in June; third year, cotton. 

The cowpeas, after the crop of small grains is 
removed, are usually eut for hay, but may be 

picked for seed, or pastured, or plowed under in 

January or February. 

In California, and a number of the north- 

western states, continuous cropping has been 

generally practiced, although the desirability of 

rotation 1s becoming apparent, especially in con- 

nection with sugar-beet and wheat-growing. 

The main point, in all rotations, from the 
standpoint of forage, is so to adjust the rotations 

as to keep the land occupied, without sacrificing 
in any great degree the number of cereal or root- 

erops that may be grown. 

Land and seeding 

Another important consideration which is 
beginning to receive the attention that the condi- 
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tions warrant, is the complex question of adapta- 

tion of soil, and its preparation, for different 

kinds of hay crops; for while many of the grasses 
and legumes may be grown successfully on a 

wide variety of soils, they are peculiarly adapted 

to certain specific conditions. Red clover, for 

example, will grow well on lands adapted to 
eorn. <Alsike clover will succeed on those that 

are colder and more compact and not so suitable 

for the red clover. Timothy is adapted to lands 

rich in humus, and to those which, because of 

their higher content of clay, are colder than those 

most suitable for clover. Therefore, mixtures of 

timothy, red clover and alsike are much safer 

than either one alone, under general conditions, 

beeause if the conditions are unfavorable for one 

kind they may be favorable for another. 
In seeding any of these crops, the land should 

always be well prepared, which means not only 

that it shall be plowed and harrowed, but that 
it shall be worked frequently, so as to compact 

the soil and leave only the surface fine and mel- 

low—the finer and mellower the better, except 

for soils that contain a high content of fine silt, 

in which ease it is better not to make the surface 
too fine, else the land is likely to puddle and to 

become so hard as to prevent full germination 

and to retard growth. Seeding should be eare- 
fully performed. As a rule, too little seed is 
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used. However, when large quantities are applied, 

the importance of good preparation and fertiliza- 

tion iS more imperative, because with a more 

complete occupation of the land, there is a 

greater call for plant-food and moisture. The 

quantities of seed to be sown will vary with the 

kind and the mixtures of seed and manures used, 

matters which are fully discussed in other chapters. 

Harvesting and curing 

Another matter of great consequence in the 

handling of forage crops, especially if the purpose 

is to feed them on the farm, is the time of cut- 

ting. The largest quantity of digestible matter 

usually is contained in the crop when it is in 
blossom, although it does not follow that the 

largest total yield per acre will be secured if 

cut at that time. In the harvesting of grasses 

for hay, whether they shall be cut at their best 

stage for feed depends on whether the purpose 

is to feed on the farm, or to sell, the markets 
demanding a more mature forage than is_ best 

for the purpose of feeding. The difficulties of 

harvesting are greater when hay is cut for home 

use than for the market, as, in the earlier stages 

of growth, there is a larger proportion of water 

in the plant, which requires more handling than 

when nearer ripe. 
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Clover should be cut in the morning, tedded 

thoroughly, and if possible raked into windrows 

the afternoon of the same day. If the day 

following is clear, the windrows may be thrown 

open and tedded in the morning early, then raked 

together and put in small cocks and allowed to 

stand over night; the following day they may 
be opened to the air, and dried further, and the 

crop housed. By this method, there is little dan- 

ger of loss of leaves by handling, or of deteriora- 

tion in quality, because of being exposed to sun 
and dew. 

The hay made from grasses, when eut at the 

proper time, and well cured, is especially suitable 
for horses and cattle, and may be used as the 

main source of roughage for these animals. For 

dairy cows, fattening stock, sheep, swine and 

young stock of all kinds, the clovers or other 
legumes are much better adapted for growth and 
development than the grasses, as they contain a 

higher content of protein and mineral matter, in 
digestible forms. 

A judicious introduction of the different crops 
into the various rotations, as outlined, will not 
only increase the possibilities for hay-growing, 

but will be an important factor in maintaining 

the fertility of soils, now so earelessly and 
wastefully managed. 



CHAPTER III 

FORAGE CROPS FOR SOILING 

THE principles of feeding are the same whether 
animals are fed dried or succulent foods. That is, 

the relative values of the actual digestible nutri- 

ents are not changed, nor are the functions of the 

nutrients different in the one case from the other; 

yet, in comparisons that have been made of the 

feeding-value of nutrients contained in dry-forage 

rations with those in green and succulent forage, it 

has been found that a unit of digestible food of 

the same kind in the succulent ration has a greater 

efficiency than a unit of the same kind in the dry 

ration. This is thought to be due to the fact that 

a slightly greater expenditure of the total energy 

contained in the food is required in the utilization 

of a unit of food than of its equivalent in dry 

succulent food, with a corresponding increase in 

the net energy. This fact has a bearing on the ques- 

tion of soiling, because it enables the feeder to 

utilize more completely the nutrients that are raised 

on his farm. The same facts, however, apply in 

pasturing as well as in soiling, although, in the 

case of pasturing, animals do not always have at 

their command the ration in its best or most succu- 

(27) 
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lent form, for many times it is partially dried and 

not very palatable. That is, it is not possible, in 

pasturing, always to control the conditions in such 

a way as to secure reasonable uniformity in the 

proportion of contained water, or in the kind and 

quality of the nutrients in the food. 

BALANCED RATIONS 

Another consideration in feeding, important 

from the physiological standpoint, is the proper 

relation of the kinds of nutrients to each other in 

any given food; from the economical point of view, 

this principle cannot always be applied in soiling 

systems, although it should always be considered. 

It has been very clearly demonstrated that for 

the best results in stock-feeding, there should be 
a reasonably definite ratio between the digestible 

nitrogenous and the digestible non-nitrogenous 

nutrients. An excess of the nitrogenous nutrients 

usually causes a greater increase in the cost of the 

ration when feeds are purchased than when the 

earbohydrates, or non-nitrogenous nutrients, are 

in excess. In the case of crops suitable for soiling 

purposes, it is often quite as economical, or even 

more economical, to feed a ration richer than the 

standard in its content of digestible nitrogenous 

nutrients than to attempt to widen the ration by 

the use of carbohydrate feeds. This is due to the 
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fact that many of the crops that are suitable for 
soiling belong to the legume family, which are 

relatively richer in nitrogenous substance than the 

cereals; and, because these legumes do not need 

nitrogenous manuring, they may be more cheaply 

raised than others. It frequently happens, also, 

that many of the cereal crops, when in a fit con- 

dition for soiling, are more highly nitrogenous 

than when approaching maturity; and a larger 

use of this nitrogenous food would probably be 

quite as economical as if smaller quantities were 

used and carbohydrates purchased. Hence, in 

soiling systems, the observation of those laws 
which are frequently very potent in regulating 

the cost of nutrients per unit of product when 

dried foods are exclusively used, may be in part 

ignored. 

A soiling system properly conducted requires a 

large number of crops, varying widely in their 

proportion of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous 

nutrients. The land must be kept occupied; and a 

proper and self-sustaining rotation usually includes 

leguminous plants in order to maintain or increase 

the productiveness of the farm. If the feeder 

thinks that with every change of forage he would 

be required to change his feed ration, he might be 

deterred from adopting the system; but, as has 
already been pointed out, this change would not 

necessarily be required. 
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SOILING VERSUS PASTURING 

The chief advantages and disadvantages of 
soiling, as compared with pasturing, have been 

pointed out by many writers, and special points 

are alluded to in succeeding chapters; but it may 

be well to consider the question briefly at this 

time, as the subject is not well understood, and 

its importance is not appreciated as it should be. 

Among the advantages of the soiling system, 

the following are important: 

1. A larger quantity of food may be secured from 

the same land under soiling systems than under 

pasturage. It has been shown by many careful 

experiments that one acre of land in soiling crops 

will maintain from two to four cows per acre dur- 

ing the growing season, or practically from May 1 

to November 1 in the latitude of Pennsylvania. 

2. The food may be made more uniform in 

quantity and in quality when cut and carried to 

the animals, and fed in the barn or paddock, than 

when the animals are allowed to select their own. 

Under exclusive pasturage systems animals are 

frequently unable to obtain a full supply; thus 

their food fluctuates both in quantity and quality, 

and the varying conditions do not permit of the 

full and constant flow of milk. Animals cannot be 
kept to their full capacity throughout the year 

unless they are uniformly and abundantly supplied 

with food, 
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3. Practically all the food can be made avail- 

able for use, while systems of pasturing prevent 

the entire use of any crop, a large part of it being 

wasted by the tramping of the animals. 
4. The expense of fencing is saved, and the 

land is more completely utilized. The only fences 

required on farms where soiling systems are fol- 

lowed are those around the exercising grounds. 

A five-acre exercising lot is ample for fifty to 

seventy-five head of cattle. 

5. In the production of sanitary milk (that 1s, 

elean milk, free from taints, odors and flavors), 

the soiling system is much superior to pasturing, 

as the source of supply of food and water may be 

controlled. Under the soiling system, there is no 

necessity that milk at certain seasons taste grassy 

or garlicky or bitter, due to the consumption of 

various weeds, which are likely to be present even 

in the best of pastures. Furthermore, the animals 

do not have access to stagnant pools of water, 

which frequently contribute undesirable character- 

istics to the milk. 

The disadvantages of the soiling system are 

chiefly two: 

1. The greater expenditure for labor and 
expense in the preparation of soil, seeding and 

fertilizing in providing for the crop, and in eutting 

and carrying the food to the animals. In pastur- 

ing, the minimum of labor is required, 
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2. In wet spells, it is frequently difficult to 

harvest and eart the food to the animal, without 

injury to the land, and without reducing the 

palatability of the forage, although this also 

applies in part to pasturing. 

COST OF NUTRIENTS IN SOILING CROPS 

It is difficult to establish definite relations 

between the cost of food in soiling and in pasture, 

owing to the wide variety of conditions that occur. 

In the first place, in many soiling systems it is 

possible to utilize catch-crops (those grown between 

times, or incidental to other crops) at relatively little 

eost or to very great advantage. In other cases, 

in order that the continuity of supply of food may 

not be broken in complete soiling systems, it may 

be necessary to expend relatively large amounts 

for fertilizers, manures and seeds. On the other 

hand, in the case of the pasturing in many of the 

rougher sections of the country, land ean be uti- 

lized that could not be profitably tilled, thus ena- 

bling the growing of suitable crops by the one 

system which would not be possible by the other. 

If land is expensive, and the markets for dairy 

products are good, the cost of nutrients per animal 

is relatively much less with soiling than with pas- 

turage, largely because of the decrease in the 

capital necessary to provide the land. 
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A farmer having a one-hundred-acre farm 

could provide, under the soiling system, summer 

and winter roughage for fifty to seventy-five head 

of cattle. Under the pasturing system he would 

not have a sufficient area to provide more than 

summer pasture, as each animal would require 

about two acres; thus he would not be able to 

provide any forage for winter use. In other words, 

the soiling system virtually increases the efficiency 

of areas available for dairying from four to six 

times. 

Under good systems of pasturage, it would 

require at least 100 acres to supply the pasture 

necessary for fifty cows, whereas by the soiling 

system 100 acres would be capable of providing 

food for 300 cows for the same period. All of the 

large dairies producing sanitary milk for the best 

city trade, and keeping from 50 to 500 cows, prac- 

tice soiling and find it much more economical than 

pasturing; in fact, it would be practically impos- 

sible, in many instances, to conduct the business 

if pasture were the only source of summer succu- 
lent food. 

EXPERIMENTS TO DETERIMINE THE COST OF NUTRIZNTS 

In experiments at the New Jersey Station on 

the yield and cost of nutrients in soiling systems, 

it was shown that, while both yield and cost varied 

C 
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with the season and kind of crop, nevertheless 
the cost of dry matter in the various crops, not 

including the labor required to bring the food to 

the barn, averaged about $6.50 per ton, while the 
feeding-value of the dry matter was nearly as 

great on the average as that in fine feeds, which 
averaged over $20 per ton; and furthermore, that 

the yield per acre of dry matter ranged from three 

to four and one-half tons. 

In these experiments the land was used, in many 

eases, for three crops, and in others for two; or, 

in other words, the soil was constantly oecupied 

with growing crops. It is more than likely that 

the expense of growing these crops would be much 

greater in the East and South than in the richer 

lands of the Central West, because, in addition to 

the manures, it is usually necessary to apply com- 

mercial fertilizers in order to secure maximum 

Crops. 

ROTATION SYSTEMS 

As already indicated, in soiling systems it is 

necessary, in order that the largest returns may 

be obtained and that a continuous supply of forage ~ 

may be provided, to adopt systems of rotation 

that will result in the largest yield of food per 

acre. It is impossible to give rotations that are 
likely to be most useful for all conditions, as cli- 

mate, season, and adaptability of crop, vary widely . 
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in different localities; but in order to give an idea 

of how rotations work out, the record of one year’s 

soiling crops at the New Jersey Experiment Sta- 

tion is here presented: 

A ROTATION OF SOILING CROPS WHICH SUPPLIED FIFTY ANIMALS 

Six MontTuHs 

Seed used Date of Period of cutting Yield, 
Kind (bushels) seeding and feeding tons 

UVGso ACL ES ciclecis.s 36 's.0ie'e i, cee eOpts OV, mesa May Tel. cased woes 9.4 
EUVG CEACTOSivcreis c.sic cissieie’a's « A nae OC be oumeiernnas May. 1-19. jccccic'ss 19.2 
Alfalfa, lacre, first cutting 7 ....May 14...... May 19-25......0 LAs 
VRC ign IACL ES ccten ccs «sauce eee De PUs 2Oncecs May 25-June 1.... 10.4 
Crimson clover, 6 acres... 14. sored UNV TGs iaa0e JuMme vl=2 Feviec cate 42.8 
MimOleSrASSOSy CrCl sisc« sald cUsles weve se eaven ns 5% June 21-26........ 8.3 

Oats-and-peas, 2 acres., { ; } ADT Sacra sare June 26-July 4.... 12.4 

Oats-and-peas, 2 acres. A 5 }. April Tlece.s. Ly AG ssc sere eats 8.2 

AEA SCCONG CUGEING «Stix iasis o's diss Nereloicie's oletelass fe hg a 8 Ree eal 

Oats-and-peas, 5 acres.. { Te DELL LG ccatatate oly 11-22 6 ceteces 16.4 

Southern white corn, 
QOTOS neiccaeiwtle nin Se acer Vig o's Ss NU RIV EG cates» ae July 22—Aug. 3.... 17.7 

Barnyard, millet, 2 acres... 154. ...Jmne 19... AU S10 cess cies 23.2 
Doybeans, l-acre.: 4.226. 2 eis. «UNEP ss oecen Ariel 9-25... 2 <<a 8.8 
Cowpeas, 1 acre..........; 2 sisi sie) UNO LO ae etacis Aug. 25-Sept.1... 10.5 
Cowpeas-and-kafir corn, f 2 Mee { g \ July 10:4.2040 Sapte d16sciue 20: 24.4 
Pearl millet, 2 acres ...... Tas sex OULY. EV ieee Sept. 16-Oct. 1.... 20.2 
Cowpeas, 1 acre........... Lise ed WYO ciciess Oetril-oRsescseees 8.0 
Mixed grasses, 5 acres 

MDALCUVRGUTIO( |) \eS:ccicle's abate, osehac/nee dd s'Salenoe twee Obs b-2T1 i s.céwiera's's 20.0 
BArl@y, 2. ACTOS. < oj.ce.06.0010's Dyaissk DOU bs Oavcwasee Oct. 27-Nov. 1.... 5.2 

PROGAL T= cirete'alvicls shone c's wits oldie aisle cemicieism see eels «wvacies oe eele aereannes 278.3 

The above crops supplied sufficient green for- 

age for an equivalent of fifty full-grown animals 

from May 1 to November 1, fine feeds being used 

in addition as the animals seemed to require them. 

It will be observed that the average quantity of 

food consumed daily by each animal was 60.4 
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pounds. The number of acres was twenty-four, ten 

of which were used exclusively for forage crops, 
while the other fourteen were used only part of 

the season. The records for several years at this 

Station show that three and one-fourth cows may 

be kept on an acre for six months of the growing 

season. 
Other combinations of crops, which may be 

applicable in other localities, are indicated in the 

following table: 

ANNUAL YIELD OF ROTATING SOILING CROPS PER ACRE 

——Approximate 
No. of Crops in Time of Time of Yield per 
acre one-year rotation seeding eutting acre—tons 

Rye and crimson clover..... September..... May 1-10. roretets seit 8.05 
I< Oats-and-peas: .ccwtcas cele ccm Maye) Otte stetecce Jali 11 Ole eraiersieviere 7.60 

DOVIDCADS crc wieece cio sieciee steele July tO aee.e = pept.. 110s. sce. 9.00 

PE ODell cies eters oiercleteie ie) oveie We. \e) ote lay eiatele ale olel oy later si sieieierer aya S¥ehewereia mieters 24.65 

Wheat fodder sitmececccc’s esis September..... May 10=20....cse. oe 7.00 
Ach @ OW DEAS ica lecinem ciel es, wile eiereeis May. 20) sees ee Jy VO—20) es ciaerae 5:6 8.20 

Japanese millet... sc. cise es Nal yZOi ciel eves sept. 10-20... ccc 7.00 

BSOGE rare sn veicte eo. chore al cversh evel sheteicisteteve erecerere ara 2. tala (evels at orate ataietaveiars 22.20 

Oats-and-PeCAas (. scc ce ccs 6 ms ATTN aioe ecoete June 10-20........ 7.34 
3. dapanese Millets ic. «acs ene June ZO. <.secks Aue l—1Oe es saree 8.73 

Barley-and-peas.....-....e0- Ae TON So sieverere Octl0=20 5. 55.5 sae 6.03 

TOS soe ractetstctvele fia ate o eiaraisi ne slefele eco aretes merit ee woes 22.10 

Qats-ant-pons 1. . sets conc ees April 10s ea. Une t LTO ee sia esters 6.80 
A <I COW DEAS coe cieciale c/einte'ssis'eieielere SUMOMOe ae iareare Aug: 10-20 coe. sce 8.20 

Barley-and-peas..........e0- Aue 2 0lecnmiaes @ct.-20-30 55: cee 6.30 

PPOCAL a revelohe cyeicietora cise eusceve ousievsteist since rclsints eletstsvataie elaine iehatal sterette 21.30 

UV GO cece cicieats atelciaeieciar nin September..... Maye l= Tis e'sie0 16) ocr 9.60 
Dis, \COW DEAS facies c.clo os teloints ore iotaisiave JUNE 10s... emeis Aug. 25-Sept. 1.... 10.50 

Barl@y; cave otc mare cae oceaee Cie EWG. cao cere sat Oct. 27-Nov. 1.... 2.60 
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ANNUAL YIELD OF ROTATING SOILING CROPS PER ACRE— Continued 
Approximate———\ No. of Crops in Time of Time of Yield per acre one-year rotation seeding cutting acre—tons UY Oar tiete cettals tha See ienin c October ...054 Maye tale 8 oe. 9.60 UW OOV OEMS oraiercies dca Sole ane: SUMO ALO se ance AUR. TO 2b shoe ces 8.80 ATIC pets ete’e ccs wiseis:ca oul ct (=) yar Areata Oct. 27-Nov: 1. ... 2.60 

WROTANT Hor oven silmetnewies incite ah a Viatig) Mees Iola ke 21.00 

7 CrimsonClover eed vcs oe S01 he ee ae May 20-Junel.... 8.00 GC) Ga gh 2 a ag June Teeeyeacek July 20-Aug. 1.... 9.56 

MOtA Seaso5 vetoes s PiN[e O16 Kiel sieieiw'aute a Seesewle dears Su 4.6 is wad weiere 17.56 

gJ Mixed grasses ............0. September..... June 20-30........ 7.00 VOU este. cte scar Bic ocidlcna Gae (eens UNOO Ec eie'es Aug. 20-Sept. 1... 12.24 

ROU dees phditcs a dbau leanne iioetuli tae Dene tiyarennea tatoo 19.24 

Rye-and-vetch............00. rey 0) Fe 01 eames May 10-19......... 8.60 OMI a iced bias oa auade cache MAY Bi ced ones July 20-29 ........ 11.80 

HI QUUM iia tectmcteapicinad opuatbenasbgumidl tn! a2). lV es 20.40 

0 Eee ais wate seals Keke aeons AUWOUSE-s000 ape May Val) iceseuce. 8.50 earl mullet, voorccsecs oo2ke Marl we. .6 a AUPE =1D.cace ence 15.10 

1b) | LOE ge REE Giwalesaicei eave: p's, '9 aiccevaiard din’ene, sai a Gre teerare 23.60 

a J Oats-and-peas............... April.1O: 2222. o5)une 26-July 4.... 10.20 WRC OWDGRS oo oo oscceus Boece i UY 5 Le ote, ret) 01 (3) Is aa 8.00 

MNOLUA in a3 Snieloais a Gia\viie So Seehnen eoetce eS es ~, 18.20 

2 J Oats-and-peas .............. Aprilia 5.456.sJ une 29-July 6.... 10.20 | Flint COUUsiesiee sem aeieaswlaaccee UY 10 c. 60 csc, Sept. 22-30 ....... 11.00 

HED AE foie nica Nieccningnc Sareea EO nt. 4D 21.20 

wl Oats-and-peas............... ADVIS .saseesed UNO 16-090. ..05. 6.20 | Cowpeas-and-kafir corn..... ouly 10.2.2. mept.. 1-16... 3.00. 12.20 

Melia eee aes ugha ok Gens eat eames dy 18.40 
Alfalfa— First year, two CILDUIINE SE ecrwetae cpeminin dias atg hee Mined 8.00 l Alfalfa—Second Weak, LOUTCULINE Sy. 5 265 ane sies wanes de etc ee 20.21 Alfalfa—Third year, five CU LIINE Sis eta wishes Pearce eon dels OO TG O) Alfalfa— Fourth year, four CULDIN PRs, sictcetekie certo ty Sangeet 21.70 

In these schemes, when one crop is removed 
another is put in immediately. As the time of 
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seeding, as well as time of harvesting, varies 
greatly, the dates are of course only approximate. 

In order that the land may be covered in winter, 

rye or wheat is seeded when the last crop is 
removed. To accomplish this in the case of Nos. 

4,5 and 6, rye is seeded with the barley or barley- 
and-peas, and it will usually grow sufficiently, 

after the forage is removed, to make a good cover 

for the winter. 
It will be observed that in the rotations in the 

latter table, alfalfa is not included, although a 

small area was used in the rotation indicated in 

the previous table. Where it is possible to grow 

alfalfa, it would be quite unnecessary to use so 

large a number of crops. In fact, rye, crimson 

clover, alfalfa and corn would serve to provide 

practically a continuous supply of food, as the 

alfalfa will be ready for harvesting usually the 

fourth week in May, and the cutting can be so 

arranged afterward as practically to provide a 

continuous supply of forage until the middle of 

September. Alfalfa is one of the cheapest and most 

satisfactory crops that can be grown for soiling. 

THE ROTATIONS MUST BE CAREFULLY PLANNED 

It will be observed from a study of the tables 

of rotations that, in order to provide for a con- 

tinuous supply of forage crops, careful plans must 
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be made beforehand, or a period will oeeur when 

there is a lack of sufficient food. In the central 

states, the period likely to be most difficult to fill 
is the latter part of July and early August, espe- 

cially should the season be so dry as to prevent max- 

imum growth. To avoid interruptions, it is neces- 

sary, therefore, to plant a larger area and plan for 

a greater quantity of food than would be requisite if 
normal conditions prevailed. It is also necessary, 

if the land is to be fully occupied and maximum 

yields secured, that care be taken to follow the 

schedule of seeding and harvesting very closely. 
A difference of two or three days in the time of 

seeding, especially in spring, will very often make 

a difference of ten days in the time of harvesting. 

This is particularly true in the case of oats and 
peas. 

The period required for growing the crop to the 

proper stage, as well as the period during which 
crops may be useful for forage, will also vary to 
some extent; but if harvesting is begun early 

enough, as pointed out in the discussion of indi- 

vidual crops, the period of usefulness will range 

from six days to two weeks. For example, rye 

seeded at different times will in some seasons pro- 

vide excellent forage for fully two weeks, while in 

certain other seasons, especially if the early season 

is dry and hot, profitable feeding cannot be con- 

tinued for more than a week or ten days. The 
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period of successful feeding will also depend on 

the kind of crop. Corn may be fed for a much 
longer period than any other of the regular forage 

erops, while millet is not useful ordinarily for more 

than six days. All of these factors must be taken 

into consideration in making plans for a season, in 

order that the forage will be in the best condition 

for soiling, and that the land may be fully utilized 

for crops. : 

Many farmers using green forage crops for the 

first time make the mistake of waiting until the 

plant is too far matured before beginning its use. 

The result is that the food is not palatable, diges- 

tibility is reduced, and the milk flow is decreased, 

due not to the system of soiling, but to a lack of 

observation of the essential rules. 

PLANT-FOOD MUST BE PROVIDED 

Another point of considerable importance, and 
which is often overlooked, is the fact that in such 

intensive practice there is a greater demand for 

available food than when a period of rest occurs 

between the different crops. Therefore, it 1s essen- 

tial not only that very careful cultivation shall be 

practiced, but that the land shall be well supplied 

with plant-food. In any system of rotation, it 1s 

desirable, also, that one crop each year shall be a 

leguminous crop, and also that the land shall 
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receive a dressing of manure once a year. In addi- 

tion to this, the summer crops especially should be 

well supplied with phosphoric acid and potash. 

At the New Jersey Station, nine acres were 

devoted to the growing of soiling crops, during a 

period of nine years, crops succeeding each other 

immediately, and the soil, instead of becoming 

less fertile, increased in productiveness, notwith- 

standing the continuous drain on the land and actual 

removal of large quantities of fertility constituents. 

This was undoubtedly due to extra cultivation, to 

manure applied once each year, to commercial 

fertilizers applied with the other crops, and to the 

further fact that the land was covered with some 
crop in winter. This practice of cover-cropping 

not only provided abundance of food, but prevented 

losses of constituents, as the land was not left bare 

in fall and winter. 

PREPARATION OF LAND 

In the growing of soiling crops under intensive 

systems, it is better, as a rule, to plow but once a 

year, preferably in spring. In the preparation of 

land for the other crops, it is advisable to use a 

cutaway harrow, thoroughly pulverizing the soil 

at a depth of three to four inches. The advantages 

of this method are that the cultivation conserves 

moisture should the weather be dry; while the 
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plowing causes too great loss of it, since it breaks 

the capillary connection with the lower layers at a 

too great depth from the surface. A dried-out 

plowed surface, not having proper connection with 

the lower layers, does not contain sufficient mois- 

ture to cause the rapid germination of seed and to 

provide what is necessary for immediate and con- 
tinuous growth. 

COVER-CROPS 

To keep the land constantly occupied with 

growing plants is particularly important, both in 

the hot summer months and in fall and spring. 

The covering of the land in summer prevents the 

temperature from rising so high as to destroy the 

organisms in the soil, while the covering in fall 

and spring prevents the mechanical losses that 

oceur from wind and rain, and by the carrying 

away of food in the soil-water. Owing to the fact 

that certain crops, as, for example, barley or late- 

seeded oats, are harvested too late to permit of 

seeding other cover-crops, it has been found prac- 

ticable to seed either rye or wheat with the barley 

or oats; and the rye, if the nurse crop is removed 

by the latter part of October, will usually make 

growth enough in the central states to prevent 

the losses referred to, and to be used in spring 

for green manure or for forage, as may be most 

convenient. 
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FORAGE-CROP RATIONS 

In the use of soiling crops, it is quite possible 

to have the green forage serve as the entire ration; 

although it is better, on the whole, that the soil- 

ing crop provide only the larger part of it, for 

the reason that in many eases the green crop 

contains such a small proportion of dry matter as 

to make it necessary for the animals to consume a 

too large bulk, even though it might be no greater 

than in pasturing in those periods when pasture 

grasses are growing rapidly and are very watery. 

Experiments show that it is possible to use 

green forage exclusively, and, while the yield of 

product is less, the cost per unit is also less than 

when fine feeds are used in connection with it. 

It is largely a question as to whether the dairyman 

desires to keep his animals up to the full standard 

of production, by supplying in reasonable bulk 

sufficient amounts of digestible food in best forms, 

or whether he desires to secure his product at the 

lowest cost even though the total production is 

reduced. If it is cheaper for him to supply the 

animals entirely by means of forage crops, this is 

the practice for him to follow,—that is, cheaper in 

the sense that if the milk yield is less, the relative 

cost is also so much less as to enable him to secure 

a larger profit. These are matters that individual 

farmers must determine for themselves. 
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SUMMER SILAGE 

In considering the question of feeding of eattle 

throughout the year with succulent food, the sum- 
mer silo must be included. There is no doubt but 

that in many instances, and for many conditions, 

the summer silo would meet all the requirements 

of the dairy farmer for this particular form of 

food. The advantages of the silo are, chiefly, a 

saving of labor in the season when it is specially 
needed for other work, and providing a uniform 

food supply without regard to the character of the 

season. 
Whether the use of the summer silo will result 

in materially reducing the cost of the ration, 

is a question that will have to be determined by 

the actual conditions on a particular farm. To 

judge from the reports on cost of silage, there 

would undoubtedly be a saving in actual cost of 

food, providing the silos were so constructed as to 

result in a minimum loss of dry matter. It must be 
remembered, however, that in the construction of 

a silo for summer use the surface areas of the 

silo should be less per animal than for winter 

silage, owing to the more rapid fermentation 

of the silage in hot weather. At least double the 

depth, or about four inches, should be removed 

daily, instead of two inches, as in the case of 

winter silage. 
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The use of a summer silo does not prevent the 

profitable production of other crops than corn. 
Frequently such crops as rye and erimson clover, 

when they are grown as ecatch-crops, have been 

successfully ensilaged in the spring for summer 

use. 

With the use of the summer silo it would be 
quite possible to carry as many animals as by the 

soiling system, providing the rotations were so 

arranged as to permit of more than one crop per 

year on the same area (as, for example, rye, wheat 
and crimson clover), and if a large area of alfalfa 

were grown for hay to furnish protein for both 

winter and summer rations. The economies of the 

summer silo have not yet been fully worked out, 

but the question is one that has much promise as 
a means of reducing the cost of food, and of 

increasing the number of animals that may be 
kept on a given area. 



CHAPTER IV 

STRAW CEREALS AND GREEN-FORAGE GRASSES 

ALL cereal or grain crops produce herbage that 

is acceptable and nutritious to animals. It is often 
allowable to grow such crops solely for the herbage, 

or forage, rather than for the grain. Such crops 

usually adapt themselves well to farming plans; 

or, rather, farming plans are lhkely to have been 

so formed as to adapt themselves to these common 

erops. In their ordinary relations, these crops are 

well known, and only a brief discussion is neces- 
sary to explain their forage crop cultivation. 

Many of the regular hay crops ean also be uti- 

lized to advantage for soiling and for other green 

foraging. The utilization of such crops for special 

purposes, when conditions are right, increases the 

productiveness of animals and also allows, in some 

eases, of a better system of handling the land. 

Two of the commonest of such grass crops are dis- 
eussed in this chapter. 

RYE AS A FORAGE CROP (Fig. 3) 

Although not generally regarded favorably, rye 

is a valuable soiling crop, primarily because in 

(46) 
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many states it is available for feeding earlier in 
the spring than any other erop suitable for the 
purpose. In the central states and the middle 
west, it is ready for use about the first of May, or 
at a time when pastures are too young to use and 
when some green crop is especially desirable. A 

Fig 3. Rye, at best stage of maturity for soiling. 
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suitable variety of rye is one that makes a large 

growth of leaf, although any variety’ may be 

improved in this respect by proper seed selecting 

and manuring. The common winter rye is gener- 

ally used, although Excelsior, Thousandfold and 

Giant are all desirable, since, in order to obtain 

a large yield of grain, there is a heavy leaf 
development. 

In the southern states, and as far north as 

southern New Jersey, spring rye is frequently used 

as a forage crop, as well as for grain. This plant 

has not sueeeeded well as far north as central New 

Jersey, although fair crops have been obtained 

when the plant has been used as a grain crop. It 

does not possess any peculiar advantages, and is 

not recommended in preference to other spring- 

seeded erops, on which greater dependence can 

usually be placed. 

When eonditions are not favorable for soiling 

(to which it is best adapted), rye makes an excel- 

lent pasture; and while but one-third to one-half 

as much food is obtained as from soiling, it ean be 

used through a longer period, provided it is not 

pastured too closely in its early growth. Pasturing 

is a favorite method of utilizing rye in many dairy 

districts, and the erop serves a most excellent pur- 

pose as a souree of food as well as to protect the 

regular pastures from injury from too early use. 

If weather conditions are favorable later, a hght 
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early pasturing will not seriously interfere with the 
maturing of the grain. 

Another advantage of rye, which should not 

be lost sight of, is its usefulness as a cover-crop, 

not only in absorbing and holding plant-food, but 

in preventing the waste of soil by washing or 
blowing. 

Rye ean be seeded later in the fall than almost 

any other crop, and starts earlier in spring than 

most others. It will usually pay well to seed rye 

on raw ground as a cover-crop alone. 

Rye can also be utilized for silage. It is not so 

well adapted for silage as corn, yet if allowed to 

head out fully before cutting and to wilt slightly 

before packing in the silo, it may be preserved 

without serious loss. Its food value in silage will 

also compare favorably with that in the green 
material. 

Made in the proper way, rye hay is also a good 
means of utilizing the crop. It should be cut when 

at its best stage for forage, that is, before fuily 

headed out, and cured in the usual way. 

Soils, manures, and fertilizers tor rye 

When grown for forage purposes, the prepara- 

tion of soil and the seeding are of great impor- 

tance, as these points have a direct bearing both 

on the earliness and the yield, notwithstanding that 

D 
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rye is a crop that makes a good growth in relatively 

poor soils. The land should be prepared in the 

same way as when the crop is grown for grain. 

Particular care should be exercised to make the 

surface soil very fine, in order that the feeding 

rootlets may readily occupy the entire area. 

Manures should be used liberally for rye. If 

available, from six to eight loads of good barn- 

yard manure should be broadcasted after plowing, 
and thoroughly harrowed into the soil. If com- 

mercial fertilizer 1s used, a mixture rich in phos- 

phorie acid is especially recommended. A formula 

earrylng 

INIEPO@ EN tris Betas or Py, ony omicigy abe? Sam tens . . 3 per cent 

Phosphorie acid (available). ...... 8 per cent 

Potashs (ie. aie’ ep sie. Umaaieeenmeee, See DOlyCOmy 

is one in which the constituents are well propor- 

tioned; and its liberal use will very materially 

influence the character of the growth, not only in 

the fall, but in the following spring. The fact that 

fall-grown crops will store food in the tissue ready 
for elaboration in the spring makes it desirable 

that such crops as are intended for early forage 

shall make a vigorous growth in fall, in order that 

this appropriation of food may be accomplished to 

the best advantage, and that the spring growth 

may be early and rapid. Fertilizer should be 

applied at the rate of 200 to 400 pounds per acre, 

depending on the character of the soil. It may 
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be broadeasted before seeding or drilled with the 
seed. 

In order to secure the best yield, the early 
growth should be stimulated, particularly with 

nitrogenous food; therefore an application of 100 

to 150 pounds of nitrate of soda per aere, broad- 

easted, usually about the first of April, is to be 

recommended. Experiments at the New Jersey 
Station show that an application of 150 pounds of 

nitrate of soda per acre has caused an average 

increase in yield of 37.6 per cent, besides giving 

the further advantage of lengthening the time dur- 

ing which the crop may be fed. This increase in 

yield is a very important consideration, because 
one of the strongest arguments in favor of soiling, 

as distinguished from pasturing, is that smaller 
areas are required to supply the needs of the ani- 

mals; and there is thus great reason for proper 
manuring or fertilizing, since the larger yields 

result in decreasing the area required for produe- 

ing the food for a definite number of animals. If 

possible, this application of nitrate should be 
made just preceding or after a rain, in order that 

the salt may be immediately dissolved and carried 

to the roots. In order to prevent injury, it should 

be applied only when the foliage is dry. The pur- 

pose is to get as much of the nitrogen into the 
plant as possible; thus it should be applied as 

soon as active growth begins, or when the plant 
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has resumed its vegetative functions. If applied 
earlier than this, the rate of absorption will be 

slower, and the danger of loss from leaching will 

be greater. The application may be made broadeast 

by hand, or with a good fertilizer distributer. As 
the nitrate is a heavy salt, and it is difficult evenly 

to distribute the small quantities usually recom- 

mended, it should preferably be mixed with some 

other substance, as plaster, bran, sawdust, or dry 

earth. 

Seeding and harvesting 

The quantity of seed will vary according to the 

character of the soil. Ordinarily, when rye is 

seeded for forage, it 1s desirable that it should be 
thick, even though under good appropriation of 

food the plants will stool largely. If the seeding 

is thick, the great number of shoots will thicken 

the forage and make it useful for a soiling crop 

for a longer period, because the finer the stem the 
longer will the plant remain palatable. 

When grown primarily for forage, the quantity 

of seed should be greater than when the crop is 
grown for grain,—usually two bushels per aere. 

The yield per acre, even under good methods of 

management, will vary widely, according to char- 

acter of soil and season. The range is from four 

to twelve tons per acre. In experiments at the 

New Jersey Station, the average yield for seven 
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years has been seven tons per acre. The cost of 
seeding and fertilizing has been five dollars and 
fifty cents, making the crop one of the cheapest 
of those used for soiling. 

In order that the best results may be obtained 

from the use of rye as a green forage crop, har- 

vesting should begin as soon as the plant begins 

to head. At this period, the forage is very succu- 
lent, palatable and highly digestible. In the first 

feedings, smaller amounts should be used than are 

sufficient to supply the entire needs of the animal. 

If the plant is left until it is fully headed out 

before beginning to eut,—at which period perhaps 

the largest total amount of food would be obtained, 

—the time during which the crop may be used 1s 

very much shortened, and the usefulness of the 

crop, either as a source of all of the sueculent food 

or as a supplement of pastures, is considerably 

reduced. Under average conditions, when the 

practice outlined here is followed, rye may serve 

to supply the herd with a palatable food for ten to 

twenty days, the period depending on the method 

of seeding and the character of the season. 

If it is desirable to have a long period of feeding, 

the crop should be seeded at different times. The 

first seeding should be made in the middle states 

in August, and the second as late as the middle of 

September, or first of October. This later seeding 

will make a much less vigorous growth in fall, will 
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start later in spring and will therefore be ready 

for feeding a week or ten days later than that from 

the first seeding, and which has been stimulated 
as outlined. 

Chemical composition of the rye crop 

If the rye crop is used when in the best condi- 

tion for forage, it contains a high content of water, 

or an average of only about 18 per cent of dry 

matter. In this stage of growth, the content of 

nitrogenous matter is relatively large, although it 

is not entirely organized into albuminoids. As the 

crop matures, the dry matter increases and the 

erude fiber and nitrogen-free extract increase rela- 

tively much more rapidly than the nitrogenous 

compounds, and the nutritive ratio is widened. 
The average composition of green rye and yield of 

nutrients are as follows: 
Onaton An average 

can eee 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water. ...... ss oe @ . JOl.oe ic xee & owes 

Dry Matter” wi46~4. ads. 4 Sark: *ale05 361.0 2527 .0 

PEDO SOXtrach ays (<<. 0.65 13.0 91.0 

Crude fiber ...... ss 4.29 85.8 600.6 

Protein. «\s- 6 5» 8 oe Se % 2.13 42.6 298.2 

ASW « we, % exe Ve ee ee ee 1.36 37.2 259.4 

Nitrogen-free extract .... o:65 192.2 1345.4 

A yield of seven tons, therefore, will furnish 
about one and one-fourths tons of dry matter, 

which will contain about 300 pounds of protein, 
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and nearly one ton of carbohydrates, including 
fiber; the total protein is practically equivalent to 

that contained in one ton of wheat bran, and the 

earbohydrates are equivalent to that contained in 

nearly two tons, but with a rate of digestibility 

much higher than for the bran. The relatively 

large yield of nutrients, together with the fact that 

the crop may be secured without large expense, 
and without interfering with the growing of other 

crops the same season, make rye a crop worthy of 

consideration. It is now chiefly grown in the 

northeastern states, but its area might be profit- 

ably extended. 

Feeding rye 

It is desirable in the beginning, and when the 

plant is in an immature state, to feed about one- 

half the quantity that the animals usually require, 

say thirty pounds per day, and by the third day 

increase it to fifty or sixty pounds for a 1,000- 

pound cow. Sixty pounds will supply about ten 

pounds of dry matter, or nearly one-half of the 

total required in a daily ration for a cow in full 

flow of milk. Larger amounts are often fed, but 

usually not to good advantage. Dairy animals are 

very fond of green rye, when cut at the proper 
time, and its feeding will always result in an 

increase in the flow of milk, due both to its sue- 

culence and to the fact that at the right stage of 
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growth for soiling it is very well balanced in its 

proportions of nutrients. 

WHEAT AS A FORAGE CROP 

Wheat can be successfully used for forage pur- 

poses. It will be ready for use usually as soon as 
the rye has reached the unpalatable stage. Wheat 

is not so economical as rye in many respects; the 

seed 1s more expensive, it is less hardy and thus 

lable to suffer greater injury from unfavorable 

weather conditions, and does not start so rapidly 

in spring. It also requires a richer soil for its best 

erowth. As in the ease of rye, when it is designed 

as a forage crop, either for soiling or for pasture, 

the crop should be seeded a little earlier than the 

usual time of seeding for grain, that is, not later 

than September 1 in the middle states. 
Any variety that is well adapted for grain to 

the soil and climate of the given locality will be 

suitable for forage, although the kinds that make 

large straw,—and preferably beardiess varieties, 

—are to be recommended. 

Wheat also makes excellent pasture, and if 

managed carefully a large quantity of food may be 

obtained. Care should be used to prevent too 

close early cropping. 

Wheat also makes a highly nutritious and 

palatable hay if cut when just in full head, and 
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carefully cured. In this way it is used with great 
satisfaction in many parts of the country. 

Preparation of soil, and seeding 

The land should be as thoroughly well prepared 

as in seeding for the grain crop. Land should be 
well cultivated, thoroughly firmed and the surface 
two or three inches made very fine, so as to 

provide conditions favorable for quick germination 
and the easy penetration of the fine rootlets. 

When yard or stable manure is available, it is 
good practice to apply it broadeast on the surface 

at the rate of six to eight tons per acre, and thor- 

oughly incorporate it with the surface soil. This 

may be reinforeea by the application of 100 to 150 

pounds per acre of dissolved bone; or, when the 

land is reasonably well supplied with nitrogen, the 

same quantity of acid phosphate may be used per 

acre. It is essential that an abundance of available 

phosphorie acid should be at the disposal of the 

plant in the early stages of growth. In the absence 

of home manures, an application of a fertilizer 

reasonably rich in nitrogen and phosphoric acid 

should be applied, as the principles indicated for 

rye hold true also in the ease of wheat: that is, the 

plant, having an abundance of available food in the 

fall, will absorb it, and that which is not converted 

into plant substance will be retained, in part at 
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least, in the tissues-and be ready for elaboration in 

early spring. A suitable application may be made 

of 300 pounds per acre of a fertilizer containing 

Nitrogen )\2 vaeeh'e ats: Tears: Paar ae Wee oO aper COME 

Phosphoric acid (available). ...... 8 per cent 

Potash." 2) deci ae fered ns eer elle oN pce 6 5 per cent 

If wheat is sown primarily for forage the quantity 
of seed should be larger than when grain is the 

purpose, or at the rate of two to two and one-half 

bushels per acre. This is heavy seeding, but there 

should be no bare spots, and the plants should be 

so thick as to make the proportion of leaf large 

and the stems very small, and permit of a longer 

use as forage. 

Value and yield of wheat 

The wheat crop is at its best when just in full 

head, although its use should begin just as it is 

heading out. Wheat is superior to rye, as it can 

be fed for a longer period, and is usually more 

palatable. Wheat is also superior to rye because it 

contains more dry matter when in a condition suit- 

able for soiling; therefore, a smaller amount will 

supply a larger quantity of actual nutrients. When 

just heading out, analysis shows it to contain on 

the average 23 per cent of dry matter, and in pro- 

portions of constituents such as to make the 

product a fairly well-balanced ration. In its more 

nearly matured state it contains a larger proportion 
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of digestible nitrogen-free substance than the rye. 
Owing to the fact that wheat contains more dry 
matter than rye, when at the best stage of growth, 

it can be fed immediately in the usual quantities 

without injury. From fifty to sixty pounds per 

day is the quantity most generally used. 

The average yields per acre are slightly greater 

than for rye, due mainly to the fact that it ean be 

eut at a later stage of maturity. Yields are much 

increased by a judicious top-dressing of nitrate of 

soda, as reeommended for rye, the increase being 

usually greater than in the case of rye, because of 

the longer period in which the plants have access 

to the food previous to cutting,—rye having about 

a month for the absorption of the nitrate, whereas 

the wheat has from six to seven weeks. The 

average increase in yield from the application of 

150 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre, at the New 
Jersey Station, was over 60 per cent. 

Wheat is slightly less useful as a cover-crop 
than rye, because it usually does not make so 

vigorous growth in the fall, and starts off much 

less rapidly in the spring. Still, it has its use 

for this purpose, and one which should not be 
ignored. Wheat and rye, because of their early 

maturity, are especially suitable for supplement- 

ing early spring pastures. In fact, they are the 

only erops, except in the South, that possess this 
most valuable characteristic. 
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AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDER WHEAT AND YIELD OF 

NUTRIENTS er An average 

contains ae 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

WOtOl ote vee Sc Sse ee eee ed Me. oc ats 

Dry matter “eo. ee ee 2) Peo 454.0 3632.0 

Ether extract <2. . « « . « 0.70 14.0 112.0 

Crude fiber <--> She 2% ss 5.90 118.0 944.0 

PYOUGHE. «=. 2 % 4S i aap ses ode 2.40 48.0 384.0 

PASTIR OM of capt <n pete od A oa 1.80 36.0 288.0 

Nitrogen-free extract .... 11.90 238.0 1904.0 

Wheat well grown and cut at the right time, 

will yield more than rye, as high as twelve tons 

having been secured at the New Jersey Station. 

At an average of eight tons per acre, the nutrients 

will compare favorably with many of the more 

common forage crops on this basis of yield. The 

protein considerably exceeds that in an average 

crop of rye. 

OATS AS A FORAGE CROP 

Oats are also used as a soiling and as a hay 

crop, and are very well adapted for these pur- 

poses. The best soils are rich loams, containing 

an abundance of organic matter. Because of the 

season in which the plant grows, fertilizers should 

contain an abundance of nitrogen in an available 

form. When oats are used for forage purposes, 

the nitrogen may be used in greater excess than 

when they are grown for grain, as the stimulation 

of the plant will not result in injuring the quality 
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of the crop. The forcing of leaf and stem prevents 
normal ripening and encourages those conditions 

which are favorable for the attack of fungous dis- 

eases. The fertilizer should contain a large pro- 

portion of its nitrogen in the form of a nitrate. 
A good dressing should consist of at least 

1S NO 0) 26(2)0 eg 12 pounds 

Phosphorie acid (available)... .. .. 20 pounds 

OURS ees ts, etch & rahe Ss ecw ee Se of dU pounds 

Or, an application of 500 pounds of a mixture 

containing 

Nitrogen derived from nitrate... .. 4.0 per cent 

Phosphorie acid (available)... . .. 7.0 per cent 

OURB Migs (ad BG lp. ob: oe Paakewsr dere, aon tO Der CODE 

It is well known that after the food in the seed 
is used by the plant, the crop does not grow rap- 

idly. This is thought to be due in part at least to 

the absence at this season of available plant-food 

of the right kind, since hberal applecations of 

nitrates and superphosphates seem to produce a 
eontinuous and rapid growth. That this suspen- 

sion of the vegetative activities should be over- 

come in the ease of forage crops is important, as 

it hastens the development and makes it possible 

to secure the crop at an early period. 

When seeded primarily for forage, the quantity 

of seed should be greater than when sown together 

with peas. From two and one-half to three 
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bushels per acre are recommended. The thicker 

seeding causes a finer growth of stem and a greater 

proportionate growth of leaf, besides making the 

crop available for soiling purposes for a longer 

period. 

Time of harvesting oats. 

The time of harvesting should be regulated by 

the development of the plant, which is at its best 

for forage when the oat grain is in the milk stage. 

At this period, the lower leaves are still green, and 

the succulence is maintained. At this time, also, 

the plant is richer in protein than either wheat or 

rye, and apparently the protein is much more 

digestible than in those crops. Cool, moist sea- 

sons are most favorable. Light, warm soils, which 

heat up readily, are uncongenial. 

Yields and value 

The yields vary widely, as the plant is very 

materially affected by seasonal conditions. The 

range is from four to ten tons per acre. The 

average content of dry matter is about 25 per cent. 

The oat crop is also very useful for pasturage, 

‘and also for hay when cut at its best period of 

maturity for forage. The entire plant is much 
richer in digestible constituents than is timothy 

hay, and is peculiarly valuable in rations for dairy 
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eows. Therefore, if not needed for supplementing 

pastures, it serves an excellent purpose as hay for 

winter feeding. 

COMPOSITION OF OAT FORAGE AND Oat Hay 

GREEN FORAGE An average 

contains peresield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water... 75.09 ve oe, 

Dry matter — 25.00 500.0 3900.0 

Ether extract .... 0.92 18.4 128.0 

Crude fiber 7.40 148.0 1036.0 

Protein .. 2.20 45.0 315.0 

UNS ee Oe 1.65 33.0 201.0 

Nitrogen-free extract .. ote 255.4 1787.8 

HAY 

Waters 4 25.00 4, sole : 

Dry matter 75.00 1500.0 

Ether extract 2.76 55.2 

Crude fiber... 22.20 444.0 

Protein 6.75 135.0 

JAS. Sa rr 4.95 99.0 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 38.31 766.2 

Winter oats 

In the southern states, and as far north as 

southern New Jersey, winter oats serve an excel- 

lent purpose as early summer forage. The advan- 

tages are chiefly that it serves as a cover-crop in 

the fall and winter, and saves time of seeding in 

spring. It should be seeded not later than the 

middle of September at the rate of two to two and 
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one-half bushels per acre. It thrives on soils well 

fertilized, as for wheat or rye. In spring it should 

receive a top-dressing of nitrate of soda of 100 to 

150 pounds per acre. 

The winter oats will be ready for harvesting a 
little earlier than spring oats. They should be 

harvested as other grains, in the milk stage, or 
just before hardening. The yield is usually not so 

large as for the spring oats, although when well 

suited to the soil and well fertilized, from six to 

eight tons per acre may be secured. This crop 

also makes an excellent hay if cut when at its 

best stage for soiling. It will serve a good pur- 

pose for late fall and early spring pasture. When 

used for this purpose, the land would be ready to 

plant to corn the latter part of May. 

BARLEY 

In the more northern of the eastern and central 

western states, barley 1s a most excellent forage 

erop. It is better suited for fall forage than for 

spring forage. It is similar to oats in its soil and 

manurial requirements. A rich, deep soil, contain- 

ing an abundance of vegetable matter, is particu- 

larly well adapted to the crop. Its requirements 

in the way of nitrogenous manures are similar to 

those for oats; therefore, the reeommendations for 

oats would apply equally well to barley. 
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Barley is particularly well adapted for late fall 

forage, as it is not injured by light frosts, as are 

oats. It may be seeded the middle of August, at 

the rate of two to two and one-half bushels per 

acre, depending on the character of soil, and will 

make a succulent forage after frost has killed the 

ordinary summer plants. 

Its composition is similar to that of oats. If it 

has reached the heading stage, it will contain a 

high content of dry matter. It is richer than oats 

in protein. It is highly relished by all farm 

animals. Because of its season of growth, it isa 

very useful plant in the saving of regular winter 

forage materials. The yields run from five to seven 

tons per acre. 

Barley also makes excellent late fall pasture. 

Of course the quantity of food secured by pastur- 

ing 1s much less than if the crop is harvested and 

taken directly to the barn or paddock for feeding. 

Owing to the fact that it matures late, it is not 

generally useful for hay. 

ORCHARD-GRASS 

Orchard - grass (Dactylis glomerata) is among 

the earliest grasses that are useful for soiling or 

for pasture. It possesses many valuable charac- 

teristics, and is worthy of more careful attention 

than is usually accorded it. Its chief advantage 

E 
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lies in the fact that it is ready for use two or three 

weeks earlier than the grasses ordinarily grown; 

it is a plant, also, that makes a very heavy growth 

under good conditions of soil and season. It is 

not so suitable for sowing with grain as timothy 

and red top, and therefore the soil should be pre- 

pared with the idea of securing the largest stand 

of it growing alone. 

Preparation of soil and seeding 

As with other grasses, it 1s desirable that the 

preparing of land for orchard - grass should be 

earefully performed, and particularly that the sur- 

face should be well pulverized and a fine tilth 

secured. 

The quantity of seed required will depend some- 
what on the character of soil. It is not desirable 

to grow this grass for forage except on good soils, 

and then two bushels, or about twenty-eight 

pounds of seed, should be used per acre. Thick 

seeding is more likely to ensure a growth of fine 

small stems and leaves, which are very essential in 

the best use of all forage crops. If not sown thick 

enough, or if it is uneven, its natural tendency to 

grow in bunches or tussocks is encouraged, making 

a coarse, rank stem and leaf, which are less pala- 

table and digestible. For forage purposes, seeding 

should preferably be made in late summer or fall, 
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For the eastern, middle or western states, from 

the middle of August to the middle of September 

is the proper time. 

Manures and fertilizers for orchard-grass 

Like other grasses, orchard- grass requires 

abundance of nitrogenous food, and therefore the 

promise of a crop is very much inereased by the 

application of manures or fertilizers containing 

nitrogen at the time of seeding, and by top-dress- 

Ings with nitrate of soda in the spring. The recom- 

mendations usually made for seeding down with 

grass in general, can be followed here with sue- 

cess, —to use eight to ten tons of yard manure 

per acre when it is available, thoroughly incorpor- 

ating it with the soil previous to seeding. If such 

manures are not available, then an application is 

recommended of 300 to 500 pounds of a fertilizer 
containing 

Nitrogen. . A ey ae ee 4 per cent 

Phosphorie acid (available) .... .. 8 per cent 

RO tas titan (Me. ts uk Woe Wh igiia Mo Naa pete, Percent 

The fertilizer should be applied previous to seeding, 

and well harrowed in. On most soils, it will also 

pay well to follow this in spring with a top-dress- 

ime Of nitrate of soda, at the rate of 100 to 150 

pounds per acre, applied as soon as the plants 

have begun their vegetative functions, usually dur- 
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ing the first half of April in Pennsylvania and 

Ohio. 

Harvest and yields of orchard-grass 

Under favorable conditions, plants of orchard- 
grass reach a height of three to four feet. The 

leaves are abundant and coarse, although they 

make a very palatable and nutritious food if eut 

at the right time, which is just as the crop is be- 

ginning to head. The plant hardens very rapidly 
after coming into head. It can be used for eight 

to ten days only, providing cutting begins early 

enough. In average seasons, in the middle states, 

first cuttings can be made the last week in May. 
Under good conditions of soil and season, the 

yield for the first cut will range from five to eight 

tons of green forage per acre. 
Orehard-grass in bloom,— which is the latest 

period in its development when it can be used suec- 
cessfully for green forage,— contains about 27 per 

eent of dry matter. It is less nitrogenous than 

either rye or wheat; therefore, feed rations should: 

be richer in protein than in the ease of those two 

crops. 
When cut at the usual time, if immediately top- 

dressed, either with yard manure or a fertilizer, a 

second cutting may be secured the same season. 

The yield of this crop usually will not be so large 

as the first cutting, although the treatment of the 
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erop and the character of the season will mate- 

rially influence this point. If the season is good, 

the second cutting may be made in August, and 

a yield of four to six tons secured, and it will 

be quite as rich in dry matter as the first cutting; 

usually it will be richer in protein, as in the second 
erop the tendency to form stems is lessened. 

Pasture and hay 

When not desired as a green forage crop, 

orchard-grass may be pastured suecessfully, and if 

it is rather closely eaten, it is an excellent crop for 

the purpose. It should not be allowed to make too 

large growth before the animals are turned on, as 

it soon hardens and becomes unpalatable, particu- 

larly if the weather is dry. If cut just at the period 

of blooming, or even a little earlier, it makes good 

hay, and the largest quantity of palatable and 

digestible food per acre may be expected. 

COMPOSITION OF ORCHARD-GRASS 
An average 

One ee acre-yield 
SURLENETS furnishes 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

WSLO bearers. prmtmie Stas eke tee eho Ags sn ters 

PU VAVAGUOM evens Ged «, 6. oe) 6% 3) 2) SOO 540 5,400 

iDtlrervextractiy cue... 0c) a 0.9 18 180 

Cridepaber aA et ate 3 2 OLZ 164 1,640 

Protein Be ayitsey Be Ra tee 2.6 52 520 

BN SMa caesar Jon Jeralae git cbt ts 20 40 400 

Nitrogen-free extract .. . . 13.3 266 2,660 
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An average yield of ten tons for the two cuttings 
will give for the season 5,400 pounds of dry mat- 

ter, of which 510 pounds will be protein, while the 
eontent of crude fiber is relatively greater than in 

rve. The digestibility, therefore, is likely to be 

hardly as high as for rye, although no data on this 

point are recorded. 

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS 

Another grass that has received some attention 

as a forage crop, particularly for summer pasture 
and soiling, is Italian rye-grass (Loliwm Italicum) . 

This grass is native of Europe, and has been 

erown there for a long time. It is_ especially 

suitable for moist soils, or for soils that ean be 

irrigated, and responds very profitably to the 

application of water or heavy fertilization. 

Preparation of soil and seeding 

The preparation of soil and seeding should fol- 

low the same lines as those suggested for orchard- 

grass. When seeded in the fall, great care should 

be exercised to ensure rapid germination and early 

growth. 

From twenty to thirty pounds of seed should be 

used per acre, preferably broadeasted both ways 

by hand, and lightly covered with the harrow. 
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When there is not sufficient moisture to ensure an 

immediate germination, it 1s good practice to go 

over the soil with a hght roller. This compacting 

of the surface will encourage the upward move- 

ment of water, and have a tendency to ensure 
quick germination and growth. 

Yield and value of rye-grass 

Rye-grass produces abundant leaves. It grows 

two to three feet high. It may be harvested in the 

eastern states by the middle of May or first of 

June. While the yield is usually not so great as 

that of orchard-grass, 1t grows much more rapidly, 

and when suitably manured will make two or 

three cuttings for soiling purposes in the same 

season. When an abundance of plant-food is 

available, very heavy yields are obtained, as high 

as sixteen to eighteen tons of green forage per acre 

having been recorded as the entire yield from three 

cuttings. 

When in the best condition for soiling, or when 

just heading, rye-grass contains about the same 

amount of dry matter as orchard-grass, although 

it is richer in nitrogenous substance and poorer in 

erude fiber. It thus makes a more palatable and 

richer food than orechard-grass. It does not stand 

the northern winters well, and its best use in this 

country, except in the South, has been as an 
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annual, the land being re-seeded each year. It 

makes excellent pasture, relished by all stock, 

and yields an abundant crop of hay of good quality 

for dairy cows. 

COMPOSITION OF ITALIAN RYE-GRASS 
An average 

contains pores 
Per cent. Lbs. Lbs. 

Waters = sole «ence ee. “Gee a eX + vee 

Diy matter. 2c atest a we 8 536 6,432 

Ether extract......%.... 1.3 26 jade 
Crude fiber ¢ << s+ «4 + 4% «x 6.8 136 1,632 

IPMOUGIN te verte es ele te, eos ete oe 62 744 

ASI 2 i 4oace fa te ete & ee 2.5 50 600 

Nitrogen-free extract ..... 13.3 266 3,192 

The large quantity of dry matter, over three 

tons per acre (assuming an average yield of 

twelve tons), that may be obtained from a careful 

growing and handling, and its eapability of being 

eut several times, make it a most desirable crop 

when the conditions favorable for its best deveiop- 

ment are present. In order that these large yields 

may be secured, however, it should not be allowed 

to ripen, but eut when in the blossom stage. After 

each eutting it should be top-dressed with fertill- 
zers rich in nitrates, particularly on light soils. 



CHAPTER V 

MILLETS AND TEOSINTE 

AmonG the summer-growing forage plants, the 

millets have long been prominent. There are sev- 

eral distinct kinds of millets, belonging to different 

genera of the grass family. The Barnyard millet 

is Panicum Crus-galli, an improved form of the 

common weedy barnyard grass. The Hungarian 

and German millets belong to the group of foxtail 

grasses of the genus Setaria or Chetochloa, a 

type of weedy late summer grass known as pigeon- 

grass and foxtail grass. The Pearl millet is a 

Pennisetum (P. spicatum). Another group of 

millets is of the genus Panicum (forms of P. mai- 

zaceum). The Broom-corn millet (not the same 

as the broom-corn grown for brooms) is of this 

species. The term Japanese millet is often used, 

but it has little significance for there are Japanese 

forms of several kinds of millets; it is oftenest 

used for the Barnyard group. It will be seen, 

therefore, that the term millet includes a number 

of plants very unlike botanically; but they are all 
similar in being grassy summer-growing plants 

suitable for haymaking as well as for green forage. 

(73) 
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The millets belong to a group of crops that grow 
quickly, and are what may be termed “hot weather 

plants.” They do not thrive in cool weather. They 

are useful as hay ecateh-crops, or as regular forage 

crops for substituting pastures, or for soiling. All 

the kinds of millet that have been tested possess 

valuable characteristics, although the recently 

introduced Japanese or Barnyard varieties are 

proving more useful for green-forage purposes 

than the older and better known kinds, largely 

because of more rapid growth and larger yields. 

All the millets are native to the Old World, but 

the cultivated forms are cosmopolitan. In some 

countries, some of the millets are grown for the 

grain for human food. 

BARNYARD MILLET (Figs. 4, 5, 6) 

Of the oriental forms, the Barnyard millet has 

given the best satisfaction in the East as green 

forage. It grows very rapidly, and frequently 

reaches a height of four to six feet. When cut at 

the right time, it is a most excellent soiling crop, as 

it is succulent and palatable. Maximum crops ean 

be secured only when there is present an abundance 

of all of the fertility elements in available forms. 

A crop of ten tons per acre of this forage removes 

large quantities of plant-food elements, practically 

all of which are absorbed from the immediate sur- 



Fig. 4. Head of 

Barnyard millet 

BARNYARD MILLET 7s, 

face and within a very short time. 
Experience in the growth of. this 
crop has shown that the artificial 
fertilizers are quite as useful as 
yard manure. When manure ean 
be obtained cheaply, ten to twelve 
tons per acre should be applied 
as soon as the land is plowed 
and thoroughly incorporated with 
the soil. In the absence of yard 
manure, a heavy dressing should 
be applied of a mixture of. ni- 
trate of soda, acid phosphate and 
muriate of potash, furnishing at 
least twenty-five pounds of nitro- 
gen, twenty of available phosphor- 
i¢ acid and fifty of actual potash 
per acre. An increase in yield of 
7 per cent has followed the ap- 
plication of 160 pounds per acre 
of nitrate of soda, making a very 
profitable gain from this practice. 
The nitrate not only supplies the 
needed nitrogen, but encourages 
a larger development and greater 
activity on the part of the plant, 
thus enabling it to secure a larger 
proportion of nitrogen from soil 
sources, which would be impossi- 
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ble to a plant of less vigorous growth. Since the 

erop is grown only during the hot summer 

season, when droughts are frequent, this practice 

of applying available nitrogenous food 1s very 

important. 

Preparation of soil, and seeding 

The preparation of land should be very thorough, 

the entire surface deeply cultivated, and the soil 

particles made as fine as possible in order to insure 

a ready absorption and retention of moisture, 

making conditions favorable for quick germination 

and rapid continuous growth. 

The crop may be seeded from the middle of 
May to the first of July, either broadcast or in 

drills. When labor is expensive, and the soil is 

reasonably free from weeds, the broadcast seeding 

is recommended. 
The quantity of seed to use ranges from thirty 

to forty pounds per acre, broadcasted, and from 

ten to fifteen pounds drilled. 

Harvesting and yields of Barnyard millet 

In favorable seasons, the crop will reach the 

eutting stage in fifty days, but if the season is dry 

and cold proper maturity will not be reached in 

two months or longer. | 





Yield, fourteen tons per acre. 

Barnyard millet, ready tor soiling forty-five days from seeding. 

Fig. 6. 
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When used for soiling purposes, harvesting 

should begin when the plant is just beginning to 

show heads. At this stage, the plant is very suc- 

eulent and is eagerly eaten by all farm stock. 

Inasmuch as it grows so rapidly, and because it 

develops and hardens so quickly in dry weather, 

it cannot be used for a long period for soiling pur- 
poses, from six to eight days being the range under 

ordinary seasonal conditions. Because proper at- 

tention is not given to this point, many farmers 

regard this kind of millet unfavorably. When cut 

at this stage of growth, Barnyard millet contains 

a relatively small percentage of crude fiber, 

although it is much richer in the non-nitrogenous 

substanees than are oats, wheat or rye. It con- 

tains, on the average, about 15 per cent of dry 

matter. The large yields of green forage,—eight to 

twelve tons, or an average on good soils of about 

eight tons,—make the total amount of food very 

satisfactory; and animals will consume a relatively 

larger proportion of it than of certain other kinds. 

As high as seventy-five pounds per day have been 

fed with satisfaction. 

For hay, Barnyard millet should be eut just as 
it is heading out. Although somewhat difficult to 

eure, it makes a forage which is very palatable 

and useful for winter feeding. Yields of hay have 

often reached as high as three to four tons per 

acre; but it is not recommended for hay-making 
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when other and _ better hay 
plants can be suecessfully 

grown. Farmers are too hkely 

to defer cutting until the stalks 

begin to harden, when the hay 

made is unpalatable, even 

though well cured. 

COMPOSITION AND YIELD OF NUTRIENTS OF 

BARNYARD MILLET 

An average 

contains Sereyield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Waterss se a 84206 ree fo eae 

Dry.matter” S45. J'5.24 304.8 2438.4 

Ether extract ... .45 9.0 Tes 

Piper 220 2 ance ie 4000 90.0 720.0 

POU yin we cere  leo0 30.0 240.0 

Ash . : 1.63 32.6 260.8 

Nitrogen-free extract 7.16 143.2 1145.6 

FOXTAIL MILLETS (Figs. 7-10) 

The foxtail millets are of several 

varieties. The common millet (Fig. 

7), much grown in this country, is 

an old standby for summer forage 

and eateh-crop hay, being much 
prized for its quick growth and its 
relatively fine soft hay. This com- 

mon small millet is regarded as 
somewhat representing the original 

form of the foxtail millets (Cheto- 
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chloa Italica; or Setarria 

Italica of some _ botanies). 

By some authorities it is re- 
garded as a developed form 

of the common weedy green 

foxtail grass (Chetochloa 

viridis), itself an introduc- 

tion from the Old World. 
The German millet is a 

larger and bushy - headed 
dark-colored form (Fig. 8). 

Vhe Hungarian millet or 

Hungarian grass (Chetochloa 

Italica, var. Germanica Fig. 

9),is much like the common 

millet, but is somewhat 

taller, more branching, the 

head usually not nodding and 

compact. Golden Wonder 
millet (C. Italica, Fig. 10) is 

a very robust form, reaching 

six feet, and with compound, 

drooping, tawny or purplish 

sometimes a foot long. The four 

foxtail millets above mentioned are 

the ones that are best known. 

cept in time of maturity and yield, 

they do not differ greatly in agri- 
eultural value. 

@ Fig. 8. 
German 

millet. 

Nearly 

natural 

size. 

S1 
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Hungarian millet grows very quickly and is 

very useful for supple- . 4 

menting a shortage in 33 
the regular hay crop, or 

for supplying the dairy 

herd with green forage, 

although not so desirable as 

the Barnyard millet. The Ger- 
man and Golden millets usually ~ 

make a larger yield than the Hun- 

ee ee a mle ae es 

In ‘all these ene the ee 2 

of seed to sow is about one bushel per .& 

acre. The practices recommended for ~ a 

Barnyard millet in preparation of soil, 

use of fertilizers and manures, and 

time of harvesting, should be adopted. 

All varieties of millet are surface 

feeders; large crops will absorb all gle 

of the available plant-food, leaving : 

the land in poor condition for 

erops following the same season. 

The time of cutting is espe- | 

cially important, as too ¥ a 

complete maturity re- Ae pee ye. 
sults in poor and un- * about natural size. 

palatable hay. 
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COMPOSITION AND YIELD OF NUTRIENTS OF 

HUNGARIAN MILLET FORAGE AND Hay 

An average 
acre-yleld 
furnishes 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

NV ALOD conc. Ulemen es Ppl ok O Ss saline 08s 

Dry, mativere 2.9.8 125-90 578.0 3468.0 

One ton 
contains 

Ether extract .. 70 14.0 84.0 

IID Gia 4a. ae donee a 9.20 184.0 1104.0 

erOtelme. se. c+, 3.10 62.0 372.0 

Ash ie 10 34.0 204.0 

Nitrogen-free ex- 

GLACh tee ©. 4 20 284.0 1704.0 

HAY 

Water. E40 er 

Dry matter 92.30 1846.0 

Ether extract 210 42.0 

Fiber 2ck0 5904.0 

Protein a ie 7.50 150.0 

AIOE 5 eae eum 6.00 120.0 

Nitrogen-free ex- 

ECU. fe the a ae SOOO 980.0 

Properly made millet hay of 

the above varieties is nutritive 

and palatable, the average com- 

position showing it to be uct 

in protein than timothy. 

The uses of the foxtail 

millets in New York are de- 

seribed as follows by 
Roberts and Chnton 

(Cornell Bul- 

bie Bless 
Fig. 10. Golden 

Wonder millet. 

About three-fourths 

natural size. 
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“They are not recommended as being valuable as 

a part of the regular rotation, but as catech-crops 

or special crops they have their place. They are 
very depleting to the soil and many have had un- 

satisfactory experience in feeding them to stock. 

. . » One value of millet lies in the fact that it 

ean be sown late; in fact, it must not be sown until 

all danger from frost is over. It develops rapidly, 

and during midsummer is ready to begin cutting 

for forage about thirty days from time of seeding. 

The Hungarian is quicker maturing than the others 

and for late sowing is preferable to either the ecom- 

mon or the German millet. In such a year as 1894 

or 1895, when many farmers found their hay erop 

a disappointment and were at a loss to know 

how to supplement it, Hungarian or other millets 

would possibly have served the purpose well. 
“The soil should be rich and given thorough 

preparation. Clay soils which are inclined to be 
lumpy require extra precaution in fitting. The 

amount of seed required varies from one-half 

bushel to three peeks per acre, which should be 

harrowed in lightly and rolled. On freshly cleared 

or bottom-land soils it makes a rank growth and is 

available for forage at a time when it is usually 

found necessary to supplement the pastures. 

Though it is a gross feeder, yet this fact may be of 

actual benefit to the kinds of soil just mentioned. 

“When stock is turned in upon a field of green 
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millet for the first time, or a heavy feed is given, 

there is danger that serious results may follow. 

Animals not accustomed to green forage should 

not at first be allowed a full feed of any green 

erop, especially millet, but should be given only a 

part ration of the green material. If allowed to 

gorge themselves, serious results may follow. If it 
is desired that the animals be turned upon the 

erop to pasture, this should be done only after their 

appetite has been partly appeased. by other food. 

“Millet hay is not in popular favor, owing to 

the fatal results which, in some eases, have fol- 

lowed its use. Just why these unsatisfactory 

results sometimes follow does not seem to be clear. 

In feeding it to horses, caution should be observed 

and the millet hay used in conjunction with some 

other coarse fodder. Much of the value of millet 

hay seems to depend upon the time of cutting, 

whieh should be done soon after blossoming.” 

PEARL OR CAT-TAIL MILLET (Fig. 11, 12) 

This millet is highly recommended over a wide 

range of country. It is a summer plant, a rank 

grower, attains a great height when mature,— 

seven to nine feet,—and produces an enormous 

quantity of forage. The Penicillaria and Mand’s 

Wonder millets are of this same species (Pennise- 
tum spicatum). 
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Manures and fertilizers tor Pearl millet 

In order that a large yield of succulent forage 

may be secured, Pearl millet should be grown only 
on naturally rich lands, or on those heavily manured 

or fertilized. The soil should be thoroughly and 
deeply prepared, for, although it is a surface feeder, 

the roots more completely occupy the soil than 1s 

the case with the Barnyard or other kinds of mil- 

let. The manures should be broadeasted, previous 

to seeding, at the rate of ten to twelve tons per 

acre. Fertilizing should follow the recommenda- 

tions made for Barnyard millet. 

Amount of seed and method of seeding 

The quantity of seed required is relatively small, 

as the plants possess the branching habit. If 

planted in rows to allow of tillage, three feet apart, 

one pound of seed will be sufficient for an acre. 
This will provide a seed every three or four inches 

in the row. If broadeasted, three or four pounds 

per acre will be sufficient. Pearl millet germinates 

quickly, and grows very rapidly. It withstands 

drought well. It should be tilled, the surface being 

kept constantly stirred, if best results are to be 
had, particularly in dry seasons. Pearl millet is 

frequently grown with vining varieties of cowpeas, 

the stalks making a good support for the peas. 
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Yield and value of crop 

The largest yield of palatable and digestible 

food will be secured if Pearl millet is cut just as it 

begins to head. This stage will be reached in 

about three months from time of seeding; that is, 

if planted early in June, it will be ready for the 

beginning of harvest the latter part of August or 

first of September. It should not be allowed to 

head out fully before cutting, because the plants 

rapidly increase in erude fiber as the heads begin 

to form, and soon become hard and unpalatable. 

The yields vary widely, ranging from eight to over 

twenty tons per acre, the latter figure being reached 

when all soil and seasonal conditions are favor- 

able, and when the crop is allowed to mature. 

For the eastern and central states Pearl millet 

does not possess advantages over the Barnyard 

millet, except possibly in its yield, although the 

larger yield requires a longer period of growth. 

For a catch-crop it is not so desirable as the 

Barnyard millet. If cut just before heading, it is 

said that it will make a very rapid second growth, 
which may be harvested in a month to six weeks. 

The experience gained in the eastern and middle 

states. does not confirm the advantages of this 

practice, for, while the plant makes a considerable 

second growth, it is not large enough ordinarily 

to pay for the use of the land. Farther south this 
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practice may be found to be more successful. If 
cut after making a growth of three or four feet, it 
might make a profitable second crop, the total crop being much larger than the larger first reg- 

ular crop and the smaller second 
one. Much has yet to be learned 
concerning the best method of 
handling this plant. 

When in the best condition for 
feeding, Pearl millet contains a rela- 
tively low content of dry matter. 

Analyses of 
crops grown at 
the New Jersey 

Station showed an average of but 
17 per cent of dry matter, with a 
much higher content of erude fiber 
than in Barnyard millet. It may 
be fed in the same way as Barn- 
yard millet, however, both as regards 
the method and the amount. While 
Pearl millet has been recommended 
for hay and for Silage, it does not 
possess any superior qualities for 
these uses, corn being a much supe- 
rior plant, both from the standpoint 
of palatability and yleld of diges- 

Fig. 12. tible material per acre. In the more 
Bes er eet ee net herr states, and in the semi- nisetum spicatum) 
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arid parts of certain of the western states, the 

plant is very highly recommended, because of its 

adaptability to the longer season and_ hotter 
weather. 

COMPOSITION AND YIELD OF NUTRIENTS IN PEARL MILLET WHEN 

SUITABLE FOR SOILING 
An average 

contains 4cre-ield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

IW ALOR ‘einer si ois ko Soke cece me, | eOSOe * seas sane 

Dry “matters. .9 5, elven Famers as 16.96 339.2 2713.6 

ECherextract: 75) se sven 64 sakes gen (ie 59.2 

Biber 43) shoes. te eet eee 5.45 109.0 872.0 

Proteins sive oP stteen's eee 1.13 22.6 180.8 

ASTI) Pere aie Meee nee pace Ses to 34.6 276.8 

Nitrogen-free extract .... 8.28 165.6 1324.8 

BROOM-CORN OR PROSO MILLET (Figs. 13, 14) 

The Broom-ecorn or Panicle millets (Panicum 

miliaceum) is not widely known as a farm crop in 

this country, as it is not so useful as the foxtail 

millets. It produces heavily of seed as well as of 

forage, it matures in a short season, and it seems 

to be able to withstand dry weather; for these 

reasons it is somewhat grown in the northern parts 

of the semi-arid regions, where its grain may be 

substituted for corn. There are several varieties, 

distinguished more or less by the color of seeds. 

This plant seems to be the millet of history, and 

it is more popular in Europe than here. 
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Broom-corn millet was included in an experi- 

ment at the New Jersey Station that was designed 

to test the value as forage of a number of plants 

not commonly used in 

the East, and to com- 

pare their yield, com- 

position and usefulness 

with those generally 

grown. Broom-corn 

millet produced a 

large stalk, with 

but httle folhage, 

and when fed at 

the time that it 

seemed most use- 
ful for this pur- 

pose (just when 

headed out), it 

was found to 

be unpalatable, 

more than one- 

half being un- 

eaten. In com- 
position, it was 

superior (in yield of dry 

matter) to all of the other 

kinds grown at that time, 

including several varieties 
of maize, kafir corn, millet, 

Fig. 13. Broom-corn 

millet (Fanicum 

miliaceum), 
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Fig. 14. Seeds or grains of Broom-corn millet. 

sorghum and teosinte. The yield was sixteen 

and two-thirds tons of green forage per acre, 

which contained 7,637 pounds of dry matter, or 

practically twice as much dry matter as was con- 

tained in the yield of either red or white kafir 
corn. Its composition was such as to. furnish 

nearly 700 pounds of protein per acre, or more 

than any other of the plants generally grown, and 

again more than twice as much as the kafir corn. 

From the standpoint of yield of dry matter and 

of total nutrients, the Broom-corn millet compared 

very favorably with the varieties of maize usually 

grown for forage, yet because of lack of palata- 

bility it could not be used for the purpose. It 
possesses promising characteristics, in particular 
its power of gathering plant-food; and further 

experiments may show it to be a valuable plant 

for silage in regions where corn does not develop. 
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TEOSINTE (Fig. 15) 

This plant is similar in general habit to millet, 

but differs in its tendeney to stool. It belongs to a 

wholly different species (Huchlena, or Reana, luxu- 

rians) from the other crops discussed in this chap- 

ter, but it is so much like millet in its cultural 

requirements and in its uses that it may be dis- 

cussed with them. By some it is suggested as the 

original of Indian eorn. A single plant of teosinte 

will branch and make a very large number of dif- 

ferent plants. So far as plant-food is concerned, 

teosinte makes the same requirements as the other 

very rapid-growing summer plants. Teosinte 

should be planted in rows about three feet apart, 

and tilled. Three pounds of seed per acre is suffi- 

cient. It is adapted only to the far South. 

Yields as high as twenty-four tons per acre have 

been seeured, although, because of the low content 

of dry matter, the yield of actual nutriment is very 

much less than from ten tons of corn. 

One ton contains 
Per cent Lbs. 

Water”. cote Cones a. cae ce oe MOORS a ee 

Dry matter: os =. 45 seis. skeen s 9.87 197.4 

Btherextraet) \.4 3.0 oe 0.34 6.8 

BID. eed) 6 eh eae eae 2.69 53.8 

Protein: 2 ee wtaee ae he oe Le a 1.42 28.4 

D2) | ee ee a Oia A Ae RO 1.36 Dee 

Nitrogen-free extract ..... 4.06 81.2 



CHAPTER VI 

THE KAFIR CORNS AND DOURAS 

THE genus Sorghum, one of the grass family, 

eontains three rather distinct classes of plants: 
(1) The sweet or saccharine forms, the plants 

usually known as “sorghum” among farmers; (2) 

the non-saecharine fodder sorghums; (3) broom- 

eorn (wholly distinet from the broom-ecorn miilet 
deseribed in the last chapter). All these various 

sorghums are considered to be forms of one vari- 

able species, Sorghum vulgare or Andropogon Sor- 

ghum, native to the Old World. 
The non-sacecharine fodder sorghums imelude all 

the douras (spelled also dhoura and durra), Egypt- 

tian corn, milo maize, kafir corn. There is no one 

name that is now used to designate this group, 

but kafir corn is now best known and is thought 

by some to be destined to become the popular 

class name, although doura is the oldest and 

most attractive name. The kafir corns bear a 

contracted dense panicle or head, in distinction 

from the long, wisp-like heads of the broom-corn; 
some of the sweet sorghums bear drooping heads, 

but they are chiefly distinguished by their sweet 

juice. Of the kafir corns there are two groups, 

—kafir corn proper, with erect, rather long heads 

(95) 
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and not flattened seeds; and douras proper, with 
hanging or recurved short and compact heads and 

flattened seeds. Jerusalem corn and Yellow milo 

maize are douras. White milo maize belongs to 

the kafir group. Seme of the forms are distin- 

guished in Figs. 16 to 21 (all figures in this chap- 

ter except Nos. 19, 22 and 23 are from Kansas 

Experiment Station photographs). The grain in 

the heads of the kafir corns is useful, as well as the 

fodder, but it is not the purpose of this book to 

discuss the grain production. Forms of doura and 

kafir corn have been known in this country for 

many years, but it is only recently that they have 

come to have real agricultural importance, due 

largely to their adaptation to the hot and dry 
regions of the western country. 

Kafir corn is a valuable plant for dry hot 

countries, and also for the East, since it is a rapid 

grower, producing a large number of wide, luxu- 

riant leaves that are extremely palatable. It serves 

an excellent purpose for seeding with such legumi- 

nous Crops as cowpeas, serving as a support for the 

pea, aiding thereby to produce a much larger yield 

of food of higher quality than if either were seeded 

alone. Plants of the same nature are Jerusalem 

eorn, Rural Branching doura, Yellow Branching 

doura or milo maize, and Evergreen broom-corn. 

The seed of all these plants is similar to that of 

sorghum and may be similarly treated. It may be 

G 
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Fig. 17. Typica! head of Black- 

Hulled White kafir Corn. 

sown broadeast at the 

rate of four to five pounds 

per .acre, or planted an 

rows and cultivated as for 

Indian corn; the latter is 

the better method when 

large yields are desired. 

Kafir corn is similar to 

sweet sorghum in_ habit 

of growth. It grows from 

five to seven feet high, 

with a stalk much. like 

corn. The leaves are 

heavy and somewhat 

stiffer than those. of corn. 

They run from one to two 
and one-half feet long. 

The grain appears on a 

head that reaches a length 

of twelve to sixteen 
inches; but these heads 

are compact, and do not 
spread out, as in the 

sweet sorghums; on the 

mature head there is no 

stem in sight, except at 

the base, the grain only 

being visible. 
The different kinds of 
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this class of plants should be seeded the latter 

part of May or first of June. They will make a 

crop ready for harvesting in two to two and one- 

half months. For green forage they should be 

eut as they are just coming in head, in order 

to seeure the best yield of succulent and nutri- 

tious food. They harden rapidly after seed be- 

gins to form. In the western states, these plants 
are largely grown for the grain, the ground meal 

making an excellent substitute for corn meal. 

While the dried fodder or hay makes a good for- 

age, it possesses no advantages in humid climates 

over crops that are better known and more easily 

handled, as, for example, corn. In regions of little 

rainfall, these crops are of unusual value. 

COMPOSITION OF KAFIR CORN AND ALLIED PLANTS WHEN 

SUITABLE FOR SOILING 
Nitrogen- 

Kind Water Fat Fiber Protein Ash free 
extract 

% % % % % % 

Red kafir corn ... .81.64 0.63 4.81 fs 8 a Ne 2, 9.79 

Wehiteskatir:corn)> « .°. 83/44. 0.65 ~4:57 88 1.44 &.02 

Rural Branching doura. 85.89 0.38 4.71 1.74 1.26 6.02 

Evergreen brocm-corn.77.08 0.49 8.58 2.02 1.69 10.14 

Yellow-branching doura, 

Ol milo,mai7e..\. .. . 83:19 

Early Leaming corn . . 76.43 

“i; 6. O60L 1.49 7 

4.23 wl.69-. 0:96) Jovls 

— ~l So 

The above analyses are of plants grown at the 
New Jersey Experiment Station. For comparison, 

Early Leaming corn was planted at the same time, 

and under the same conditions of soil and manage- 
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ment. The crops were cut when in best stage for 

soiling, and, with the exception of the Evergreen 

broom-corn, were palatable and readily eaten by 

regularly soiled dairy cows. It will be observed 

at onee that, with the exception of the Evergreen 

broom-eorn, all the crops showed a much lower 

eontent of dry matter than field corn. 

NUTRIENTS PER ACRE IN AVERAGE CROPS 

Yield . “ae Nitrogen- Total 
Kind per Be! a ee Fat Fiber free nutri- 

acre Tey extract ents 
Tons Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. 

Red kafireorn ... 8.34 3,062 3802 105 802 1,633 2,842 

White kafircorn .. 8.68 2,875 326 113 793 1,392 2,625 

Rural Branching dourald5.53 4,383 540 118 1,463 1,870 3,991 

Evergreen broom-corn 16.66 7,637 673 163 2,859 3,379 7,074 

Yellow-branching 

doura,or milo maize 19.55 6,573 665 223 2,154 2,948 5,991 

Early Leaming corn . 15.26 7,194 577 195 1,505 4,624 6,900 

In this table is shown the yield per acre as well 

as the actual nutrients produced. It will be ob- 

served that the Yellow Branching doura gave the 

largest yield of total fodder, and the Red kafir 

the lowest; the Evergreen broom-corn showed the 

largest yield of dry matter, and the White kafir 

the lowest; the Karly Leaming corn showed the next 

largest yield of dry matter, and a much lower con- 

tent of erude fiber than the Evergreen broom-corn. 

The yield of dry matter, excluding fiber, was 5,690 

pounds for the Leaming corn, and 4,779 for the 

Evergreen broom-corn, a gain for the Leaming of 
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911 pounds, or 19 per cent. On 
the dry matter basis, therefore, 
the only variety that at all com- 

pared with maize was the Ever- 

green broom-corn, which is very 
inferior in palatability and diges- 

tibility. The kafir corns are not 

comparable with corn on the basis 

of yield of nutrients, and are not 

to be recommended except as sub- 

stitutes for corn in cilmates too 

dry for the latter. 

One point should not be lost 

sight of with all these quick-grow- 

ing summer crops,—they are 

relatively exhaustive of the avail- 

able plant-food in the surface 

soll. For example, a crop of eight 

tons of Barnyard millet, which 

fairly represents this group of 

forage crops, will remove from 

an acre in fifty to seventy-five 

days in round numbers 

50 pounds of nitrogen, 

26 pounds of phosphorie acid, and 

104 pounds of potash. 

The same yield of maize will re- 

move from an acre in eighty to 

one hundred days only 
Fig. 18. Typical head 

of Red kafir corn 
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45 pounds of nitrogen, 

20 pounds of phosphorie acid, and 

50 pounds of potash. 

This is 10 per cent more nitrogen, 

30 per cent more phosphoric acid 

and over 100 per cent more potash 
removed by the special crops than 

by the corn. The land, therefore, is 
more rapidly and completely de- 

pleted of its available plant-food by 

these summer-grown plants; and 

this accounts for the fact that 
they cannot be successfully 

grown on poor soils, and that 

subsequent crops, that have 

apparently less ability to ap- 
propriate plant-food, cannot 

be successfully grown without 

liberal manuring or fertilizing. 

These characteristics should 
be always taken into con- 

sideration when substituting 

this class of crops for corn in 

forage crop rotations. 

KAFIR CORN FOR DRY REGIONS 

Ir has been said that the 

non-saecharine sorghums are Fig. 19. Yellow milo maize, 

one of the doura group. 
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especially adaptable to semi-arid and hot regions. 

It may be well, therefore, to present a brief account 

of these plants to show their value for the interior 

western country. 

The results of experiments at the Kansas Ex- 

periment Station are probably applicable for those 

regions in which the crop is a promiment one, and 

a brief résumé and adaptation of the report of 

Professor J. G. Haney,! of that Station, comprises 
the remainder of this account of kafir corn. 

Varieties for dry regions 

There are many varieties of the non-saccharine 

sorghums, but only three that have come under 

the name of kafir corn. The name kafir comes 

from the name of a tribe of natives of South 

Africa, whose country is known by the same name 
of kafir. Kafir corn is sometimes known as Afri- 

ean millet. The three varieties which have received 

most attention are, in the order they were intro- 
duced: (1) The White, (2) the Red, and (38) the 

Black-hulled White. The last may be easily dis- 

tinguished from the first by noticing that the chaff 

or hull which partly envelops the grain is black, 

while in the first the chaff or hull is nearly the 

color of the grain; hence, the first is called White 

and the last Blaeck-hulled White. In the Red, the 

1Forage and Fodders, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Report for 1900. 
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color develops as the seed matures, and at maturity 

is very nearly a brick-red. The kafirs should not 

be confounded with their sisters—Jerusalem corn, 

milo maize or rice-corn. 
All the varieties of the non-saccharine sorghums 

that will mature in Kansas have been tested side 

by side. For the extreme northwestern counties of’ 

Kansas, observation shows that kafir corn is not 

so well adapted as Jerusalem corn or rice-corn. 

The altitude being high, the short seasons and 

cool nights seem to affect the kafir corns so that 

they often will not mature seed. Although they 

always make fodder, and sometimes a good crop 

of seed, they are not so reliable as the others. The 

White kafir corn with some is the favorite for fod- 

der, and all varieties have their admirers, but at 

the Kansas Station all have been abandoned for 

the Black-hulled White. It has proved the heaviest 

yielder in both grain and fodder, and if there 1s 

any difference between it and the Red for resisting 
dry weather, it is in favor of the Black-hulled 

White. There is a greater difference between the 

Red and the White in these respects than between 

the Red and the Black-hulled White. 

For the first seven years the Red was grown. 

The Black-hulled White was then tested, and from 

1896 to 1898 the two varieties were grown side by 

side, the Red giving an average yearly yield of 

thirty-seven bushels per acre, and the Black-hulled 



Fig. 20, Typical head of Dwarf milo maize, a form or strain of the Yellow milo maize. 
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White forty-three bushels per acre. The yield of 

grain per acre by years is as follows: 

Red Black-hulled White 
bushels bushels 

TBO GMS. tre ek eae ee alee oad Gon tate 41 48 

1 SOM ee As al ee pe NE cs eee nome Se 41 48 

SOB ie bie te eae eMart anne ea re 28 33 

TE OU ees. Wy Geter peered weak: Fe 110 129 

AVOTARCRYOS Save tee Gt on ete 37 43 

In western Kansas, many farmers raise the 

Red, thinking it a little hardier and earlier. In 

central Kansas some feeders raise both the Red 

and the Blaeck-hulled White, and feed alternately, 

the stock seeming to relish the change. 

Reeords show the Red to be from a week to 

ten days earlier than the Black-hulled White, but 

this difference is of little importance in central 

Kansas. Kafir corn planted the middle of May is 

ripe the middle of September. 

Soils and conditions of growth 

Kafir corn will grow very nearly within the 

same climatic limits as Indian corn, and under 

ordinary conditions will produce a crop when corn 

does. However, it seems to require a slightly 

warmer climate for its best development. When 

its growth is being held back by unfavorable con- 

ditions, frost comes before it is ripe. It responds 

as readily to good soil and favorable conditions as 
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any other crop; yet, on poor land, and under 

conditions that would not produce a crop of corn at 

all, kafir corn does surprisingly well. It is a very 

strong feeder, having an extended root system 

which reaches deep and wide for necessary 

moisture. 

Dry-weather-resisting qualities 

Kafir corn is the greatest dry-weather- resisting 

erop that can be grown in Kansas. It grows and 

develops in proportion to the moisture which it 

ean collect by its extended root system, and, when 

unable to continue growing, it stops and lies dor- 

mant, so to speak, until the moisture does come, 

and then continues its growth. If the rains are 

sufficient, and the frost does not come too soon, it 

will make a good crop, although it has stood com- 

paratively dried up for six weeks. Corn to some 
extent will renew its growth after a moderately dry 

period, but not in comparison with kafir corn. 

Preparation of land in dry regions 

Listing is not generally satisfactory. Being slow 

to start, the plant needs to be up where it gets 

all the warmth possible, which is not the ease in a 

lister furrow. And, after listing, if a dashing rain 

comes and runs the soil down in the furrows before 

the plants are well started, there will not be a good 
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stand. It does not have sufficient force to push 

through soil that has washed down and settled 

over it. Surface-planted land may be affected by 
dashing rains, but it is not likely to be. The 

washing and settling of the soil by rain, of course, 

depends a great deal on the character of the soil, 

Fig.21. Forms of kafir corn, and a sweet sorghum.—(1) Brown doura; 

(2) Black-hulled White kafir corn; (3) Red kafir corn; (4) Kavanaugh 

sorghum; (5) Yellow milo maize; (6) Large African millet, or White 

milo maize. 
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as some soils wash and pack more readily than 
others. Listing, however, in the western and drier 

sections is the favorite method of planting, as it 

takes less work, encourages the roots to go deeper 

into the soil, thus better resisting drought. The 

rows should be about three feet apart, and the 

seed dropped four to eight inches apart in the row 

for the western part of the state. 

For surface planting, fall plowing is very gen- 

erally favored. The disadvantages of fall plowing 

are: The blowing of the loose soil, and the weeds, 

which thrive best on fall plowing. Otherwise, a 

good disking or fall plowing furnishes the ideal 

seed-bed. | 

Spring plowing should not be done until time to 

plant. The plowing should not be deeper than is 

necessary to turn the ground well and cover trash. 

A very essential feature in the preparation of the 

seed-bed is to compact the soil as soon as plowed, 

so as to hold the moisture near the surface. The 
plowed soil should not be left as smooth on the 

surface as when a roller is used, nor as fine as 

an ordinary harrow would leave it. The day the 

land is plowed, it should be disked, harrowed, 

then rolled, and harrowed again, to make the 

surface fine and compact. The press drill, with 

all the drills left on, is the best implement for 

planting, if done the same day that the land is 
plowed. 
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Distance apart and seed requred 

For hay or fodder, it should be planted close, 

and the greatest yield may be secured by broad- 

easting or putting in with a wheat drill, set to sow 

one and one-half bushels of seed per acre. For 

producing grain it should be planted in rows with 

a view to cultivating. For the western and drier 

eountry, rows should be three to three and one-half 

feet apart, and the seed from four to eight inches 

apart in the rows, while for the eastern areas of 

greater rainfall, better results are obtained by put- 

ting the rows two and one-half to three feet apart, 

and the seed from two to four inches apart in the 

row. For western planting six to seven pounds per 

acre will be all the seed required, while for eastern 

planting ten to twelve pounds per acre will give 

the best results for grain. 

Any drill or drill planters may be used it 

adapted to such small seeds, and to drop them 

the proper distance apart. Perhaps the most prac- 

tical is the ordinary grain drill, tacking a piece of 

pasteboard over all the holes except those which 

will plant the rows at the proper distance. 

Time to plant 

Kafir corn, having a rather low vitality, and 

growing slowly after starting, should not be 



2. Yellow milo maize (to the left) and Rural Branching doura (to the right). 
2 

_ 

Fig. 



katir corn (on the right). 
. ’ 

Millet (on the left) 

Fig. 23. 
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planted until after the ground is well warmed, and 

there is no danger of frost. It comes properly just 

after corn planting, there being no hurry until the 

last week in May, but it should be in early enough 
to have plenty of time to ripen before frost, taking 

into consideration the fact that the plant makes 

but little growth in very dry periods. 

Seeding in dry regions 

As in all crops, it is essential that good seed be 
planted as a first requisite to a high yield and a 

good stand. IKafir corn heats very often, when 
stored in quantity in bins, or when sacked and in 

a dry place, especially if the sack is closely woven 

and there is some dust in the seed. It 1s always 

risky to trust seed that has been stored in any 

quantity in a close bin, as its germinating power 

may be impaired. Hence, seed that is not fresh, 

or new, should not be trusted. It may even sprout 

in a germinating pan, and yet have a low vitality 

that would give a poor stand. 

The best heads from the best plant in the field, 

under ordinary conditions, should furnish the seed 
for the next year. If the seed is left to cure on the 

stalk in the shock, the selection may be made at 

any time before thrashing; if left on the head and 

stored away in thin tiers in a dry place, until 

needed for planting, good seed is insured, 

H 
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Cultivation of kafir corn 

I'he cultivation should be the same as for corn, 

frequent and shallow, rather than deep and infre- 

quent. Harrowing early is almost indispensable in 

order to keep down weeds. After the plants are 

three inches high, they will stand almost any 

amount of harrowing and this may be continued 
until eight inches high. 

Kig. 24 Roots of kafir corn, sixty days after planting. 
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Harvesting time for grain 

Kafir corn remains green until frost, and the 

seed does not shatter; so, if grain is the only con- 

sideration, there is no great hurry to harvest; it 
ean stand until after frost and the stalk is dry. 
But, generally, the fodder is a consideration, as 

well as the grain, and then the problem is to eut 

when the best results from both may be obtained. 

— = ' Ne oe —— « Pata SEE Se ee Say 

Fig. 25. koots of sorghum, sixty days atter planting. 
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The longer the fodder stands, the harder and less 

palatable it becomes, while if cut too early the 

best yield of grain is not secured. After the grain 

is hardened so that it is difficult to mash between 

the thumb and finger, and there is apparently 

little moisture in the seed, there will be very little 

shrinkage in the grain. This would perhaps be 

ealled “just past the hard-dough stage.” If cut 

earher, the fodder will be better feed, but there 

will be a considerable shrinkage in the grain. 

Methods of harvesting 

One thing that has kept this crop from being 

more generally raised is the problem of harvesting. 

There are a number of methods, and they all have 

their merits. If the fodder is desired for feed, it 

is perhaps best to eut stalk and all, and leave it in 

the shock until dry. The best machine for acecom- 

phishing this is the corn-binder, which leaves it in 

bundles of convenient size for handling, and the 

fodder is held together. In the western and drier 

regions, if not planted too thick, it does not 

grow so ligh that it eannot be cut with an ordi- 

nary grain harvester, and this method is quite 

extensively used. The ordinary corn sled may 

also be used for eutting, and if the seed is to be 

fed with the fodder, this is perhaps the most in- 
expensive, 
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In threshing, the whole stalk ean be run 

through a common grain-separator, but this is 

hard on the machine, and as a general thing a 

thrasher will not do such work a second season. 

The fodder is eut and broken up, and, while some 

hold that this is an advantage, it soon loses its 

flavor, and, if not thoroughly dry, will heat and 

spoil after stacking. Stock will eat the thrashed, 

broken-up fodder while it is fresh better than 

when whole, but ina short time it gets stale. 

When the kafir is bound, the grain may be 

removed by thrusting the heads into the cylinder 

of a thrashing-machine for an instant, and throw- 

ing the fodder off on a wagon. When it is desired 

to take the fodder at once from the field, this would 

perhaps prove the most economical method. 

When planted thick or sown broadeast for hay 

or fodder alone, it should be eut when most. of 

the seeds or heads are in the milk or early-dough 

stage. At this time more nourishment will be in 

the stalks and leaves; besides, not being so hard 

as when fully matured, it is more easily digested, 

stock eat it more readily, and there is less waste. 

A great many make the mistake of cutting too 

early, often with the view of getting a second ercp. 

The nourishment in any feed is conditioned on the 

process of maturing; the compounds must be 

elaborated and fixed in the tissue before they are 

food. Cutting any feed before the blooming. period 
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may give a great bulk of material, but it is 
watery; it dries out, the fodder shrinks, and an 

animal cannot eat enough of it to satisfy the appe- 

tite. One crop is all that ought to be expected 

from one seeding, and more profit is made by a 

single crop than two, if labor is counted as worth 

anything. The feed secured by two cuttings may 

go a little farther than the feed secured by the 

Hig. 26. Matured kKafir corn roots. 
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single cutting, but it will not go nearly twice 

as far. 

Cutting and curing for hay 

As before stated, kafir corn should be eut when 

the seed is in the milk or early-dough stage. The 

eutting may be done with a grain-binder, and 
shocked to cure as small grain. This leaves it ina 

very fine condition to handle when feeding, but is 

| 
| 
| 

j 

| 

Fig. 27. Matured sorghum roots. 
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rather hard on a machine and somewhat expensive. 
The ordinary method is to eut with a mower, and 

the crop should be !eft to cure well before raking. 

Ordinarily, in the middle and western part of 

Kansas, after being cut and raked, it is put into 

large shocks or small ricks containing from a ton 

to three tons each. This is done with a hay-gath- 

erer, “buck-rake” or “go-devil,” and saves a great 
deal of handling. It keeps in excellent condition 

when treated this way, and can be hauled when 

needed. Under ordinary conditions kafir corn will 

be ready to harvest for hay in about 105 days after 

planting, and this should be before frost, as freez- 

ing while green is detrimental; besides, the hay 

will not eure as well in eool weather, and it is 

essential that it be as perfectly cured as possible. 

Yield of grain wm kafir corn 

The yield of grain will range from twenty to 
ninety bushels per acre, with an average of about 

forty-five bushels in eastern Kansas; in the 

western and drier parts of IXansas it is smaller, 

though there the difference in yield between kafir 
eorn and Indian corn is proportionately greater 

than in the eastern parts. At the Kansas Sta- 

tion the average yield of kafir corn for eleven 

years was forty-six bushels per acre, while for 

Indian corn it was thirty-four and_ five-tenths 
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bushels. The yield of hay will also vary widely 

from one-half to three tons per acre, according to 
climate, soil and season. 

Storing the grain 

Great care must be taken in storing the seed 

in close bins, in quantity, especially if not well 

cleaned. It settles together so closely that air 
seems to be excluded and heating results. In the 

spring during damp spells, it is often necessary to 

shovel the seed from one bin to another, or from 

one side of the bin to the other, to keep it from 

spoiling. Slghtly-heating does not injure it for 

feeding purposes, but destroys its germinating 

power. There is often damage to the heads when 
stored in corn-eribs, but it is not so probable as 

in the thrashed grain. 
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THE SWEET SORGHUMS 

THE sweet or saccharine sorghums are used 

both for the making of syrup and for forage. 

They are more corn-like in appearance than the 

kafirs because the panicle is more like a corn 

tassel in form. This panicle or head is usually 

loose and open, although it may be more or less 

dense when its grain is ripe. The grain is borne 

in the panicle or tassel, not in ears. The general 

directions for the growing of the kafir corns 

(Chapter VI) apply very well to the sorghums. 

The varieties of sorghum well adapted for 

soiling are Karly Amber and Eariy Orange. The 

Early Orange produces a larger and _ heavier 

growth, and is a little later than the Karly Amber, 

and is thus more suitable for sections in which the 

seasons are long. The soils best adapted for sor- 

ghums are deep, moist loams, or those most favor- 

able for maize, although the crop may be grown 
successfully on hght lands if they are well ferti- 

lized. Sorghum seems to be capable of withstanding 

drier conditions than corn, and thus its use is 

increasing where droughty conditions are liable 

to occur. 

(122) 
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Preparation of soil and seeding 

The preparation of soil for sorghum should be 
similar to that recommended for corn,—a deep, 
well-cultivated seed-bed, but for sorghum the 

erop should preferably be immediately preceded 

by a cultivated crop, in order to free the land of 
weeds. The plants germinate readily, but make a 

very thin and slow early growth, thus rendering it 

difficult to keep clear of weeds. 

When the crop is intended primarily for forage, 

it may be seeded either thickly in rows, or broad- 

easted. If seeded in rows, from ten to twelve 

pounds of seed per acre are sufficient. If broad- 

easted, twenty to twenty-five pounds will be 

required. The crop should not be planted until 

the soil is thoroughly warmed, and the weather 

likely to be hot, as the plant does not thrive in 

eold, moist weather. Broadeast seeding is not 

recommended except on clean lands, as the weeds 

are likely to start vigorous growth and _ seriously 

reduce the yield of the sorghum. 

To grow maximum crops the land should be 

well manured or fertilized; inasmuch as it is a 

cultivated plant, which roots more deeply than the 

millets, the nitrogen requirements are not so ex- 

acting. However, the soil should be abundantly 

supplied with available phosphorie acid and _ pot- 

ash. A good dressing of manure of six to eight 
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tons, well cultivated into the soil, should be fol. 
lowed by an appheation of 200 to 500 pounds per 
acre of a commercial fertilizer containing 

Nitrogen .;. .. Sy ee. cae On DEIN Cent 

Phosphorie acid Cr acieys a; eee te aor colt 
TOU AS eee me tctiiapy Sete) Sete se os, Feld eicoo per ConL 

Yield and value 

Sorghum is frequently allowed to grow to a 

height of five to six feet, and then cut and permitted 

to make a second crop. By this method, the largest 

yields of succulent forage are obtained, ranging 

from eight to thirty tons per acre eave the 

latter figures are exceptional. ae average of ten 

tons may be regarded as good, and this should 

be secured under medium conditions of soil and 
In usual seasons. 

Sorghum is a sugar-producing plant. It is very 

palatable, and is readily eaten by all farm stock. 

In their immature state, however, the plants do 

not contain a high content of dry matter, being 

similar in this respect to millet, although they are 

more palatable when mature. 

The quantity fed may range from fifty to seventy- 

five pounds per day, in two feeds. The sugar forms 

very rapidly after the heads begin to appear, and 

this formation of sugar, while accompanied by a 

considerable increase in erude fiber as the plants 
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approach maturity, makes the forage sweet and 

encourages the animals to consume the coarser 

materials more readily than is the case with the 

millets or kafir corn, or even maize (except the 
sweet varieties). 

Sorghum is not well suited for hay, although it 

can be used for the purpose if cut early. It can 

be used for silage with advantage. It can also 

be harvested and allowed to dry, and the seed 

threshed; the dry stalks are then practically as 

useful as corn-stalks, and the seed ean be ground 
into a feed which is similar to corn-meal in its 
composition and feeding value. 

COMPOSITION AND YIELD OF NUTRIENTS OF SORGHUM FORAGE 

Early Orange Early Amber One ton An average 
sugar-cane sugar-cane contains screen 

Per cent Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Wroateras tu: joa, St sooo) 85.19 ite pale can Same 

Dry;matterc, 2c et lOve 14.81 336.2 3362.0 

Ether‘extract= 44° . 2. so. / Ora7 0.51 11.4 114.0 

Ribet co 7kee ae eee ool 3.96 TO 22 1102.0 

Proteind.. 25. ae eee LO 1.36 34.0 340.0 

Ash oy Aan crest ee ee ee ee 1:20 29.8 298.0 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 7.54 ATA s) 150.8 1508.0 

SORGHUM IN DRY REGIONS 

Sweet sorghum is well adapted to the special 

climatic conditions of the semi-arid regions, 

although it is generally used in the eastern and 

southern states for green forage. The remainder. 
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of this chapter is drawn largely from Kansas State 

Board of Agriculture Report for 1900. Figs. 28 

and 29 are Kansan. 

Varieties for Kansas 

Of the large number of varieties, those found 

to be most desirable in the West are: Folger, 

Fig. 29. Field of Orange sorghum in Kansas. 

early; Coleman, medium; Collier, late. The Early 

Amber and Early Orange are very valuable for 

the East. The main points to consider in choosing 

varieties are (1) time of maturity, (2) proportion 

of foliage to stem, (3) sweetness. 



Sorghum at good stage of maturity for soiling. 

Fig. 30. 
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Preparation of land 

There is a prevailing opinion with farmers that 

sorghum does not require the care in the prepara- 

tion of soil and its cultivation that is demanded 

for corn. This may be true in part, but the plant 

responds readily and profitably to good treatment, 

and it usually pays well thoroughly to prepare the 

soil before planting. This good preparation not 

only destroys weed seeds, but increases the water- 

storage capacity of the soil, insures quick germi- 

nation and rapid early growth. 

Seeding in Kansas 

Sorghum may be seeded any time that is suit- 
able for seeding corn; if planted from the first to 

the twentieth of May, it will ordinarily catch 
enough of the spring rains to secure a fine growth 

before the hot and usually dry weather of the 
western states begins. 

When grown for the mature plant, it should be 
planted in rows, about three feet apart, and the 

seed distributed evenly in the row, at the rate of 

one peck to one-half bushel per acre. After plant- 

ing, the land should be harrowed to keep the sur- 

face loose, and as soon as the plant is well started, 

the ground should be frequently cultivated until 

the plant is thoroughly established. While the 

I 
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young plant is slower than corn to start, and thus 

difficult to keep clean, especially in moist warm 

weather, it grows quite as rapidly, if not more so, 

when well established, and later cultivation is not 
so important. 

Sorghum is usually grown for the making of 
hay, and therefore a much thicker stand is wanted 

and broadcast seeding is practiced. The best 

method of seeding is to use a press drill, sowing 

from one and one-half to two bushels per acre, 

sufficient to have the stand thick, like wheat or 

rye, if the best hay is to be obtained. 

Harvesting and curing sorghum 

The crop may be cut for forage when two or 

three feet high, in which ease it is possible to get 

a second crop quite as large as the first. For hay, 

however, it is better to let the plant reach a more 

mature stage, so the seeds begin to harden and 

the plants to turn yellow. At this stage, it will 

make more and better feed than if cut earlier or 

later. If the stalks are not more than six feet tall, 

the method commonly used for hay is to eut with 

a mower, allow it to wilt, and then, with self- 

dumping rakes, carry enough together to make 
small stacks of 800 to 1,200 pounds. By this 

method, experienced growers find that the least 

labor is involved, and that the product keeps green 
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and sweet. The time of cutting should be the same 
if planted thinner, except that it should be cut and 

put in shocks, as in the curing of corn-fodder. 

For many sections, sorghum is one of the most 

useful crops of the farm; it 1s easily grown, resists 

drought, and makes a large quantity of forage that 

is relished by all farm animals. In the South it is 

grown largely for making syrup. It was formerly 

used somewhat for this purpose, even as far north 

as Michigan, before the days of cheap sugar. 

As a special crop, sorghum cannot be recom- 

mended too highly. When properly grown it 

produces from four to six tons of dry feed 

per acre. 



CHAPTER VIII 

MAIZE OR INDIAN CORN 

THERE is no one crop that is equal to corn for 

forage purposes. If it could be so grown as to 

supply green forage from May 1 to November 1, 

there would be no good reason for the introduction 

in soiling systems of any other plant of the same 

group. The reasons for this broad statement are, 

(1) that corn is adapted to a wide range of soils, 

and thus ean be sueeessfully grown for forage 

practically everywhere in the United States; (2) 

it makes the largest yield of digestible dry matter 

per acre, other things being equal, of any crop 

that is now grown; (3) in its immature state it is 

very palatable and is eaten practically clean by 

all classes of farm stock up to the time that 

the grain begins to harden; (4) it is one of the 

least expensive crops to grow, largely because of 

the cheapness of seed; (5) it can be completely 

utilized, either as a grain crop or winter forage 

crop, if not needed as green forage to supple- 

ment pastures, or if the yields are larger than 

needed for soiling; (6) it is the only wholly 

satisfactory silage crop; (7) it is a tilled crop, 

and its use may improve the land, 

(132) 
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CORN FOR GREEN FORAGE OR SOILING 

The choice of variety and method of growing 

should be modified to meet the special require- 

ments of soiling. It should be remembered that 

the purpose in the growing of soiling crops is not 

nutriment alone, but rather a combination of sue- 

eulence, palatability and nutrients. Those varieties 

that make most rapid growth and develop early 

are, all things considered, more desirable than 

those that give a larger proportion of stalk and 

ear to leaf, because the shorter period of growth 

enables the gathering of two crops of green forage 

in one season as far north as New Jersey. The 

Rural Thoroughbred White Flint represents a 

type that gives excellent satisfaction in the Middle 

States, as it possesses in marked degree the char- 

acteristics already recommended. The branching 

habit is also well developed; from three to four 
stalks will sucker from the main stem, thus gradu- 

ally thickening and maintaining the succulent char- 

acter of the forage for a longer period than those 

not possessing this habit. In New Jersey and 

points south, this variety, if planted by May 1, 

will be ready for harvesting by the middle of July; 

and if another crop is planted at this time, it will 

reach a good stage of development previous to kill- 

ing frosts that occur as early as the first week in 

October. Notwithstanding the possibility of secur- 
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ing two crops, the yields of each are often as large 

as can be obtained from the larger-growing varie- 

ties. 

There are many other good varieties that possess 

in varying degrees the characteristics mentioned 

for this one. As a rule, the flint varieties are 

superior to the dent in the northern parts of the 

eountry. The smaller, quicker-growing varieties 

of the dent sorts are also satisfactory, although 

requiring much thicker seeding and a longer period 

of growth. 

Preparation of land 

The yield of the crop depends to a very consid- 
erable extent on conditions that are favorable for 

complete germination and very early growth. The 

importanee of this point cannot be emphasized too 

strongly. Naturally, the preparation of the land 

and its treatment will depend somewhat on its 

eondition and character. In the first place, if 
either clover or grass sod is used, it is generally 

good practice not to plow too deep, which 1s 

likely to turn up parts of the soil not thoroughly 

mixed with vegetable matter, and not in good 

physieal condition. This admixture of subsoil has 

an unfavorable effect on quick and satisfactory 

germination. Therefore, relatively shallow plow- 

ing,— five to six inches,—is preferable. 

Plowing should be performed as early as it is 
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possible to get on the land, that the soil may be 

suitably compacted before the drying winds of 

spring absorb the moisture. Following the plow- 

ing, the tillage should be deep and thorough, both 

to warm the soil and to make the surface as fine 
as possible. When soils are loose and porous, the 

necessity for deep and repeated tillings are not so 

great as when they are heavy and compact. If 

the soil is not plowed until immediately preceding 
planting, it is likely to be cold, preventing quick 

germination; and should dry weather follow, the 

surface rapidly dries out and the plants will not 

absorb sufficient moisture from the lower layers to 

cause rapid and continuous growth. When the 

crop is planted on land that has not had a cover- 

erop, the recommendations may be modified to 

some extent; a little deeper plowing may be made, 

and less tilling is required to get it into first-class 

condition. 

Manures and fertilizers 

When the aim is to secure as large a yield of 
succulent food as possible, and of superior quality, 

it is absolutely necessary that the plants have an 
abundant supply of plant-food throughout the 

entire season. Therefore, even on good soils, the 

fertilization should be liberal. Manure may be 

placed on the surface in the fall, in which ease it 
serves as a mulch during winter, absorbing mois- 
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ture, preventing washing and ensuring a complete 

distribution in the surface layers of the soluble 

plant-food; or it may be applied after plowing 

in spring, providing it is fine and thoroughly 

incorporated in the surface soil. These methods 

will ensure the largest return of the constituents in 

the crop, and they are particularly desirable when 

manures are used that contain but little litter. 

When manure is used, ten tons per acre applied 
broadeast will afford abundance of organie ma- 

terial, containing sufficient nitrogen in available 

forms to supply the early needs of the plant. 

It must be remembered, however, that no 

amount of manure or fertilizer can be substituted 

for early and thorough tillage, as tillage saves 

moisture. This is a matter of the highest impor- 

tanee, for without moisture the plant-food cannot 

be dissolved and circulated through the soil. There- 

fore, whatever the method of manuring, the soil 

after seeding should be tilled, preferably shallow 

and as frequently as possible, until the plants are 

too large to permit further work. The fact that 

the plant does not make its most rapid growth in 

any case until warm weather begins, makes the 

necessity for early and large applications of 

quickly available nitrogen not so great as in the 

ease of such crops as rye or wheat, or even oats, 

that make their most rapid growth much earlier in 

the season. With corn, the conditions are gener- 
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ally favorable soon after planting for the change 

of organic nitrogen into available forms. 

The corn plant, however, requires a liberal 

supply of the mineral constituents; and while the 

applheation of manure will carry relatively large 
quantities of these, it is obvious that they cannot 

be so completely distributed as in more soluble 

forms, nor, unless the manure is placed in the 

row, can they be concentrated in such a way as to 
permit the plant to supply its needs easily and 

rapidly. Therefore, in addition to manures, a fer- 

tilizer rich in minerals is generally desirable. A 

fertilizer carrying 1 per cent of nitrogen, 12 of 

phosphorie acid and 10 of potash (made by mixing 

250 Ibs. ground bone, 500 Ibs. acid phosphate, 250 

Ibs. muriate of potash), applied at the rate of 

400 pounds per acre, will meet the requirements 

for minerals even under unfavorable conditions. 

This fertilizing, while seemingly heavy, 1s not 

more than should be applied, because the object is 

to stimulate as far as possible a continuous and 

rapid growth. 
The above remarks are made, of course, with 

eastern conditions in mind. In large parts of the 

West, these heavy applications will not commend 
themselves to farmers in general; but even there 

the question of fertilizing is coming to be an 

important one, although the main demand may 

be for but one of the eonstituents. In the long 
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run, the question of applying plant-food is not 

regional. 

Seeding and tillage 

Methods of seeding vary widely, although it is 

recognized in all eases that the thickness of seed- 

ing should be proportioned to the possible available 

plant-food in the soil. On soils that are naturally 

rich and supplemented with the fertility constit- 

uents in available forms, thicker seeding may be 

made than when conditions are not so good in 

respect to food. 

A good method of seeding corn is to plant in 
drills, from two and one-half to three feet apart, 

and the plants from eight to ten inches apart in 

the drill. The quantity of seed necessary to plant 

thus thickly, will range from twelve to fourteen 

quarts per acre, depending on the size of the grain. 

In branching varieties, the plants will be as thick 

as it is desirable to have them with the hghter 

seeding. Seedings thicker than this, either in 

rows or broadeast, as is frequently practiced, 

are likely to cause the crop to suffer from lack of 

moisture, if short droughts occur, even under very 

favorable conditions for obtaining plant-food. The 

size of the stalks under this thick seeding will be 

such as to cause the forage to remain succulent 

and palatable until the grain begins to harden. 

As already indicated, when large yields are to 
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be secured, great care should be observed in the 

conserving of the moisture, and therefore the 

cultivation should begin about as soon as the corn 

is planted. Shortly after planting, the surface 

should be stirred frequently, preferably with a hght 

harrow or weeder, until the corn is well started, 

when shallow tilling should begin and be continued 

as frequently as possible during the early period 

of growth. This frequent tiling will prevent the 

undue escape of moisture into the atmosphere, as 

well as assist in the decomposition and nitrifica- 

tion of the organic matter in the soil and manure. 

After the first crop is removed, a second one may 

be immediately planted, preferably without plowing 

but with a deep cultivation with a eutaway har- 

row. The corn stubs will interfere to some extent, 

but not seriously. The reasons for cultivating, 

rather than plowing, when the first crop is removed 

(say the middle or latter part of July), are, first, 

that quite as good tilth ean be secured, and second, 

if the land is plowed at this season, it is frequently 

impossible to get the surface layers so thoroughly 

compacted and connected with the lower one as to 

permit free upward movement of water from the 

lower parts of the soil. It is essential, particularly 
in this second crop, that the germination should 

be quick and as complete as possible, and the 

early growth very rapid. The manures and ferti- 

lizers should be applied in the same way as for the 
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first crop, and the seeding and tilling should also 

be the same. 

Time of harvesting, and yields 

The time of harvesting maize for soiling pur- 
poses may begin as soon as the plant has fully 

tasseled, or even before, depending on the need 

for succulent forage. The largest amount of actual 

food or digestible nutrients will be secured if the 

harvesting is delayed until the ears have formed, 

and then continued until the glazing stage is 

reached. Therefore, the yields will vary widely, 

inasmuch as the proportion of dry matter in the 

early-cut forage is relatively very much less, and 

the water very much more than when the crop is 

nearly mature. Records obtained at some of the 

stations show that under normal conditions of sea- 

son more digestible matter, and that which is quite 

as palatable, may be secured from twelve tons of 
eorn cut at the glazing stage, than would be 

secured in fifteen tons or more harvested before or 

about the time the plant is coming in tassel. So 

the yields may vary by the common, though not 

proper, standards of reckoning; and the fact that 

a crop will yield fifteen or even twenty tons of 

forage, as is frequently stated, is no indication 

that such crop is superior in content and value of 

total nutrients to one that yields twelve tons. 

It is not desirable to prolong the feeding of the 
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green forage until the ears have matured, as the 

tendency of the animals will be to eat the ears in 

preference to the other parts of the forage, and 

the master cows will appropriate an undue pro- 

portion and possibly be injured by an excessive 

supply, particularly if the forage is distributed in 

the field. For soiling, the forage should preferably 

be used before the grain has hardened. 

Composition and value of crop 

Corn in its best stage for green forage contains, 

on the average, and for all varieties, 20 per cent 

of dry matter. This dry matter is much richer in 

earbohydrates than wheat or rye forage. There- 

fore, so far as total nutriment is concerned, it is 

much superior to these crops, as well as to the 

millets, sorghums or kafir corn. That is to say, a 

larger proportion of feed in a succulent and 

digestible form is contained in a smaller amount 

of forage. Usually from forty-five to fifty pounds 

per day will supply the needs for roughage, as 

compared with fifty to seventy-five pounds of 

millet or either saccharine or non-saccharine sor- 

¢hums. 

Corn can be utilized through a longer period 
than any other crop. Therefore, the plantings 

should be made at different times; and as any 
one seeding can be used for a period of fifteen to 
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twenty-five days, the plantings should be made 
two or three weeks apart. Of course, a similar 

succession may be obtained by the use of the 

early-maturing and the late-maturing varieties, 

but the later varieties do not make so good green 
forage as the early ones. 

COMPOSITION OF THOROUGHBRED WHITE FLINT CORN (GREEN) 

Average Fodder Average 
One ton acreyield  corn,ali Oneton acre yield 
contains furnishes varieties contains furnishes 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water)... 80227 am frit paras 79.30 WA 

Dry matter. 19.73 394.6 3946.0 20.70 414.0 414.0 

Ether extract 0.62 12.4 124.0 0.50 10.0 100.0 

Biber .-%... 3.78 75.6 756.0 5.00 100.0 1000.0 

Proteim'™ 2. 1.65 33.0 330.0 1.80 36.0 360.0 

USI tesa ce 0.86 17.2 172.0 1.20 24.0 240.0 

Nitrogen-free 

extract. . 12.82 256.4 2564.0 12.20 244.0 2440.0 

The yield of the Thoroughbred White Flint has 
ranged, at the New Jersey Station, from ten to fif- 

teen tons per acre, with an average of about ten 

tons, containing 20 per cent of dry matter. Two 

crops of ten tons each would yield about four tons 

of dry matter per acre of a highly digestible and 
very satisfactory forage. 

SWEET CORN FOR GREEN FORAGE 

Owing to the very palatable nature of sweet 

corn, it 1s frequently reeommended for green for- 

age. If suitable varieties are chosen and planted 
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at the proper time, it is a very useful crop, al- 

though the experience of careful experimenters 

shows that, on the whole, the yield of feed is 

relatively very much less than from the regular 

field varieties, the range being from four to ten 

tons per acre, with an average of about six tons. 

A variety of sweet corn that gives a satisfactory 

yield is rather slower in development than other 

corn, owing largely to the fact that the seed does 

not germinate quickly nor the young plants grow 

vigorously until the season is well advanced. Of 

the suitable varieties, Stowell Evergreen is one 

of the most generally satisfactory, since it is a 

large, rank grower, with abundant fohage. It 

should not be planted until the season is well 

advanced, say the latter part of May, for the Cen- 
tral States, and the land should be thoroughly well 

prepared, as pointed out for other kinds of maize. 
When used primarily for forage, sweet corn may 

be fertilized or manured, as indicated for the 

Thoroughbred White Flint, and cultivation should 

be practically the same. 
A great advantage that many dairymen find in 

the growing of sweet corn is that they may sell 

a large proportion of the ears, when the prices 

are satisfactory, and still have a very good for- 
age left, as the stalk remains palatable for a con- 

siderable time after the ears have been removed. 

There is no question as to the superiority of the 
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sweet varieties for forage, as the animals certainly 
are able to utilize the nutrients to the fullest ex- 
tent; and because of their extreme palatability, 

they exert a very favorable effect on the system, 
encouraging, apparently, a larger and better use of 

the accompanying feeds, as an increased flow of 

milk usually follows when sweet corn forage is sub- 

stituted for field varieties. Because of the greater 

palatability of the sweet varieties, however, ani- 

mals are likely to overeat. From fifty to sixty 

pounds per head per day should be the lhmit of 

use; it 1s important that the distribution in the 

feeding lot should be so made as to prevent any one 
animal from securing a larger quantity than this. 

The composition of sweet corn does not differ 

materially from that of the field varieties, although 

it is more palatable and undoubtedly more com- 

pletely digested. Following are analyses: 

COMPOSITION OF SWEET CORN 
Average 

Stowell’s Average Oneton acre yield 
Evergreen analyses contains furnishes 
Per cent Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

\WiG i) ag ne 77.90 79.10 ee Lee 

PO rVEMIAULOT) 062° aide os 22.10 20.90 418.0 2508.0 

Hither extract « . 3.<-. 0.60 0.50 10.0 60.0 

[MOC ae a a a ee 4.50 4.40 88.0 528.0 

PrOveilvss ©) ole sto eee 1.80 1.90 38.0 228.0 

PASTS 582) 1 POLY ees SS 1.20 1.30 26.0 156.0 

Nitrogen-free extract . 14.00 12.80 256.0 1536.0 

Comparison of the average yield of nutrients in 

regular field varieties and in sweet varieties, shows 
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the great superiority of the former, an average 

yield per acre of field varieties furnishing: 

100 pounds of fat 

360 pounds of protein 

2,440 pounds of nitrogen-free extract 

as against: 
60 pounds of fat 

228 pounds protein 

1,536 pounds of nitrogen-free extract 

for the sweet varieties, or a gain of nearly 60 per 

cent in all the different nutrients. The cost of the 

sweet corn forage is greater, owing to the much 

higher price of seed. 

DRIED CORN FODDER 

An advantage that corn possesses, and which 

makes it superior to practically every other plant, 
is the fact that, if the crop is not required in its 

green stage, it may be dried and used for fodder. 

While it contains a high content of dry matter, it 

cures readily, and for certain classes of feeding 
furnishes roughage that is unexcelled. 

Seeding and harvesting 

The varieties used for fodder may be practically 
the same as those recommended for green forage, 

although the seeding may be slightly thicker, as 
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the advantage of earing is not so important. In 

fact, a better quality of fodder will be secured 

when a minimum number of matured ears are 

formed. 

The time of cutting will depend somewhat on 

the character of growth, but the largest amount of 

dry matter will be obtained when the maize plant 

is practically mature, and if the seeding has been 

thick enough the ecurimg at this stage ean be 

accomplished readily. When there is danger of 

shortage of other winter roughage, corn is often 

planted late to supplement the regular supplies, in 

which case the crop is not always. sufficiently 
mature before it is time to harvest. This will 
result in giving a crop that is very rich in diges- 

tible dry matter, but that is difficult to cure. 

However, if it is placed in small shoeks, it will 

soon dry out; it should be removed from small 

shocks to large stacks or to the barn before the 

heavy storms of winter begin. 

Composition and value of dry corn fodder 

The composition of well-cured corn fodder is 

such as to make it a most excellent and nutritious 

food, and it is readily eaten by all farm stock, 

especially if eut fine. The amount of dry matter in 

field-cured fodder is about 75 per cent, and _ it 
is nearly as rich in protein as timothy hay, and con- 
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tains very much less erude fiber. A good crop of 

eorn should yield about three tons per acre. 

A mistaken idea is that the thicker the corn 1s 

seeded, the larger will be the yield of food per 

acre, and in many instances the corn is sown 
broadeast or planted exceedingly thick in the row 
with this notion in mind. While the forage will be 

a little more digestible and a little richer in pro- 

tein under this treatment, the yield of total 

nutrients per acre is usually very much less than 

if planted in the ordinary way and tilled, since the 

thick-seeded crop will be likely to suffer from lack 
of moisture, and it is much more exhaustive per 

unit of dry matter on the fertilizer constituents of 

the land. It is not a desirable practice to broad- 

east corn unless for hog pasture, or as catch-erop, 

and even then the advantages are not always 

apparent. 

Sweet corn dry fodder 

As already pointed out, sweet corn is an excel- 

lent souree of nutrients, because it does not grow 

quite so coarse as the ordinary field varieties, and 

beeause it is very palatable and contains a highly 

digestible form of carbohydrates. As in the ease 
of other fodders, if grown primarily for dried 

fodder, the seeding should be relatively thick, so 

as not to permit too heavy earing, although the 

presence of ears is not so undesirable as in field 
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eorn. Sweet corn fodder is more likely to mold 

than field corn, and greater care should be exer- 

cised in harvesting; it should be thoroughly 

eured in the field, and then stored in a dry place. 

If entirely freed from outside moisture, and 

thoroughly air-dried, it may be packed tightly 

in the barn without danger of injury. The neces- 

sity for cutting it fine, when fed, is not so great 

as for other corn, since animals will eat it readily 
without cutting, due to the softer stalk and its 
palatability. 

CORN-STALKS OR STOVER 

Stover is the stalks remaining after a corn crop 
has been harvested of its ears, the crop having 

been grown for the grain. There is great waste of 

stover throughout a large area of the country; it 
is certain that this waste would be saved if its 

food-values were better understood. The coarse 

stover has a high feeding-value, which will justify 

much greater care in its handling and storage. 

The feeding-value of a ton of stalks is more than 

half the value of a ton of timothy hay that is har- 

vested in its best condition. 

Methods ot curing and handling corn-stalks 

Methods of handling stover differ widely in 
different sections of the country. In the eastern 
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and northeastern states, the corn is usually cut 

and shocked, and when the ears are dry enough 

to erib, the corn is husked and the stalks are re- 

shocked in the field until cured, and then either 

earted to large stacks or stored in the barn. This 

is an economical method of ecurmg and saving the 

erop. In the South and parts of the West the 
practice is merely to “top” the stalk, and the 

leaves and stalk below the ear, with the husks, re- 
main standing in the field. This practice results 

in a large waste of valuable material. In many of 

the western states, only the ears are removed from 

the standing corn and the stalks are not harvested; 

the only value gained from the stover is that which 

may be secured by the animals following the husk- 

ers, and even then probably not one-third of the 

food is utilized. 
Another source of loss of fodder, even though 

the corn is husked and the stalks shocked, occurs 

when the shocks are left in the field until they are 

needed for food. By this method great losses 

occur, due to the mechanical removal of the leaves 

by weather, to changes in chemical composition, 

and to the removal of a large proportion of the 

best of the material by wind- and rain-storms; 

besides, the rain and snow soak the outer parts of 
the shocks, and these parts become frozen, not 

only rendering them unpalatable but making it 1m- 
possible to remove the entire product to the barn. 



Fig. 32. Corn-husker and shredder at work. 
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Methods of using; yield 

The best method of using stover is to eut it fine, 

or to shred it and feed the animals liberally, allow- 

ing the unpalatable parts to be used as bedding. 

In this way the best of the feed is utilized and the 
manures are saved and improved. 

The yield of stover will naturally vary acecord- 

ing to the variety and the character of the crop. 

The ratio between ears and stover is not uniform, 

but with a yield of 100 bushels of ears there is 

usually about two tons of stover, which contains 
about 60 per cent of dry matter or feed per acre, 

equivalent in value practically to a ton of timothy 

hay. 



CHAPTER IX 

CORN FOR SILAGE 

THE prime means of utilizing the green corn 

crop is in the form of silage, particularly in dairy 

districts. By this use the largest amount of diges- 

tible feed may be obtained per acre, and in a suc- 
eulent and highly palatable form. Since the use of 

the silo beeame an important question there has 

been very great improvement in the growing of 

eorn for silage and in its storage. In the early his- 

tory of the silo it was recommended that corn of 

the larger varieties be planted very thickly, and be 

stored before it had nearly reached a stage of 

maturity. The consequence was, that, while large 

crop yields were secured, the high content of water 

and the consequently low content of dry matter 

were detrimental both in increasing the cost of 

handling and the difficulties of its preservation; 

the feed value was not increased, and wastes from 

decay in the silo were very serious. Investigations 

on the growing of corn and ensiling it have 

shown that the general principles involved in the 

growing of forage, as already pointed out, are 

quite as applicable in the growing of corn for 

silage as for soiling or for fodder. 

(153) 
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Varieties of corn for silage 

For the eastern, central west and southern 

states, the larger-growing varieties, as the South- 

ern White, Horse Tooth, Mastodon, or those gen- 
erally recommended by seedsmen, are preferable, 

giving a larger yield of actual dry matter per acre 

than the smaller- growing varieties, if only they 

mature sufficiently in average seasons before frost. 

Farther north, the flints, as Thoroughbred White, 

or the ordinary yellow varieties, and a number of 

the quick-growing dent varieties, are recom- 

mended, because the crop can be more completely 

matured before danger of frost. 

Preparation of land, and seeding 

As in the ease of other forage crops, the prepa- 

ration of soil is very important. Early plowing, 

and a deep and thorough preparation of land are 
important in securing a quick and complete germi- 

nation and rapid early growth. Manuring should 

be liberal and supplemented by fertilizers. While 

all this is expensive when large areas are grown, 

nevertheless it is a paying procedure because of 

the very much larger quantity of feed material 

that may be grown per acre. It costs no more, 

for example, to buy land, to furnish seed, to plow, 

and to make the ordinary ecultivations for a crop 
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of twelve tons than for a crop of eight tons; 

proper manuring will frequently make this differ- 

ence in yield, other things being equal. It is ree- 

ommended that manure be apphed either in the 

fall or winter on sod, at the rate of eight to ten 
tons per acre, or in spring after the land is plowed 

and previous to planting. There is no erop that 

will utilize to such good advantage the coarse ma- 

nures as corn; it is a great forager, and at the 

season of its greatest demands, when it makes its 

most rapid growth, the coarser organic manures 

are more readily changed and converted into active 

substanees than would be the ease with such crops 

as wheat or grass, that mature early and require 

a large proportion of their food before changes 

in the organie compounds can take place in the 

soll. 

It is essential, also, in order that the nitrogenous 

material of the manure may be completely utilized, 
that abundance of minerals shall be at the disposal 

of the plant. Therefore, a liberal fertilization with 

available forms of phosphorie acid and potash, is 

also recommended. Usually, an application of 

300 pounds of acid phosphate, or its equivalent 

of phosphorie acid from ground bone, when there 

is an abundance of organie matter, and 100 pounds 

of muriate of potash, broadeasted, will very 

materially inerease the yield. 
An old practice, which has many points in its 
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favor, is the dropping of fine manure in the hill at 

time of planting. The advantage of this method 

is, that the organie substances will ferment quickly 

and warm the soil, and thus encourage a quick 

germination; and a more rapid early growth is to 

be obtained, as the plant makes a quick start, gets 

away from insects and makes possible an earlier 

cultivation of the land. 

Tillage 

The methods of cultivation have been greatly 

improved in recent years, owing to a more careful 

study of the nature and the composition of the 

plant. While the old notion that cultivation pre- 

vious to planting is the best, is true to some 
extent, tillage has for one of its primary purposes 

the destruction of weeds in addition to the conser- 

ration of moisture, and this is accomplished by 

frequent and deep tilling subsequent to planting 

as well as previous to it. Immediately after the 

crop is planted, the surface should be stirred to 

destroy the young weeds in the rows, and to pre- 

vent the rapid escape of moisture. This ean be 

accomplished by harrow or weeder. As soon as 

the corn is three or four inches high, the ordinary 

cultivator should be run through the row, the first 

one or two cultivatings being three or four inches 

deep, then gradually shallower, as the plant grows, 
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to avoid cutting the roots, which soon ramify in 

every direction and fill the whole surface soil. 

These feeding roots should not be disturbed. 

Seeding 

The quantity of seed to sow will depend to 

some extent on the variety and the character of 

soil. On good lands, the large-growing varieties 
will probably give the largest yield if planted in 
rows from two and one-half to three feet apart, 

and the plants six to eight inches apart in the row. 

This will require about fourteen to twenty quarts 

of seed per acre, depending on the size of the 

grain. Seedings as thick as this will permit of a 

very considerable setting of ears, although not so 

large a proportion as to make the silage too rich 

in digestible carbohydrates. 

Time of cutting, and yield 

The best time of cutting is when the ears are 

beginning to harden, and while the lower leaves 

are still green. Of course, the season will influence 

this point to a considerable extent. In dry seasons, 

the lower leaves will become dry before the ears 

have reached the proper stage of development, 

although there will be appropriation of food by 

the plant so long as any green leaves remain; 
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therefore, the stage of maturity of the ear is the 

best guide as to time of cutting. 

When cut at this stage, a good yield will reach 

twelve tons per acre. This does not seem large, 

yet the crop will carry about 25 to 28 per cent dry 

matter, or an equivalent of over 6,000. pounds of 

actual dry substance per acre, which is greater 

than can be produced by any other cereal crop. 

When much larger yields of dry matter than this 

are reported, the probabilities are that it 1s pro- 

duced on a smaller area specially treated, or in an 

exceptional season, or under unusual conditions of 

soil and climate. The reported average yields of 

twenty, twenty-five and thirty tons per acre, which 

are often noted, are evidently based on forage 

containing very much less dry matter. When it is 

remembered that it is a question not of tonnage of 

silage corn, but of dry substance that is involved, 

the grower should not base his expectations of 
feed production on statements of extraordinary 
yields, as he will surely be disappointed. 

If a erop has become too dry to go into the silo 

in the best condition, the wetting of it may help 

somewhat to preserve the silage, but it must be 

kept in mind that water cannot take the place of 

the natural juices and the activity of living eells. 

If leaves and stalks have become dry, the cells 

have become filled with air and the adding of 

water can only partly displace it. The chief help 
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of water is in softening the tissues, and in aiding 

it to pack more closely. This method is often used, 

however, and, if the conditions in other respects 
are favorable, good silage results. 

Frosts often come earlier than usual, and the 

eorn 1s frozen before it ean be ensiled. When this 

happens, it 1s best to cut the corn as soon as pos- 

sible thereafter, and before the leaves are entirely 

dry, cutting in rather large heaps, so that it will 
not dry out too rapidly in the field. By eare in 

these respects, frozen corn ean be fully utilized 

for silage. 

Storage in the silo 

In the ensiling of corn, great progress has 

been made, chiefly in the form and construction of 

the silo. It has been demonstrated that the one 

crucial point in the saving of corn in a silo, is that 

the product shall be put in a building or receptacle 

that 1s practically air-tight. A round structure is 

more easily made tight and it presents the least 

friction against proper settling and packing. It 

may be made of staves, or frame, or brick, or 

stone, or of any material that will accomplish the 

purpose, namely, the prevention of the access of 

air. Square silos eannot be so tightly constructed, 

and the penetration of air when the silo is open is 

greater. It is impossible to pack closely in the 
corners. 
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While the various styles of silos here mentioned 

may all be good, there are several objections to 

stave silos that are intended to be permanent 

buildings out-of-doors. The staves are liable to 

shrink and the hoops to loosen when the silo is 
empty. In many instances, they are blown down 

in high winds, and even if not blown down they 

are racked and get out of plumb. It is also diffi- 

eult securely to anchor a permanent roof, and to 

connect permanently the staves with the founda- 

tion. It does not pay, in the long run, to make 

cheap staves silos. An all-wood frame round silo 

is a type that has given excellent satisfaction, 

especially when care has been given to securing a 

good lining, which ean be accomplished only when 

it has a sufficient diameter to permit of “springing” 

the lining boards in place, rather than to have the 

lining perpendicular. There should be at least 

three layers of the wooden lining, with paper 

between, the first nailed on the studs, then a 

lining of tough building-paper; the second layer 

nailed so as to break joints, and another lining of 

paper; and the third nailed, breaking joints again. 

To prevent the deeay of the inside lining, it should 

preferably be treated with a mixture of gasolene 

and coal tar, rather than paint. This preserves 

the wood, to some extent prevents the entrance of 

moisture, and is not brushed off by the pressure 

of the silage as paint is likely to be, 
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As to eutting and filling, there has also been 

considerable gain in our knowledge and practice. 

It is now thought that the finer the corn is cut or 

shredded, the better, primarily because there is 

more even distribution of the parts of the ears and 

stalks, and because the finer the material is cut the 

more readily and evenly will the settling take 
place, thus again preventing the ready access of 

air. It has been demonstrated, also, that the neces- 

sity of very rapid filling of the silo, and the sub- 

sequent pressure, are not such important consid- 

erations as was formerly supposed. 

Corn may be ensiled at the convenience of 

the farmer, providing the fermentation does not 

proceed so far as to cause rotting between times of 

filling. The development of heat in the silo cannot 
be avoided, and does not necessarily occasion 

great loss of substance, although fermentation 

always results in more or less breaking down of 

substance, and in some loss; in the case of corn, 
this loss is chiefly in the carbohydrates. 

When the work can proceed steadily, from 

eight to fifteen tons per day may be put in small 

and medium-sized silos, but, as already indicated, 

the silage should not stand more than two days 

between successive fillings. The importance of 

thoroughly compacting silage at the time of filling 

the silo is not usually sufficiently well understood. 

The thorough tramping not only enables a much 
K 
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larger quantity of silage to be put in, but it expels 

at once a very large volume of air, which, if 

allowed to remain, prolongs the changes. It should 

be tramped well around the sides because the 

lateral pressure of the silage tends to develop fric- 

tion against the walls, which prevents its settling. 

In building a silo, it should be as deep as it is 

practicable to make it. The advantages of a deep 

silo are that the largest quantity of feed per cubic 

*TABLE GIVING THE APPROXIMATE CAPACITY OF CYLINDRICAL 

SILos FOR WELL-MATURED CORN SILAGE, IN TONS 

Inside diameter in feet 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

58.84] 66.95] 75.58) 84.74] 94.41) 104.6 | 115.3 | 126.6 | 138.3 | 150.6 | 163.4 | 176.8 

bo bo ee Depth, feet | 

St — for) ed —_ CO 

62.90] 71.56} 80.79} 90.57] 100.9 | 111.8 | 123.3 | 135.3 | 147.9 | 161.0 | 174.7 | 189.0 

92...| 67.35| 76.52] 86.38] 96.84] 107.9 | 119.6 | 131.8 | 144.7 | 158.1 | 172.2 | 186.8 | 202.1 

93..| 71.73] 81.61] 92.14}103.3 | 115.1 | 127.5 | 140.6 | 154.3 | 168.7 | 183.6 | 199.3 | 215.5 

24..| 76.12] 86.61] 97.78|109.6 | 122.1 | 135.3 | 149.2 | 163.7 | 179.0 | 194.9 | 211.5 | 228.7 

25..| 80.62} 89.64] 103.6 | 116.1 | 129.3 | 143.3 | 158.0 | 173.4 | 189.5 | 206.4 | 223.9 | 242.2 

96..| 85.45) 97.23) 109.8 | 123.0 | 137.1 | 151.9 | 167.5 | 188.8 | 200.9 | 218.8 | 237.4 | 256.7 

97..| 90.17] 102.6 | 115.8 | 129.8 | 144.7 | 100.3 | 176.7 | 194.0 | 212.0 | 2380.8 | 250.5 | 270.9 

98..| 94.99] 108.1 | 122.0 136.8 | 154.4 | 168.9 | 186.2 | 204.3 | 225.3 | 243.2 | 263.9 | 285.4 

29..| 99.92] 113.7 | 128.3 | 143.9 | 160.3 | 177.6 | 195.8 | 214.9 | 234.9 | 255.8 | 277.6 | 300.2 

30..|105.0 }119.4 |134.8 | 151.1 | 168.4 | 186.6 | 205.7 | 225.8 | 246.8 | 268.7 | 291.6 | 315.3 

31..| 109.8 |124.9 | 141.1 | 158.2 176.2 | 195.2 | 115.3 | 236.3 | 258.2 | 281.8 | 305.1 | 330.0 

32../ 115.1 |135.9 | 147.8 |165.7 | 184.6 | 204.6 | 225.5 | 247.5 | 270.5 | 294.6 | 319.6 | 345.7 

In this table the horizontal lines give the number of tons of silage held by a 

silo having the depth given at the head of the column. 

* Bulletin No. 83, of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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foot can be stored; the silage packs tighter and 

loss is prevented at the surface when feeding; and 

when closely tramped against the wall, air is 

excluded and the silage keeps better than when 

it is shallow. 

The quantity of silage that may be stored in a 

silo increases in a higher ratio than the depth 

increases; a silo thirty-six feet deep will store 

nearly five times as much as one twelve feet deep. 

Cutting corn for the silo may be done either by 
hand or by the “self-binder.” When the erop is 

large enough, the latter is preferable, because a 

team may do the eutting late in the afternoon or 

early morning, and thus reduce the number of men 

needed. Besides, the binding of the corn makes 

it much easier to handle, both in loading and in 

feeding. There are a number of excellent silage 

eutters. The mistake commonly made by farmers 

is in getting those that are too small; it is better 

to have a cutter a little larger than is needed. 

Few should have cutting blades less than fourteen 

inches long. It is also very important that the 

power to drive the cutter should be considerably 
in excess of its guaranteed capacity; especially is 

this the case when blowers are used, instead of 

carriers, as it is important to have not only a high 

speed but a steady power. 
After the silo is filled, the top should be 

eovered with earth or other material, which will 
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pack tightly, so as to prevent the ingress of air. 

Many farmers recommend the thorough wetting 

of the surface, a light covering of soil, and the 

seeding of oats, as the cheapest and surest way 

to make the silo tight. While there is consider- 

able loss under the very best methods of handling 

and packing the corn in the silo, chiefly falling on 

the carbohydrate group, these losses have been 

shown to be no greater than those which take place 
in the common handling of the corn after it has 

been cut and husked. The changes in the silo, 

other than direct losses of earbohydrates, are due 

chiefly to modifications in the nitrogenous nutri- 
ents, the albuminoids being changed into other 

forms, even though the feed value is not seriously 

reduced. 
In the construction of the winter silo, the size 

should be so adjusted to the number of cattle as to 

allow a removal of about two inches of the surface 

per day. In the summer silo there should be a re- 
moval of three to four inches, otherwise the heat- 

ing or fermentation which begins as soon as the 

surface layer is removed, will result in consider- 

able changes, and consequent reduction in the 

food value of the silage. What is termed “sweet 

silage” is possibly a misnomer, although there is 

ereat difference in the composition of silage made 

and used under the eonditions here outlined. The 

development of acid is very rapid, if the air is 
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allowed to come in contact with the silage for 

reasonably short periods. 

The amount of silage to feed 

The quantity of silage to feed should be regu- 

lated to some extent by the kind of silage and the 

size of the animals. It should never serve as the 
exclusive food, but mainly to supply carbohydrate 

roughage. From thirty to thirty-five pounds per 

day, containing say 28 to 30 per cent of dry 

matter, are sufficient for an animal of 1,000 

pounds live weight. The feeding of silage should 

be accompanied, of course, by the use of the 

proper fine or concentrated feeds, and preferably 

with a little dry material, as cut corn-stalks or 

hay. When fed in this way, the results are alto- 

gether good. 

There have been no genuine investigations 
showing that silage causes any injury, when 

properly fed, or is in any way deleterious to 

the health of the animals, or unfavorably affects 

milk, butter or cheese. On the contrary, the 

health of animals in winter is usually better under 

the use of the sueeulent food, and the returns per 

unit of dry matter for silage used in the dairy, 

compared with the dry fodder corn, are about 12 

per cent greater. These results have been secured 

in actual experiments to determine the relative 
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value of the two kinds of forage. There is no 

question, therefore, of the value of this method of 

preserving corn for food. Whenever farmers have 

a sufficient number of dairy, beef or young cattle 

to warrant the building of a silo, there will be no 

question as to the advantage of the system. 

The gains in the making of silage over the 

using of the grain and stover, are, (1) the preven- 

tion of mechanical losses in the harvesting of the 

eorn; (2) the advantage of the removal of the 

entire crop at one time, so as to permit of a more 

rapid growth and development of cover-crops, 

which are so important in the conservation of 

fertility; (3) reduction in actual cost of labor 

per unit of feed obtained, which will result when- 

ever farmers are equipped for the rapid handling 

of large quantities of material in a short time. 

The silo is as much a part of the equipment of 

dairy farms in the North and East, as the corn- 

erib is of the farms of the West. 

COMPOSITION OF CORN FODDER AND SILAGE 

Dried One ton One ton One ton 
fodder contains Stover contains Silage contains 

Per cent Lbs. Per cent Lbs. Per cent Lbs. 

Water... . 42.20 ee 3 40.50 x ate 79.10 ster 

Dry matter . 57.80 1,156 59.50 1,190 20.90 418 
Ether extract. 1.60 32 LL0 22 0.80 16 

Fiber... . 14.30 286 19.70 394 6.00 12 

Protein ... 450 90 3.80 76 Ld 34 

ASH i. 2s 2570 50 3.40 68 1.40 28 

Nitrogen-free 

extract . . 34.70 694 a0) 630 11.00 220 



CHAPTER X 

LEGUMINOUS FORAGE CROPS 

Every farmer is now familiar with the group 

of leguminous erops. This group deserves even 

more attention than it is now receiving, because of 

the relations of the plants to nitrogen. The plants 

belonging to the legume family inelude the various 

clovers, peas and beans. All these plants have a 

source of supply of plant-food that is not acces- 

sible to most other plants, particularly not to the 
eereal plants. It is well known that after a crop 

of clover the land, as a rule, produces a_ better 

erowth of corn, or other cereals, than when such a 

crop follows a grain or a grass crop. It was thought 

for a long time that this improvement in land was 

due to the greater proportion of root substance in 

the surface soil, beeause the plants root deep and 

gather food from the lower layers, storing it in 

the thickened roots. The soil improvement was 

not attributed to their power of gathering nitrogen 

from the air until careful experiments showed that 

the soil nitrogen was not consumed but rather in- 

ereased by their growth. The fact that clover 

vives better returns as a stock feed than an equiva- 

lent weight of timothy was also known for a long 

(167) 
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time, and investigation of the composition of 

the two showed that this difference was due to a 

larger proportion of nitrogenous substance in the 

clover than in the timothy. 

It is now known that the individual members of 

this group of plants possess the peeulhar property 

of being able to secure the important element ni- 

trogen, in part, at least, from the air. Therefore, 

they may not need nitrogenous fertilizers after they 

are well established, and they may add to the 

nitrogen content of the soil when they are returned 

to the earth. The advantage of leguminous crops 

to the feeder lies in the fact that the plants 

themselves contain a larger proportion of nitroge- 

nous matter than those of the grass family, and 

thereby may be used to supplement other foods 

and to reduce bills for purchased and concentrated 

feeds. One ean more profitably utilize the earbo- 

hydrates usually contained in exeess in other 
plants; and he is relieved of some of the necessity 

of purchasing nitrogenous fertilizers to increase 

the growth of the cereal erops. 

Soil inoculation 

While leguminous crops possess this superior 

advantage in the ability to appropriate nitrogen, it 

must be remembered that this power 1s not constant 

for all soils and under all conditions; but in order 
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that this peculiar function may be exercised, it is 
necessary that there shall be present in the soil 

certain organisms which attach themselves to the 

roots of the plants. The presence of these organ- 

isins 1s indicated by the formation of tubercles or 

nodules on the roots, which range in size on differ- 

ent kinds of plants from that of a pin-head to that 

of a pea. When these nodules are not present, it 

is usually an indication that the proper organisms 

are absent and that the legumes, in common 

with other plants, must derive their nitrogen from 

the soil; and thus, from the standpoint of aceu- 

mulation of nitrogen, they are probably no more 

useful than the cereal or other crops. 

Investigations of the life-history of these minute 

organisms show that there are certain conditions 

unfavorable for their growth and development, 

which explains why they are absent in many soils 

For example, it has been shown that they are likely 

not to be present in soils that are poorly drained, 

and when air cannot penetrate and cireulate freely. 

It has also been found that an aeid condition of 

soil is not favorable to their growth. They are also 

liable, even if originally present, to be destroyed 

at certain periods if soils are allowed to remain 

uncultivated for some time. In other words, in 

undrained, acid, and light sandy soils deficient in 
organic matter, the organisms are not so likely to 

be present as in those that are well supplied with 
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organie matter, are neutral in their reaction, and 

are well-drained; and these are the conditions, 

also, that are favorable for crops, providing suffi- 

cient food is present. 

Methods of inoculation 

In view of these facts, it becomes necessary, in 

order to secure the full benefit from the growth of 

leguminous crops, to see that the proper organisms 

are present. This may be readily accomplished by 

inoculation, or introducing the specific organism. 

Soils deficient in these organisms may be supplied 

by using earth from the fields in which they are 

known to be present. Experiments show that only 
a small quantity is necessary, if evenly distributed, 

to accomplish the purpose. From one to three 

hundred .pounds of mixed soil, taken from dif- 

ferent parts of the field, will be sufficient for one 

aere, if sown broadeast and harrowed in. The soil 

should be taken from a field in which the same 

kind of crop has been successfully grown. The 

organisms will multiply when legumes are grown, 

will distribute rapidly, and be prepared immedi- 

ately to begin their helpful work. Once the organ- 
isms are present, there is little danger of their 

destruetion under good farm practice. If the erops 

that are grown on this area are fed to farm stock, 

and the manure is used elsewhere on the farm, 
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the chances are that the organisms will soon be 

generally distributed. It is especially desirable 

that land be inoculated for alfalfa, if it has not 

grown alfalfa previously. Clover lands are not 

often inoculated. 
It often happens that in the growing of such 

plants as cowpeas and soybeans, the first crop will 

not show the tubercles, but the second one will be 

well supphed with them, indicating that the organ- 

isms may be introduced by means of the seed or 

the dust that goes with it. Some seedsmen now 

make it a practice in harvesting soybeans and cow- 

peas to pull them instead of eutting them, thus 

mingling more or less of the soil with the seed in 

the threshing. 

The organisms of different leguminous crops 

have recently been investigated by the United 

States Department of Agriculture,! and methods 

devised for providing suitable nutrients for them. 

As a result, eultures have been prepared and 

distributed, together with the food necessary for 

their early growth. The commercial cultures have 

not yet been suecessful in practice, however; but 

eventually good results may be obtained. 

The grower should remember that inoculation of 

the soil is only one factor in the growth of these 

plants. Good crops cannot be grown on poor, wet, 

or acid soils, or under unfavorable culture condi- 

1 Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 71, January, 1905. 
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tions by inoculation alone; the other conditions 

of growth must also be made favorable. 

The amount of nitrogen gathered 

It does not follow that even when these organ- 

isms are present and all other conditions are fav- 

orable, all of the nitrogen in the legume crop has 

been gathered from the air. It has been shown 

that the plants preferably take soil-nitrogen rather 

than air-nitrogen. On good soils containing much 

available nitrogen, or directly well supphed with 

this element, the proportionate amount of nitrogen 

appropriated from the air will be much less than 

when the erop is grown on soils poor in nitrogen, 

even if inoculation has been made. The amount 

of nitrogen gathered by a crop, therefore, cannot 

be exactly determined, although, as just indicated, 

it is thought that the usefulness of the legumes as 

a means of acquiring atmospherie nitrogen and 

adding to the stores in the soil, is greater when 

they are grown on soils rather poor in this 

element. 

It has also been clearly demonstrated that the 

proportion of nitrogen gathered from the air, par- 

ticularly on poor soils, even when the proper or- 

gvanisms are present, depends on the supply of the 

other neeessary plant-food ingredients. Soils poor 

in nitrogen and unecongenial in physical character 
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will not produce a large crop of any leguminous 

plant unless well supplied with phosphorie acid 

and potash. Therefore, in attempts to increase the 

protein supply of the farm by means of leguminous 

plants, it 1s quite as necessary to fertilize with the 

minerals as it would be to grow any other crop. 

This is entirely reasonable, as the mineral constit- 

uents cannot be secured from any other source 

than the soil and these are quite as essential to 

leguminous crops as to any others, or as the nitro- 

gen itself. 

Kinds of leguminous crops 

The family Leguminose, or pulse family, is 

very large and it 1s represented in the flora of all 

parts of the globe. Some of the legumes are trees, 

as locusts, red-bud, yellow-wood; others are 

bushes, as furze, broom, lead-plant; some are 

tall woody climbers, as wistaria; others are agri- 

cultural herbs, some of which are grown for for- 

age, as alfalfa, clovers, cowpea, soybean, velvet- 

bean, vetches, pea, and these are to be considered 

further in the three chapters that follow. 



Fig. 33. Oats-and-peas. 



CHAPTER XI 

COMBINATION CROPS WITH LEGUMES 

VARIOUS crops may be grown in combination, 

in which leguminous plants occupy an important 

place. The combination crops with legumes afford 

a very perfect balancing of nutrients, they often 

increase the acre yield, and sometimes they afford 

the best means of utilizing land. These combina- 

tions are of three groups: (1) Hardy annual 

legumes (peas and vetches) grown with cool-sea- 

son cereals; (2) tender annual legumes (cow-peas, 

soybeans, velvet beans) grown with warm-season 

eereals; (3) mixtures of clovers and _ grasses. 

When carefully managed, these combinations give 

the desirable results of each of the ingredients 
and attord another resource to the stock feeder. 

OATS-AND-PEAS FOR FORAGE 

The oats-and-pea crop is grown primarily for 

use as green forage, or for soiling, and it is one 

of the most serviceable in any forage crop rotation, 

supplying food when other crops are not usually 

available, and also making an excellent substitute 

for hay when it is not needed for green forage 

(175) 
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purposes. The object of making a mixture of oats 
and Canada field peas is to improve the quality of 

the crops, as well as to inerease the yield, making 

both the total quantity and the character of the 

nutrients superior to those that would be secured 

by using either of the crops alone. The variety of 

oats to be used should be a strong and vigorous 
erower, well adapted to the locality and to climatic 

conditions. Any variety that has proved itself 

superior as a grain-producer may be safely used for 

ereen forage. It is an advantage to select the best 

seed when planting for forage crops, — quite as 

important in the growing of forage as in the grow- 

ing of grain or seed. 
There is wide difference in the varieties of the 

Canada pea. For average purposes, probably the 

Golden Vine is as satisfactory as any, because it 1s 

more generally grown and the seed is cheap, and 

because a smaller quantity is required per acre. It 

is a medium-early variety. Early varieties that are 

very satisfactory are Canadian Beauty and Black- 

Eyed Marrowfat. Late varieties are Green-Scotch, 

Greenfield and Prussian Blue. These later varieties 

naturally produce a larger crop, as the period of 

growth is somewhat longer. Where hot weather 

comes on early, medium or medium-early varieties 

are superior. It is safer to plant a distinct variety 

than to depend on mixtures of various kinds, 

which are likely to mature unevenly. 
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Preparation of soil, and manurimg 

Oats-and-peas are usually grown on land on 

which a cultivated crop has immediately preceded, 

although good crops may be obtained on sod land 

if it has been plowed in the fall or very early 

spring and deeply cultivated. The land should be 

well and deeply prepared, in order to furnish a 

deep seed-bed for the peas. The areas best suited 

to the crop are cool, moist lands. When the 

weather is cool and moist, the season is much 

more favorable than when hot and dry. 

This erop responds very favorably to applica- 

tions of yard manures. In fact, there is no other 

manure that will so well or so completely meet the 

requirements; the organic matter contained in it 

aids materially in the development of the soil bac- 

teria, and the soluble nitrogenous and mineral salts 

feed the plants abundantly in the early stages of 

growth. The manures should be broadcasted at 

the rate of eight to ten tons per acre after plowing, 

and thoroughly harrowed into the soil. When a 

smaller quantity of manure must be used, it may 

be fortified by an application of a good fertilizer 

mixture whose constituents have been derived from 

good sources and containing 

INGLE OP OMipe ute ot Hr Ne os Palotepi cs ro. Er. ets . . 4 per cent 

Phosphoric acid (available) .... .. 6 per cent 
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This may be applied either broadeast, or drilled 

with the seed at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per 

acre. Owing to the fact that the crop makes an 

early growth, the particular need is for an abun- 
dance of available nitrogen. 

Quantity of seed, and methods of seeding 

The quantity of seed used on good soils is gen- 

erally about one and one-half bushels of oats and 

one and one-half bushels of peas each per acre, 

although as thick seeding as two bushels of each 

has been even more successful on well-enriched 

soils. Many variations may be made in the pro- 

portions, however, to suit the various conditions 

of cost of seed, kind of soil and time of seeding. 

Sometimes increasing the peas to two bushels or 

two and one-half bushels, and decreasing the oats 
to one bushel, 1s practiced. 

The crop should be seeded as early in spring as 

it is possible thoroughly to prepare the soil. The 
earlier the crop is planted, the greater will be the 

likelihood of a perfect crop, as both oats and peas 

suffer in the hot dry days of summer. It is a com- 

mon practice to sow the peas from five to eight 

days earlier than the oats. Many growers recom- 

mend that the peas be plowed-in from four to six 
inches, in order that they may root deeply, and 

thus be better able to resist heat and drought. 
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Many other successful growers prefer to use the 
ordinary grain-drill for the peas and plant them as 

deeply as possible, following with the oats a few 

days later, and before the peas have sprouted. 

The experience at the New Jersey Experiment 

Station, where this crop has been an important 

one for eight years and where different methods 

have been used in seeding, has shown that it 1s not 

a profitable practice there to expend the extra 
labor required in plowing-in the peas or in seeding 

the two plants at an interval of a few days. Quite 

as even distribution and as large yields have been 

secured when the oats-and-peas have been mixed 

in the grain-drill, and all seeded together. It 1s 

important in any case that the seed be distributed 

evenly. 

Time of cutting outs-and-peas 

When seeded as early as it is possible to pre- 

pare the land, the first cutting for green forage 

will be ready in about two and one-half months. 

Beeause of its good proportion of nutrients, it may 

be used as the exclusive source of food for dairy 

cows, although this is not a desirable practice 
when it is the purpose to keep the animals up to 

full standard of production, as it would require 

about 100 pounds of the forage per day. 

The best time for cutting is when the oat-grain 

1 New Jersey Experiment Station Bulletin, No. 130 
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is in milk and the peas are forming pods; at this 

period, the largest amount of digestible matter 

may be secured. Because of the rather slow 

maturity of the crop, particularly if the weather is 

favorable, a single seeding of oats-and-peas may 

furnish supply for eight to ten days, providing 
eutting begins a little earlier than this, or when 

the oats are just headed out. 

When it is desirable to continue the feeding 

longer, a second seeding is usually made about 

ten days after the first. In ordinary seasons this 

will be ready eight to ten days after the first 
planting. A third seeding made eight or ten days 

later than the second is likely to be ready for use 

relatively earlier, however, owing to the more 

rapid development of the crop as the hot and dry 

weather advances. 

In recent years a plant-louse has made its 

appearance in the eastern and southern coast 

states, and has been a very serious pest, attacking 

the peas and practically ruining the crop. Where 

this pest is present, the later seedings should not be 

made, as it attacks the plants at the end of June 

or the first of July, when early seedings have 

reached the cutting stage, and before later seed- 

ings have reached full development. When 

an abundance of fertilizer has been used, the 

plants are better able to resist or outrun the 

attacks of the insect. 
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Yield, uses, and quality of crop 

The yield varies widely, ranging from six to 

twelve tons per acre. The early cuttings are not 

rich in dry matter, although the average is higher 

than for some other forage crops. The oats-and- 

peas crop gives a relatively higher percentage of 

protein than is obtained in wheat, rye or grasses, 

and it serves a very good purpose as a balanced 

ration. 

This crop also makes most excellent hay, pala- 

table for all kinds of farm stock, and much richer 

in the digestible nutrients than timothy, though 

not so rich in protein as clover. It should be cut 

for hay when at its best for forage, namely, when 

the oats are in the milk stage, and when the peas 

are forming pods. 
A larger yield of dry matter may be secured by 

allowing the two crops to ripen, harvesting and 

threshing the mixed grain crop, grinding the grain 

and using it for feed and using the straw as rough- 

age. The expense of this practice is much greater 

than that of hay-making, and the yield of diges- 

tible matter has been found to be no greater. An 

experiment at the New Jersey Station! to test this 

point showed that while the cured grain crop gave 

a larger yield of total nutrients than the crop cured 

as hay, the expense of the former method was 

1Annual Report for 1901, p. 278 
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much greater. The hay cost $8.24 per ton, and 

the oat-and-pea feed, $22.60, and the oat-and-pea 

straw, $6 per ton. The use of five pounds of the 

straw and seven pounds of the oat-and-pea feed 

resulted in 2.6 per cent larger yield of milk than 

fourteen pounds of the hay, although the feed cost 

of milk per hundred was 61.6 cents, when the oat- 

and-pea ration was fed, and 49.9 cents when 

the oat-and-pea hay ration was fed. The experi- 

ment showed clearly that both rations are palatable 

and digestible, and can be successfully used as 

partial substitutes for purchased feeds, although 

indicating the greater economy as a source of 

nutrients of the oat-and-pea hay. Allowing the 

erop to ripen, therefore, is not a profitable prac- 

tice, excepting when labor is abundant and cheap, 

or when it is more desirable to produce fine feeds 

than to purchase them. 

COMPOSITION OF OAT-AND-PEA CROPS 
Nitro- 

Water Fat Fiber Protein Ash gen-tree 
extract 

% % % % % % 

Oat-and pea-green forage . 79.44 0.70 6.19 2.04 1.59 10.03 

Oats and peas, matured . .17.68 2.57 23.76 9.44 5.83 40.72 

Oat-and-pea hay .. ..31.27 1.96 22.80 7.00 5.80 30.50 

Oat-and-pea straw ... . 9.21 2.33 32.83 4.11 6.89 44.63 

Oats and peas, ground .. 9.92 3.8L 10.91 16.73 4.72 53.91 

These analyses are the average of those made 

at the New Jersey Station, where the pea is used 

in larger proportion than is here given, or at the 
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rate of two bushels of peas to one or one and one- 

half bushels of oats. This proportion is frequently 

desirable, depending on the relative price of seed 

and adaptability of soil. The forage and hay will 

be much richer in protein than is given in these 

analyses. 

When this crop is seeded primarily to supple- 

ment natural pastures, it is often used as pasture 

rather than as a soiling crop. This is a very waste- 

ful practice, as under the best conditions of pas- 

turage not more than one-third to one-half of the 

actual food will be used by the animals. 

Observations of the effect of feeding of oat-and 

pea forage to dairy cows show that it exerts a 

very favorable influence on the physical quality 

of milk. When farmers are raising their own 

milk and selling it to special customers, there are 

very great advantages in using this crop, either as 

green forage or as hay. 

OATS -AND-VETCH 

The methods or practice used in the growing of 

oats-and-peas apply in the case of oats-and- 

spring-vetch (Vicia sativa). This crop is not so 

palatable as oats-and-peas and has not been so 

generally used. The chief difference in manage- 

ment is in the quantity of seed used per acre. Thus 

far, the seeding of one and one-half bushels of 
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oats and three-fourths of a bushel of vetch has 

been very satisfactory. The vetch makes much 

more leaf, and is not so firm a grower as the pea, 

but under favorable conditions it will make a large 

yield. It is not open to the disadvantage of being 

attacked by the pea-louse, and thus will serve in 

combination with oats when later seedings of oats- 

and-peas are found to be undesirable. The method 
of harvesting and feeding are the same as for the 

oats-and- peas. 

This crop also makes an excellent hay, the 

vetch contributing the protein in larger proportion 
and making a food rich in nitrogenous nutrients. 

When the vetch is allowed to mature, it shells 

rapidly, and unless care is used may prove a 

nuisance by volunteering as a weed. 

BARLEY-AND- PEAS 

For late feeding, a combination of barley and 
Canada field peas is desirable, as the pea makes a 
luxuriant growth in late fall and is not injured 

except by heavy freezing; and the pea-louse, which 

is so destructive to the spring-seeded Canada pea, 

usually does not attack the fall-sown crop. The 

quantity of seed should be about one and one-half 

bushels of barley and one and one-half bushels of 

the pea, seeded in the same way as oats-and-peas, 

preferably from the first to the middle of August. 
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The composition of this product does not differ 

materially from that of oats-and-peas, although, 

owing to the fact that it does not mature, it 

is naturally a little richer in protein than the 

oats-and-peas. It can be fed in the same way, 

except that a smaller quantity should be used,— 

from forty to fifty pounds per day. Where this 

erop can be successfully grown it is very useful, 

as it lengthens the soiling period by at least two 

weeks. 

WARM-SEASON COMBINATIONS 

In addition to such combinations of soiling 

crops as oats-and-peas, oats-and-veteh, rye-and- 

peas, there are others which at times at least are 

advantageous, although experiments have not yet 

been sufficient to determine whether under all cir- 

cumstanees it is advisable to usethem. The leading 

crops that may be used for these combinations are: 

corn, sorghum, kafir corn and millet, seeded with 

cowpeas or soybeans. The advantages of the com- 

bining of these crops are (1) the production of a 

more nearly balanced ration; (2) the larger yield 

that may be secured per acre, when all conditions 

are favorable; (3) the greater certainty of a paying 

erop when conditions are unfavorable for one or 

the other alone. 
For summer soiling, the advantages of growing 

kafir corn with cowpeas or soybeans, or of barn- 
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yard millet with cowpeas, are usually abundantly 
apparent. With the latter combination, unless the 
season 1s very warm, the millet will mature earlier 

than the cowpeas, yet there is the advantage that 

the corn or millet supports the cowpea, making the 

cowpea easier to harvest, prolonging the period of 

profitable use, and providing a much better ration. 

Very excellent yields have been secured with these 

combinations. Jafir corn or millet may be utilized 

for a longer period than if either the kafir corn or 

millet were used alone, which is at times a matter 
of very considerable importance. 

In the case of maize-and-cowpeas or soybeans, 

the advantages of the combination are usually not 

so apparent, although in certain regions the com- 

binations have been found to be very desirable, 

and have been recommended particularly for silage, 
since the combined crop provides a practically 

balanced ration for winter feeding. The trouble is 

that if a sufficient quantity of nutrients is to be 
provided in a sueculent ration made up of maize 

and cowpea silage, a too large quantity must be 

used in order that the animals may secure a suffi- 

cient amount of dry matter. A safer, although a 

slightly more expensive method, is to plant the 

maize-and-cowpeas separately, and make the cow- 

peas into hay. Silage and cowpea hay are not open 

to this objection, as the sueculent ration need not 

exceed thirty to thirty-five pounds per day. 

M 
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Sorghum-and-cowpeas, or sorghum-and-soy- 

beans, make an excellent summer forage, providing 

the sorghum is seeded rather thickly and harvested 

before it has nearly reached maturity. 

The quantity of seed recommended for all these 

combination crops is one-half that used when each 

of the crops is grown singly. 

MIXED GRASSES AND CLOVERS 

On most farms in the dairy sections of the 

country, timothy, red-top and clovers (both red 

and alsike), and timothy and clovers are two mix- 

tures generally used for pasture and hay-making. 

When the purpose of growing forage crops 1s pri- 

marily to supplement natural pastures, this crop 
of mixed grasses and clovers serves a most excel- 

lent purpose in supplying the need in emergencies. 

In many localities, the grasses are seeded in the 

fall with field crops, as with wheat or rye, and 
the clovers are seeded in early spring, either with- 

out covering or with light harrowing. 

When immediate and large returns are impor- 

tant, seedings may be made without cover-erop in 

the late summer or early fall. The best time of 

seeding has been found to be from the middle of 

August to the first of October, depending on the 

locality. At the New Jersey Experiment Station, 

many tests have been made as to methods and 
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times of seeding, and it has been found that for that 

locality (which would probably be true for a large 

part of the East) this method of seeding in late 

summer without nurse-crop is a very desirable 

one, as the seedings may be made after other crops 

are removed, as, for example, after potatoes, oats, 

or even after the same grass mixture when the 

land has been plowed immediately after the hay 

has been removed, and cultivated frequently 

before seeding. It is not necessary that the land 
shall have been planted with wheat or rye, as is 

the general custom; the seedings are more Hable 

to take when this old practice is not followed. 

The preparation of soil, and seeding 

Frequent and thorough cultivation of land dur- 

ing the entire preceding summer, accompanied by 

heavy fertilization, is strongly reeommended, al- 

though this is not found to be feasible by all 

growers; the principle is correct, however, and 

whenever the areas are not too large and when 

the farmer has abundant eapital for the purchase 

of fertilizers, it may be profitably followed. In 

general, however, the conditions do not warrant 

such an expensive mode of preparation and seed- 

ing, and a system has been developed at the New 

Jersey Station which is entirely practicable under 
what may be regarded as more extensive condi- 



Fig. 41. Corn-and-cowpeas for silage, the cowpeas planted five days 

after the corn. 
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tions, not requiring so large an outlay of labor and 
money. By this method the land from which crops 
are removed early enough, is plowed in July and 
thoroughly and frequently tilled until about the 
middle of August; this frequent tillage destroys 
many weed seeds, ensures a thorough division of 
the soil particles, and conduces to the unlocking 
of plant-food and encouraging the growth and de- 
velopment of soil bacteria. When the main pur- 
pose in the use of either of these mixtures of 
grasses and clovers is to secure hay, and to have 
the land remain in permanent meadow, the use 
of yard manures immediately before seeding is 
not generally desirable, owing to the danger of 
adding weed seed, although the thickness of the 
seeding of grasses and the treatment of the fields 
In respect to top-dressing will overcome this 
danger to some extent. 

When it is found desirable to re-seed, it is not 
necessary that the sod be planted with other crops, 
but it may be at once re-seeded with the grasses, 
provided it is plowed immediately after the first 
cutting has been removed, and thoroughly tilled in 
the months of July and early August. This prac- 
tice will permit a continuous growth of a crop that 
is suitable for green forage, although grown pri- 
marily for pasture and for hay. 

The quantity of seed required will depend to 
some extent on the character of the land and its 
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preparation. When the land is naturally good and 

well prepared, the quantity of seed may be rela- 

tively large; but if it is poor and in bad con- 

dition, a large quantity of seed will not encour- 

age a proportionately heavy growth, as a great 

number of young plants will perish because of the 

lack of a proper medium for their growth and 

nourishment. The following seed mixture has been 

used with very great success, and as a general 

grass and clover mixture for dairy farms can be 

strongly recommended, because it is one for which 

the seed ean be readily obtained, is not expensive, 

and possesses a sufficient number of distinct plants 

to permit of complete occupation of the land: 

Timothyrial sks? sive gets ci eats ake ee OMpOUACS 

Red clover. Vth aos. sleet aad whoeree tear tap OUTS 

AUISIKE WV concn) be, ee Se ae, ested eeae ee soe O INNES 

Gleaned‘red-top 2.2 2557. a, ep aoe) set oR DOUG 

This mixture should be sown at the rate of 

twenty to thirty pounds per acre,—not less than 

twenty pounds on medium soil, and as much as 

twenty-four to thirty pounds or even more on very 

good soil. If seeded in the middle states any time 

from the middle of August to not later than Sep- 

tember 20, this mixture of grasses and clovers will 

make sufficient growth in fall to cover the ground 

completely, and prevent the starting of weeds, and 

under good elimatie conditions wili successfully 

survive the winter. 
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Cowpeas-and-kafir-corn, showing height and thickness. 
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Manures and fertilizers 

It has been shown by experiments that a liberal 

supply of plant-food from artificial sources is 

quite as serviceable in supplying the plants with 

their needs as a supply from natural manures, 

provided there is sufficient organic matter in the 

soil. If the cost of actual plant-food is taken into 

consideration, the increase in crop may be secured 

at a lower cost with the artificial than with the 

natural manures. A primary consideration is that 
the land shall be in good tilth, and the preparation 

and cultivation made as previously recommended ; 

and there should be an occasional application of 

lime,—at least once in five years,—at the rate of 

twenty-five bushels per acre. This general prac- 

tice will greatly improve the soil in physical char- 

acter, and prevent to a large extent the compacting 

which would be likely to follow a continuous use 

of chemical fertilizers, without the direct addition 

of vegetable matter. Under these conditions the 

following recommendations as to fertilizers are 

made. In summer, while the land is being pre- 

pared, a few days previous to seeding, apply 

broadeast a fertilizer rich in minerals, as 

Groumeeboner. ss. eee < aisdies fs oo «2 LOOwpounds 

Acidaphospiatet. 2 cis cescis « + «s = & 600 pounds 

Muriatevor potasiie fi.) 4s 2 «© oe eos 200 spounds 

This mixture should be applied broadcast at the 

rate of 300 to 500 pounds per acre; and at time of 
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seeding a further application should be made of 

300 pounds per acre of a commercial fertilizer, 

containing 

Nitrogen... ae len, on ake 'a,Seetale 3 per cent 

Phosphoric acid (available). . .. .. . 6 per cent 

Potashas i & 2 « 2. 014 2 bee 2uace: FAO permcent 

This will ensure an abundance of the mineral 

elements, and sufficient nitrogen to supply the 

immediate needs of the plant and to encourage a 

vigorous growth in the fall. If the land is in good 

condition, and the plants winter well, a top-dress- 

ing on the first eutting is not usually required, 

although, in order to ensure a good second erop 
or aftermath, it is desirable that the top-dressing 

be made after the first crop is removed, preferably 

of the formula mentioned for seeding down, at the 

rate of 300 to 400 pounds per acre. The second 
season, the crop is likely to be made up largely of 

timothy and red-top, the clovers having disap- 

peared, and a top-dressing should then be made 

early in the spring, as soon as the grass has well 

started, of a fertilizer rich in available nitrogen, 

in order that the plant may have a nitrogenous 
food that it can appropriate rapidly when it needs. 

Therefore, a mixture of 

Nitrate of soda. .......... . .500 pounds 

Ground bone | 2°) «4. » «+s « - 200 pounds 

Acid phosphate ........... .. 200 pounds 

Muriate of potash .......... .100 pounds 
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may be applied broadeast at the rate of 200 to 

3800 pounds per acre. This will stimulate and 
strengthen any weak plants, and provide all plants 

with the nitrates, so essential at this season of the 

year. 

To ensure a large second crop of forage, imme- 

diately after the first crop is removed a further 

application of the top-dresser formula should be 

made, and at the same rate. It must be remem- 

bered that if a rapid and large growth of sueceulent 

food is to be seeured, the plants must be abun- 

dantly supplied with all the essential constituent 

elements; and since the crop is one that does not 

have to be reseeded annually, a very considerable 

increase in the cost of the fertilizer may be allowed 

in lieu of the preparation and re-seeding that would 

be necessary if not abundantly fed and if weeds 
and foreign growths had encroached. 

While the amount of fertilizer recommended 

may seem large to the farmer aceustomed to 

extensive practice, trials at a number of Experi- 
ment Stations, notably, Rhode Island (Bulletin 

No. 99, “A Six-Year Rotation of Crops”), and 

the experience of growers, notably George E. 

Clark, Higganum, Conn., show that if large yields 

of hay or forage (from four to six tons of the former 

per acre per year) are to be secured, this liberal 

use of fertilizers is desirable, for the profits are 

greater. The Rhode Island Experiment Station 
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finds to be profitable an annual application of 

1,050 pounds per acre of a mixture of 

Nitrate ofisodar) .). i. sua. oe @ do0 spounds 

Muriatervot potash. 7 c-Vethe Weneet aed <i te) 90 ae 200 pounds 

Acid phosphate. ..... s 1 2 s os . OOO pouRMs 

Clark recommends, for seeding down, an annual 

application of 400 to 800 pounds per acre of a 

mixture of 

Ground; boney:;, 6 3. s, % ses oy, 1, O0tpoumas 

Muriate of potash. .*. ..','. . . ~ . , 800)pounas 

Nitraterofsodark, - s5. 27... ~~ 2 '« de L200" pounds 

and two top-dressings of 200 to 500 pounds each 

of an equal mixture of ground bone, muriate of 

potash and nitrate of soda. These larger applica- 

tions, however, assume a much more thorough 

preparation of land previous to seeding than is 

outlined here. 

Values of mixed forage crops 

A erop of mixed grasses and clovers is useful 

for green forage from about June 20 to July 10, 

according to the locality and season. It is one 

of the most palatable and useful of our forage 

crops, making a well-balanced ration in itself, 

and producing a relatively large yield of dry 

matter. 



Cowpeas-and-kafir-corn. 
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COMPOSITION AND YIELD OF NUTRIENTS OF MIXED GRASSES 

AND CLOVER FORAGE 
An average One ton ada 

contains acre yield 
contains 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

VV L GIs cmece ss biel emeceses 20) ch cme vas ais OO Saat os © access 

WiviPMACLED ao. en eat As es. ns Sas 25.00 500.0 4,000.0 

HiUMeYee Xtal: ee Nacsa) we ee ve O75 15.0 120.0 

WLI eei OTs.) sy tien 6 seek ets 7.95 159.0 124220 

EeTOUCINGge oe oe = oes Ves a ketes Me 2.89 57.8 462.4 

PASM Poe an coed Pane SA nee, M57 31.4 2oles 

Nitrogen-free extract .... 11.85 237.0 1,896.0 

A good first crop of mixed grasses and clovers 

will yield, on the average, about eight tons per 

acre of a product relatively rich in protein, 

and of a highly digestible character. The second 

crop will range from four to six tons, depending 

on the season. If the clovers are abundant, the 

second crop will be richer in protein than the 

first cutting. The yield of digestible nutrients 

from an acre of this crop will compare fav- 

orably with that of any other crop of this class, 

and it will be well adapted to the purpose. 

Owing to the high content of dry matter in the 

various grasses, the usual quantity used,— fifty 

pounds per day,—will supply a larger portion of 

nutrients than is furnished by the same quantity of 

rye or wheat, and thus reduce the amounts of fine 

feeds required, a very important matter in most 

cases. 
For hay suitable for the dairy, these mixtures 
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are very superior. Yields have been secured, under 

good conditions, ranging from three to four tons 

per acre from the first cutting, and frequently one 

ton and a half in the second cutting, making it 

also a very profitable crop from the standpoint of 

supply of nutrients. It is not recommended that 

fields that are intended to serve as hay should be 

pastured, although the pasture is of excellent 
quality. 

If made into hay for use on the farm, the crop 

should be cut before it matures, if the largest 

quantity of highly palatable and digestible dry 

matter is to be obtained. When the plants are in 

blossom, or immediately after,—if there is a large 

proportion of the grasses,— may be regarded as 

the best time to cut under average conditions. The 
plants harden rapidly after this period, increasing 

proportionately the indigestible woody fiber and 

decreasing the digestible protein. Timothy grown 

for market purposes may be cut at a later period, 
for market conditions demand well - matured, 

though not over-ripe hay, and inereased yields 

are secured if cut at this later period. 



CHAPTER XII 

ALFALFA 

THE leguminous forage plants may be elassed 

into three groups: perennials, biennials, annuals. 

Of the perennials, the plant most useful for for- 

age, and the one that occupies the relative posi- 

tion among the legumes that corn does among the 

cereals, is alfalfa, although it differs from corn in 

having a more restricted habitat or adaptability, 

not so readily conforming to a wide range of soils, 

climate or conditions of growth. It should be 

said, however, that alfalfa has not yet received the 

eareful attention that its merits warrant, and the 
chanees are that a wider study of the plant will 

show that it is adapted to conditions which are not 

now thought to be satisfactory. The chief diffi- 

culty in the growing of the plant thus far, particu- 

larly in the eastern and middle western. states, is 

in securing and maintaining a good “stand.” 

Alfalfa is not a new plant. It has been culti- 

vated in Europe for nearly two thousand years, 

and is well known in both North and South 

America. It was introduced into California from 

Chili nearly fifty years ago, and its use has gradu- 
ally spread eastward. Long before this, however, 

N (209) 
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it had been introduced into New York from 

Kurope. It is now regarded as one of the most 

important forage-crop plants in those states where 

irrigation 1s practiced. About fifteen years ago, it 

was found that it could be suecessfully established 

in those states where there is shortage of rainfall, 

but where irrigation is not practiced, as, for ex- 

ample, in Kansas, in which state the area in 

alfalfa has rapidly increased and where it is now 

regarded as one of the most important forage 

erops. It has also been the subject of experiment 

in many of the eastern and middle states, notably 

New York, New Jersey and Maryland, and the 

results secured in recent years show that with 
proper care in the preparation of the land for 

seeding, and in subsequent management, it may 

be profitably grown. In many parts of the eastern 

states it is now an established forage crop. 

Once well established the plant will last a num- 

ber of years, from four to ten or more, depending 

on the character of the land, the treatment in ref- 

erence to manuring, methods of cutting, and free- 

dom from weeds and grass. The annual upright, 

branching stems do not sprout when cut, but die 

back to the crown, when new shoots start and 

grow rapidly. The roots extend much deeper than 

those of most plants, sometimes reaching a depth 

of twelve feet or more, under favorable conditions. 

For this reason alfalfa should not be grown per- 
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manently in orchards, as its deep roots are lable to 

injure those of the trees. It is often able to adapt 

itself, however, to soils in which the roots cannot 
extend very deep. 

Land, and its preparation 

Alfalfa grows well on varying kinds of land, 

providing the subsoil is open and porous. The 

most favorable land is a rich, somewhat sandy 
loam, warm and friable, with a deep and loose or 

gravelly subsoil, well supplied with lime. A dense 
elay or hardpan subsoil is most unfavorable. <Al- 

though rich land is preferable, alfalfa does well on 

poor, well-drained gravelly soils if well provided 

with the mineral elements, as phosphoric acid, 

potash and lime. While the plant requires much 

water, it will not flourish where the water-level is 

too near the surface, say nearer than eighteen 

inches, or when the ground is saturated, or where, 

when flooded, the water stands more than two or 

three days. Acid lands are uneongenial. 

The field intended for alfalfa should be treated 

the season preceding so as most effectually to 

subdue all weeds and eause the sprouting and 

destruction of any weed seed in the ground. Farm- 

yard manure should preferably not be used for at 

least one year before seeding, as it favors the 

growth of weeds. 
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Owing to the practically permanent character 

of alfalfa, it will well repay the expense of careful 

and thorough preparation of the land. This is very 

important in order to secure a good “stand.” If 

the subsoil is hard and compact, the subsoil plow 

should be used. If a piece of sod land is to be 

converted into an alfalfa field, it should be plowed 

and planted with some cultivated crop the first 
year or two, in order to put the soil into good 

physical condition as well as to destroy all tufts 

of grasses which may spread, as grass is the worst 

enemy of alfalfa. It is desirable to have the soil 
somewhat compact for the seed, and therefore, it 

is better not to sow alfalfa on new-plowed ground. 

Plowing should be completed as long before sow- 

ing as possible, and the land should be rolled to 

compact it, and afterward lightly harrowed to 

leave the surface finely pulverized, and to prevent 

loss of moisture. 

Manures and fertilizers 

Alfalfa is a heavy feeder, and will not thrive on 

lands deficient in plant-food. It is especially de- 

sirable that the soil contain abundance of lime, 

both in order to supply the needs of the plant and 

to correct any possible acidity, for, as already 

stated, acid soils are unfavorable for the growth 

and development of the organisms that are neces- 
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sary to enable the plant to gather the atmospherie 

soil ritrogen. 

The fertilizers should contain chiefly potash and 

phosphorie acid, and, although alfalfa is capable 

of obtaining atmospheric nitrogen, it responds 

quickly to applications of nitrogenous manures, 

particularly in its early growth. The lime and 

fertilizers should be spread broadeast and _ har- 

rowed in previous to seeding. The lime should be 

applied, when possible, to the preceding crop, m 

order to ensure its thorough distribution and in- 

corporation with the soil. The following applica- 

tions per acre are recommended in the East, even 
on good lands: 

First year, before seeding, thirty-five bushels of 

stone lime and a mixture containing 3 per cent ni- 
trogen, 10 per cent available phosphorie acid and 5 

per cent potash, at the rate of 400 pounds per acre. 

When there is a known deficiency in mineral 

elements, as in sandy soils, these fertilizers may 

be reinforced with ground phosphate rock or bone, 

or kainit, and plowed in. In the fall or early 

winter a top-dressing with fine manure is good, if 

free from weed or grass seed. The latter point 
is important, as weeds will crowd out the alfalfa. 

The fertilizers should be applied just previous to 
seeding, and well worked into the surface. The 

manure should be applied late in the fall after 

cutting has ceased; it should be fine, and evenly 
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spread; it will prove serviceable both in protecting 

the plants and in furnishing plant-food that may 

be well distributed in the soil by fall and winter 

rains. 
Second and succeeding years, a top-dressing is 

recommended of eight to ten tons of manure, and 

an application of fertilizers supplying about twenty 

pounds of available phosphoric acid and twenty- 

five pounds of potash, which may preferably be 
obtained from 150 pounds of acid phosphate and 

fifty pounds of muriate of potash per acre. The 

fertilizers may be broadcasted, preferably after the 

first cutting in spring, or previous to the last cut- 

ting in fall, and the manure applied as recom- 

mended for the first year. 

In regions where alfalfa is new, the land should 

be inoculated. There is but one practical way to 

do this,—by the use of soil from an established 

alfalfa field, or from a pateh of sweet clover 

(melilotus). The same bacteria inhabit each of 

these plants. It does not matter how much soil 

is used, so long as it is fine and is scattered over 

the field and harrowed in before sunlight destroys 

the germs. As little as 200 pounds will inoculate 
an acre, and a ton of earth has been used with 

good results. Even and thorough distribution of the 

inoculated soil is readily accomplished by sowing it 
on the land just after plowing, the tillage required 

in seeding ensuring the complete distribution. 
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Seed and seeding 

Pure seed is essential,—only that which is 

bright, plump and clean. Dodder is a parasitic 

plant, that twines about the alfalfa and thrives 

on its juices. Dodder seed may come with alfalfa 

seed. The alfalfa seed ought always to be re- 

cleaned to free it from this parasite. There is no 

remedy for dodder when once established in a field 

except to plow up the infested patch. Alfalfa seed 

resembles that of red clover, but is larger and, 

when fresh, has a greenish yellow color. 
It is sometimes recommended to sow clover with 

alfalfa; this is a doubtful practice as, when. the 

clover disappears, it will leave an uneven and too 

thin stand of alfalfa, although it is good practice 

to seed a little alfalfa with clover and timothy, on 

land intended for alfalfa later. 

Experience has demonstrated that, in order to 
secure a good stand, it is best to sow thirty to 

thirty-five pounds of seed per acre. The seed 

should be sown broadeast, and covered by a very 

light harrow or weeder, and lightly rolled. If 

seeded in spring, the last of April or the first of 
May is preferable in the northern states, and with- 

out any protecting or nurse-crop. 

In the North, notably in Wisconsin, alfalfa is 

seeded in spring, using a nurse-ecrop of oats or 

barley. The best nurse-crop is beardless spring 
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barley. This is not the heaviest-yielding barley, 

but it is the best nurse-crop yet found for alfalfa, 

because it usually does not lodge, does not stool 

very much, nor shade the land too much, and it 

comes off early in the season. The purpose of 

using a nurse-ecrop is to discourage the growth 

of fox-tail and other annual grasses until the 

alfalfa can get a start. It is very unsafe to sow 

alfalfa alone early in spring, because of the dan- 

ger of its being choked with grasses. One can 

get a much more satisfactory stand with the 

barley than when sown alone. <A bushel to the 

acre will be enough barley, although more may 

be used. It is best to sow with a drill, sowing 

the alfalfa seed at the rate of about fifteen to 

twenty pounds per acre in front of the drill. The 

land should have been first deeply plowed, and 

early enough in the season, if possible, to let it 

settle together, then worked to a good seed-bed 

just before sowing. The time of sowing should 

be as early as the danger of hard freezing is 

past, say the middle of April for the 40th par- 

allel, earlier to the south, and later to the north. 

Oats as a nurse-ecrop are not nearly so safe as 

barley, yet they may be used. No more than a 

bushel of seed should be sown to the aere. The 

oats must be cut for hay just when coming in 

bloom. If eutting is postponed until grain is 

formed, half or more of the alfalfa will be killed. 
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If the oats lodge, cut them for hay the next day. 

Oat hay is a good thing to have, if it is properly 

eured. When barley seed is not available, oats 

may be used with good results, if care is taken 

to mow on time. 
After the nurse-erop is eut away, let the alfalfa 

alone. It will start into growth promptly, and 

if the soil is fertile and well inoculated, the crop 

will make rapid growth for a time, usually for 

about fifty days. As long as it continues to grow 

thriftily, do not cut. If a rust appears, it should 

be elipped elose, which will check or destroy the 

disease. 

Unless seeded, early alfalfa ordinarily will not 

make sufficient growth before midsummer to with- 

stand the weeds and drought. Where the winters 

are not too severe, the trouble with weeds may be 

avoided by seeding the last of August or after 

danger of crab-grass is passed; when seeded at 

this season the weeds are not likely to take posses- 

sion during the fall and sufficient growth will be 

made to enable the plants to withstand the winter. 

The crop from late summer seeding should not be 

eut the first fall, even though a considerable stand 

is secured, but left as a protection in winter. 

There will be no danger of smothering, as the 

plants will usually stand erect rather than go down. 

Care should be taken that the seed is not put 
in too deep—this is very important and is often 
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the cause of failure. The depth may vary some- 

what with the kind of soil, but in general, if 

planted more than three inches deep, there is 
danger that the germinating plant will not be able 

to reach the surface. One-half to two inches are 

about the extremes. 

Another point of importance, as already stated, 

is that the soil should be packed around the seed. 

Many failures to secure a stand of alfalfa are trace- 

able to sowing the seed broadcast on new-plowed 

ground, and then to harrow, mixing the seed 

loosely with the surface soil, but not compacting 
it thereafter by means of a roller. Under favor- 
able conditions of soil and moisture the plant 

might survive, but it is safer to compact the soil 

and then go over it with a hght harrow or weeder, 

loosening the immediate surface. 

Subsequent treatment 

The growth of weeds in spring seedings should 

be checked early by mowing, and as soon as the 

weeds are large enough to be clipped. By shghtly 

raising the cutter-bar, the mowing machine can be 

used. If the crop of clippings is not too heavy, it 

may be left on the field and will serve as a mulch for 

the dry weather. This destruction of weeds in the 

early growth is very important, and frequent cutting 

is helpful, also, in establishing the young plants. 
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Before clipping, however, examine the little 

alfalfa plants to see whether buds have started 

near the ground. If these buds are just burst- 

ing into leaf, clip the alfalfa at once. Do not 

clip it before the buds start. Do not cut the 

alfalfa for hay or any other purpose before these 

buds have formed close to the earth. To cut it 

before the buds appear may very seriously set it 

back, and may possibly kill young alfalfa. To 

leave alfalfa uncut will also very seriously weaken 
it, and may result in its death.. However, the 

first season it should be permitted to grow as 

long as it is vigorous. There should always be 
left a growth of at least a foot to protect, the 

crowns in winter. 
Alfalfa should be eut when about one-quarter 

of the plants are in blossom, whether the growth 

is short or tall, unless a seed-crop is desired. If 

left until fully blossomed, the quality of the prod- 

uct is reduced; besides, the plants are injured and 

subsequent crops are smaller. On rich lands, two 

crops are sometimes secured the first summer 

from spring seeding, but on poor lands or in a 

dry season, no crop can be expected unti! the 

second year. 

Yield of alfalta 

The yield on established fields will vary accord- 

ing to the character of the land, thickness of 
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stand and method of treatment. It ranges from 

ten to twenty-six tons per acre green forage for all 

cuttings, or an equivalent in dry hay of two to six 

or more tons. The larger yield is readily obtained 
on good lands. 

Alfalfa is a gross feeder, particularly on the 

mineral elements, and a large producer, and is 

sometimes considered as an exhausting crop. This 

is a mistaken idea; it should rather be looked on 

as a crop fulfilling the proper aim of rational agri- 

culture, which is most perfectly to transform into 

products the raw materials at disposal in atmos- 

phere and soil. 

The chemical composition of altalfa 

The following table shows the composition of 

five different cuttings from established fields at the 

New Jersey Experiment Station farm, as well as 

the composition of the hay when ready to put in 

the barn to be fed. These analyses, which are 

representative, show the variations in the compo- 

sition of the different cuttings in the green state, all 

samples representing the crop cut when first blos- 

soms appeared or just before blossoming, as well 

as the changes that were caused by handling, curing 

and storing. The composition of the different cuts 

will vary with the time of cutting and character of 

season, The crude fiber increases with maturity: 
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COMPOSITION OF THE CROPS OF THE DIFFERENT CUTTINGS 

OF ALFALFA 

a Pounds per hundred OL 4 ie a 

i=) ’ 

z taht! aa) 536 Sid ba ee caso 

Peay gos ee ae ee ae 
Hinstuewbeet 20.2.2. 6000-0267. =4.56° 3.65 “1.92. 6.20 - 22.69 

Seconaecit + =... 1020a ,1202 97583. 64,07 -° 2.25. ° 820° 2°85 

irae cut, a4 oo. ae 1 Oee 1.0%) 26.58) ©4252 2217) 11.56-* $3360 

HOUrEh CHG) =) « .senOOs sus 2iel0)- 27.0%.” 5243. 22°67 1402" 4206 

PL CpeUin. te Pau oleds. belo 6.20) 4.00%. 2007 <%.83 0 3.27 

Hay, when stored .18.66 3.19 24.11 13.87 7.44 32.73 11.45 

Hay, after storage. 9.56 3.36 31.07 13.24 8.64 34.13 10.78 

WATER-FREE BASIS 

HATRbTCULL 2 «ts. «ce coe94t 26.81 21.46 - Peon 86.35 15.14 

SecOnG Cull a. rs, « .) oe 4:06. do.dl. 17:42 9.63" 35.10) 12°20 

SeIMTAtCG «coos soe oS 4137  2OvAO 745° 8:38 44.62. 13:90 

POUCHHACIL. ric cts eo. oO OO eeowoo Lieoes » Saslip46.oum 13.40 

Rene CU ea. ut des, . On LOR eo dn 2466 G14. 440.19) 1:7 99 

Py) Wot as et Pao tp co a) ORNS Re OOoe Le .0o. Ool4 40203) 14.07 
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The chief point of difference between the com- 

position of the samples of the green forage is in 

percentage of moisture, the samples representing 

the first and last cuttings showing a much higher 

eontent of water than those of the cuttings made 

in midsummer. The composition of the dry 

matter, however, shows the true differences. The 

first and fifth cuttings show a much higher per- 

centage of protein and ash, indicating a higher 

feeding value and that they were not so fully ma- 

tured as the others, although the different cuttings 
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were made when the crop had apparently reached 

the same stage of growth. 

The exact amount of nutrients contained in each 

cutting has been caleulated in the acecompany- 

ing table, together with the yields per acre: 

THE NUTRIENTS CONTAINED IN THE YIELDS OBTAINED IN THE 

DIFFERENT CUTTINGS ON ONE ACRE 
4 

. » qd dv » 

® +4 2 o>) on CO) wa © 
= os TS 1 oY ne] os 

De as po PO Pio fey) fe 
=| Ag 5 4 ines Laie Ha sak 
aH erg Ao Og Srey U3 AnH o 

Tons Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs Lbs. 

First eut. 9.00 3,060 120.6 820.4 657 .0 345.6 1,116.0 

Second cut 7.73 3,613 134.5 1,113.1 629.2 347.9 1,388.3 

Thirdeut. 4.89 2,533 104.6 642.5 442.1 212.2 113026 

Fourth cut 2.75 1,666 60.5 388.9 298.7 146.9 (Gale 

Fifth eut. 2.23 913 50.4 142.7 300.7 92.3 326.9 

Total... 26:60 11,785 470-6.. 3,107.6 (2,327.7 1,144.9) 4iocee 

Hay from 

secondeut 2.21 3,595 141.0 1,065.7 613.1 328.8 1,446.7 

Hay after 

storage . 2.00 3,617 134.4 1,242.8 529.6 345.6 1,365.2 

It will be observed that the largest quantity of 

dry matter was secured in the second cutting, al- 

though the largest amount of protein was secured 

in the first cutting. There was a loss of moisture 

and a change in relative composition of the hay in 

euring, although the changes were not serious, 

and were rather evenly distributed throughout the 

various groups of nutrients; whereas the losses 

incurred in storing were considerable, aside from 

the moisture, and were particularly noticeable in 
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the loss of protein, which resulted in a considerable 

relative gain in the amount of fiber. This storage 

loss was to be expected, as the chief losses were 

probably mechanical, due to the shattering of the 
leaves, which are richer in protein and poorer in 

fiber than the stems. The chief point of interest is 

the very large quantity of dry matter obtained in 
the year’s growth, nearly six tons, and the large 

proportion of nitrogenous substance, or erude pro- 

tein, contained in it (2,327.7 pounds) equivalent 

to that in about 7.5 tons of wheat bran. 

Variations will occur in samples from different 

fields and in different years, but it is thought that 

the analyses given here fairly represent what may 

be expected as to variations in the composition of 

the different cuttings, and the losses that occur 

in handling when made and stored as hay. 

Alfalfa as a soiling crop 

Alfalfa is one of the most useful of the soiling 

crops, because it is ready for use early in the 

year, and because three to four cuttings may be 

had each year. In the East, the first cutting is 

ready about the latter part of May or first of June, 

the second, usually within a month or five weeks, 

and the third and fourth usually four to six weeks 

after cutting the preceding crop. It possesses 

more nearly than any other crop the very great 

O 
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advantage of furnishing a practically continuous 

supply of forage during the growing season. That 
this may be accomplished, it is necessary that a 

large part of the crop shall be cut either too early 

or too late; therefore it is desirable to have other 

forage crops if the very best results are to be 
reached. Care should be exercised when using it 

for soiling, particularly in the early cuttings, as 

animals are very fond of it and are likely to eat 

so much as to cause bloating. Animals have been 

soiled, with suecess, at the New Jersey Experi- 

ment Station for the past eight years, and no trouble 

has been encountered, probably due to the fact that 

the animals, previous to feeding on alfalfa, have 

been supplied with other succulent forage, and the 
quantities have been adjusted so that there should 

not be an excess for any one animal. In the early 

euttings, from thirty-five to forty pounds per day 

usually are fed, gradually increasing to fifty 

pounds on the third day after beginning. After 

onee started in this way, there is no danger, and 

only favorable results are likely to follow. 
Another peculiar advantage of the soiling for- 

age is its richness in digestible protein; fifty 
pounds of the green forage will furnish véry nearly 

two pounds of digestible protein. Therefore, the 

feeds used with alfalfa should contain more car- 

bohydrates than are usually fed with forage. A 

mixture of feeds that would make a good ration 
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with fifty pounds of alfalfa per day may consist 

of about six pounds per day of a mixture of three 

pounds each of wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains 

and corn meal. When large quantities of alfalfa 

are available as forage, the quantity used per day 

may be increased, thus reducing the necessity for 

feeds; and such feeds as are used may be richer 

in carbohydrates, as, for example, corn meal. 

Alfalfa as a hay crop 

When desired for hay, alfalfa should be cut 

when budded, or just before full bloom, as it eon- 

tuins more nutriment at this time; besides, it is 

better for the subsequent crops to cut the plant 

before it is in full bloom. 

The value of the hay depends much on the 

method or care used in curing it. Alfalfa cannot 

be eured as hay is usually handled. After cut- 

ting, it should be allowed to le in the swath only 

long enough to become well wilted, when it should 

be raked into windrows, where it may be left a 
few hours before putting into cocks. The hay 

should be allowed to remain in the eoeks until 

practically cured, which usually requires two or 

three days. Then it may be thrown out, dried 
with three or four hours’ sun, and hauled to the 

barn without further handling. It is desirable to 

use hay eaps in unfavorable weather, as water 
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penetrates alfalfa cocks very readily, which injures 

the feeding value and causes mechanieal losses. In 

good weather, alfalfa that is cut in the morning 

may be raked in the afternoon of the same day. It 

should not be left long enough to become dry and 

brittle, or many of the leaves will shatter in raking, 

much reducing the value of the hay. 
In experiments at the New Jersey Experiment 

Station, it was shown that alfalfa hay may be 
substituted for the protein feeds generally used, 
without interfering with the health of the ani- 

mals, and at considerable saving in the cost of 

the ration, although the yield of milk was not 

quite so high. In other experiments, when cow- 
pea silage and alfalfa hay were used as the 

source of roughage as well as for the protein, 

and corn meal used to supply the carbohydrates, 

the yield of milk was greater and the cost per 

quart much lower than from the regular barn 

ration, in which the source of protein was such 

feed products as dried brewers’ grains and wheat 

bran. In other words, it has been demonstrated 

that it is quite possible, with the judicious use 

of such leguminous crops as alfalfa and cowpeas, 

to produce all the needed nutrients on the farm, 

thus saving expensive feed bills and at the same 
time enriching the soil in nitrogen. It 1s impor- 

tant that dairy farmers should grow, if possible, 

a few acres of alfalfa to supply part of the green 
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forage needed for summer feeding, and as much 

as possible of the protein needed to balance the 

silage or other fodder rations of the winter. 

Alfalfa as pasture 

Alfalfa may also be safely used as pasture for 

horses and swine, and the eareful farmer who 

gives the subject intelligent personal attention 

may also pasture cattle and sheep on alfalfa with 

suecess. There is always danger, however, of 

losing animals with bloat, and pasturing, especially 

with sheep, is injurious to the alfalfa because they 

eat away the young buds, whieh would soon 

develop into new branches. The younger plants 

are not strong enough to withstand long-econtinued 

pasturing the first year after sowing, and much 

tramping is injurious at any time. 

Alfalfa silage 

Alfalfa ean be suecessfully made into silage, 
although, in common with other plants of a 

highly nitrogenous character, it 1s not so desir- 

able as corn. The losses are likely to be eon- 

siderable, and the product seems to be less pala- 

table than corn silage. Nevertheless, there are 

many circumstances when its preservation and 

use as silage are to be recommended. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE CLOVERS 

THe true clovers all belong to the genus or 

¢roup Trifohum, of which there are many spe- 

cles and varieties in many parts of the world. 
The sweet or Bokhara clover is a Melilotus, not 

sufficiently grown to warrant discussion in a 

brief popular book like this. The bur elover is 

a Medieago, allied to alfalfa. Other related plants 
of the legume family are sometimes known as 

clover, but they need not be deseribed here. 

There are four types of true clover that must 

be diseussed in any American book on forage 

plants: (1) red clover (Trifolium pratense), and 

mammoth red clover (variety perenne, formerly 

but improperly ealled Trifolium medium); (2) 

alsike clover (7. hybridum); (3) erimson clover 

(7. ocarnatum); (4) white clover (7. repens). 

All these clovers are natives of the Old World. 

THE RED CLOVERS 

It has been well said that red clover is more 
valuable among fodder plants than wheat is 
among cereals. As a forage crop, it has no 
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superior, all things considered. Like corn, it is 

adapted to a wide variety of soils, and, because 

of its habit of growth, is always beneficial when 

introduced into a rotation, aside from its par- 
ticular value as a forage crop. While its best 
use for most purposes is in connection with 
other clovers and grasses, it is excellent as a 

green forage plant, since it is very palatable 

and contains the nutrients in such proportions as 

to make it a well-balanced ration in itself, thus 

serving to supplement pastures, as well as to 
provide an excellent dry forage. 

While it may persist for three years, in prac- 
tice it must be regarded as a biennial, the length 

of life depending largely on its treatment and 

the nature of the soil. It thrives best on deep 

loamy lands, rich in humus, where, as a rule, it 

stands longer than on light lands, although it is 

well adapted to them and large crops are obtained 

when well fertilized. 

Soils and manures 

Stiff clays, when properly tilled, are suitable 
for red clover, although they should be well 

drained to avoid any standing water. Dry, sandy 

or hot lands are unfavorable, although they may 

be very materially improved by liming or by the 

use of marl. On loose lands and heavy clays, 
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elover is liable to be uprooted by the alternate 

freezing and thawing, and on sandy lands it suf- 

fers from drought. Like alfalfa, the soil must be 

either rich in lime, or this substanee must be 

applied, for it is a heavy feeder on lime, as well 
as on the other mineral constituents. The very 
beneficial effects that were observed from the 

former use of gypsum, when it was thought that 

plaster or gypsum was a specific fertilizer for 

clover in the eastern states, is now considered 

to be due to the power that gypsum possesses 

of setting free the dormant potash of the soil. 

Therefore, on old soils from which the potash has 

been to some extent exhausted, the element potas- 

sium should be apphed in considerable excess. The 

very beneficial effect of wood ashes, following 

the use of gypsum, also verifies this conelusion, 

as ashes is rich in both of the constituents, potash 

and lime. 

As clover is a legume, it is not usually bene- 

fited by the addition of nitrogenous manures, 

except in the early stages of growth. On soils 

not well supplied with vegetable matter, manures 

are very beneficial, primarily in correcting the 

deficiencies, and in providing a more favorable 

medium for the development of the specific bac- 

teria. The size of the crop will be measured to 

some extent, also, by the abundance of mineral 

elements, thus enabling the plant to employ to 
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full advantage its capability of gathering nitro- 

gen. In many eases, particularly on soils that 

are likely to heave, a mulch of manure is very 

advantageous as a protection. 

Methods of seeding red clover 

The method of seeding most generally prae- 

ticed is to sow in Mareh or April, on wheat or 

rye (which was seeded the fall previous), when 

the ground is still moist, and danger of very 

heavy freezing is past. By this practice, the hght 

freezing and subsequent drying of the soil causes 

the seed to be covered, and it will then germi- 

nate and make a light growth previous to har- 

vesting. It is also seeded in spring with oats or 

barley; this is a common practice in regions 

which are cool and moist, as in many of the 

western states. 

The quantity of seed ranges from eight to 

twelve pounds per acre. The plants grow rather 

feebly until the grain is removed, when they 

usually come forward rapidly, sometimes permit- 

ting a fall cutting, but in any case they make a 
erop the following year. 

Recently, however,—especially where the plant 

is grown primarily for forage purposes,—the seed- 
ing is made in the latter part of August or early 

September, without narse-crop, usually following 
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potatoes or some other hoed crop. When seeded 

in this way, the land should be very carefully 

prepared, and the surface made as fine as pos- 

sible, in order that germination may be rapid 

and complete, as well as to provide abundant 

food near the surface. 
The quantity of seed in this case is about six- 

teen pounds per acre on the average. On poor 

lands, more seed must be used. If seeding is too 

thick, the plants are liable to lodge and thus be 
badly injured for either forage or hay. When 

seeded in this way, the seed should be lightly cov- 

ered, preferably with a weeder, and on light lands 
rolled with a light roller. In ordinary seasons, the 

plants will make considerable growth and become 

well rooted before winter, and the crop usually 

will be ready to harvest as early in the next 

season as in the second year if seeded in the old 

way with grain. 
In many sections, red clover is used as a 

eateh-crop in corn, mainly to serve as a spring 
pasture and in preparation of the land for wheat. 

This practice is generally not suitable when the 
primary purpose is to make soiling crops or 

hay. In the eastern and central western states, 

the crop will be ready to harvest about the 

middle of June, although the time will vary, 

depending on the season; if dry and warm the 

erop will mature earlier than if cold and wet. 
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Harvest, yields and value 

If used primarily for soiling, harvest should 

begin when the plant is fully in head, and it 

may continue until many of the heads become 

brown. This period will range from ten days to 

two weeks, depending on the soil and season. 

As a soiling erop, red clover should be fed 

with care at first, unless the animals have been 

accustomed to green forage of other kinds, as 

they are extremely fond of it, and there is 
danger that there will be a tendency to bloat. 

When they have been regularly fed on green for- 

age, and the quantity is regulated, no danger 

need be apprehended from this souree, and the 

usual amount of fifty to sixty pounds per day 

may be used. 
With a good stand and sufficient moisture, the 

yields of red clover will range from six to ten tons 

per acre. It usually pays to allow it to stand for 

the second crop, which is also quite as serviceable 

for forage as the first, although the yield is smaller, 

—four to six tons per acre. The second cutting 1s 

usually ready in early August. 

Red clover varies in its composition according 

to the time of harvesting, although either when 

eut young, or allowed practically to mature, it 1s 

much richer in the nitrogenous compounds than 

are the grasses, but not so rich as alfalfa. The 
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average composition of red clover forage in full 

blossom is as follows: 

Clover, An average 
green One ton acre-yield Clover 
forage contains furnishes hay 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. Per cent 

WWE GP Tahoe ea. fats esl ace ve eee,  EUSOO Se ee 20.80 

Dry matcher. 40 60% sete Perera S29.20 584 4,672 79.20 

HMuner-Oxeruct 7. % ses ene 4 a ee 22 176 4.50 

BGI weet a dy ate, eS. oe ens 8.10 162 1,296 21.90 

EOLCiN: veh. e hG8 6, “ae -wAar- SS, brs: a 4.40 88 704 12 40 

Pe ceil a) Be Cite Sky, wage Sah a> 2.10 42 a} 6.60 

Nitrogen-free extract .... 13.50 270 2,160 33.80 

Red clover hay 

The one very great advantage of clover as forage 

is that, if not needed as a supplementary green 

food, it makes good hay. Clover hay is one of the 

best kinds for dairy purposes. However, it is liable 

to considerable loss in harvesting, unless great 

care is used, owing to the rapidity with which the 

leaves dry and to their tendency to fall in curing 

and housing. If eut when about one-third of the 

bloom has disappeared, it will contain very much 

less moisture than when cut earher, and _ still 

retain a large proportion of leaves if carefully 

handled. 

Clover should be eut when free from dew or 
other moisture, and allowed to wilt, then raked 

into windrows, and put up into cocks and cured 

in this way, rather than be allowed to le in the 
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swath until dry. Light rains, or even heavy dews, 

will change the green leaves to dark brown, and 

make them erisp and readily removed by handling; 

they will also extract the aroma arising from the 
essential oils, which is so important in making 

the hay palatable and attractive. When properly 
eured, the hay will have about the composition 

noted above, and, as a roughage to use with silage 

in winter feeding, it cannot be surpassed except 

perhaps by alfalfa. 

The high content of protein makes clover one of 

the best plants for forage purposes. It is possible 

with clover alone to supply all the needed nutrients 

in good proportions for dairy animals. It 1s usually 

better, however, to feed from fifty to sixty pounds 

and to supply the remainder of the nutrients from 

other sources, to give variety to the ration. 

Pasturing red clover 

When the purpose is to secure the best yield 

of forage, it is not desirable to pasture red clover, 

although it is an excellent pasture plant, and is 

well liked by all farm stock. The tramping of 

animals will soon kill many of the stools, injur- 

ing the stand, and causing a smaller yield in later 

cuttings. Red clover is an important constituent 
of permanent pastures, generally insuring a eee 

yleld the first season than grass alone. 
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Mammoth red clover 

This resembles the common red clover, but is 

larger, later and more truly perennial. It is a 

great forager. The stems are stout and coarse, 

and, therefore, it is not so desirable for hay; but 

these characteristics do not impair it as a soiling 

erop. The preparation of soil and the seeding 

may be similar to the practice recommended for 

common red clover. The quantity of seed should 

be twelve to fifteen pounds per acre, according to 

the character of soil. When seeded in the fall, 

the crops should be ready for the first cutting by 
June 15. Yields are usually heavier than those of 

the common red clover. A good average yield is 

ten tons of forage per acre. 

Mammoth clover may be fed as recommended 

for red clover, the composition not materially dit- 

fering, although, unless the plant has reached the 

full blossom stage, it 1s lkely to carry less dry 

matter; therefore, a shghtly larger proportion 

should be fed. All animals are fond of this for- 
age, and the results of feeding are exceedingly 

satisfactory. 

If the land is good, and well drained, the crop 
will make a rapid second growth, to serve for for- 

age, or for pasture, it being excellent for grazing. 

The great foraging powers of this plant make 

it exceedingly valuable as a soil-enricher. The 
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large amounts of mineral matter from the lower 

layers of soil, being stored in the roots and stems, 

will greatly improve the soil for subsequent crops. 

ALSIKE CLOVER 

Alsike clover is more perennial than red clover, 

and can be left frequently for three to five years. 

It is little affeeted by extreme seasons, and lands 

on which other varieties do not grow may produce 

an abundant harvest. It thrives on damp, moist 

loams and elays, on lands too wet for other clovers. 

It is very hardy, and not hable to be uprooted by 

late frosts, which frequently injure the red clover. 

Alsike clover has a rather superficial root 

system; therefore, the preparation of land should 

be very thorough, and the surface layers well 

enriched, particularly with the mineral elements. 

Owing to its somewhat creeping habit, it is not 
well adapted to seeding alone; as the stems lie 

along the ground, without rooting, the remainder 

of the stem ascending, in wet seasons it is liable 

to lodge badly, and the lower stems to rot. 

Seeding alsike clover 

Alsike may be seeded with wheat or rye, in 

the same way as red clover. When used for 

forage, the best time for seeding is in late 
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summer or early fall. The quantity of seed will 

be about one-half that recommended for red 

clover, as the seeds are about half as large. A 

pure sowing of alsike, however, is not usually 

advisable, because of the tendeney to lodge, as 

already pointed out; although, where it grows well, 

it may be used in a soiling-crop rotation with 

great advantage. 

Value and yield 

Mixtures of red and alsike clovers and timothy 

make a most excellent forage, the timothy sup- 

porting the clover and preventing lodging. The 

alsike will mature about a week later than the 

red clover. It makes a very rapid and usually 

a large second growth. The best time for cut- 

ting is when the plant is in flower, as at this 

period it is richest in digestible nutritive matter. 

It contains more water, as a rule, than red clover, 

thus causing the same tonnage weight to carry 

less nutriment. The yield will range from eight 

to twelve tons per acre, depending on the charac- 

ter of the soil. The composition of this clover is 

similar to that of red clover. 

Alsike hay and pasture 

Alsike clover makes very palatable and useful 
hay, its fineness of stem and large proportion of 

P 
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leaf giving a larger percentage of digestible 

matter than the red clover at the same period of 

growth. However, it 1s more difficult to cure, 

and suffers great loss in handling if care is not 

exercised. 
It also makes excellent pasture, starting quickly 

after the first cutting, and being less readily 

destroyed by the tramping of animals than red 

clovers. 

COMPOSITION OF ALSIKE CLOVER 
An average 

One ton acre-yield 
eontains furnishes 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water. Pi howe ee ate wees ecOU ae ee s Ercakis 

Dry matter . sis" aps, e yZ0620 504 4,032 

Etherextracty. 7 ee. 0.90 18 144 

Crude fiber, sal. cue. 2. 7.40 148 1,184 

Protein Aifedcotge 3.90 78 624 

PAC 0 eee ee Oe ey 2.00 40 320 

Nitrogen-free extract . 11.00 220 1,760 

CRIMSON CLOVER 

Crimson clover is an annual. Because of its 
adaptabilities, it has quickly made a_ place for 

itself in American agricultural practice. Its habits 

of growth are not so well known as those of the 

other kinds deseribed, and for this reason, among 

others, is not so generally distributed, even in 

those sections in which it thrives. Its habits are 
such as to make it undesirable to substitute for 

red clover, although it may well supplement it. 
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It is essentially a cool-weather plant, thriving 

well in late fall and early spring, and maturing 

seed in the middle states about June 1. These 

characteristics make it especially suitable for a 

é re diade E. 

Fig. 49. Field of crimson clover, grown as a catch-crop seeded in 

corn at last cultivation. 
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eatch-ecrop or ecover-crop, to be used without 

interference with regular rotations. It has proved 

to be hardy in the eastern and middle states, 

although many failures are reported, which are 
probably due in large part to failure to under- 

stand its peculiar habits. The impression that 

it will grow well on poor soils with other crops, 

under all conditions of season and climate and 

without particular care in seeding, 1s very erro- 

neous. It must have abundant food; it is affected 

by drought and cold and severe weather; it can 
not subsist with other crops which rob it of mois- 

ture and plant-food; it must be carefully seeded 
in order to insure against adverse conditions, 

although when conditions are favorable it will 

eatech and grow from a mere scattering of the 

seed on raw ground. 

Method of seeding 

Crimson clover should preferably be seeded at 

the rate of twelve to fifteen pounds per acre, on a 

well-prepared seed-bed, and covered lightly with 

harrow or weeder. It is not suited for spring seed- 

ing, as it ceases to grow as soon as hot weather 

comes. The best period for seeding ranges in the 

eastern and middle states from July 15 to Septem- 

ber 1. Therefore, it may be used as a catch-crop, 

seeded in corn, after the regular cultivation has 
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ceased, and also after early potatoes, tomatoes and 

other crops harvested early enough in the season 

to enable its roots to get hold of the soil and to 

make considerable top before cold weather. 

While it requires good land for its best develop- 
ment, it is well adapted to light sandy lands if well 

supplied with mineral food. It will grow later in 

the fall than red clover, because it is not injured 

by light freezing, and it also makes more rapid 

spring growth than any of the other clovers when 

seeded in the late summer. When land is light and 

poor, a dressing of acid phosphate, say at the 

rate of 150 pounds per acre, will aid in securing a 

eatech and insuring a erop. 

Crimson clover as green forage 

Early maturity is one of the most valuable char- 

acteristics of crimson clover, from the standpoint 

of its use as green forage, making it particularly 

useful in rotations. In the middle states 1t will 

begin to head about May 15, thus following directly 

after wheat. Cutting should begin as soon as the 

heads begin to form, and may be continued until 

the plant is completely headed out. This period 

ranges from ten days to two weeks. The dry 

matter is richer in protein than red clover; and 

the plant has more moisture at the same stage of 

growth than the red. Therefore, larger quantities, 
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as usually eut, will be required to furnish the same 

amount of total nutritive matter. 

Crimson clover is an exceedingly palatable for- 

age, and serves good purpose for soiling, for hay, 

or for pasturage. The composition at different 

periods of growth is shown in the following tabu- 

lation: 
COMPOSITION OF CRIMSON CLOVER 

May 12, May 24, May 31, 
Pounds per hundred of before blossoming in blossom mature 

WeBtOi: Sein Satie. co aoe 89.17 84.23 83.26 

Dry “matterigns ss fas. 2 10.83 155070 16.74 

Crude gat 3) 22 a) 10% 42 0.43 0.53 0.53 

Grudge, fiber. tay Sus cee 1.78 4.37 4.78 

Crude ash, Gates. Gee Aas 1.21 1.31 1.47 

Crude *protein —.. «is «a< 2.53 3.00 2.95 

Nitrogen-free extract . . 4.90 6.57 7.01 

Albuminoid protein... 1.80 2.09 2.13 

The samples taken on May 12, before bloom- 
ing, show a high content of water. The samples 

representing full bloom, on May 24, and the fully 

matured plant, on May 31, show a much higher 

content of dry matter, although still much less 

than is contained in other green forage crops. 

The samples at this time also show a much higher 

pereentage of crude fiber than on the earlier dates. 

In the earlier stages of growth, crimson clover 

is too watery to give the best satisfaction as an 

exclusive feed, although in actual practice the for- 

age would be much drier than is indicated by the 

analyses. 
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“There has been much discussion at farmers’ 

institutes and in the columns of the agricultural 

press,” write Roberts and Clinton (Cornell Bulletin 
No. 135), “as to the value of crimson clover in this 

state [central New York] as a forage crop and as 

an improver of the soil. To answer these questions 

in part and to determine the relative value of the 

Re et i et ie: : 
aie 50. Crimson clover ready for Rie May 20. New Jersey. 
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different clovers, there were planted side by side on 

August 1, 1896, three plats of clover, one of crim- 

son, one of common red and one of mammoth. 

The soil was gravelly and porous. All varieties of 

elover came up quickly and made good growth. 

The crimson clover, however, made far more rapid 

growth in the fall than did the others. One object 
of these experiments was to determine the amount 

of nitrogen stored up by the different varieties of 

clover. On November 2, samples were taken of 

each kind of clover, the roots and tops of each 

being taken as the sample. The chemical analysis 

shows the following amount of nitrogen stored up 

in each per acre: 
Nitrogen Nitrogen Total pounds 

Kind of clover in tops in roots of nitrogen 
(pounds) (pounds) per acre 

Crimson. 44.2 22st oe, oes 30.66 155.94 

ROUS ech ie on sink oie 63.11 40.25 103.36 

Mammoth 2-4 ...)- 67.57 78.39 145.96 

‘ All clovers wintered well, but in the spring the 

freezing and thawing killed nearly all of the erim- 

son clover. It had, however, served its purpose 

as a cover-crop and for late fall pasture would 
have been valuable, leaving in the ground enough 
fertilizing material to pay for the expense of the 

seeding.” 

Yield of crimson clover 

The yield varies widely, but from good seeding 

the average of green forage should be about eight 
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tons per acre. In experiments at the New Jersey 

Experiment Station, crimson clover was the 

cheapest forage crop grown. This was due both 

to the low cost of seed and to the fact that it was 

erown without extra expense of manure or ferti- 

lizer; besides, it was generally grown as a catch- 

crop and did not interfere with regular rotations. 

Its advantages as a soil-improver are also 
worthy of careful consideration by the dairy farmer. 

If seeded in corn at the last cultivation, it may be 

harvested in time to permit of planting corn the 

next season, and besides forage, the humus-form- 

ing material remaining in stubble and_ roots 

improves the land. 

AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF CRIMSON CLOVER 

An average One ton Soe 

contains 4trexield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

RUE pais. sta cy a a 84.00 «ie et nay 

DRY VIMAGLEY! &2. 2 lls? scr 16.00 320 2,560 

Mthervextract. 2 - «2-16 a8 0.50 10 SO 

Crude fiber, on. faa 5%: 4.10 82 656 

POUR hee as FO 3.00 60 480 

BN each ee Wahiee iae See io cM 1.40 28 224 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 7.00 140 1,120 

Crimson clover hay 

Crimson clover is in no sense a substitute for 

red clover, either as a green forage or hay, but 

it makes hay of excellent quality, and is not so 
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much injured by light rains and dews, owing to 
the smaller proportion of leaf. The stems are 
finer and are readily eaten and digested. The diffi- 

culty in making hay arises from the fact that 
it is ready for hay-making at a period when the 

season is still cool, and bright sunshiny days are 
less frequent. Stock is said sometimes to suffer 

from eating erimson clover hay from the forma- 

tion of hair-balls in the stomach, due to the 

hairs on the plant. 

Crimson clover as pasture 

Crimson clover is very highly regarded as a 
pasture plant, particularly for late fall and early 

spring. When seeding has been made in July, 

on lands not otherwise occupied, it makes rapid 

growth and serves as late fall pasture, not being 

injured by frost in the same degree that red 

clover is. Fall pasturing frequently benefits the 

plant, as a thick, heavy crop is not so hable to 

be carried safely through winter. It makes earlier 

pastures than any other clover. It is very useful 
for sheep or cattle. As a pasture clover, it is a 
very desirable plant in the rotation, inasmuch as 
it is adaptable, easily grown, matures quickly in 

a cool season and possesses the characteristics of 
other clovers in contributing directly to the im- 

erease of nitrogen in the soil. 
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WHITE CLOVER 

White clover is not suitable for soiling forage or 

hay, but is very useful in the formation of pas- 

tures, especially on low-lying lands. On good land 

it lasts from four to five years. It is superior to 
red clover in thriving on lands of inferior quality, 
standing pasturing well, and possessing higher 

nutritive value. Sometimes the creeping stems 

and foliage become too luxuriant, when it may act 

injuriously in suppressing other plants. 

White clover is less sensitive to climate than 
red clover. It bears drought very well, although its 

roots confine themselves mainly to the superficial 

layer of the soil. In dry seasons the old branches 

do not lengthen, and growth is confined almost 

entirely to the principal stem. White clover sue- 

ceeds best in a moist soil, containing lime and an 

abundance of humus. It can also adapt itself to 

sandy soils, which are not too loose and dry, pro- 

viding the surface contains sufficient nutriment. 

The parent stem sends out creeping branches; 

these in turn branch and at intervals give off 

shoots. If conditions are favorable, the branches 

become long and extend in all directions; 1m this 

way a large surface is soon covered. 

If the plant has not been sown with a cereal 

erop, full development is made the first year, 

flowering early in spring, but rather later than red 
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clover. As pasture it is better than any other 

kind of clover, being readily eaten by all kinds 

of live-stock. Pasturing is begun in the spring, 

as soon as animals can get a good bite, and it 
remains good until late autumn. 

Because of its higher content of water, white 

clover is more difficult to cure than red clover, but 

not so wasteful in curing, as the leaves do not fall 

away so readily. 

When seeded alone, ten pounds of seed per 
acre should be used. But a pure sowing of white 

clover is neither so good nor so healthful for stoek 

as a mixture. It may be mixed with other clovers 

and with grasses, either for temporary or perma- 

nent meadows. It is much benefited by top-dress- 

ings of lime, marl, ashes or mixtures of bone and 
potash. 



CHAPTER XIV 

OTHER LEGUMINOUS FORAGE CROPS 

Mucu attention has been given to leguminous 
forage crops in recent years because of their soil- 

enriching propensities and their supply of pro- 

tein substances to animals. Many of these plants 

are now being experimented with in different 
parts of the country; some of the remaining kinds 

that have now thoroughly proved themselves may 

be discussed here. 

COWPEA 

The cowpea is an annual viny plant, more a 

bean than a pea. Its origin is authoritatively 

stated to be in the Orient, where it has been ecul- 

tivated for thousands of years; it is thought to 

have been introduced into this country in the 

early part of the eighteenth century. Its best 

development occurs in warm climates; in this 

country it has found a congenial home in the 

southern states, where it reaches its maximum 

development. A number of varieties have been 

developed, however, that are adapted to cooler 

conditions, so that now it is well distributed even 

in parts of the North, where its adaptation to 

(253) 
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various uses and the rapid and large development 

of plant make it one of the most useful of the 
annual summer legumes for forage purposes. 

Varieties of cowpea 

The natural tendency of the plant toward varia- 

tion has resulted in many varieties, although the 
permanent and distinct kinds are comparatively 

few. The same variety is likely to be given a 

new name in different parts of the country, as, 

for example, the one variety that goes under the 

name of Unknown, Wonderful and Quadroon. 

In addition to the confusion arising from this 

practice, the same name is frequently given to a 

number of varieties, as, for example, the name 

Crowder, which is applied to any variety in 

which the seeds are closely packed or crowded 

in the pod. The further fact that season and 

climate exert such an influence on the plant as to 

make a variety in one place very different from 

what it is in another place, renders it difficult to 

give positive advice as to the choice of kinds for 

specific purposes. The varieties range from a 

bush a foot or so high, without runners, to those 

having distinct vining or trailing habits, the vines 

sometimes reaching a length of ten to twenty 

feet. The pods range from four to eighteen 

inches in length, giving seed of every possible 
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shape and form. The period of mature growth 

also varies, the varieties ranging in time of 
maturity from two to six months, although the 
habit of plant bears some relation to the period, 

for the more nearly the plant approaches the bush 

form, the shorter the time required for maturity. 

In order to choose the proper variety, the object 

of its cultivation should be clearly established. 

When short, quick growth and maturity are re- 
quired, then the bush varieties should be chosen, 

particularly in the North; whereas, if the purpose 

is to produce much forage and the period of growth 

can be extended, the vining varieties are likely to 
be more useful. When grown primarily for green 

forage, the period in which they must grow should 

determine the variety. It is more difficult to choose 

varieties for the North than for the South, as the 
plant has not been so carefully studied in this see- 
tion. In the more northern sections, the Early 

Black, Small Black, Black Eye, Mt. Olive, South- 
down, Red Ripper, Whippoorwill, Wonderful, Clay, 

New Era, and Iron have proved excellent for the 
various purposes for which cowpeas are grown. 

Karly Black, Black Eye, New Era and Mt. Olive 

are superior when the seed crop is desired, as they 
mature quickly; the others are better adapted for 

forage and green manure. The cowpea varies so 

widely in its habits of growth that it is possible to 
select varieties suitable to all conditions. 
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Time and method of seeding 

The time for seeding the cowpea depends on 

the weather. The crop should not be sown until 

danger of frost is past, and the soil is thoroughly 

warm. In cold, backward springs many failures 
have been recorded because of too early seeding; 

the seed is then lable to rot, and if uniform and 
quick germination does take place, the crop is re- 

tarded and is likely to be unsatisfactory even if 

warm weather follows. This is particularly true 

when cowpeas are grown for green forage or hay. 

Neither should they be sown for forage later than 

two months before the average date of frost, as 

the first heavy frost will destroy the plants and no 

variety that is now known will reach a satisfactory 
stage of growth within this period except as green- 

manure. . 

For forage and green manure, the crop may be 

sown broadeast at the rate of one to one and one- 

half bushels per acre, or it may be drilled in with 

an ordinary grain-drill. If the seeding is not 

made too early, broadeasting is very satisfactory. 

If early growth is retarded, weeds get a foothold, 

and the crop is likely to be choked out. When 

the crop is grown for seed, planting should prefer- 

ably be in drills, from two to three feet apart, or 

a little closer than corn, and the quantity of seed 

may be reduced to three pecks per acre. When 

Q 
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the seed is expensive, it pays even for forage to 

use the smaller quantity and cultivate, rather than 

to broadeast the larger quantity. 

Seed should be covered one to two inches deep, 
and on very light soils a little deeper. The season, 

to some extent, governs the depth; in a dry sea- 

son, the deeper the seed the better. The difficulty 

in too late summer broadcast seeding is that 

erab-grass or other growth is likely to choke out 

the plants. 

Value of the cowpea crop 

Perhaps there is no other annual leguminous for- 

age crop that is so generally useful as the cowpea. 

In the first place, it grows in hot weather, when it is 

desirable to have the ground covered; (2) its long 

tap-root penetrates the subsoil, loosening it and 

making if more porous; (3) the absorption and 

assimilation of the free nitrogen makes it of great 

service; (4) it provides good forage; (5) it may 

be used as a cover-crop; (6) the roots and stubble 

are left as additions to the soil, always causing 

considerable improvement. 

Manures and fertilizers 

While the cowpea is well adapted to light soils, 

nevertheless, if the best results are to be had, the 

soil must be well supplied with phosphoric acid 
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Fig. 53, Crop of cowpeas for soiling. 
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and potash. On lands that are capable of produec- 

ing fair crops, the fertilizers may be limited to an 

appheation of these minerals, and a mixture of 

NCIC PHOSPUAUOs << 3) a) oes gsc, os 6) «900 pounds 

Murinte: of pobash<., «\. % .'-.-. .. « . 100.pounds 

applied at the rate of 200 pounds per acre is 

recommended. This should be broadeasted, and 

well cultivated into the soil previous to planting. 

Harvesting cowpeas 

For soiling purposes the crop may be harvested 

in its immature state, although a larger amount of 

dry matter will be secured if it is not cut until the 

pods are turning yellow. It is often necessary to 

have the erop ready in two to two and one-half 

months; when the early varieties are sown, and 

the season is favorable, profitable crops may be 
harvested as early as this after seeding. If the 

cowpea is not harvested promptly it does not suffer 

serious loss, as is the ease with many other crops. 

The leaves remain green and the stems succulent 

until growth ceases. When the entire season can 

be used for the crop, the trailing varieties will give 

the larger yield, although they are more difficult 

to harvest, owing to the intertwining of the vines. 

If cut in a very immature stage, the forage shows 

a higher content of water, and the dry matter is 
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relatively richer in nitrogenous substance than 

when more nearly mature. 

Cowpea hay is more difficult to cure than clover, 

owing to the very succulent stems and large leaves. 

Therefore, it must be handled carefully, in order 

to prevent losses in the field, or molding in the 

mow. In the southern states, the practice of 
“ricking” is quite general. That is, the crop is 

mown, allowed to wilt in the swath, then raked 
into windrows and allowed to dry until it ean be 
readily handled, then carted and placed in rather 

large stacks on ricks that are placed a foot or so 

from the ground, enabling the plants to cure 

thoroughly. There is no special need for this 

extra labor in the northern states, providing it 

is cut as early as September, as it will cure 
readily in the windrow if the weather is good. 

Yield and composition of cowpeas 

The yield of forage under the various condi- 

tions of soil, season and time of harvesting, will 

naturally vary widely, ranging from four to 
twelve tons per acre, with a probable average 
of eight tons on good soils. The yield of dry 

matter and actual nutrients increase as the plant 

approaches maturity. On the average, the green 
forage will contain about 16 per cent of dry 

matter. Following is an average analysis: 
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One ton An average 
Forage eontains peat Hay 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. Per cent 

WRLC tee nom et ea aes. 63-60 ome oy lene 10.70 

Mryematver. 2.46 sae... 16740 328 2,624 89.30 

I GHOrsextract ss. «12.6048 0.40 8 64 2.20 

EUS OCT ach cobs aie eos 6 4.80 96 768 20.10 

Crude process ‘s,442- yrs 2.40 48 384 16.60 

PASM sie as: see gre 3 1.70 34 272 7.50 

Nitrogen-free extract ... (ie) 142 1,136 42.90 

Cowpea pasture and hay 

When the crop is not needed for soiling, it 
may be used for pasture or hay. It makes excel- 

lent pasture, and, if the animals are not allowed 
to feed it too closely in the beginning, it will 
furnish good grazing for six to eight weeks, as 

the tendency of the plant is to throw out new 
runners when the main stems are removed. Pas- 

turing is wasteful, however, as the animals tramp 

much of the herbage into the earth, besides kill- 

ing some of the plants. It is better practice to 
make the crop into hay, as it makes a very pala- 

table and highly digestible product, and one 

which, because of its high content of protein, 

ean be used to substitute for concentrated feeds. 
The cowpea is one of the most useful forms 

of winter forage, as it ean be fed in considerable 

quantity, and because it possesses characteristics 

which make it a good substitute for purehased 

protein feeds. Experiments at the New Jersey, 
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Tennessee and Alabama Stations show that cow- 

pea hay can be very profitably substituted in 

part for concentrated feeds for dairy animals, 

although it was shown to be advisable to use a 
little feed in the ration. 

SOYBEANS 

The soybean is from Japan, where it is one of 

the staple crops. It is now generally grown in 

the southern coast and middle states. Soybeans 
are also grown successfully in Illinois, Michigan 

and Wisconsin, being better adapted to the climatic 

conditions of those states than cowpeas. The soy- 
bean has a strong central root, stiff stems, broad 

leaves, and somewhat resembles the ordinary bean, 
although it is larger and bushier in form. The 

plants may be dwarf and early maturing, or late 

and tall, but in no ease do they have the vining 

and trailing characteristics of cowpeas. They are 
strictly upright plants. There are a number of 

varieties. The Green seems to be the variety most 

gener lly used. 

Seeding, growth and use 

The plant resembles the cowpea in many of 

its characteristics; namely, that it should not 

be seeded until the soil is warm, and when grown 
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for forage it should preferably be planted in rows 

in order that it may be tilled, although it may be 

seeded broadeast. The quantity of seed per acre 
varies from one to one and one-quarter bushels 

broadeast, depending on how well the seeds are 

covered. When seeded in rows, the quantity may 

be reduced to one-half bushel or three pecks per 
acre. The land should be put in good condition, 

and fertilized as advised for cowpeas, that the 

germination may be prompt. 

For forage purposes it does not possess charac- 
teristics very different from those mentioned for 

cowpeas. Experience thus far shows that the soy- 

bean is slightly more difficult to handle, and that 
the yields are not so heavy, but the plant contains 
more nitrogen in the dry matter than the cowpea. 

It has been grown for forage when there has been 

a scareity of cowpea seed, and many prefer it to 
the cowpea because it is easier to harvest. Its 

period of growth is about the same as for cowpeas, 

reaching its best condition in two and one-half to 

three months. The stems are stiff and hard, and 

the entire plant is not so palatable as the cow- 

pea, although, owing to the abundance of large 

leaves, the feeding value is quite as high as that 

of the cowpea; in fact, at the stage of growth 

best for forage, it is richer in dry matter and 
protein than the cowpea. Yields of forage on 

good soils average lower than the cowpea,—about 
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seven tons per acre. The average composition 
is as follows: 

An average 

contains perevield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water o00 co erect a eae) atOeLO eke aces 

Dry. <matter” Go... somes, 2 aan oU 495 3,486 

Hither extract, 7-. ve, owe « 1.00 20 140 

Crude fibers... jae eee 6.70 134 938 

Crude, protein <s.-n05 6. eas 4.00 80 560 

-\C| mca ent ur key) eee Bye O. 2.60 52 364 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 10.60 212 1,484 

The soybean is not so well adapted to pasture 

as the cowpea, but it is quite as good for hay and 

less difficult to cure. The crop is well worthy of 

wider use. 

VELVET BEAN 

The velvet bean has attracted much attention 

lately in the southern states. In Florida it has 

been one of the most useful of the forage plants. 

It grows well on light, sandy land, and the yield 

is ordinarily larger than that of the cowpea. 

Under favorable conditions the vines reach a 

length of twenty to thirty feet. The season of 
growth is much longer, and for that reason the 

seed cannot be matured except in the most south- 

ern states. Experiments in the middle and east- 

ern states show that it is not well adapted to 

those sections, and does not make as satisfactory 

crop for any purpose as the cowpea. It is used as 

a green-manure and cover-erop in the South. 
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Rye after cowpeas, without fertilizer. 

Fig. 55. 
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VETCHES 

There are two species of vetch that have re- 

cently come into considerable use. In the use of 
vetches for any of the purposes mentioned, care 

should be used to prevent the plant from ripening 

and re-seeding the land. In some states, notably 

Michigan, vetch has become a nuisance as a weed, 
and is said to have made profitable wheat- growing 

impossible in certain sections. Since it is net pos- 

sible to separate the vetch readily from wheat, the 

latter is ruined for milling purposes. When grown 

only for green forage purposes, the danger is not 

formidable. 

Spring vetch 

The spring vetch or tare (Vicia sata) may 

be substituted for Canada field peas, in a. mix- 

ture with oats; and in the northern states, 

where the pea-louse has been very destructive, 

it serves an excellent purpose. It 1s sown in 

spring or early summer, and does not survive the 

winter. The preparation of soil should be practi- 

eally the same as that recommended for oats and 
peas. Fertilizers should also be of the same char- 

acter. Experiments indicate that one bushel of 

seed, with one to one and one-half bushels of oats 

per acre makes a good mixture, although the smal- 

ler quantity of oats will be better on good land, as 
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too large seeding of oats prevents a large growth 

of the vetch. The plant is trailing in habit. If 

conditions are favorable, it will make a very much 
thicker growth than the Canada field pea, and pro- 
vide excellent forage, being very palatable and 

highly digestible when in the best stage for feed- 

ing. It requires a longer period for maturing, and 

this extends the time during which the forage 
may be used,—a very important advantage, par- 

ticularly in dry seasons. 

The composition of the oat-and-vetch forage 
does not differ greatly from that of the oats-and- 

peas. The crop may also be made into hay of an 

excellent quality, and it is readily cured. 

Hairy or winter vetch 

The sand, winter or hairy vetech (Vicia villosa) 

is another species that thrives on poor soils, and 

is useful as an early spring forage, withstanding 

the winter and growing in spring. Owing to its 

trailing habit, it should not be seeded alone 

(except aS a green-manure or cover-crop), but 

with rye or wheat, preferably wheat for the cen- 
tral states, in August or September. It is desir- 

able to have the soil well prepared in order to 

encourage an early and rapid fall growth, as well 

as to ensure a large crop in spring. It should be 

seeded at the rate of about one-half to one bushel 
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per acre, with the wheat or rye, the former being 

sown at the rate of one bushel per acre and the 

latter at the rate of three-fourths of a bushel per 
acre. It will be one of the first crops ready for 

use in spring, as it matures with the cereal. 

The chief advantage of the use of hairy vetch 

with rye or wheat les in the fact that a larger 
crop of forage may be secured than when the 

cereal 1s grown alone. The chief disadvantage of 

this crop is the expensiveness of the seed, but this 

difficulty will doubtless be overcome as soon as 

the value of the crop is known and larger areas 

are grown. Owing to its very early growth it may 

be pastured to advantage when not convenient to 

use as a soiling crop, usually coming earlier than 

ordinary pastures are ready. Of course the quan- 

tity of forage will be less when used as pasture 

than when cut and earried to the barn. It is not 

so desirable for hay as the spring vetech, because 

good hay weather does not usually prevail. 

COMPOSITION OF Harry VETCH 

An average 

contains ferevield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs, 

WV OIG ot cckee setae Ss)  BSELO Svcd is fai 

DE VA MA ther, 5 Me a Nee os, bs 11.90 238 1,190 

Mth eEvexXtraGh us. eee cl nc! fee 0.50 10 50 

Grades tiher <4.0 4, 00. os 6 2.60 2 260 

EBPOLOUNG ey co tieanat pee ees 3.90 70 350 

72 its) eee ie Be i Ne ee 1.50 30 150 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 3.80 76 380 
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BROAD OR HORSE BEAN 

This plant (Vicia Faba, or Faba vulgaris), 
probably native to northern Africa and _ south- 

west Asia, is often mentioned in American writ- 

ings, but it has never made much headway here. 
It is a stiff, erect-growing plant, wholly unlike 
the common bean in appearance. It grows two 

to four feet high. It produces large pods and 

big usually flat or flattish seeds. It is more like 

the pea than the bean in its relation to climate, 

as it withstands some frost. It has been cultivated 

from prehistoric times and its nativity 1s in 
doubt. It is much grown in Europe, primarily 
for forage purposes, although the seed may be 

used, both full grown and immature, for human 
food. It demands a cool climate and a long 
growing season and does not do well under the 

hot, dry summers of the United States. It is 
grown successfully in parts of Canada, where it 
has been used somewhat with corn and sunflower 

to make silage; this combination is known as the 

“Robertson mixture.” This mixture does not seem 
to have made much headway. Frequently the 
plants are grown to full maturity and a meal made 

from the bean. 
Planting may be made early in spring in 

clay loams. The seed is sown in rows, twenty to 

twenty-eight inches apart, so as to allow for 
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cultivation, which is especially important with 

this crop for conserving the moisture. Cultiva- 

tion is discontinued in the latter part of July. 

If the crop is in early enough, it will stand up 

well under the snow when used as a winter cover- 

erop, but will winter-kill. Seeding is done at 

the rate of six to eight peeks per acre. A good 

yleld of beans is thirty bushels per acre. 

JAPAN CLOVER 

Japan clover (Lespedeza striata) is a native of 
Japan and China, introduced into the southern 

part of the United States about 1840, since which 
time it has spread throughout the southern states, 

where it has proved of great value as pasture, 

although it 1s frequently used also for hay when 

grown on good land. Japan clover is also a valu- 

able cover-ecrop and green-manure crop, as it 1s 

well adapted to hght aud poor lands and withstands 

drought well, growing and spreading when other 

plants die for lack of moisture. The plant thrives 

as far west as Kansas, and as far north as Mary- 

land, although it does best from Virginia south- 

ward, where it has spread naturally. Under 

ordinary conditions of growth, it does not reach 

a height of more than ten to twelve inches, and on 

very poor land it simply spreads over the ground. 

Until recently, it was allowed to seed naturally, or 

R 
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was seeded alone, especially on the poorer lands, 

the custom being simply to harrow the land and 

broadeast about twelve pounds of seed per acre, 

without covering. The seed should not be sown 

until all danger of freezing is past, as the young 

plants are tender and will be destroyed by a light 

frost. Where its advantages as a forage plant are 
appreciated, it is now often made a part of a mix- 

ture with grass, and four to five pounds of seed 

are used per acre. 

On good land and well cared for, Japan clover 

will reach a height of two feet or more, and ean 

be readily used for soiling or for hay. It is ready 

for use about the middle of June as far north as 

Virginia, and earlier in the more southern states, 

and makes good pasture as late as November. As 

with white clover, it should be kept pastured 

closely for best results, and when so managed is 
relished by all grazing stock. 

When grown for hay, the common practice is 

not to eut until some of the seeds on the lower 

part of the plant are ripe, which permits it to 

reseed. While more easily cured than the red 

clover, it should be handled in practically the same 

way in order to prevent losses of leaves, which are 

richer in protein than the stems. As a soil reno- 
vator alone, it is well worthy greater attention 

than is now given it, though valuable, also, as 

pasture, hay and seed crop. 



CHAPTER XV 

ROOT-CROPS 

ENGLISH agriculture is noted for its root-crops. 
These crops become a regular part of rotation 

systems. They thrive in the cool moist seasons 

of that country. In America they have not re- 
eeived the attention that they deserve, particu- 

larly in the northern states and Canada, although 

in the latter country they are better appreciated 

than in the United States. They afford good 

nutrient materials in most wholesome and diges- 

tible forms, and because of their succulence they 

become a good adjunct to dry and concentrated 

feeds. 

“The reason why the production of roots is of 

special interest in the north Atlantic states,” as 

expressed in a reeent Cornell bulletin (Root-crops 

for Stock-feeding, Bulletin 243), is “that these 
states raise a comparatively large amount of 

roughage and a small amount of concentrates, 

while the north central states raise a large 

amount of cereals or concentrates in proportion to 

hay and forage, as shown in the following table of 

the ratio of concentrates to roughage in the north 

(275) 
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Atlantie and north central states, according to the 

census of 1900: 

North North 
Atlantic Central 

All cereals except wheat, million tons .. 4.4 69.2 

All hay and forage, million tons. .... 15.6 49.0 

Per cent of cereals, except wheat ... . 22.0 58.5 

Tons cereals except wheat, per animal unit 319) 1.55 

Tons hay and forage, per animal unit .. 1.95 1.10 

Total tons of food per animal unit (of 

about 1,000 lbs. live weight)... 2.50 2.65 

“The significance of this table is further em- 
phasized when the superior feeding value of 

concentrates is fully understood. For example, 

experiments made by Zuntz, of Germany, show 

that when clover hay was fed to horses, forty-one 

pounds were digested out of each hundred pounds 

of hay fed, while, when oats were fed, sixty-two 
pounds were digested, or 50 per cent more. It 

was found, however, that it required the energy of 

twenty-four pounds of the forty-one pounds of 

hay digested to chew and digest the hay, leaving 
the net nutritive value at seventeen pounds. On 

the other hand, it required only twelve pounds 

of the sixty-two pounds of oats to masticate 
and digest the oats, leaving fifty pounds of oats 

available for producing energy or work. In other 

words, the oats had three times the value of the 

clover hay for the production of work im horses. 

The energy used up in chewing and digesting 
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food is manifested in heat and helps to keep the 
animal warm, and is therefore not entirely lost 

when the ration is merely for maintenance. But 

since, in any liberal feeding for the production 

of work, the production of meat, or of milk, 

the amount of heat thus produced is_ sufficient 

to keep the animal warm, the figures given above 

may be taken as representing their true food 

value. 

"One of the objections to roots as a food prod- 

uct les in the fact of their high water content. 

This limits the amount which may be fed and be- 

comes of special importance where they are fed in 

connection with silage. On account of this high 

water content it will not be practicable to feed a 

sufficient amount entirely to take the place of the 

cereals, even should this be desirable for other 

reasons. The trend of experimental evidence is 

that the feeding value of the different types and 

varieties of root-crops depends more largely on the 

percentage of dry matter than on any other factor; 

for example, the percentage of dry matter appar- 

ently modifies their feeding value more largely than 

the percentage of sugar. 

“The problem in New York state is whether we 

can afford to raise roots, and, if so, what kind. 

The following table shows the minimum average 

and maximum number of pounds of dry matter 

per acre which was obtained at the Cornell Experi- 
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ment Station in 1904, 1905 and 1906 from sowings 
made during May: 

Minimum Average Maximum 

Mangels: s5-3 5 tas, 2,168 5,155 8,453 

Half-sugar mangels . 5,480 5,880 6,440 

Sugar-beets .... 6,014 7,090 8,090 

Rutabagas ..... 3,037 4,331 5,079 

Hybrid turnips ... 2,584 3,694 5, vit 

Common turnips .. 1,710 2,680 3,500 

KOhIraDT je, 0 oye ot 3,070 4,070 4,540 

Cabbages...... 4,076 4,662 5,088 

OBETOUSs. ta: & Ge) es 1,878 3,134 4,379 

Parsnips, 2.4 « % -=+s 2,080 3,130 3,650 

“The estimated yield of grain from flint corn, 

the same seasons, at this station, was approxi- 

mately 2,000 pounds; while the yield of dry mat- 

ter in silage from dent corn was about 4,000 

pounds. It is probable that the season of 1904 was 
relatively favorable to the production of roots as 

compared to Indian corn, but this was not true of 

1905 and 1906. During the latter years the aver- 

age yields from roots were better than in 1904, 

although the land used was conceded by all inter- 

ested to be less favorable than that used in 1904. 

“The present high price of cereals is a factor in 

favor of the production of root-ecrops. If corn 

meal continues to be worth twenty dollars a ton, 

or more, in New York state, economy in the pro- 

duction of roots would be indicated, while, if the 

price should fall to ten dollars a ton, corn meal 

would probably be the cheaper source of conecen- 
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trates. The serious handicap to the raising of root- 
erops is the fact that, with present cultural meth- 

ods, a large amount of hand-labor is required. 

The point of view that it is desired here to empha- 

size is that, while roots may not be economically 

raised as a substitute for silage or other coarse 

fodders, it may be economical to raise them in 

New York state as a partial substitute for concen- 

trates, particularly the cereal grains.” 

MANGELS 

Perhaps there is no other one crop that has 
had so wide use as succulent winter forage as 

mangels, although they have had less popularity 

since the general introduction of the silo. It is 

a crop that can be grown to advantage, however, 

and it possesses many characteristics that make 
it an extremely valuable product, even when 

silage is also used. 

Varieties of mangels 

There are many varieties differing but slightly, 

as, for example, the Golden Tankard, Mammoth 

Long Red, Red Globe and Yellow Globe, any 

of which will answer for forage purposes. 

Cornell experiments! give the following indiea- 

1Culture and Varieties of Roots for Stock-feeding, Bulletin 244. 
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tions of varieties: “Among the mangels, all of the 

long varieties seem to be able to produce good 

yields but have various defects. The Globe and 

Tankard varieties usually contain a higher per- 

centage of water and are low in dry matter 
eontent. ‘T’wo half-sugar mangels, Vilmorin Half- 

sugar Rosy and Carter Half-sugar, are recom- 

mended as suitable stock to use for breeding 

American strains. Sugar-beets, although rich in 

dry matter, are generally so much more expensive 

to harvest that the writers are not prepared to 

advocate their extensive use for stock-feeding.” 

Land, manures and fertilizers 

In the culture of this crop, particular pains 
should be taken to provide a deep surface soil, 

as the deeper the soil the greater will be the 

proportion of root grown under the ground. Be- 

sides, the crop requires a large area of soil, in 

order to supply the rather exorbitant demands 

for plant-food. When the best yields are ob- 
tained, it is frequently recommended to subsoil 

at least eighteen inches, in order that the fine 

rootlets may penetrate to lower depths. In order 

to ensure a large yield, the crop should be well 

supplied with all the constituents of plant-food 
in available forms. When the land is heavy, it 

should preferably be plowed deep in the fall, and 
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eovered with manure at the rate of eight to ten 

tons per acre. This should be worked into the 

soil early in the spring, and the whole surface 
thoroughly cultivated, and fertilizers applied con- 

taining a high content of nitrogen. A good 

formula should carry nitrogen, 4 per cent; phos- 

phorie acid (available), 10 per cent; potash, 6 per 
eent. If manure is used as recommended, a dress- 

ing of 400 pounds per acre of this fertilizer at time 

of seeding may be made with advantage, even on 

good soils. 

Seeding and handling 

The quantity of seed is five to eight pounds per 
acre. The seed does not germinate quickly, and 

early growth is slow and, as a consequence, early 

cultivation is not possible, because the rows cannot 

be readily followed; therefore weeds take posses- 

sion and make hand-labor necessary. It has been 

suggested that a little buekwheat be added to 

the seed; this plant germinates quickly, and the 

broad leaves clearly mark the row, making earlier 

cultivation possible. 

Mangels should be sown in rows two to two 

and one-half feet apart in May or early June, and, 

after well started, the plants should be thinned to 

eight to ten inches apart in the row. The cultiva- 

tion should be frequent, and, early in the season, 

relatively deep, in order that the soil may be in 
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the very best condition for absorbing and retaining 

moisture, as well as to remove all weeds. 

The beets should be harvested as soon as frost 

occurs. In order to preserve them for winter, 

they may be stored in the field by placing in cov- 

ered heaps from five to seven feet high, although 

the better plan is to remove after thoroughly dry 

to a root-cellar in which they are not lable to 

freeze and the temperature is not too high. 

Composition and use of mangels 

As with all root-erops, the content of dry matter 

is relatively low, usually not more than 8 to 10 per 

eent. The nutrients are highly digestible, how- 

ever, and when associated with so large an amount 

of water they possess a very high value, particu- 

larly in furnishing food in a wholesome form. 

They are extremely palatable, and when otherwise 

only dry feeds would be used, they answer a good 

purpose in keeping animals in condition, as well 

as stimulating the milk flow and the laying on of 

fat. They are very useful for cows, hogs, chickens 

and practically for all other kinds of farm stock. 

Because of their adaptability, the use of mangels 

is Increasing in many parts of the country, espe- 

cially on small farms where but few animals are 

kept and where the labor is performed by members 

of the family. 
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AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF MANGELS 

An average 

contains gore stel 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

NV SLE cme a. te bes) 27, 90,90 bse ge Sate 

IDTVA ALLAN oe. sg eve, 9.10 182 3,640 

Hither Gxtvaet . s-4 6. &s 0.20 4 80 

GCrode fiver? ia. fees o-vs- .90 18 360 

ePOUGIN aie "awe met ensal We 1.40 28 560 

Ned eee wa on loll 99 440 
Nitrogen-free extract .. 5.50 110 2,200 

A recent Cornell bulletin (No. 248) quotes the 

following experiments on the value of mangels for 

milk: “Rather extensive Danish experiments indi- 

eate that a pound of dry matter in roots is about 

equal to one pound of the cereal grains, or to 

three-fourths of a pound of cotton-seed meal, when 

fed to mileh cows. In these trials no silage was 

fed, the basal ration in each case consisting of six 

and one-half pounds of hay and ten pounds of 

straw per cow. The experiment was so conducted 

as to eliminate, apparently, the factor of sueceu- 

lence, as shown by the following table of average 
of six experiments including about 150 cows dur- 

ing several months. Basal ration six and one-half 

pounds hay, ten pounds straw: 

; Cotton- Dry matter ees Daily 
Pe yscds  umnon, | enya yield 
eran! meal mangels ; cad of milk 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs, 

OGAS she S.6 7 1.5 4.5 1:8-9 22.4 

Lote aac, 4.5 4.5 1:5-5.5 Doak 

Lot C . 4 15 tan 1:8-9 22.5 

Lot D t ALS fea 1:5-5.5 24.2 
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“It will be noted that all the cows were fed 
roots, but two lots were fed roots containing seven 

and one-half pounds of dry matter, equal to about 

sixty-five pounds of fresh roots, instead of four 

and one-half pounds of dry matter, equal to about 

forty pounds of fresh roots. The additional three 

pounds of dry matter in the first-mentioned cases 

gave as good results as an equal amount of cereal 

grains, the cereals consisting either of Indian corn 

or of a mixture of barley, oats and rye. Roots, like 

the cereals, are highly digestible, perhaps even 

more digestible than the cereal grains, and herein 

probably les their high value. From the stand- 

point of the results which they produee, the roots 

may be looked on as watered concentrates. They 

have, apparently, a high net available energy.” 

Yield of mangels per acre 

When conditions are favorable, the tonnage 

yield is very much greater than can be secured 

from corn or other forage crops, frequently reach- 

ing as high as twenty-five to thirty tons per aere, 

although the total dry matter is much less than for 

a smaller tonnage of corn, cowpeas, or other sue- 

culent forage, and the labor involved is relatively 

greater per unit of dry matter. The greater ex- 

pense of the mangel crop is due in large part to 

the extra cost of cultivation. 
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Mangels versus corn 

The relative production of dry matter in a crop 

of fodder corn and in mangels is well shown by an 

experiment made by the New Jersey Station in 

1894. The soil was good, and the plots on which 

the crops were grown similar in character. The 

tonnage yield and yield of nutrients per acre were 
as follows: 

Containing pounds of Mangels oe uae Rae 

Weight of greencrop. . 56,600 20,000 36,600 Cee 

Dry matter ...... 4,684 6,130 ‘ee 1,446 

OrudefaG «cis... « «< 33.9 152.2 ar 11823 

@rude fiber ...... 379.2 1,484.7 Ay 1,105.5 

Crade-protein: .. <<. 684.9 468.9 216.0 

Crage Ash. 4. 6 + « « «» 503.7 243.8 259.9 Ba de 

Carbohydrates... . « ' 3,112.6 3,780.2 ea 667 .6 

The first point of importance shown by this 
comparison is that the total dry matter contained 

in the crop of mangels was nearly 25 per cent less 

than in the fodder corn; and for every pound of 

dry matter contained in the crop it was necessary 

to handle twelve pounds of water, while in the 

corn fodder the proportion of dry matter to water 

was as 1 to 3.2. It is shown, also, that in feed 

constituents the corn fodder furnished nearly five 

times as much erude fat, and four times as much 

erude fiber as the mangels and 20 per cent more 

earbohydrates. The feed constituent furnished 

in greatest amount by the mangels is crude pro- 
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tein, of which more than 50 per cent was shown 

by analysis to exist in the form of amides, com- 
pounds less valuable than true albuminoids. 

It must be remembered, however, that man- 

gels possess a value in addition to the actual 
food constituents contained in them, due to sue- 

culence and physical character, which it is im- 

possible to measure in definite terms, particularly 
for winter feeding in connection with dry fod- 
ders. Under eertain circumstances their produc- 
tion is desirable, even though the cost of dry 
matter exceeds that in corn or clover, mainly be- 

eause of their dietetic effect and of the greater. 
digestibility of the dry matter. 

SUGAR - BEET 

Sugar-beets are often recommended in place 
of mangels, largely because they contain a 

much higher percentage of dry ‘matter, consist- 

ing largely of sugar. Varieties highly recom- 
mended by seedsmen are Queen of Denmark, 

White Rose Top and White Green Top, although 
those ordinarily grown for sugar are quite as 
useful. The preparation of land and fertilization 
should be practically the same as for the man- 
gels. The seeding should be somewhat different, 

as at least twenty pounds of seed is required per 

acre. Cultivation and harvesting and storing 
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may be practically the same as recommended for 

mangels. 

Yields range from ten to twenty-five tons per 

acre. They contain on the average 18 per cent of 
dry matter, thus getting in one ton nearly twice as 

much nutriment as is contained in two tons of 

mangels. They may be fed with dry foods at the 

rate of fifty to sixty pounds per cow. They are 

a good souree of carbohydrates, aside from the 

dietetic value that they possess in quite as great 

degree as mangels. When only a few animals 
are kept, or when conditions of growth are most 

favorable and labor abundant, the growing of 

either sugar-beets or mangels is recommended as 

a source of succulent winter forage. 

COMPOSITION OF SUGAR-BEETS 
An average 

eontams  peressien 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

DV ACERT oc. ee, SoS ered, o> OBS200 ae er ee 

Dry MALLEr 2. « soc sos ee. 18.00 360 4,320 

GHB OXETACE “2-6 "ef toe ws 0.10 2 24 

rude: er > os Gees eee 1210 22 264 

PSTOUGHIY geht is wae ats hae ies! a 1.60 32 384 

Ac) OU? enn eS RE ce 1.20 24 288 

Nitrogen-free extract ... 14.00 280 3,360 

CARROT 

The carrot is frequently grown for sueeulent 

winter food, particularly for horses, for which 
purpose it is excellent. As for other root-crops, 
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the soil should be deep and well fertilized, as it 

is impossible to grow a good crop on poor soil. 

The main varieties for stock-feeding are Long 

Orange, Long White and Short White. These 
may be planted from the middle of May to the 
middle of June, at the rate of about one and 

one-half pounds of seed per acre, in rows eighteen 

inches to two feet apart. The early culture re- 

quires considerable care, as the growth is slow, 

which usually makes it necessary to hoe between 

the rows. They should be thinned to about six 

to eight inches in the row. 

Carrots are useful chiefly as an appetizer, and 

are not fed in large quantities. They should be 
harvested before freezing weather, and stored in 

a dry, cool place. 

TURNIP AND RUTABAGA 

Turnips may be used as a ecatch-crop late in 

the season, and they are useful both for late fall 
and for winter feeding. They are particularly 
useful for sheep, and also, if carefully used, for 
dairy cows. They are very watery, and do not 
contribute a large amount of actual nutriment. 

They stimulate milk flow, and their action in 
this respect is responsible in large degree for the 
belief that they possess superior nutrient qualities. 

The varieties mainly grown for feeding are the 
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Purple-top and Yellow Globe. The Cow Horn is 

highly recommended as a cateh-crop, because it 
roots more deeply, thus bringing to the surface 

plant-food from lower layers. 

As a catch-crop, turnips may be sown after 

potatoes, tomatoes or other early crop, or seeded 

in corn at the last cultivation, serving both to con- 

serve plant-food and provide a succulent feed. 

The yield varies widely. When grown primarily 

for forage and the soil liberally fertilized, as high 

as thirty tons per acre are recorded. The turnip 
does not seem to be able to obtain the necessary 
phosphates so readily as some other crops; there- 

fore it is especially benefited by applications of 

superphosphates. Lands in good condition in 

other respects may grow a maximum erop of 

turnips with additions of phosphate alone, applied 

at the rate of 250 pounds per acre of acid phos- 
phate. Under average conditions, however, an 

appheation of nitrogen and potash should accom- 
pany the phosphate. 

Turnips may be sown either broadcast or in 

drills; when seeded as eatch-crops the broadeast 

method is practiced and seed used at the rate of 

two to three pounds per acre. Where grown for 

forage, they should be in drills, seeded at the rate 

of one pound per acre, and thinned to six inches 

in the row, and cultivated as other crops. 

The feeding of turnips to dairy cows, should be 

s 
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made after the milking, as they are likely to add 
distasteful flavors if fed at other times. 

COMPOSITION OF TURNIPS 

One ton An average 

contains §erevield 
Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Water. Vo Sects meukes secre 90.50 carats =.) ouaes 

Dry matter ls eee ete opis 9.50 190 2,850 

Eitherextracte cect c teas be 0.20 4 60 

Gridefiber. 22.40.) ot Pie 1.20 24 360 

Proveimsue situs: eee. ee ok eras 1.10 22 330 

VAST 7 ait esromhch ete ree ee tennce Me 0.80 16 240 

Nitrogen-free extract ... 6.20 124 1,860 

POTATO 

It is not frequent that it pays to grow potatoes 

for stock-feeding; still it often happens that a large 

proportion of the crop is not marketable because 

of the small size of the tubers, when they can then 

be utilized for cattle or pig feeding. 

Potatoes contain about 28 per cent of dry mat- 

ter, are very succulent and palatable, and exercise 

a very marked effect on milk production. They 

may be fed raw or steamed; if raw, they should 
be cut, to avoid danger from choking. They 

should be fed, at first, in small quantities, although 

the amount may be gradually increased to forty to 

sixty pounds per day. They should be washed 

and thoroughly cleansed before,feeding. Potatoes 
should always be mixed with dry feed, the amount 

added being in proportion to the needs of the 
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animal, and the potatoes not in such excess as to 

eause the animals to scour, which frequently 
occurs if too large quantities are used. 

SWEET POTATO 

Sweet potatoes are also an excellent food for 

eattle and hogs. In wet seasons, and on heavy 

soils, the crop is hable to be “rooty,” that is, the 
potatoes are not merchantable, although of good 

size. These imperfect roots may be fed in the 

same way as the white potato, although they usu- 

ally contain a little more dry matter and need not 

be fed in such large quantities. In the absence of 

other succulent feed they contribute very materi- 

ally to the improvement of the ration. 
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THE CABBAGE TRIBE 

SEVERAL members of the mustard family (Cru- 
eifere) of the cabbage kind are useful forage 

plants, and their cultivation seems to be increas- 

ing. In general feeding practice they may be 

eompared with root-crops. In faet, kohlrabi is 

often classed with root- crops, and well it may be, 

since if is very closely allied to the turnips and 

rutabagas, differing chiefly in having the thickened 

part above ground rather than below ground. The 

leading ecabbage-like forage plants are rape, cab- 

bage and kohlrabi. The kales are not much grown 

for forage in North America. Their culture does 

not differ greatly from that of rape. Thousand- 

headed kale is the kind mostly recommended, but 

it does not appear to have any advantage over 

rape for forage. 

RAPE 

As a forage plant rape is a recent introduction 

into the United States. Several varieties have 
long been grown in Europe and other countries 

for forage purposes. Of the various kinds, but 
two are generally grown,—Dwarf (Dwarf Essex) 

(292) 
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and Giant. The former is more generally useful, 

especially on the hght, chalky lands of England, 

and it is the only one that has given satisfaction 
in this country. The other is grown on strong 

lands, and oceupies a full place in the rotation. 

Rape has taken the place of turnips to some 
extent, and is very similar in its management. 

All varieties are annual, but in England they 

sometimes do not mature seeds the first season. 

The advantages of rape are: (1) it is well adapted 

to most soils; (2) it can be seeded either in spring 

or summer, serving an excellent purpose as a 

eatch-ecrop and for green-forage; (3) the expense 

of seed and seeding is low; (4) it is especially 

useful for sheep and swine, although with care it 

may be profitably fed to dairy cattle. 

Preparation of land, and seeding 

The seed of rape is small, and the preparation 

of land is therefore very important. The land 

should be deeply plowed, covering all vegetable 

matter, thoroughly pulverized, and the surface soil 

made extremely fine previous to seeding. 

Although rape does well on soils of medium 

fertility, the best results are secured when they 

are naturally rich, or have been well fertilized. 

When grown for forage, an application of barn- 

yard manure at the rate of eight tons per acre, 
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well worked into the surface soil, is desirable, as 

the plant is a voracious feeder. For its best 

growth it must have abundance of available nitro- 

gen. Hence, if manures are not readily obtainable, 

an application of fertilizers rich in nitrogen should 

be applied. Experience has shown that a fertilizer 
containing 

Nitrogen... 4.4 ln's) 6 S02) 6 a. s oe, ee oO Derlcenn 

Phosphorie acid (available) ....... 8 per cent 

Potash. <5 ldd5 ws Ses) he we oe le @ ee Per cent 

applied at the rate of 600 pounds per acre, will 

supply the food in good proportions. Should the 

season be unfavorable for rapid growth, an addi- 

tional application of 100 pounds per acre of nitrate 

of soda when plants have well started will stimu- 

late growth and help to ensure a large crop. This 

top-dressing of nitrate should be made when the 

plants are dry. 
The rape may be seeded either in drills or 

broadeast any time from early in May for pastur- 

ing in July or August, or as late as July or 
August for late summer and fall pasture and also 
for cover-crops. When used for a cover-erop, the 

broadeast method is probably the better. When a 
large yield of suceulent forage is desired, it is 

better to plant in drills two to two and one-half 

feet apart, as this permits early and thorough cul- 

tivation. The quantity of seed to be used is to be 

determined by the condition of soil and weather. 
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The quantity should be increased in dry weather 

and on poor lands. When sown broadeast, three 
to five pounds per acre will be sufficient, and when 
sown in drills from one to two pounds is reecom- 

mended. For soiling purposes, it should prefera- 

bly be seeded in drills and about the time that 

eorn is seeded, or when time of severe freezing 1s 

past. Machinery adapted for planting small seeds 

can be successfully used for this purpose. 

Tillage should begin as soon as the plants are 

well started, and repeated as frequently as possible 

until the plants have arrived at such stage of 

growth as will not permit of further cultivation 

without injury. Ordinary cultivators will answer 
for the work, but one that will cut close to the hne 

of the row, without covering the plants, is the 

best, especially in the earlier stages of growth. 

As with corn, the first cultivation should be deep 

and gradually become shallow as the roots take 

possession of the soil. 

Feeding value of rape crop 

The value of rape as forage is chiefly as a 

soiling erop or for pasture; that is, it cannot be 
harvested and preserved with advantage. When 
used as a soiling crop, it may be cut with a mower 

and placed in heaps, which will remain good for 

two or three days. The following description of 
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rape as a pasture for sheep is in Farmers’ Bulletin 

No. 11, of the United States Department of 

Agriculture: 

“Rape is unrivaled as a pasture for sheep in 

autumn in those parts of this continent where it 

ean be successfully grown. As a fattening food in 

the field it is without a rival in point of cheapness 

or effectiveness. The sheep that pasture upon it 

do the harvesting in a most effective manner, and 

with but little cost to the owner; and the manure 

made from it is distributed over the field which 
produced the crop, and in a form which is readily 
available for the plants of the succeeding crops. 

While rape thus grown and fed does not add fer- 

tility to the soil, unless in the plant-food it brings 

up from the subsoil, it does not detract from the 

fertility when the sheep which eat it off are in- 

elosed upon it. When rape ean be suecessfully 

erown as a pasture, the necessity for sending 

sheep and lambs to the market in a lean condition 

will be removed, and the numbers that may yet be 

fattened upon it in this country will only be limited 

probably by the inclination of the farmers and the 

demands of the market. Four to five millions of 

acres of arable land would suffice to grow rape 

enough to fatten all the sheep at present in the 

United States. 

“The manner of feeding off the rape when pas- 

tured by sheep and lambs is in outline as follows: 
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“They should be tagged before being turned in 

upon the rape, or soon after, as they are lable to 

become purged to some extent at the first. They 
should not be turned in upon the rape when hungry 
at any time, as they may so gorge themselves that 

bloating, followed by death, may ensue. When 

they have access to an old grass pasture at the 

same time, the grass eaten by them is usually very 

effective in preventing scours and other disorders 

arising from impaired digestion. When the ani- 

mals are once turned in upon the rape it is not 

necessary to remove them, unless in time of severe 

and prolonged storms of rain or sleet. At such 

times they may be given the protection of sheds 

when these are available, otherwise the shelter of 

a grove may prove of some service. After they 

have fed upon rape from two to two and a half 

months they will be ready for market. When it is 

desired to earry on the lambs into the winter 
months after the season for pasturing is over, they 

will go on improving in fine form where the man- 

agement is judicious. In other words, pasturing 

on rape is an excellent preparation for winter 

feeding. 

“The sheep or lambs should be visited two or 

three times a day by the shepherd. This may be 

done on foot when the floeks are small, but when 

feeding over large areas the aid of a saddle horse 

should be called in. When sheep get fat and 
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heavy they are somewhat liable to roll over on the 

back and so perish. They do not require any 

water when feeding upon rape, but should have 

access to salt at will. 

“There is no limit to the numbers that may be 

put upon one field except its capacity to sustain 

them. The labor of hurdling does not seem neces- 

sary, as the sheep waste very little of the rape. 

When it has grown strong and rank, they feed 

around the borders. Like an invading army of 

crawling insects, they make clean work as they 

go, but when the crop is light and thin tney feed 

in any portion of it.” 

Rape is also good forage for cattle, although, 

when fed to dairy cows, it is liable to contribute 
undesirable flavors to milk and its products, even 

though fed after milking, as recommended for 

turnips or other members of this family of plants. 

In experiments at the Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Station (Bulletin No. 115) to deter- 

mine the quality of cheese as affected by the feed- 

ing of rape and other forage plants, it was found 

that whenever the rape was fed before milking, 

there was, in most cases, a very pronounced rape 

flavor; when fed just after milking, there was also 

a very noticeable flavor. In no case was the 

amount fed larger than ten pounds per day, al- 

though it was all consumed between the morning 

and night milking. In fairness to the rape, it is 
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stated that other green crops, as cabbage, corn and 

clover, also unfavorably influenced the flavor of 
cheese. 

To avoid danger of over-eating when pastured, 

eattle should be allowed to feed in the rape for a 

short time at first, gradually extending the period 

until they may be left with reasonable safety. 
When fed as a soiling crop, this danger is avoided, 

as the quantity given is entirely under the control 

of the feeder. In feeding sheep or lambs on rape, 

they should preferably receive in addition a small 

ration of oats in the morning, although in many 

cases they may be fed exclusively on this plant. 

As a cover-crop 

Rape also possesses great advantages as a 

cover-crop, as it may be sown thickly as late as 

August for late fall pasture, and that which has 

not been used as forage will serve as cover in 

winter, preventing blowing and washing of the 

soil, and maintaining much better condition of soil 

in spring than if the land is left bare. It is de- 

stroyed by the cold in the northern and central 
states, and for this reason is not so advantageous 

as winter leguminous crops for this purpose. 

Nevertheless, beeause it can be seeded later and 

makes a large fail growth, it possesses very 

superior advantages as a cover-erop. 
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Yield and composition of rape 

Owing to the fact that rape is usually fed from 

the field, data in reference to yields are somewhat 

limited. At the Wisconsin and New Jersey Sta- 

tions, the yields have ranged, in round numbers, 

from twenty-three to twenty-seven tons per acre. 

When mature, rape contains more dry matter than 
most root-crops, as, for example, mangels and 

turnips and the total yield of nutrients is much 

greater. The average composition and yield of 

nutrients per acre are as follows: 
Oneton Average acre- 
contains yield furnishes 

Per cent Lbs. Lbs. 

Wister. "So .okees tees Seda. arr 86.2 ap ues eng 

Dra Maher sey wiser. seine bts aie 13.8 276 6,900 

Kther extract. <= 5.2 6.7% 0.5 10 250 

Crude iber-. ss.) eee 19 38 950 

PrOtein a4 fel eter ee et 2.4 48 1,206 

7) 1 eee ee Dee's 1.8 36 900 

Nitrogen-free ectraee : 7.2 144 3,600 

At the New Jersey Experiment Station, rape 

when at the best stage for soiling showeg the 

following composition: 

CoMPOSITION OF DwarF ESSEX RAPE One ton 
contains 

Per cent Lbs. 

Water. <nce neh cummeeedr cates ease Gere eve 84.50 aS ee 

Dry matter’ ras. temey ea ete ner voietecss ve 15.50 310 

Hither OXtvACt: ws... ees eres et ene 0.50 10 

Crugdeiber (beat eks manecie ce. cae ans : 2.60 52 

IERGOte Hn isch see ce Letieice concer vedere ems 2.30 46 

ABs Petree 46 bo Tense) eit tercey ahs 2.00 40 

Nitrogen-free Aes EMA coher tents sme 8.20 164 
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CABBAGE 

Cabbage has not been largely used in this coun- 

try for feeding live-stock, although knowledge as 

to its value for this purpose is undoubtedly ex- 

tending. That cabbage possesses a very distinct 

value as a succulent forage crop is well understood 

by those who grow the crop for the markets and 
use the refuse for feeding. The extra cost of grow- 

ing cabbage beyond that of growing turnips, rape 

or other similar plants has probably been the cause 

of a lack of attention to it. The disadvantages of 

cabbage as compared with the other better-known 

erops mentioned, are (1) the expense of planting; 

(2) the large plant-food requirements; (3) the 

difficulty of storing for winter use; (4) the low 

percentage of dry matter contained in the crop. 

Farmers with small areas for growing forage will 

find cabbage a useful green crop, as it is excellent 

feed for all farm animals, and it is a fairly well 

balanced ration for mileh cows. 

The crop is adapted to a wide range of condi- 

tions, although its best growth may be obtained in 

eool, moist climates, as are found in the more 

northern states and in Canada, or in certain re- 

gions along the shore, as on Long Island, where 

the atmospheric conditions seem to be peculiarly 

favorable. The crop may be planted in a rotation, 

taking the place of oats in a rotation of corn, oats, 
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wheat and grass, as it is a good preparatory crop 

for wheat. 

Preparation of land for cabbage, and seeding 

As with rape, the land should be deeply plowed 
and thoroughly cultivated, the surface well com- 
pacted and made fine, in order that the plants may 

not suffer for lack of food as soon as set. If seed 

is used in the field, the germination should be 

prompt and the early growth rapid. Farmyard 

manures are excellent, and, as the cabbage is a 

gross feeder, applications of ten tons or more per 

acre should be made even on good soils, and this 

dressing supplemented with nitrate of soda. The 

fertilizers recommended for rape, both in kind and 
quantity, will answer for cabbage. Attempts should 

not be made to grow cabbage unless there is an 

abundance of available food. 

As a rule, cabbage is not grown from seed 

planted directly in the field, and it is doubtful 

whether its successful and profitable use as a 

forage crop will warrant the extra labor required 
in transplanting. Of course, more seed should 

be used when the seed is planted directly in the 

rows, thus permitting the removal of extra plants 

when they have reached such size as to determine 

their vitality. The seed, in this case, may be 

sown with the ordinary grain drill. The rows 

should be about two and one-half to three feet 
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apart, and the plants thinned to about two feet 

apart in the row. The wider rows are preferable, 
because of the greater ease of using machinery. 

The depth at which the seed should be planted is 
preferably from one to two inches, according to 

the nature of the soil. Light lands should be rolled 

Number of thousands...... 0 50 100 150 

Surehead 92 per cent ...... 

Autumn King 71 per cent.. 

Volg1 72 per cent... eocee 

Volga 73 per cent....... oes 

Ballhead 87 per cent ...... 

Carter Model kohlrabi 96 per 
CCE Ti lipetevare tereitels eieuetsie sacle wis, e.sie 

Purple Vienna kohlrabi 48 
PCT COM Gitaers:crsicic. sxsie cue ceversieie 

White Vienna kohlrabi 91 
WD CEACEIIIG 2/201 icicle rere av eis é 

Fig. 56. Germination of commercial cabbage and kohlrabi seed and 

number of seeds in a pound (Cornell Experiment Station). The black 

bars show the number of thousand seeds in a pound; the light bars 

show the number of thousand that germinated. 
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immediately afterward, in order to draw the mois- 

ture to the surface and cause quick germination. 

From one to two pounds of seed per acre will be 
sufficient. 

The time of seeding will depend on the place it 

is given in the rotation. The young plants are 

tender, and should not in any ease be planted in 
spring until all danger of freezing is past, although 

hght frosts will do no injury. It is better to sow 

either early or late, since, if the cabbage is not 

seeded until late in the spring, the heads will not 

form so well, but, if sown very late, the plants 

will be hindered from making heads before cold 
weather sets in. 

In recent experiments at the Cornell University 

Experiment Station (Bulletin No. 242), the fol- 

lewing statements in reference to soil and seeding 

are made: 

"The soil considered best adapted is one rich 

in organic matter. Good erops can be raised on 

almost all types of soil, provided they contain the 

above requisite, are in good physical condition and 

contain an adequate although not excessive supply 

of water. Cabbages differ from almost any other 

farm crop in that their successful production is 

little influenced by the type of soil on which they 

are grown, or, in other words, they show a wide 

range of adaptability, so far as this factor is con- 

cerned. Undoubtedly, this power of adaptability 
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to varying soils was an important factor in leading 

the primitive people of northern and _ central 

Europe to cultivate the cabbage, and, having been 

grown by the common people of these regions 

under all sorts of conditions of soil and climate, 

with more or less suecess, from prehistoric times 

until the present, this power of adaptability has 

been preserved. 

“The soil should be loose, friable and well pre- 

pared, deep fall-plowing being advised. An ap- 

Fig. 57. Solid (at the left) and loose heads of cabbage. 

plication of ten to twenty tons of manure per acre 

may be made before plowing. In spring, after 

harrowing, an application of well-slaked lime, at 

the rate of 1,000 pounds of quick-lime per acre, 

may be made, and harrowed in. The harrowing 
should be done before rain falls, otherwise the 

lime cannot be so readily incorporated with the soil. 
The advantages of lime for cabbage are recognized 

by many growers, and one of its benefits is its action 

T 
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in destroying the fungus that causes elubroot. 

After the lime is harrowed in or before liming, it 
may be advisable to apply part of the fertilizers. 

Amounts frequently used are 400 to 800 pounds 

of acid phosphate, 15 to 16 per cent available, or 

its equivalent, 1. e., 60 to 120 pounds of phos- 

phorie acid; 100 to 150 pounds of muriate of 
potash, and fifty pounds of nitrate of soda per 

acre. Manure, lime and fertilizers should be uni- 

formly applied. This important matter should not, 

be neglected. If the seed is sown where the plants 

are to grow, the last harrowing should be done 

with the Meeker harrow or some tool which will 

fit the surface equally well.” 
The bulletin also gives the yields of varieties 

for 1904, 1905 and 1906, and states that the fol- 

lowing are essentials of a high yield: 

“First, rotation. It matters little what crops 

be grown, provided they are in accordance with 

rational practice, the main point being that when 

cabbage crops follow each other in succession the 

soil is likely to become infested with the clubroot 

fungus, which will render it unfit for growing eab- 
bage for a number of years. Second, early plant- 

ing. This gives time for full growth and develop- 

ment of the heads. Third, uniform stand. The 

number of plants per acre may vary between seven 

and ten thousand. As with many other tilled 

crops, however, it is more essential to have the 
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largest number of plants possible in the rows, and 

the rows wide enough apart to permit free use of 

horse implements in tillage. This may cut down 

the number of plants per acre, but it will be 

economical in the end.” 

The points clearly brought out by these experi- 

ments are: (1) that the tonnage per acre of all 

varieties is large; (2) that the percentage of dry 

matter in all varieties is low; (38) that, as a rule, 

the larger the yield the lower the percentage of dry 

matter; (4) of the varieties usually grown, the 

Bee te 
Fig. 58. Forms of cabbage heads. In order: fiat, spherical, 

obovate, oblong, conical. 

Surehead gave the largest yields in all the years, 

whether seeded in May and afterwards thinned, or 

whether grown as plants and transplanted in June; 

(5) the early planting produces the best yield of 

both fresh substance and dry matter. The most 

important points shown by these data is that cab- 

bage does not compare favorably in yield of dry 

matter with many forage crops that require but 

two or three months for maturity, and which per- 

mits of two or three crops per year. With cabbage, 
one crop is practically all that can be grown, as it 

requires a long season. 
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The average composition and yield of nutrients 

per acre of cabbage are as follows: 

Oneton Average acre- 
contains yield furnishes 

Lbs. Lt Per cent dS. 

Water 2 837.. 6. ss ue 90.5 eens oe 4: 

Dry “matter 2.5 eked: 9.5 195 4,800 

ther extract 4.8.6 = 0.4 8 200 

Crude: fiber. .ec) eee eee 1:5 30 750 

Brotetn yin one cs, ce eee 2.4 48 1,200 

ANSI. Scoe, “te Mawel. cc are ere 1.4 28 700 

Nitrogen-free extract .. 3.8 76 1,900 

The average analysis of cabbage, which is here 

given, shows a much higher content of dry matter 

than is recorded in the Cornell bulletin; and the 

average yield per acre, with this analysis, would 

doubtless be much lower than is recorded in the 

bulletin, probably nearer twenty-five tons per 

acre, the average here assumed. 

KOHLRABI 

Kohlrabi is another valuable member of the 

eabbage family, and one that may be fed without 

risk at any period of growth. It requires a rich 

soil in order to attain its best development. If the 

land has been well prepared, it produces very 

heavy crops. There are a number of varieties, 

both bronze and green, but the green is almost 

exclusively grown. There are hardy, or big-topped 

varieties, and small-topped kinds, which come to 
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quick maturity, but are not able to withstand the 

severity of winter, and are, therefore, useful only 

for autumn food. Kohlrabi is particularly suited 
for filling in gaps between other forage crops. 

A reeent Cornell publication (Bulletin No. 244) 

speaks as follows of kohlrabi as a forage crop: “It 

fl a Se 2 
he 3 : * * . + ‘i 

. : > + s ¥. . 4; Ra é 

£ ye eee re Ge 2 x 
AS x Bea aes ¥ : a7 ac ap ; 
bP ‘ a : = 

oa f = Be ° : i t 

Fig. 59. White Vienna kohlrabi. It is a heavy yielder of both tubers 

and leaves: Background of six-inch squares. (Cornell Station. ) 
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ean be grown wherever rutabagas are grown, and 

will thrive if treated as deseribed for the latter 

crop. In the middle West where rutabagas have a 

tendency to run to necks and form lhttle root, 

this crop is a very good substitute. So far as now 
known, in New York the yields of the two crops 

are about the same, but both yielded less than 
mangels on the experiment station grounds. In 

addition to being quite a free-growing crop, it has 

the following advantages over rutabagas: 

"1. It is not so subject to clubroot or finger- 

and-toe (Plasmodiophora brassica), and some other 

diseases. 

"2. It withstands drought better. 

"3. It ean be grown on heavier soil, as clays, 

and nee admirably on muck land. 
"4, It stands well out of the ground and ean be 

readily pastured by sheep if desired. 
It has not been known to cause taint of 

milk when fed to dairy cows. 
"6, Itis rather better than the rutabaga in with- 

standing frost. 
“7, It may be grown where the climate is too 

warm for the best development of the rutabaga. 

*8, The leaves are as valuable as the stem. 

‘Among well-known varieties are the White 

Vienna (Fig. 59), Purple Vienna, Short-top bora 

Goliath, Carter Model.” 



CHAPTER XVII 

PERMANENT MEADOWS AND PASTURES 

THE raising of hay forms a very important part 

of the farming interests of the eastern and central 

western states. The aggregate area in hay is 

greater than in any other crop. While in parts of 

the eastern states the hay crop is deemed worthy 

of the best attention of the farmer, this is the ex- 

ception rather than the rule; therefore, while there 

may be profit from its growth, the yield and value 

are much less than should be secured were the 

crop given the same attention as the other crops 

in the rotation. In most instances, the hay is 

seeded rather as a eatch-crop with wheat, rye or 

oats, and, while good catches are frequently se- 

cured, more often the stand is thin, thus reducing 

the yield, besides permitting the growth of natural 

grasses and weeds, and very materially reducing 

the quality of the product. Modern conditions 

would seem to warrant greater attention being 

given to this crop, and experiments show clearly 

that the hay crop will respond quite as profitably 

to good care, and the use of manures and fertili- 

zers, as any other field crop. 

(311)) 
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MEADOWS 

The main market hay is timothy, and market 
quality 1s reduced in proportion to the quantity of 
other kinds of grass mixed with it. Other grasses 
are of value, however, and these will undoubtedly 
be a feature in the hay markets, and exercise an 

influence in grading for market, when their value 

is generally known. From the standpoint of the 

grower, it is desirable to have more than one 

variety of grass, as it permits of thicker seeding 

and larger yield, for, when conditions are unfavor- 
able for one grass, they may be favorable for 

another. Besides, the conditions that are unfavor- 

able for the permanency of one grass may be 

favorable for the permanency of another, thus 

lengthening the period during which meadows may 

be profitably mown. Therefore, mixtures con- 

taining timothy, blue-grass, red-top, and other 

grasses of known value, in addition to the ordi- 
nary mixture of timothy and clover, are to be 

recommended. It is desirable that the varieties of 

grasses used in a mixture should mature practi- 

cally at the same time; otherwise, the mixture 
would contain over-ripe and under-ripe grasses, 

which would unfavorably affect the quality of hay. 
T’o insure permanency of meadows, it is not good 

practice to pasture them, as the tramping of the 

animals, especially should the land be wet, will 
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destroy many plants, and the vacant places will be 

occupied by weeds. It is much better to utilize the 

second crop as hay or green forage. If pasturing 

is practiced, care must be exercised to see that it 

is not carried too far. 

Lands and their preparation 

Lands suitable for hay-growing range from 

sandy loams to heavy clays, although, on the 

lighter soils, more difficulty is experienced in get- 

ting a stand and in securing its permanence. On 

heavier lands, the grasses are more likely to 

secure their needed food, and to grow without 

deterioration for a longer period. 
The main point, particularly on the heavier 

lands, is to have the soil suitably prepared, if a 

good crop is to be guaranteed. The preparation 

usually given for the seeding of wheat or rye is 

generally very good for timothy and red-top, sown 

at the time of seeding the grain. As already 

pointed out, such seedings are not to be regarded 

as the best, as the purpose in the seeding is to 

secure the grain crop rather than the grass, and 

the grass crop is assured only when the conditions 

are all favorable for germination and subsequent 

growth. It has been demonstrated that, in order 

to secure the best results, the land intended for 

permanent meadows should be specially prepared, 
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not only plowed deep, but frequently and thor- 

oughly cultivated, both to destroy weed seeds and 

to put the soil in an exceedingly fine tilth, which 

promotes the solubility of plant-food and permits 

the easy penetration of the roots of the young 

plants. It has been shown, also, that grass thus 

seeded does not usually require a nurse-crop, and 

that such seedings will give a larger yield of hay, 

the following season, than can be expected when 

seeded with grain in the customary way. 

Seed and seeding 

When seeded for permanent timothy meadow 

and for market, hay is the object sought; hence, 

if land is well prepared and clean, twenty to thirty 

pounds of seed should be used, although it follows 

that with this thick seeding abundance of avail- 

able food should be present. The common practice 

of mixing timothy and clover is a good one, as gen- 

erally a larger crop is obtained the first season—a 

sufficient inerease to pay, although the selling price 

is lower for mixed hay. In this ease, the follow- 

ing mixture of seed has been found to be good 

(using twenty to twenty-four pounds of seed per 

acre) : 

TIMOtHyY:. 4 ai Bae cea areas eos 12 pounds 

Redvclover® <s* 3 Sy emecaa se Cee Bete ee 4 pounds 

AIstK6 *_ 4) tei ar cat et get, Bea Sees 2 pounds 



timothy, red-top and Kentucky blue-grass. 

Meadow of mixed grasses 

Fig. 60. 
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This mixture makes an excellent hay for home 

feeding, especially for cattle. The following mix- 

ture of seed has been found to be most excellent 

for lands well adapted to grass, the finer grasses 

making a thick sward, and insuring a larger yield: 

Pimothiys cathe ashes og ene ene. Men) rece hae 8 pounds 

ned. Clover.) cate wo he rae ets oe 4 pounds 

AL SIEOS oe S775 iets cence pins Shc) Teen Aee Se” gee na Ee LO UILES 

Kentueky blue-orass 27s cs. 1. 0. ne sien 2 pounds 

Red =topi a tien Gh al hen el) eons tan 4 on OUNCE 

On clay loam lands that are naturally moist, the 

red-top and blue-grass are likely to crowd out the 
timothy, leaving a practically pure seeding of 

the red-top and the blue-grass. These make hay 

that is not readily salable, although, if cut when in 

full head and before the seeds have ripened, it is 

readily eaten by cattle. If allowed to ripen, the 

quality is much redueed, as it is not only unpala- 

table but is less digestible. Timothy for market 

should be cut as soon as the blossoms have 

dropped and the seeds formed, but not hardened; 

the leaves are still bright, while the yield has 
practically reached its maximum. 

Whatever the mixture, the seeding may be made 

in the early fall, during a period ranging in 

southern sections from the latter part of August 

to early in October. The main point is to have 

the seeding made early enough to ensure a good 

growth before winter, and late enough to avoid 
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such summer weeds as crab-grass. Unless too 

large growth is made the first fall, it should not be 

removed nor pastured, but allowed to remain on 

the land. If heavy growth is made, it is better to 

mow, rather than to pasture it off before winter. 

Manures and fertilizers 

In seeding down meadows for permanent mow- 

ing, it is very important that the land, even 

though naturally fertile, be well supplied with 

available plant-food. This may be either barnyard 

manure or commercial fertilizer; in the absence 

of barnyard manure, commercial fertilizers can be 

depended on exclusively. In the use of barnyard 

manure, the quantity applied should range from 

six to eight tons per acre, preferably in fine 

condition, distributed evenly, and thoroughly 

cultivated into the surface soil. This should be 

supplemented at time of seeding by a fertilizer 
mixture made up largely of phosphates and potash 

salts, as the manure will supply an abundance of 

nitrogen to give the plant a start and insure its 

growth the first season. <A good formula or 

mixture for application at time of seeding is the 
following: 

INTETA LO OLOSOUR: beicy fist sat les ele gee 50 pounds 

Ground tankage or bone ..... . - 200 pounds 

Aciaephosplate: co )2 sie. «e600 pounds 

Miuriaterot potash) @2u.8.. 2.6). 7, « = bo JOO" pounds 
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This application, when used without manure, 
may be 300 to 609 pounds per acre; with manure, 

about 200 to 350 pounds per acre. This should be 

appled previous to seeding and well harrowed in. 

If the stand on young meadows is good, no top- 

dressing is needed the first year, on good lands. 

In spring, after the first year, the meadow should 

be top-dressed with a commercial fertilizer, or 

with finely divided manure early in the season, in 

order to supply the food needed for the rapid 

growth, as well as to encourage the deep rooting of 

the grasses, and a thickening of the sward. The 

mixtures for spring top-dressing should contain a 

large proportion of nitrate of soda, as this is the 

one form of nitrogen that is soluble and readily 

diffusible in the soil; this will penetrate deeply 

and encourage a deeper rooting of the plant. A 

formula made up as follows is one of the best: 

Nitrate of soda ..e5.05 2. 4 oi «eee OCU pounoE 

Ground Donme@.2v.).) 6: ison «oe ce eee, COO pOUMEas 

Acid phosphate.) 2) ss bane. fee 6 eee oe COU epoumas 

Muriate of potash . 3... . 2... .%- 100 pounds 

The summer or fall applications may contain a 

larger proportion of the minerals, and a formula 

made up of 

Nitrate of soda... «i ..« ss... *200 pounds 

Ground bone. 2... sss... . «2 “200epounds 

Acid phosphate. «% 2 s.%2... .3. ‘d00@pomnds 

Muriate of potash ..... .... . 3100 pounds 
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may be used in order to encourage the growth of 

the second crop, or aftermath. For this purpose, 

an application of 150 to 300 pounds of the mixture 

per acre may be made. Experiments to determine 
the most useful quantity show that, for the spring 

top-dressing, as high as 450 pounds of a mixture 

rich in nitrate, as the one above, will pay better 

than smaller applications, although in many in- 

stances, where the areas are large, farmers are 

not prepared to provide so large an allowance. 

These top-dressings, as already pointed out, may 

be either manure or fertilizer, but they should be 
applied every year, if permanence and good crops 

are expected; and, while the proportions of the 

different grasses may change somewhat, experi- 

ence shows that the yields will be more profitable 

and will gradually increase, owing to the improved 

fertility of the land. 

Experiments at the West Virginia Experiment 

Station show that the use of manure alone, when 

applied to a soil not highly fertile, caused an 

increase in yield from less than two tons per 

acre in the first year to over five tons per acre 

in the sixth year, and with nitrate of soda alone 
to about four tons. The average for the six 

years was four tons and over, for the manure, 

and three tons and over for the nitrate. “The 

entire meadow produced hay during the six years 

of the test to the value of more than thirty-six 
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dollars per acre per year, in addition to paying 

for all the fertihzer applied, while the land at 

the close of the five years was more valuable 

than at the beginning of the test. This plan of 
growing hay would not only result in increasing 

the value per acre to the farmer, but largely 

improved his soil for other crops.” 

Recent experiments at Cornell (Bulletins 232, 

241) did not give very encouraging results on tim- 

othy with fertilizers alone (muriate potash, acid 

phosphate, nitrate of soda, and combinations) as 

compared with good stable manure: “It 1s per- 

fectly obvious from these experiments that, on 

the Dunkirk clay loam on which this experiment 

was conducted and in this climate and under the 

eonditions of this experiment, stable manure, 

at fifty cents a load,! brought much better finan- 

cial results than any application of commercial 

fertilizer at current prices for the same. It also 

demonstrates that on this soil, which has been 

under cultivation for two or three generations, 

when stable manure is available, excellent crops 

of timothy hay may be produced. Where stable 

manure can be procured in sufficient quantity, 

the use of commercial fertilizers 1s not necessary. 

1In making such comparisons as this, everything depends on the 

value placed on the manure. It is possible that fifty cents a load for 

manure is a comparable price on some farms, but farmers cannot buy 

manure and haul it at this figure. One dollar a load is probably a fairer 

price; and for city manures even this figure must be at least doubled. 
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On the other hand, these experiments give rea- 

son to believe that, when stable manure is lack- 

ing or not sufficiently abundant, commercial 

fertilizers may be used, if used judiciously, with 
good results. 

“For the New York farmer, especially those 

who wish to raise the maximum amount of hay, 

a judicious blending of stable manure, legumi- 

nous crops and commercial fertilizers will prob- 

ably bring both the maximum yield and_ the 

most economic returns. For the farmer who 
wishes to raise a larger proportion of hay on 

Dunkirk clay loam, an eight-year rotation may 

be suggested: hay, five years; an intertilled 

crop, such as corn, potatoes, beans, mangels, 

rutabagas or cabbages, one year; oats, one year; 

winter wheat or rye, one year. Timothy would 

be seeded in the fall with the wheat or rye and 

a mixture of red and alsike clover the following 

spring. In this rotation stable manure should 

be applied to the grass land before plowing for 

the cultivated crop. No fertilizer of any sort 

need be apphed for oats. To the wheat apply 

commercial fertilizer relatively high in phosphorie | 
acid and potash and low in nitrogen. Apply in 

the spring to each grass crop, just as soon as 

the grass starts, commercial fertilizers relatively 

high in nitrogen and low in phosphoric acid and 

potash. Mixed fertilizers usually contain too 

U 
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high a proportion of phosphoric acid and too 
low a proportion of nitrogen for the production 

of timothy hay upon the soil and in the climate 

under consideration. It would probably be best 

for the farmer to buy the separate ingredients 

and mix them himself. The following mixture 

or its equivalent is recommended, nitrate of 

soda, 200 pounds; 16 per cent acid phosphate, 

100 pounds, and muriate of potash, 80 per cent 

purity, 50 pounds. Whether this quantity should 
be applied per acre, or a greater or less quantity, 

ean best be determined from the history of the 

land and the appearance of the meadow from 

year to year. In the experiments under consid- 

eration, only acid phosphate has been used as a 

souree of phosphoric acid, although experiments 
at the Pennsylvania and Illinois Stations indi- 
eate that finely ground phosphate rock may, in 

the course of a rotation, be equally useful.” 

PERMANENT PASTURES 

The treatment of permanent pastures follows 

the same general procedure as for permanent 
meadows. In many parts of the country, past- 

ures occupy the rougher areas of the farm. In 

some instances they are too wet, in others too 

rough, and in practically all cases no attention 

is given to their improvement, either in the way 
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of added fertility, or of drainage, or in cleaning 

the land of foreign growths. Experience has 

shown that pastures may be very materially 1m- 

proved, and at slight expense, if careful plans 

are made and a definite system of treatment is 

laid out and practiced. In the preparation of the 

land, and seeding, the suggestions already made 

for meadows may follow, except that many 

grasses will serve as pasture that are not so well 

adapted for hay; besides, the objections made to 

mixtures for hay do not hold good for pastures, 

as the farmer uses them for his own stock rather 

than offers them for sale. 

Seed mixture 

The following mixture of grasses and clovers 

will probably answer quite as well as any other, 

in the seeding down of pastures, as the variety 

of grasses is such as to insure a thick sward, 

as well as to provide for both early and late 

erazing: 

Timothy <2. Sve.0 6 4%. 048 « wae « « eo pounds 

Orchard grass... sc. 2s 2s ss» 2s. 2 ipounds 

Red =top sad elie s > o eul.a wa aece el aeeeumes 

Kentucky blue-grass. ......... =. 2 pounds 

Italian Pye-e1ass 6-6) soe. aa we ae @ oe DP pound 

Meadow fescue... @..... <... +s » 2pounds 

Red clover 4. sa. « wae es Boer a ss OU 

White clover 3.7 2 MS 2 es 4 oe. Ge 2 pounds 
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Preparation of land and top-dressing 

In the preparation of the land and in seeding, 

great care should be exercised to remove all 

weeds, by allowing the land to lhe bare for a 

time previous to seeding, and frequently to cul- 
tivate it. Since the pasture is to remain for a 

long period, it 1s usually important that the land 

be well limed, using from forty to fifty bushels 

per acre, and thoroughly harrowing it into the soil 

in the summer before the seeding. This will not 

onlv sweeten the soil, but will encourage the 

growth of clovers and other valuable legumes, 

which are always desirable. 
Top-dressings should then be made at least 

onee each year, preferably early in spring before 

the animals are turned on. The mixture may be 

similar to that reeommended for meadows, applied 

at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per acre. If ap- 

plied in the fall, after the pasturage has ceased for 

the season, one not containing nitrates is prefer- 

able. An equal mixture of kainit, ground bone and 

acid phosphate has been found to be very useful, 

at the rate of about three hundred pounds per 

acre. This top-dressing not only causes a thicker 

erowth of the nutritious grasses, but encourages a 

tendeney to deep rooting, and thus a greater 

resistance to drought, besides improving the soil 

from year to year and preventing running out of 
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the grasses, which is so common on neglected 

pasture. 

Weeds and brambles which are not consumed 
by stock should be removed each year, preferably 

in August, at which season the destruction of the 

plant is likely to result. Systematic management 

and treatment of pastures will result in many in- 

stances in increasing the yield more than two-fold; 

this should be a part of the practice of every far- 

mer. On rough lands, where it is not possible to 

plow and prepare the soil and where grasses come 

in naturally, the permanency of the pastures may 

be increased, and the quality improved, simply by 

dressing with commercial fertilizers, using mainly 

ground bone, acid phosphate and muriate of pot- 

ash, and liming once in about four years. Many 

hill pastures, that furnish scanty herbage, may be 

very quickly improved by this method, and the 

yield of forage very largely increased. In these 

eases, the soil is frequently dry and poor, and it 

requires only that the minerals should be applied, 

in order that the plants may develop more rapidly, 

and continue for a longer time. 

Renewing old pastures 

Old pastures that have become sod-bound and 

mossy may be greatly improved by searifying with 

any suitable tool; a spike-tooth harrow will answer 
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the purpose, as it will do greater service among 

stones and stumps than most others. Lime the 

land at the rate of twenty-five bushels per acre, 
and fertilize with the mixture of ground bone, acid 

phosphate and kainit at the rate of 200 to 500 

pounds per aere. The stirring of the soil will let in 

the air, the lime will sweeten it, and the fertilizer 

will provide additional food. Seed should then be 

sown and lightly covered. The expense is not 

great, while the value of the pasture is manifestly 

improved, and its greater permanence assured. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

BERMUDA-GRASS AND RUSSIAN BROME GRASS 

TimotTHy, red-top and June-grass are the staple 

meadow and pasture grasses of the older parts of 

the United States. The remarks in the preceding 

chapter apply specially to them and to ecombi- 

nations with clovers. There remain very many 

grasses of recent introduction, or which have 

lately come into notice, but a discussion of them 

is seareely called for in a brief popular work of 

this kind. Two other grasses, however, need to 
be specially considered, and a discussion of them 

now follows. 

BERMUDA-GRASS 

Bermuda-grass is now regarded as one of the 

most valuable grasses for the southern states, par- 

ticularly for pasture. It is perennial, the creeping 

stems of which produce nodes at short intervals; 

each joint is capable of producing a new plant, 

even though it is eut off and completely separated 

from the main stem. It is because of this charac- 

teristic, although valuable from the standpoint of 

securing a thick stand, that many farmers object 

to its introduction, as, after if is onee seeded, the 

(328) 
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cleaning of the land is very difficult. Many growers 
now think that, when rotations are desired, it is 

not necessary completely to clean the land of 

Bermuda-grass, since, if a few joints are left, 

these serve to bind the land and to hold moisture; 

then, when the grass crop is wanted again, enough 

joints remain alive quickly to form a complete 

eover. The plant makes a thick, leafy growth 

with branches of five to ten inches in height. It is 
the common lawn grass of the South. 

Bermuda-grass 1s a hot-weather plant, and 

thrives only in those regions in which the winters 
are short, and the frost does not penetrate deep or 

persist for a long time. It grows through the 

entire summer. While it will make a much better 
yield on good lands, it is also well adapted for 

pasture on poor lands, and on those hable to wash 

and gulley; and its power of withstanding heat 

and drought, and to revive quickly when moisture 

comes, are among its valuable characteristics. It 

crows best on light soils, river-bottoms and at the 

foot of hills, where the soil has been washed from 

the higher levels. Its habit of throwing out under- 

eround stems, makes it better adapted to sandy 

lands than to stiff heavy clays; nevertheless, when 

onee well established on the heavier soils, it is 

serviceable. It has rendered great service in the 

South in preventing the washing of lands, a 

danger that is common in the southern states. 
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Preparation of the land 

As with other grass plants, the better the prep- 

aration of land, and the cleaner, the quicker will 

the stand of grass be secured. The conditions 

which result from the planting and eare of corn, 
cotton and tobaceo, provide a suitable preparation 

for Bermuda-grass. Owing to the high price of 

seed and its low vitality, the method now generally 

used to secure a stand, is to plant pieces of root- 

stocks rather than to seed in the ordinary way, 

although it is necessary to have a small area 
seeded to use as a cutting nursery for enlarging 

the area. For this purpose, the seed should be 

sown broadcast, on clean, moist land, and covered 

with a rake or light harrow. Five pounds of seed 

is sufficient for an acre. 

This plant responds well to fertilizers, and top- 

dressings with nitrate of soda, where the soils 

have been suitably fertilized with minerals at time 

of seeding, are very profitable. 

Bermuda-grass for pasture or meadow 
‘ 

The following methods of securing a pasture 

or meadow of Bermuda-grass are deseribed by 

Prof. F. Lamson-Seribner!: — 

“On aeeount of the high price of seed, and the 

ICircular 31, Div. of Agrostology, Dept. of Agr., Washington, D. C. 
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necessity of a thorough preparation of the soil, 

pastures and meadows are more often started 

from cuttings. To prepare cuttings, the sod is 

gathered and cut into small pieces with a feed 

eutter or other similar machine, or a wooden 

block and hatchet can be used if only a small 

quantity is needed. Since most of the propa- 

gating stems are near the surface, it is necessary 

to shave off a layer of sod only an inch or two 

thick. If cuttings are wanted in large quantities, 

the sod ean be plowed and the roots harrowed 

into windrows or piles. In all cases care should 

be taken not to allow the roots to get dry. The 

cuttings may be planted at any time of the year 

in the South, except the coldest winter months, 

but the work is usually done in March. If a 

meadow is desired, more care should be taken 
in the planting of the cuttings to insure a level 

surface for the mowing machine. The cuttings 

are planted by dropping them at intervals of a 

foot or two in shallow furrows, and covering with 

the next round of the plow. This ean be done 

when the field is plowed, the cuttings being 

dropped every other round or every third round. 
Or the field can be prepared first and the eut- 
tings dropped upon the surface and pressed in 
with the foot as they are planted. For meadows 

it is best to go over the land with a roller after 

planting. For pastures, when a smooth surface 
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is not necessary, it is sufficient to plow shallow 
furrows every two to four feet and drop the cut- 

tings therein, covering them with the foot or by 

turning the soil back over them with the plow. 

“Professor Tracy remarks:—‘So easily may 

Bermuda-grass be propagated that good stands 
ean be secured by seattering a dozen or more 

sods to the acre and eultivating the land in corn 

or cotton two or three years, when the grass 

becomes distributed in the field.’ ” 

Yield and value of crop 

Bermuda-grass is relished by all kinds of live- 

stock, and in all stages of growth, making a 

palatable and nutritious pasture and hay. Owing 

to its drought - resisting qualities, it provides 

pasture throughout the entire summer season, 

which ranges from seven months, in North Caro- 

lina, to nearly the entire year in the far South. 
It is not desirable, however, to graze throughout 

the entire year, as grazing naturally reduces the 

vitality of the plant. Neither should it be grazed 

too closely soon after planting, as this has a 

tendency to destroy the runners, thus prevent- 

ing the formation of new plants. On established 

pastures, however, close grazing is desirable, 

beeause the pasture is more palatable,—the stems 

not becoming hard and wiry and less digestible. 
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For use as hay, the crop should be harvested 

when a large proportion of the stems are in 

bloom. The number of cuttings in a season must 

depend on soil and season, ranging from one to 

four per year, with a total yield of one to three 
tons per acre. 

The following reports! from the states indicated 

show that Bermuda-grass is highly regarded and 
likely to prove one of the most valuable forage 
crops: 

* Alabama.— This grass will grow under the 
most flagrant neglect; while care and cultivation 

will bring out its characteristics to a marked de- 

gree, and will repay the cultivator for all his ex- 

pense and trouble. It is an excellent grass to 

prevent the washing of the land, for filling up 

gullies and preserving terraces. It makes one of 

the best lawns ‘on account of its smooth and regu- 

lar growth, and its power to withstand the heat of 

the sun. The Bermuda-grass is not so difficult to 

eradicate from the field as most farmers seem to 

think. Close cultivation in cotton for two or three 

vears, and thorough pulverization of the soil will 

destroy this plant. 

“ Arkansas.—Bermuda-grass is the best summer 
pasture grass we have for the sandy soils of south 
Arkansas, and is one of the best hay grasses for 

all parts of the state, except the northwestern 

! Bulletin No. 55, Oklahoma Experiment Station, 
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part. It is not generally regarded with much 

favor, but, where it has established itself and is 

being utilized, it is regarded with great favor. On 

the barren soils it does not succeed, but it suc- 

eeeds on all other soils whether wet or dry. It 

makes hay of superior quality that is highly rel- 

ished by live-stock. When the value of Bermuda- 

grass for hay, pasture and a soil-renovator is 

appreciated, and the proper methods for cultivat- 

ing and controlling it are understood, it will be a 

highly appreciated grass. Shade is fatal to the 

grass, and by using the harrow, then oats, then 

cowpeas and cotton, the grass can be subdued and 

eradicated. T'o start the grass by seed is uneer- 
tain. The cheapest and best way is to start to 

turn up a Bermuda sod and harrow the roots into 

piles, then chop them into short pieces with a 

hatehet and sow them on freshly broken soil and 

plow them in. The roots must not get dry while 

out of the ground. 

* California.— This grass has introduced itself 

in a bold and uninvited manner. Its perfect adap- 
tability to the conditions is evidenced by the thrifty 

growth on all kinds of soil, including strong alkali, 

very dry and very wet, producing more than any 

other grass (without care or planting), abundant 

feed during nine months of the year. The objec- 

tions to this useful grass are mostly founded on 

the prejudice of the people, which renders them 
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blind to their own interests. Many men are wear- 

ing out their lives in poverty, trying to grow fruit 

on land poorly adapted to fruit-growing, but emi- 

nently adapted to Bermuda-grass. 

* Lowstana.—For winter and early spring, Texas 

blue-grass and the clovers seem to fulfil all the 

requirements, followed in summer by Bermuda- 

and crab-grass, the two best grasses we have. It 

was impossible during the wet summer to restrict 

the last two to the plots allotted to them, but to- 

gether, they covered the whole area of the (grass) 
garden, yielding several cuttings of hay for our 

work animals. 

“ Mississippt.— This grass is the most valuable 

species we have in the South, and is too well 
known to need any description. It succeeds best 

on rich bottom lands and on the black prairie soil, 

where it will yield two cuttings in a season, mak- 

ing two to four tons of hay per acre. This hay is 

of the very best quality, being especially valuable 
for horses and mules.” 

J.S. Newman, in Bulletin No. 76, of the South 

Carolina Station, says of the plant: “This most 
valuable acquisition to our list of pasture grasses 

seems to have come from India, where it is called 

Dingo.” 

“Until its great value as a pasture grass and, 
on moist, fertile soils, as a hay producer, became 

known, it was regarded as a pest by the cotton 
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planters all over the southern United States. 
Many plantations, in the south Atlantic states, 
were abandoned on account of its prevalence upon 

them, which are now yielding more profitable 

returns from Bermuda pastures and Bermuda hay 
than were ever realized from the same fields while 

cultivated in cotton. There is a well authenticated 

record of 153,000 pounds of Bermuda hay, per acre, 

from three mowings during one season, on the 

Oconee river-bottoms in Georgia. 

“Farmers who, a few years since, dreaded its 

appearance upon their farms as they did Canada 

thistle or the famous coco or nut grass, are 

now industriously planting Bermuda pastures and 

meadows.” 

Meadows of Bermuda-grass should be renewed 

once in three or four years, as the tendency 1s to 

become sod-bound. The meadows may be re- 

newed by deep plowing, and seeding in the late 

fall with any of the crops usually grown for spring 

pasture or soiling; vetch and winter oats have 

been used for this purpose with great success. 

An abundance of seed should be used and the 

land well fertilized in order to insure a vigorous 

growth that will help to choke the grass. The 

sods and roots left will spread rapidly after the 

forage crops have been grazed or cut, provided 

the land is naturally fertile, or has been even 

manured or fertilized. 
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Methods of eradication 

“The very qualities which render Bermuda so 

valuable as a pasture grass serve to make it an 

aggressive and pestiferous weed. On account of 

its tendency to spread and insinuate itself into 

land where itis not wanted, and to persist in 

fields which are to be used for other purposes, 

it has, in many cases, not been utilized to the 
extent that its good qualities would indicate. 
However, it can be eradicated from a field with 

comparative ease by proper cultivation. Since it 

will not thrive in the shade, it is only necessary 

to smother it out by some quick-growing crop. 

A method recommended by southern agricul- 

turists, and which may be modified to suit con- 

ditions, is to plow the land after the last crop 

of hay is eut, if the field is a meadow, or about 

this season if it is a pasture. Sow the field to 

oats, wheat or other thick-growing crops. When 

this crop is harvested, plow the land immediately 

and plant to cowpeas. It is probably best to 

plant these in drills and cultivate them until the 

vines meet, after which they will shade the ground 
and prevent the growth of Bermuda. Usually 

this treatment is sufficient to completely destroy 

the Bermuda; but if not, the process ean be 

repeated.” (Cireular No. 31, Division of Agros- 

tology, Devartment of Agriculture. ) 
Vv 
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RUSSIAN BROME GRASS (Bromus inermis) (Figs. 62, 63) 

This perennial grass was introduced into the 

United States in 1882, and is now widely grown 

in Canada and in North and South Dakota, and in 

the western parts of Minnesota, also in Kansas 

and Nebraska, and in parts of many other of the 

western states, both because it is itself a good 

grass crop and because it resists cold and drought. 

The habits of growth of this plant are similar 
to those of quack-grass; it has creeping root- 

stocks, branching out in every direction, and these 

produce at each joint a bud, which is capable 

of producing another plant. It grows to an average 

height of about two feet, although under good con- 

ditions it will reach a much greater height. The 

leaves are broad, thick and abundant, when the 

soil is good. This grass makes a large yield, 

beeause of the thickness, even though the height 

is somewhat reduced. It is well adapted to lght, 

dry soils. It starts in spring earlier than any of 

the other valuable grasses. It matures usually in 

the month of June. It is a very palatable grass, 

all animals being fond of it. Because of its habit 

of growth, it makes a valuable pasture throughout 

the entire season, and is also useful as hay. The 

yields from an average crop are one and one-half 

to three tons per acre. 

Bromus inermis is adapted to a wide variety 
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Bromus inermis. Fig. 62 

Photographed by H. lL. Bolley, North Dakota. 
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of lands, although it seems to do very much better 

on light sandy soils, deficient in moisture. This 

makes it a useful plant where others would not 

grow well; but it does not follow that it will not 
grow much better on soils of higher fertility. This 
brome grass is not well adapted to a rotation of 

crops, because of the difheulty of cleaning the land, 

although this is less difficult than in the case of 

Bermuda-grass. It should not be allowed to grow 

for a long period without breaking up, if used in 

rotations. 

Fertihzing Bromus inermis 

In renewing either pastures or meadows of 

Bromus inermis that are too thin, seed may be 

added in the fall and hghtly covered with a har- 
row, although a thin stand will ordinarily thicken 

up sufficiently, if the plant-food is ample. As 

with other grasses, fertilizers or manures are 

beneficial, and top-dressings of manure, either 

in the late winter or early spring (four to six 

loads per acre), or top-dressings of nitrate of 

soda when the plants are well started, will usu- | 

ally pay well. When lands are rich and moist, 

there is sometimes difficulty in destroying the 
grass, when land is broken for other crops; but 

if plowed deep and followed by one or more 

cultivated crops, there need be little anxiety on 

this score. 
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The preparation of land, and seeding 

Russian brome grass does not grow rapidly 

the first season. Therefore the land should be 

well prepared and free from weed seeds before 

planting. It is more desirable to sow after a 
cultivated crop, or on land that has been sum- 

mer-fallowed part of the season. The good 

preparation necessary for the seeding of any 

grass will answer. It may be sown in fall or 

spring, although, under average conditions, the 

most favorable time is the early spring, especially 

if sown with a nurse crop. If seeded in August 

or September, on land that has been well pre- 

pared, it should make a good crop the following 

season. In the South, it is preferable to sow in 

the fall, owing to the fear of destruction by the 

hot, dry weather of the following summer. 
When seeded without other grasses, twelve to 

fifteen pounds per acre is sufficient, when in- 

tended for hay; sixteen to twenty pounds should 

be used when intended for pasture. When it is 

a part of a combination of other grasses, the 

proportions may be two to five pounds, according 

to the object of the seeding, although little expe- 

rience has accumulated in this country as to its 

permanent character in pasture and meadows. 

Its natural tendeney is to crowd out other less 

vigorous grasses 
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Pasturing and harvesting 

For pasture, the brome grass will stand close 

grazing, particularly on good lands, but if pastured 

very late and close in the fall, the yield of the 
next season’s crop is likely to be reduced. 

In eutting for hay, it should be harvested when 
fully in head, although for horses it may be cut 
when the blooms have disappeared. Probably 

the best time for cutting, as for other grasses, 

is when the plants are in full bloom. The cut- 
ting and curing does not differ from the methods 

recommended for timothy, or the other better 
known grasses. 



CHAPTER XIX 

COMPOSITION, FERTILIZER AND COEFFICIENT 

TABLES 

THis chapter contains tables showing the aver- 

age composition of American forage crops and 

feed stuffs, together with the fertilizer constitu- 

ents contained in them, and the average coeffi- 

cients of digestibility. 
The analyses represent the average as near as 

may be, although it should be understood that 

average compositions of products of varying qual- 

ity are a guide only when accompanied with 

knowledge of the possible variations that may 

occur; they are chiefly useful in showing differ- 
ences in the composition of groups, rather than 
giving exact information as to what may be ex- 
pected under different conditions. This is partieu- 

larly true in the case of crops used for green 
forage, as the range in content of dry matter is 

very wide, owing to the necessity of beginning to 

harvest when the plants are immature and con- 

tinuing it so long as they remain palatable. The 

composition of fine feeds also varies widely, 

although it is possible now to so classify as to 

eliminate the variations that formerly existed. 
(344) 
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The tables showing the average fertilizer ingre- 

dients of fodders and feeds are also subject to the 

same criticism, although not to the same degree. 

These data are of special service, in the case 

of farm crops, in showing the relations between 
the different classes, and, in the case of fine feeds 

(which are not forage-crop products), in indicat- 

ing the gains or losses that may be ineurred in 

the exchange of home-grown herbage feeds for 

the more concentrated refuse or by-products. 

The average coefficients of digestibility are also 

subject to variations, as must be apparent to 

those who give the matter consideration. They 

are to be used as guides only, and not as absolute 

facts. 

The data contained in these various tables 

have been derived from a number of sources, but 

mainly from tabulations of analyses made by the 

various experiment stations of this country. The 

coefficients of digestibility are the averages of 

American digestion experiments contained in the 

report of the Hatch Experiment Station of Massa- 

chusetts, for 1906. 

PLAN” OF TABLES I AND If 

1. Green fodder, pp. 347, 358. 

A, Cereals and grasses. 

B. Legumes. 

C. Combination crops. 

D. Miseellaneous, 
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2. Silage, pp. 349, 359. 

3. Hay and dried coarse fodder, pp. 349, 359. 

A, Cereals. 

B. Grasses—hay. 

C. Legumes—hay. 

D,. Miscellaneous. 

E. Straw. 

4, Roots, pp. 351, 361. 

5. Grains and other seeds, pp. 351, 361. 

6. Oil cake meals, pp. 352, 362. 

7. Corn products, pp. 352, 362. 

. Oat products, pp. 3538, 363. 

Wheat products, pp. 354, 363. 

10. Rye, buckwheat, rice, etc., pp. 354, 363. 

11. Brewery and distillery products, pp. 355, 364. 

12. Feed mixtures, pp. 355, 364. 

13. Stock, calf and poultry mixtures, pp. 356, 365. 

PLAN OF TABLE III 

I. EXPERIMENTS WITH RUMINANTS 

1. Green fodders, p. 366. 

A, Cereals and grasses. 

B, Legumes. 

2. Silage, p. 367. 

3. Hay and dried coarse fodders, p. 368. 

A. Cereal fodders. 

B. Grasses and millets. 

C. Legumes. 

D. Miscellaneous. 

4. Roots and tubers, p. 370. 

5. Concentrated feed stuffs, p. 370. 

A. Protein. 

B, Starehy materials. 

Il. EXPERIMENTS WITH SWINE. 

Ill. EXPERIMENTS WITH HORSES. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH POULTRY. 
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TABLE I 

AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS 

O47 

1. GREEN FODDER. 

a. Cerealsand Grasses. 

Corn: (Maize). .2... 32. 
White Thoroughbred 

Hlantscorme: i sais 
Southern White corn 
DWE COLS «.< aes. a2 
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Hvergreen ......... 
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DTNSAT-CANC va:ci oe sie os 
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MILE .setete te ateage cre'ee 
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Bearl millet. .2ct<.scs 
Common millet ...... 
Canary Bird Seed 
MONG oc eten a. os 

Early Harvest millet. 
Golden “millet c..cc.<cs 

UTGE Ness Gis, case's © 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

ae HA 5 oe 
Lm q Bes 

ee, 2 ee | 2 ee 
2S < i = an) oa 
A E a a eg 

SH 

GREEN FODDERS — Cereals 
and Grasses, continued. 

OntS eeacecareo seen ees 7 COLO eles, 3.1 8.0 TikS 0.7 
BAStUTC /OASS qe crete ou G3al7 |) 9352 5.6 7.4 EZ 1D 
Mixed grasses and 
GONG Tyas’ clots icin, + eos 2 75.0 | 1.6 pa) 8.0 ap ley 0.8 

Johnson grass.....'...< il 75.0 | 1.4 V2 tats) 13.2 0.3 
Orchiard=erassisice. <2 8 (arOh |e <0 2.6 8.2 Nea) 0.9 
Mall Oat=OraS Skiers, «1c 4 70.0 | 1.6 2 coeleLOrs 14.7 9.6 
Italian rye-grass ..... 24 73.2 | 2.5 3.1 6.8 13.3 1.3 

b. Legumes. 

Red aCloverinaacscis + 22. 43 (OS |eo ok 4.4 8.1 13.5 Weil 
Crimson clover....... 4 84.0 | 1.4 3.0 4.1 7.0 0.5 
Mammoth Red clover. 4 80.0 | 1.9 3.0 5.8 8.9 0.4 
Alsike clover......... 4 74.8 | 2.0 3.9 7.4 11.0 0.9 
Web CLOVER « o<2 cic 4 80.0 | 1.9 3.8 6.3 7.4 0.6 
Alfalfa as 2. mrcteve Giaressious oD 110°) “1:9 3.6 6.3 10.1 0.6 
WOM CAN a sisters ce ore als 32 84.4 | 19 eld) 3.6 6.8 0.4 
Canada field pea...... 26 S47 1.3 2.8 4.4 6.3 0.5 
SOY DEAN. a-%.-,<liensers 20 fool | 22.6 4.0 Gnd 10.6 1.0 
Velvet beam .2).2 5044 2). 1 83-270 1.9 3.5 orl 6.6 0.7 
Sande vietehereiery-tete retest 14 Sho) | |aecel 3.6 4.0 4.6 0.4 
Spting vetchic sn. sas. 4 85.05) 1.4 rey 4.5 6.1 0.4 
KidneysevietCh =. <iet..tc 1 85.0 | 2.0 2.8 2.3 7.4 0.5 
EUV Gia ceetote icity -repahoiete ete 5 sored) Ib Ure 2.2 2.1 7.0 0.5 
ELORSe@yb ams are sie) crete 1 85.0 | 0.9 2.5 4.3 6.9 0.4 
FE LAt CAs oo cele cietee aie 2 So.Ou elas 4.4 me rh 5.0 0.6 
SAM LOU sicic wis < s-e:s)sc0% 1 fo 0°) 2.1 4.4 6.0 11.6 0.9 
PELLAG EMA hare /a/o's ctw ss 33 85.0) (2156 Dee 4.4 6.5 03 
Sa Save tes cesta 2 75.0 | 2.3 4.3 5.2 12.5 0.7 

ce. Combination Crops. 

Oats and peas........ i Teall) 1:6 2.4 6.1 9.6 0.6 
Barley and peas...... 1 80.0 | 1.6 2.8 6.8 8 2 0.6 
Corn and peas........ 1 80.0 | 1.8 2.1 5.3 10.4 0.4 
Sweet corn and peas.. 1 80.0 | 1.5 1.8 4.8 | 11.4 0.5 
Millet and peas....... ] 80.0 | 1.8 2.4 (0) 8.0 0.3 
Sorghum and peas .. 1 80.0 | 16 1.6 6.5 9.9 0.4 

Corn and soybean ... 3 SOLO 1. 2.6 5.0 10.4 0.5 
Barley and vetch..... 2 80.0 | 1.2 28 6.5 9.0 0.5 
Oats and vetch (1-1).. 3 80.0 | 1.8 3.0 6.3 8.4 0.5 
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TABLE 1. AVERAGE CoMPOSILION OF FoDDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

GREEN FoDDERS—Combina- 
tion Crops, continued. 

Oats and veteb (4-1).. 
Wheat and vetch...... 
Tall oat-grass and 

DUSTIRG Wes hecciorclevesnverere 
Orchard-grass and 

DISTK OR. hares itsceeeres 

d. Miscellaneous. 

Apple pomace.......- 
Sugar-beet pulp...... 

Prickly ‘comfrey,.... 
FRUIS AM C ire fe case ie tetorere 
SDUITY <r. 36s Sistare'sisia-« 

2. SILAGE. 

WOT eric ciisivies o's eins ei 
SOE PNM se celes.c no's 
Rede clovencne see ces - 
Brewers’ grains ...... 

MIOMDGAIM t cckiccs cies cists 
Soybean and corn .... 
Soybean and millet... 
Ni) WENGE Born Boor eae 

3. Hay AND DRIED COARSE 
FODDER. 

a. Cereals. 

Corn fodder..... a deretene 
Cornystoverss.c ec eees 

Oat toddermescsee sce 

b. Grasses. Hay. 

Mixed grasses and 
COMET ernest 

Orehard-grass©. 2. 2 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

eg 
E B, 4 =| a 2 
Lert Cy iy oe u Oo # 

fe | 3 | 2 | 2 | 25s eee 
Vaal E = z a £ 2 A 

ales 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE 
FoppER— Grasses, Hay, con. 

ED INLOT UY ae wince einen os 25 13.3} C41 6:3) 29.25: Peabo ig 
ROW CD iigeis cd dha sclera ci 29 14.0 | 6.4 [1.40 223 9M oles 3.0 
Hungarian grass.....| 11 10.7 | 6.2 7.8-| -26.3) | S4ieS By 
puont SCALE. c6 se,sc a li 8.5 | 10.6 7.3 | 21.3 | 49.9 2.4 
Creek sedge ......... 2, 41.8 | 6.6 2.07) 16323233 Mal 
Ver d=oTASS ae cleric sae 1 7.5 | 4.8 6.3%) 26:6 |Pa3e3 1S 
Salt. marsh hay... <<< 13 15.8) | 6:6 6.1.) 234) 46.8 2.1 
Black S1ASS).ise.ce «reser: ff 1256 | Fail 6.8 | 25.0 | 46.2 Ps 
Marsh rosemary...... 1 7.8 | 5.8 5.3) 25.1 | 54:0 2.0 
BOCA cs oGaie wee stot 4 11.0} 7.0 7.4 | 25.9: 46.7 2.0 
Canada blue-grass.... 1 14.0 | 4.8 529 4 31535 44281 0.9 
Kentucky blue-grass.. 3 14.0 | 6.4 tel | 3025 4) 39RG 17, 
Einelisit, Deity ssi sateron 102 LAO bes 0.9 | 25k [P4288 ORO 
Meadow fescue....... 7 14.0 | 7.1 5.8: | B2e2h pode 1.6 
Barnyard millet...... 9 140) 7.9 1056) 2837 eotet Mati 
Mall OAt=OTASS cere. es a 4 14.0 | 4.6 6.4 | 30.9 | 42.1 9 
Italian rye-grass..... 4 14.0 6.4 (oA) 28:6 e42e2 1.6 
Perennial rye-grass .. 4 14.0 | 7.9 10.1 \ 25.47) 40e5 2.1 
HOdctODweace seus eeass 8 14.0 | 4.3 6.1 | 30.1 | 43:9 1.6 
White-tops <<a 2. e<08. 1 14.0 | 6.0 11.2 | 24.4 | 41.5 2.9 

c. Legumes. Hay. 

Ried. (CLOW ET. e.citss0,0 s.008 25 16°) 7.1 12.7 | 26.2 | 40.0 2.4 
Mammoth red clover.. 4 1520: 8.2 13.1 | 244°) SiG Ue 
AIBIKG cena coe aiteelana 4 12) 820 12.7 | 26.3 |* 40.0 1.8 
White clover......... 1 Ted | 920 14.1 | 27.35) 4024 Papi 
Crimson ‘clover zn s<-- 3 9:0:)) 8.1 15.5 | 29S i ash 1) 
AIT RE Ate c aide Seiarsierele ofa 2 7 Sri as IG 35.) 2: lleeiee 2.7 
COWPEA iiskitelaaes Sa 4 11.2 | 91 15.5) | 22.0: F400 22 
Oats and Me8S), caccews 6 1025) Te 10.3 | 28.3 | 41.2 2.6 
Oat-grass and alsike.. 2 15,0 i645 11.6 | 24.5 | 40.1 2.3 
Orchard-grass and 

SISIKG a ocaa soeated 1 15.0 | 6.6 10:17) 27,04) eotes 2.4 
Oats and vetch (1-1).. 3 15.0 | 74 12.8.| 26-7, jeoocs ote 
Wheat and vetch..... 4 15.0 | 6.8 14.5 | 27.2 | 34.4 2.1 

d. Miscellaneous. Hay. 

LTT Ys LOCUS sort. ore, ster 2 15:0) 7:6 12.6 | 16.8" |> 46.1 2.5 
White daisy .icasteess. i 15.0 | 6.0 6.6.) 30.79 3957 2.0 
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TABLE 1. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

oe = 
PES te =| aS 
Bee ee e g Ss | &e| x 
Bie : <4 2 ees re 
A Ee a oa = 2 ; 

SH 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE 
FODDEkS, continued 

e. Straw. 

WAC Ate vel mc tieceiee 16 12 \) 329 4.4 ' 34.2 | 44.8 1.5 
RYO eaia iss eres ee oe 6 6.6 | 3.3 Salhi 38525), 47.5 1.3 
Oatierincisece eee ace ff 8.1. |) 4.8 4.03) 36. 30) 44d Zak 
Oats and peas........; 2 i ON iy fe 7 a Wes 15 ye 2.2 
BIPOLAR TID Sona Gaeree 1 9°07 | 625 (8. oiled |oorS 0.7 
IBarle yee. cco erecccc'es 2, 15:0) 4:8 6:5: ||-3222) | =3920 265 
FTONVSE DAM nc « slosicicicl: 1 15505 |= Sal Sidr oie ood lee 
DOVER Ss sow as:/eis/cre%s 33 15.0 | 6.1 AT \ somes | Ose 1.8 
Millete. secre < a dote's ‘ 4 1520" | eo.2 Alot oc ost 1.8 

4. Roots. 

pugar-Deets s.s.s2%66s 4 82.0:|. 1.2 1.6 nea Ei kan a) 0.1 
Mangel-wurzel........ 2 90:9 11 1.4 0.9 5.5 0.2 
IAT HICMOKES Ls ccaaleet = « i (Ce Om ea lel 29 OZ9) |" 16t9 0.2 
PSCCGS UTE Ue woe ate cieee 7 te) [> algal 125 0.7 8.6 0.1 
Yellow fodder beets.. 4 89.0 | 1.0 leo 1.0 0 0.2 
Wabba@es, 2 sac aes atesel 2 90.5 | 1.4 2.4 15 3.8 0.4 
WAL OUSE se cisieie ices Sie 5 89:05 (7 029 1.0 Hall 7.8 0.2 
WITVEO COIS eaagibgamecers 5 88.0 | 1.2 1.4 0.8 8.5 0.1 
ZAGSTUND S's store cits Ss sees i 80:0} 1.5 153 5), 15.0 0.7 
WO LALOCS sistisernicce eters 22 80.0 | .0:9 al 0.5 | 16.4 0.1 
Sweet potatoes.......| 6 lel solsO 1.5 113 a lee: Sr 0.4 
AUG DACA cselere, ciate so }erel ve 3 89.0e (2 Tet 1.2 18 1.2 0.2 
Japanese radish...... 1 OS70F On 0.5 Orn 5.0 0.1 
PRIURTIT PS ts cie(ste.sthit seis ne 6 90.5 | 0.8 nail ee, 6.2 O52 

5. GRAIN AND OTHER 
SEEDS. 

(Oeil Se eee aan Goier Aller ts) ye lee 9.1 1.5 | 68.6 4.1 
SWEeL COLMY.-. oc crew Ss 1a sO aele9 12.5 2.4 | 64.9 Cee 
Sorghum seed........ 6 1 idl in liste: 8.6 1 || 7 3.6 
MGI Use cr ereeteceters cle setae 5 Tey 4) se!) TENG Reon | oles 4.6 
ORISL set cece eco eas 20 Aes aL ies 959) 5925 4.8 
Ry VGin cries cieseien trerareiecions 6 12.0 | 1.8 10.2 OW eo 17, 
IWilt@aitineierc cre cternicieve'etcre 21 Detalles 10.8 TAOS] MALAY Te, 
Buckwheatie sce. acct - 1 LOS si aad 10a 8.7 | 65.6 250 
Oy beanie. ve. cass os 1 9.6 | 4.8 35.4 520) 2652. 10 1986 
WOW PCR ta sont e.c,e esiies 2 LOLOE Seo 19.5 Set ole: 105) 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

| Pounds per hundred 

ee 
32 3 a8 
ga| 8 a a 8 | SB] x 
S8)) (2 SB ie) ee eee 
“A = < < oa z 2 

oa 

GRAIN AND OTHER SEEDS, 

continued 

Black-eyed pea....... 1 12°52) 3:3 2| 2156 4.1 | 57.2 1.6 
Hungarian grass seed il 9.5 | 5.0 Si) 7.¢ |. 638.2 47 
Broom-corn seed...... 1 8.9 | 4.5 NORE ease ete: 2.6 
RUC OMe as arenes wemoeeste rere 1 120° | 0.2 7.4 0.1 | 80.0 03 
Oats and peas........ 1 9.9 | 4.7 16.7 | 10.9 | 54.0 3.8 
Horse beans.....-....- iL 14207) 3:8 25.8 7.0 | 48.6 0.8 
Red Adzinki beans... 2 14.0 | 3.6 21.0 4.0° | 56:7 0.7 
Saddle-beans......... ee 1409 Ses Le) 4.1 | 49.4 | 14.2 
Bale years ecto sete clare storeys 6 12:0' |) 2.4 11.2 5.7 | 66.8 Lg 

6. Oru CAKE MEALS. 

Cottonseed meal...... 144 120.3) 6:6 44.6 4.9 | 25.8 | 10.5 
Cottonseed meal (un- 

decorticated) ....... 9 8.8 | 4.9 25e30 1) SUS 5: ie soul 7.4 
Cottonseed feed ...... 4 10:4 | 3.3 93) | oorOn | SSan 2G 
Linseed meal (old 

process)...........- 191 9:8 5:5 | (33.9 ico | 30a 7.8 
Linseed meal (new 
DTOCESS icin. « were ste i SS oe 35.6 8.1 |) S8el 32 

Flaxseed meal........ 9 823; | 422)" | 023;9 5.1) 23.8) | 3aeg 
Palm-nut meal ....... 2 S05 Mi lal'3.6 14.8 | 22:8 | Sid) leap 
Corn-oil meal......... 3 9.0 | 2.4 24.8 6.7 | .43:6) |) shoes 
(Jerm-oil meal........ 1 8.7 | 2.0 19.6 5.7 | 4156 | 224 
Blood meal (Armour’s 

Ei cible yi sar cieal eee 3 11.0 | 3.1 Ba Sh wc 1.2 0.4 
Cocoanut meal ....... 3 9.0 | 4.7 | 20.4 | 11.0 | 40.6 4.3 

7 Co-n PRoDUCTs. 

Chicago gluten meal..| 19 9.8 | 0.9 35.9 1.9 | 47.0 4.5 
Cream gluten meal... 1 7.4.| 1.6 41.8 1,5) | 32a hake 
Hammond gluten meal 3 82 \' 120 28.4 0.9 | 50.4 | D1 
King gluten meal.... 2 8.3 | 1.4 See 1:4 |) 33:25) hee 
Buffalo gluten meal..| 63 8.5 | 2.8 | 26.0 6.8 | 52.5 3.4 
Davenport gluten meal ¢ Tel Ne Vee ol oa 7.4 | 54.6 4.6 
Globe gluten meal....| 18 8:25|) 1-5 25.9 (EET BA 3.0 
Iowa Golden gluten 

MGal oc 2t.Se cae es 2 823 70 29.4 3.1-| 46.6.) 2ie6 

*Ineludes fiber. 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS aND FErEEDS—Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

Sn 

52 . ie 
ge| Ss | 2] BI & | S$] 2 
eel eae (ee aatcr a CRS Ug 
ee Brute Nees 

CoRN PRoOpUCTS, continued. 

Nebraska gluten meal 1 820 «| 23 19.6 6.3 | 61.8 3.0 
Pekin gluten meal.... 1 ee 26.1 ots Bul 
Queen gluten meal...| 15 S20, | Any |} 24.2 6.6 | 56.2 2.8 
Rockford Diamond 

eluten meal .. 25.5. 6 ee romalienier Zits: || Mote Rite 3.0 
Star gluten meal...... 2 hee Osoo" cae 6.5. | 59.4 2.4 

_ Warner’s gluten meal 2 Jelneded L738 6:5) (6258 at 
Waukegan gluten 
NVC Mid cioseleiesve caine 4 Bret te A: oO Or Alt aoe Sper 3.9 

Hominy meale..<e. <5. 86 90/ 2.8 11.0 3.6 | 650 8 6 
Cerealine feed........ 24 SGU 26 10.5 5.4 | 64.1 7.8 
Maizeline feed........ 8 638) |3s6 9.9 6.7 | 65.2 7.8 
Corn bran, fancy ..... 18 9:2. | 2.6 12.6 | 12.2 | 60.0 3.4 
Corn bran, or sugar 

EC COM eras cheyseicintast oo 28 8.4] 1.2 1020") t.8: | 62.9) 5.7 
Starch feed, wet......| 4 68.8 | 0.4 5.0 2.9 | 19.9 3.0 
Starch feed, dried.... 2 9.1] 0.9 14.6 6.7 | 64.0 8.3 
Corn Meals sions sc <iere | 110 1a an et U5) 9.0 157. | 271.0 4.1 
WODEMOEAIN. 2 ater ecss be 8 1226) soled 7.6 5.6 | 69.6 yee 
Corntcobincac cs tees.cee | 4 Shara a) 1356/2420) 41, 03 
Corn germ meal....... 2° Ton? | G6 11.4 feo | Ol.2-| 1058 
Corn ssprouts.sces. 5 ves 1 8:3 | -5:6 26.0 Hest POLLO tween 
Corn and oats (prov- 

EMG GT) hetece aivonniew's nie 88 12200 222 9.8 3:9 | 68:5 AnD 
Corn, oats, barley .... 8 10.0 | 3.1 Tes 3 | 62.4 4.8 
Corn screenings...... 1 11.0>| 231 7.4 2 72.6 4.0 

8. OaT PRODUCTS, 

Ground oats. .ce. oes 5 10.0 | 3.8 Piet 9.8 | 60.3 5.0 
At MIG GUNS seis 06% 2 T.Oel, co08 16.3 8.2 | 56.2 hee 
Oatechopiz.<aes.< ie ecehore 4 6.8 | 5.9 Siouleecel aiposes Bel 
Oat huilllsiaeee. aretele iow 11 7.4 | 6.7 3.4 | 30.7 | 50.5 lio 
Piubled-Oaise. 5... 2. ce Rg || tr Seek lig eevee 16.2 Sea eee 7.6 
Canada oat feed...... 3 fo | 5.9 AAS 28540 i oleg 2.1 
Cream oat feed....... 1 7.4 | 8.8 Toloh let, mols 3.2 
Chester stock food ...| 10 Seip lh oaices Peds PL air Resists 3.4 
Iowa oat feed......... il 8.7 | 4.8 10.6 | 18.8 | 54.2 2.9 
Friends oat feed...... 12 5.95 “5.9 8.6 | 21.0 | 55.2 3.4 
Royalvoat feeds. s..ee- 13 Cae sulp ales: TON 24 OM 5028 2.8 
Monarch oat chop .... 4 1080") 3.4 8.9 9.0 | 64.6 | 4.0 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FrEpS— Continued 

= = — — = 

Pounds per hundred 

Oo 2 a 

ea]. é z= 

mo) ey |) Bo ee 
Zion 

tH 

Oat PRODUCTS, continued 

Vine oatiheedis. cise. 17 Tera ill) Bia 2 (On 2 526u)| mole Paste: 
LONUTO At LECU an seree eter 1 6.9 | 6.1 (heey PPA WES) 3.1 

9. WHEAT PRODUCTS. 

Wihleat) floutesee cece 6 DPA | 054: WOW Sisco |) PAW 1e2 
Ground wheat... -- =. 4 12208 aes 10.2 bere lige 2.0 
Wheat brani. oc... 190 iil 6.0 16.0 Sal aaa 4.6 
Wheat middlings, 
KOU hep oisicicrs erect cea Ore 91 We Se heoah 15.8 S.On | O2so 4.2 

Wheat middlings, ; 
[SRO Ada cormdodocrecn. 57 1OkGe | 3.8 17.8 555) | oue0 5.3 

Heedine? flourse.cs cee 49 TAN ken acs 19.4 PAA, Whi oe Hes 
Wheatieecdhhwceas aces aD 10.8 | 4.3 17.0 Fale ose 4.7 
Wheatichatl.. 0.054: alia a la al at sy 4.3 | 29.2 | 47.5 1.4 
Wheat bran and oil... 3 Sareea | eee oom || te ea | eae Bae 7.9 
Gluten flour wheat.... 1 55} 0.4 84.8 0.2 8.1 1.0 
Guten meal wheat.... 2 8.0 | 0.9 39.8 0.8 | 48.9 1.6 

10. Ryzt, BUCKWHEAT, 

Rice, ete. 

(EnaonwbanGl imde) oaaoooonoc 1 PAVE noe Qe serereell Pee Pp) | 
EUVie ORAM. gs. 5:03, eis ete 11 Wate al coe: 13.9 B30 1 ae 2.9 
Rye middlings ....... 5 TIE Sale eas 14.3 2.4 | 66.9 2.9 
RU M@nD OCG dhe vsers cnc cme ete 18 12.0 lees 96 Vb one: 1.8 
Buckwheat bran...... 13 I PPaatay, |) abe 20.0 OB) aas3(0) 5.4 
Buckwheat middlings | 30 13160) *526 30.5 Bell Wy ase 8.0 
Buckwheat feed...... 1, 123 | 420 18.9 | 18.3 | 41.4 11 
Buekwheat flour...... 5 14ST SORT 48) || sor pene 0.8 
Rice bran, or feed.... 33 9.0 | 92 Dich? | 1320s ea 820 9.3 
Ric eg polish. cress eae ] OF aed 4a Bee | ee |) la: 
jrakxrey NUE Deco mAco coor 4 Sas eee PA) “are |) 5c 132 
RVeCavmie alicms cstegetcrceres i Sat |) ae! 14.4 8.0 | 47.6 | 14.1 
Barleysteedss. ace ctr e a 9.5 | 4.5 14.4 8.7 | 58.6 4.3 
Peagmeal eects cece sete 2 LOPSe eZeS Q7e4 \\y eee ser eek 
Peay bist. cue scctere veretetes 2 LON ea 10:0: | (39:7 | s3520 1.0 
BC aM Gallntereterererscletete ] TOSS |) ba? 23.2 3.8 | 54.9 Lats 
Peanitite braille cicero creer 2 a. te 8.5 A Dial Ae 4.4 
Peanut middlings 1 be (lense? Nl coos 6.5 
Peanut meal and hulls ] 10.9 | 2.1 7.0 | 62.9 | 14.7 2.4 

rR 

*Tneludes fiber, 



COMPOSITION TABLES 

TaBLE 1. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

RYE, BUCKWHEAT, RICE, 

11. 

ete., continued. 

PEAMUGIMNEAL Scicisecsn ee 
Cocoa shells.......... 
COCOA GUS seo cies aicc cle 
Cocoanut meal ....... 
@lovier meslieeven.ase 
Sugar-beet feed, wet.. 
Sugar-beet feed, dried 
Molasses beet feed, 

GUILE CL eererorensreyaievcveretors 
Marsden feed, No. 2.. 
Cornaline (coffee 
HRS onsen srcsstencteva es 

Cotton hulls..... eee 
Cotton hull bran...<.. 
Flax seed screenings... 

BREWERY AND Dis- 
TILLERY PRODUCTS. 

Malt sprouts ..... ais sie 
Brewers’ grains, wet. 
Brewers’ grains, 
LTO OL 5 eratele sie entorsie,01 

Distillery grains, 
UNIVE 5, 5 c)ajeteieohats aiase:-nis 

Molasses grains ...... 
Molasses feed........ 
Molasses, Porto Rico.. 
Atlas gluten meal .... 
A AXP WES en ax tre cies 
Corn protegran....... 
Sucrene dairy feed... 
Sucrene oil meal...... 
Grano-gluten feed.... 

. Feep MIXTURES. 

BloOmoOsteedesenaane eae 
Bibby’s dairy cake . 
Boss corn and oats 

Number of 
analyses 

Pounds per hundred 

— ed 

bat eet OV DO 

107 
Dd; 

— © 

—_ —" 

=) 

OW Pe PON NHDO 

: 2-4 O68! HNN "Oo BPO: COONS 

ted 

~TIe-° ooo: 

DO et ee To =~ Hoe FH eS CORDS WO HS 

BOSONS! oonwaq cre 

— a" Oto 

2 Ss: bo 

— 

— 

~— NO 

No, SD, Aare 

ee —_ 

eS 

oe 

Oy nw: Banus® wH oo 

ee 

Po HRS eANS 

ae mor OO 

orn obo Now-s) on 

bo 

bo 

a eet DD 

mt a 

CNOAWFPOFR OWA on He OO AwWo— Mw Twoow 

5 
“ 

botoe wast mooNe: QAnone: ao! 

Nitrogen- 
free extract 

- SPP DO 2 SIRS Hees 

ways 

Fat 

one 

or k=) 

=o Cocos 

— Sapte se : oer Oe fo OS NJ Ol 0100 

ne 09 he DO 

| 

— 

MNaAaSewmon' WH wo eprwndornn, mene 

so 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 
a4 

_ 8 2 
2 2 H he ww = s 
gs = a @ wv bs} 2 
eel! £ < 2} = lon oue 
a oe i | “ee ds 

FEED MIXTURES, continued. 

Buffalo dairy feed.... 1 {lets} I), carte) 15.6 | 11.8 | 5657 4:3 
Buffalo horse feed.... 1 et || icte! 13.3 9.0 | 60.2 ys 
Buffalo stock feed.... 1 52 RAG DL | alii eer 4.6 
Cornelia dairy feed... ] 9205 2320 2231 ery yh anal 5.4 
Crackerjack dairy 
LEC Qatar ieine sist iets see 2 fol! 7.0 30.7 7.6) | 735sDie| eee 

De Fi corn and oats 
LEC Miietacreckosetoecte hs 2 Biot | eR Sal 

Diamond eorn and 
Oatsereedin. see 1 9.7 8.9 He) 

Durham corn and oats 
FEC My arse ctstoresranive 1 na fom) |) UBC IL ne 2.8 

Empire feed.......... 1 TS eae 7.8 Cea | (Otcz 4.0 
Excelsior corn and 

OAS Feeds. aeaceeee 2 8.9 | 6.7 9.9 9.0 | 59.7 5.8 
H. O. dairy feed...... | 1d 8.3 | 3.6 18.6 | 12.0 | 53.2 4.3 
HeOnhorse- feeds: 18 Oe ale seat 13e2, 9.2 | 61.0 4.4 
Holstein sugar feed... 1 8.0 | 6.7 12.6 | 10.0 | 60.0 all 
Imperial dairy feed... 1 oO aed 8.3 | 20.0 | 56.3 ii 
Marsden feed, No. 1.. 1 Ss eb yeeysk Let \aoeO} eee nell 
Macon sugar feed .... 2 6.0 | 6.6 14.0 | 10.2 | 61.6 1.6 
INqitro-eleni sce 1 8.9 | 4.7 20.2 1.455329 4.9 
JARO BN Gh oa aeho be 4 8.0 | 2.5 21587) 10.00 ole 6.6 
Parson’s Six-Dollar 
PEC Gi hi erecitteternene 1 LTO9|era9 LOLO |) W729) soilel Pail 

Puritan ground feed.. 1 Re Bee Sirf Use || Gil 2E0 
Quaker dairy feed....| 26 Wedglo Ono 14340) Var3e baad 3.8 
Schumacher’s stock | 

LECO I eats al thee ave o.s 10 8.9 | 4.8 Der 9.0 | 59.0 5.6 
Speltzeeeecesncees cise. 1 80] 3.9 ID IEGY allel |) Geo a2 
Slarechopecsicick oiycen 1 Te Aen y Meee S75" oS ites eT 
Victor corn and oats...) 33 0 ea 9:1 | 1055. |) 6223 4.4 

13. STock, CaAur AND 
PoULTRY FEEDS. 

American calf meal... 3 BS ecnhls crore Mle kiics Did alleen 8.0 
Blatchford’s calf meal 8 9.0 | 5.5 2oae 4.6 | 50.6 Salk 
Cut ibonestzro.ce once ] 26.0 | 21.5 Ae dl Soec 0.2 | 31.6 
American poultry feed 5 LOCA tot 13.8 473) | eOilme 6.5 
Hi. ©. poultry feed ...) ~15 DOP aco 17.5 4.7 604 5.5 
H. O. scratching feed | 3 VOM We icod 12.5 2.2 | 68.4 4.1 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE COMPOSITION OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

oy ew + 

Ss 2 Hw ia | oy Fs 3 

eel ey Ne eee SS oe ee ih eal) ae 
Aim rt | eo gireeas Wee bes i 

se 

Stock, CALF AND POULTRY 
FEEDS, continued. 

Paine’s stock food.... 1 WSS TONS |, eS OI) 4659" ONS 
Nutrium milk powder. ie Be al Macon one OO is: ase aie Orr 
Amunvalemeallie. o2..5 5. Tf B08 a Eee eloolU 10.4 
Beet SCrAp).% 05,5 secs: 5 16 Aeon eee POD.O ER a be tr) 
Raw ground bone..... 1 8:0) | 164545) 23597) oe 3.4 0.3 
@mincloOvierce meas as ee « 2 10.0 6:8) 17-9" | 2OES eae 3.0 
Meat and bone meal..| 37 GLO Sed 739.5 6.3 | 10.8 
Meat'scrap:. . 2... Sees ince 9:0") 17:6") 90.8 4.9.) 18.1 
MUttOI: SCPBPs icici. ons il M0 | Sask | ad9.9 Gia: | “14.7 
Granulated milk...... 1 10503), 26.5") 735.9 18.1 9.6 

Bakery, refuse... .:..... 1 13.0 | 10.1 8.0 033%), 63:0 5.6 
Cassava starch refuse 1 12.0 1.6 0.8 6.1 | 78.8 0.7 
Mellin’s food refuse.. 1k 7.0 3.9 | 11.4 al 1Gnee: 3.4 
StarchwTeLruse <.c0e << - z 12.0 1.8 4.8 Deon WOce les 
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TABLE II 

FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS 

= Pounds per hundred 
{o) DM 

o z 2 
agai 8 | some 
a8 2 B'S & 
Zi p Re Oo 2 S a 

A Ay 

T.IGREEN HODDER... es as'esteis.e e's eie'ak'sis/exe ANN aes 0.33 (DB 0.21 

a, Cereals and Grasses. 

Corn 5t baleen Pn St cok go eee 45 0.33 0.13 0.31 
White Thoroughbred Flint corn. 1 0.26 0.12 0.28 
Southern White corn............... ] 0.24 0.10 0.24 
Sweet Onis) nce once yore. Be er eheaeers 1 0.28 0.14 0.38 
PGORIMUG Hick ts.cewee ee onde vile ees 2 0.35 0.06 0.92 
Rural Branching doura......... 206. i 0.28 0.15 0.46 
Yellow milo maize ........ iG otarenee ate 1 0.27 0.11 (a 
Re da kair Gores sem aeens ie ore erecta erate 1 0.29 0.13 0.45 
White (catir Gorm: 5 cece osa0 scua aces 1 0.30 0.12 0.50 
Broom-corn ..... dees Solaitio eieieeiele 1 0.32 OA 0.70 
Japan broom corn millet..... errr 1 0.64 0.16 0.73 
Pavan Wallon . wae se nena d cs ca neee ee 5 0.32 0.13 0.43 
Barnyard millet......... Saidlavew aoe 8 0.27 0.11 0.58 
Pear Milletess2 ee eeeeesss mae coece 1 0.18 0.15 0.71 
MIC. coc oain Sea SeieGicec aan te exec eeee 1 0.29 Ogi 0.43 
SS OT HUI, cP och gatas ye eel salealeteaaeiars 3 0.19 0.08 0.24 
UP AP-CHNG sulci, wate ves wate came ecu 2 0.20 0.09 0.44 
Orehardserassi.ncwoesatee nae ved cle te 4 0.43 0.13 0.56 
Past beer ass Jud eens cokes 7 0.90 0.26 0.74 
Huncarian Prasss dese ascwes es eee 1 0.30 0.12 0.42 
Rye... 5. Sette a Panis Sava aieto aate ane aes It 0.32 Oly 0.60 
Barley acesecewe was eee inci sonewer 1 0.46 0.10 0.54 
When. cstocs uss be le caretakers Aaceeeeia iL 0.38 0.16 0.60 
Oats . ate Mahalo oetane hice ‘ 3 0.72 0.19 0.56 

b. Legumes. 

Red clover. ..<i.e2<. A ee ree 20 0.54 0.12 0.67 
Mammoth red clover eve erate ce aceite 3 0.50 0.12 0.27* 
Crimson. clover..2 cssuse<t Rises atoll ale 0.47 0.12 039 
AN SikerClOVel =< accelecec sceosececmee 6 Ofas 0.15 0.50 

Sweet clover ..... sfaateio nisin srateeehsiae 1 0.43 0.12 0.40 
Aiea fe syeescescenst arascietorare rset keene 33 0.58 Os2 0.50 

COWDGRG. Fa¥carce asiecaiee Saisie oSieveiatee Oe 20 0.47 0.13 0.46 
Canada field pea ..........2. Sia 14 0.44 0.14 0.42 
SO VERN |. 6.0.82 5dim,.ccaereeme tk oem acer 39 0.63 0.14 0.56 
Velvet-bealthscactcaceor cee oe 1 0.55 0.14 0.57 

* Below normal evidently. 
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TABLE I]. FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

ey : 
se 5 8 a 

A = S a, 

a ay 

GREEN FoDDER—Legumes, continued. 

DAM) eVGLGM Naval. 2 cides cials aia stenncetelaors iors 6 0.55 0.14 0.52 
Ie) Oye entero aie oe ate ie teierels cheese =tei veceioe aie 3 0.35 0.12 0.62 
EV OV SO aC AI j 15.5 oe wjs.crasa'otaccie cin vayerasertislee 1 0.41 0.05 0.21 
White lupine......... Siiattareiaevela wereiete 1 0.45 0.05 0.26 
MOO We IUDITHO! 2.0 anisiate siete oAicie/ ale ereisis 1 0.40 0.09 0.44 
HOUR GC Bt eiets abuts 2 ale a wisrte arenes ne che waia's 1 Ome 0.10 0.32 
OITA IS EAE ial: e seiciew nia cictecel ate. ccecislla%e we | 0 40 0.09 0.31 
ePID OM A ers ors stele v's Sieh avereca twice ms/aio <i 1 0.68 0.20 0.57 
MACE DAC OIDs cea ote vckaletel ote o eis shave ors torss a 2 0.36 0.12 0.37 
MSU aig eine elcin ersten ee i .ciave ha ena donntets 2 0.68 0.12 0.58 
SPLINGAVEtChi. cs eiccs sabes dhuse crsemisierayate | 0.36 0.10 0.45 
IRGOMEVaViete ll sria.cis ot Sols alereenes see ] 0.44 0.08 0.28 
O apa AGU POS... cis Sisrer ete ciecas serene 3 0.33 0.15 0.50 
Oetsrande VetChir, tit ces arts, ova teceretcnee 4 0.3 0.14 0.30 

ce. Miscellaneous. 
AD PLOSPOMIAGE cicadas asco jee e aera ele 2 0.21 0.02 O12 
CAPrOU TOPS scissor ape<'eieceieie.areleis.e/S a crore 1 0.69 0.13 1.08 
MC MlOvecOMeEnrey <1... de ctlcie Stee oee.e = ¢ 1 0.37 0.12 0.76 
Common? buckwheat... 62.25 .2.a<. ce 1 0.44 0.09 0.54 
Japanese: DUC WHEAL 3525. 260% wees aces 1 0.26 0 14 0.53 
Silver-hull buckwheat.............. 1 0.29 0.14 0.39 

2. SILAGE. 

WOGH ee cuavsia ch aes Sasa eelew hee ee os 30 0.33 0.12 0.36 
Corn and soybean ..... Bhp ean nenae Stead 1 0.65 0.15 0.36 
Milles and osoy beans o.6.css6ho0< sera 5 0.42 Ose 0.44 
IVER Gt eteerceyer ste esis etcine chart iave cists eile ayevs 3 0.26 0.14 0.62 
Ne LOA 8 Sa) 0110012, es ee ea 6 0.13 0.15 0.19 
BUC CMClOVOT ceric sites e cieis bie cw cee a,5 1 0.61 
IPE WOLS a PRAT. Go ieciecwieleruleinelelec ete 4 1.01 
BUYIG ns) eptae olive lta RES SOO Crea 1 0.38 
Cowpea aa6 oe: Sisley ateletea mete ecw olen eo ts 1 0.44 0.15 0.46 
SON He AM tee istetan (role eros © homies 1 Oeyal 0.16 0.75 

3. HAY AND DRIED CoARSE FODDER. 

CORTESE ie Gar Rocks Sake tetcee es = 64 0.78 0.28 1.00 
CO AGSR ees mise shane ate alarate PSE 3 L877 0.65 1.90 

a. Grasses. Hay. 
Orchard =Crassicec scm es vee ce ee tee Se fi 107 0.33 1.62 
PLEO DIVYA opcnets ete rsl=feleieves0¢ 6 covers cleleiaswre o| 18 1.08 0.35 1.34 
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TABLE II. FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FrEeps— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

S “ : 
my oS 4 

ace |S 
as © ‘ae Ss 
7 3 fe a cs 2 

s a 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE FOoDDER—Grasses, 
Hay, continued. 

Hungarianterass 2/0 scence cee 9 1.22 0.43 1.54 
Short sedge....... on stetepateteVetere em erat 1 0.16 0.14 als 
Oreck. Seg@@ ws ccen secictte veces Siersieishe 2 Ie3s 0.03 0.53 
ordi eras sis. so Sere aia cistasslnets ci ceretene rece ul 1.00 0.35 L.57 
Sale; marsh s nay ese cre ceeet oe cece 3 0.73 0.09 0.82 
Salta. coat crcie ee teonrecicie reaiaie 1 1.05 0.23 0.64 
Blackgorassey var serscticteeromn ce oer 4 1.07 sete Doe 
Miarshirosemaryss seleisissc.c eis eclasie ate ] 0.84 0.06 0.27 
BS OPA Ve crers coo. shereieicictsts cietaie wale ote sre 2 1225 0.18 0.73 
Barnyard millet .o<cclteis acces cereale 3 129 0.43 2.88 
Italian rye-grass ..... syarake stetor eyeiere (ators 4 12 0.53 Wee) 
Kentucky ‘blue-erassc.. es sc ssc ee 2 1.20 0.39 1.54 
Meadow fescue........ euavaterarctencetercrere 6 0.93 0.3 1.98 
Perennial rye@-grass .. .icecs) cece ence 2 1.16 0.53 1.47 
VOC=ECOP i tere hatatecre nie is ere cere ete eter 4 1.07 0.33 0.95 
Hnglishshay (mixed))e cc. eae ele. UB 1.34 0.32 1.61 
TUOW. CT Geeeiopareterciuic areterarorcie cic eieloececesieree 183 sie 0.48 1.58 
Bran chierassia. secre. ee cemicicn cemeiee 1 1.06 0.19 0.87 
ROXS ORAS sie atetcree avecleicioe siesvereneiecs ere 1 1.18 0.18 0.95 

b. Legumes. Hay. 
Redsclovernccivcceatcn eae lacie oaeeireas 22 2.09 0.43 2.08 
Mammoth red clover............... 3 2.14 0.52 1.16 
PASUKG) ee ae, o cartineeiesete Meee ees 7 2.04 0.51 1.12 
AWM evideer a On esl eeanmnomeacce SS Cmiet cas 1 2820) 0.25 1.06 
Crimsonviclover): i. 0s<208 weenie es 3 2.48 0.62 2.11 
ANGalER ee crycrce ccc Ste eyadeleheteis oan wsieieree 7 2.66 0.54 2.46 
WOW DOR esis sclecke oie cre reime ee 4 2.48 0.66 2.36 
Oats andepeatens oc.0.0.cc .ettace sceeen 2 1.65 0.61 1.81 
Oats fand“veteh <2.s00~0~ see Naietatavars 4 2.00 0.60 er Th 

c. Straw. 

Oats jand pea: scnic ceieeee eteiee ee 2 0.74 0.39 3.20 
WWW VG RU cia ova iarcharcinrs atetete eeciotacreaie cyeerete 15 0.43 0.13 0.74 
Rye ses. eiehalaveretajerercleronayerist ete verarcle thee 6 0 50 0.29 0.79 
QUATRE Bo tare see eke ounial apace a en eme ra 0.65 0.22 22 
Buckwheat cats cos ccteevs ee clte cer 1 1.24 0.13 1.14 
Barley: ciccicia scavate sep ae aieretn eetieie woe 2 0.95 0.19 2208 
OV DERN oil scisis or cite heres cae iePer rear: 1 0.69 0.25 1.04 
MSNOG zy. are scale aiarnie ed ares peer sere eae il 0.68 0.18 si7/3! 

| | | | 
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TABLE II. FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

Se = 

sf], | ¢ 
aan 2s ci 
a5 g ae 2 
A = g < 

Ay 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE FODDER, con- | 
tinued 

d. Miscellaneous. 

Broom-corn waste (stalks) ......... N 0.87 0.47 187 
INTE CLOBTEO Obi a5 a atic eines ecusiea e 1 0.54 0.16 13% 
RS RTLUS INOS jn oe.cuatre sree cise oo 64/26 ui 0.61 0.07 0.56 
WADI CERO AISY. tics sccsls cre. sio.s'e ere 816 shear 3:0 1 0.26 0.41 1.18 

4. Roots, ETC. 

LMA a COLS Gs (o1 5 sot) sioneie ate eisinle, Yoweule se 4 0.26 0.12 0.48 
MEAT RUC WILT HE Une. 55 2a era’ele re warm my «ais tore ore 1 0.19 0.06 0.46 
INT EICNOKIG mee ocr, she ats orate, role bine mista ace 1 0.46 0.17 0.48 
BCOLSrere UP os ocre cosare sale etree e ores) ote 8 0.24 0.09 0.44 
beets, yellow ‘fodder 23.2225 22F ec. 2: 1 0.23 0.11 0.56 
IVEY PO LOUS! fae ora whoa ea 0s are os ace Sele oie 3 0.15 0.14 0.34 
WarrOUSiarccises actecere sansa s Sie wee 3 0.16 0.09 0.46 
PEST DSi oh a teeyc-k bee du Sew tdi wes Denes 1 0.22 0.19 0.62 
ROtATOES Ht 2 icici e wit Sieverd ised Sloreic cite ters 5 0.29 0.08 0.51 
PAWHNESE. TAGISIS sci. oceeerselelte tees 1 0.08 0.05 0.40 
ORGNU PS wc eestie coer a bets Vie Se crew means 4 017 ORT2 0.38 
PC IELHO ALAS. « 27=-sna ae Seis eee es oclsik se ere a 0.19 0.12 0.49 

5. GRAIN AND OTHER SEEDS. 

OG TTT Neate alec cae eas east tee Satake ta ale 1S 1.48 0.61 0.3 
(ORTH sa ice Sa Le I 20 1.81 0.77 0.57 
nineseee. ePaper siete Cleve oie ai ore aavele everalols 6 1.62 0.81 0.52 
Wile athe eee ctasoe es cic ects Bice Stevayarsisnarane 21 13 0.96 0.35 
Ue kaw ait ere rsiaier nav ate eve ciel cieterersictate cies 1 1,62 0.78 0.59 
IOV MOAT trate rin. wvslseperesaictwigie @ p.vereeieiotes 1 5.30 1.87 1299 
RUC CeeAC ZUIKI AD EAN co cites seis Ne oe 1 Reale 0.95 155 
White Adzuki bean..... savaue eicteetarets ] 3.45 1.00 53 
Saddle-bean..... a Metd avo Sista later bie siecearer 1 2.08 1.49 2.09 
WOW OC Maa weer stea(P bai steina'd el bo sig side's aisle 2 Dello 1.01 1.20 
LOE SOMO RID year sareh seh ow sis acsier rd oe 4.10 1.20 1.29 
Hinnyarian Tass SGEd) s <2% <6's we. one. | 1.59 0.47 0.38 
IB LOOM-COMMESEEd 2 date ee ainbd wis we tee 1 Al 0.72 0.52 
Commeonymillet’ Seed so..o.c. o.e ec. 2 2 00 0 95 0.45 
Japanese Millet seed ..:...........- 1 1.58 0 63 0.35 
| ao ROY Ey aad ee eae tN Se OR ee i 1.08 0.18 0.09 
OAS PANU EpPOAS ics eeeaae vice secs 1 2.68 1.02 0.92 



1 Oye FORAGE CROPS 

TABLE II. FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 

oO mM = —— 

H 2 2 

ea; 8 | §& | 4 
= ° ot 

a | 
6. Or CAKE MEALS. 

Cobtegonsecd: mMealiscare seerseuviers coe cise 144 7.14 3 09 1.82 
Cottonseed meal, Undecorticated ... 9 4.04 1.85 1.48 
Cottonseed? feeds ores tetsu ote cree oe: 4 1.49 0.45 1.10 
Linseed meal, old process .......... 191 5.43 1.88 1.31 
Linseed meal, new process......... 7 5.70 2.16 1.49 
Plaxseed meal......... aleteye/srae stave cree 9 3.82 1.30 0.93 
Paln=mutimedils Saas re ctetcveeynecrslerctst ster 9 2.69 1.10 0.50 
Cocoanut cake ......... Siaje evabeua\fueschcs 1 3.88 1.60 2.40 
JOEN- OV SMC a Moria. ss sicieie’ehesstace!a share aia: 3 3.97 1.40 0.18 
Germ-oil meal ....... Rel cjejate:s wisie serene 1 ales 0.91 0.08 

7. Corn PRopucts. 
Chicago gluten meal ......... ivatsistat 19 5.74 0.34 0.06 
Cream: gluten mealie. tins ecreiae asics 1 6.68 0.31 0.06 
Hammond gluten meal......-...... 3 4.54 0.50 0.08 
King gluten meal sec 6% sie eases cclece 2 5.95 0.66 0.06 
Buttalovelimtemym aleycmesect see ccnse te 63 4.16 1.15 0.57 
Davenport gluten meal............. 74 3.92 Aree ae 
Globermlntenwmecalts.. -.¢ cases occas 18 4.14 0.62 0.12 
Lowa; glutenimeal. ccis<,. és saiere cies ie 2 4.70 0.48 0.08 
Nebraska gluten meal.............. 1 3.14 0.44 0.08 
Rekingolutensteed tre saci iscsrec cisiete + ele 1 4.18 eae Saas 
Queen eluten feed : 2. ils ctesecicle, cieeeos 15 3.87 0.37 0.04 
Rockford Diamond gluten feed ..... 6 4.32 siren seer 
SLAarrelmer weeds ats 6cee Sane coed sete 2 Geli 0.33 aoe 
Warner's gluten feed (6. sc0ce as ne be 2 2.80 0.32 0.05 
Waukegan gluten feed ............ Ms 4 4.29 Sevens « sie 
Efomimy meal e:... nds, ayereteiciays aisles o's lecsreis 86 MET 59 1.40 0.75 
Cerealine feeds. cos cseinseciose a eateue 24 1.68 1.27 0.67 
Miaizeline: feed iei nc cccistee'ees tiie ier 8 1.58 1.41 0.78 
Corn: rant fan yt cies ccisinwieeth eon 18 2.02 1.01 0.62 
Orn bran, On susamteeds.. «cscs seer 28 1.60 0.22 0.09 
Starcheteed wetinencec cece eee 4 0.80 0.05 0.02 
Starch; feed dried scx. cage cere 2 2.34 Tos ofelers 
VOFUPIN Gale. ais oi cesecesire pean a eee 110 1.44 0.63 0.37 
Cobimeal sack ak oss ccs nie stone: 18 W22 0.55 0.46 
COPNLCOD me. a itevcre acta cieum dices ceeveee see 4 0.24 0.07 0.29 
Corny cermumealle masse ce cere eee 2 1.82 0.39 0.21 
Corn Sprouts seers cece cement 1 4.16 1.54 1.84 
Corn and oats (provender)......... 88 1.57 Onn 0.44 
Cornyand: cobsmealteine er eee cee 29 1.38 0.56 0.46 
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TaBLE IL FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS— Continued 

Pounds per hundred 
el 

es 2 
2e| § Bu a 
gs on ats) n 

oa Vee Ge $ 
A 3 Z ns 

8. OaT PRODUCTS. 

(GROUMA OAS Hire otarcversual cere eiatere + slovevereisic 5 1.78 0.76 0.50 
Oatmmidadlimes: csi Weestelels o/c ele sie e'e ters y) 2.61 erat 0.72 
Oat Chop 6... .025 cesncccncss a ietete aie 4 1.34 0.66 0.69 
Oa tillt servers ete sac syatekste ote sige, ceve oe Al 0.64 0.24 0.52 
LG AROBUSH act ystevorscecevaverese e/e, atalcteslers 1 2.59 an Cm 
Canadanoatsleediss amc ce ccc 'rsicincveisre 3) 0.71 0.31 0.62 
Cream Oxtsee dite cc sicc cece scree ess 1 1.14 0.56 0.66 
Chester stock food........ Bretiia are Pe 10 1.18 eee Poe 
Friend’s oat feed..... EN eevalepobaistsieie Nes 12 1.38 0.62 0.65 
MOWiAnO AtEhEC Osis 5 scarce re 'wistce elev tickets 1 1.70 0.48 0.53 

Man ancheo at CHO Diss scjscls osielelelelciateis's 4 1.42 0.63 0.46 
Royaloat feed +s .11<5 .cateieie aye wileietevarete 13 Ve12 0.48 0.70 
IV ALYYI EO Dit CE (lui tee terernlete'e ielelevevnrs lalote) o/s) 1 Nea 0.56 0.69 
BNO AT ALE CU ni sareieele ie cloleelers di sarererebete 1 1.20 0.61 0.73 

9. WHEAT PRODUCTS. 

AWilte a tatlOUIreys cra lelotelereteleveiers) eleicleva svelelans 6 1.92 2.20 1.50 

AWal'e ate Ds Atiien rarcyteea lacetaye steele ele taei sie) seins 190 2.56 2.92 Lez 

Wheat middlings, white,.......--. 91 Dee IES 0.70 

Wheat middlings, brown ........... 57 Beret) 187 0.94 

Meedines OUT, arks «ereleloiciciccisteieie == 49 3.18 2.14 1.09 

\WWIWEE HR THEYS0 Gia sos RACIODIO OIC cic 3! 272 2.04 0.54 

\Wi@inael RW baseos Bee Soe a OsOCG ODooeE 2 0.69 0.95 0.56 

Damaged wheat......c.ccsessceces- ib 2.26 0.83 0.51 

10. Rye, BucKWHEAT, RICE, ETC. 

EU ViG REAL aecpaie cise e oie eraictnle eis es estes 11 2.25 1.54 0.95 

Rye middlings .........----eeeeee- 5 2.29 0.56 0.49 

Me IUVeaLOOCis sia cite nis ste aialelsieisieow ater cls 18 1.54 0.77 0.47 

IB ckswilhe a tal reimepyere sreteletaietevescie ccers) a= 13 3.20 Lead 0.93 

Buckwheat middlings ........-..-- 30 4.88 2.60 33 

Biekawite athe € irwiaee seen cisvelslers 2! srate oe 12 3.02 1.58 1.05 

HSIN Kewih@ atatl Ole sete e) evererercie ov aus siete avers 5 Oni 0.52 0.16 

Baurckwilteataluilllisaare ctescterePere'e <slsleieiere 1 0.49 0.07 0.52 

RRO) LON TA nS Olcrodis Oe COOOr ODOC OUnaoS 3 0.71 0.29 0.24 

UIC On POMS Meee ctols t eisistouese ciate siere! w/=iatel is 1 2.29 3.29 19 

lRKee: IONE pasernconopoadsonponuceTs 4 0.58 0.17 0.14 

BarIGV RECO) -cissietc: smilie oleisdelaieinviei sie 7 2.30 1.29 0.90 

(@izomhavel lod leivekoe o ogous pooeuoMore 1 1.56 0.66 0.384 

JPern mM ho edo noes cod acuds aodenoooone 2 4.39 0.91 0.99 
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TABLE II. FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

Pounds per hundred 
qe 

cae 5 
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Bl a 
RYE, BUCKWHEAT, RICE, ETC., continued 

P@a DCCA wie aces cic ens Seeiee arene ea: 1 2.39 0.72 0.72 
IBCanain Gil os eyee rc lace etter s eee ee 1 eile 0.94 1.45 
Peanut mealeandohunlliseacicsee ene ] 118} 0.15 0.62 
Beant teed iis cession ties oe oe e Ys 1.46 0.23 0.79 
Peanut husksPe acm criede secs cere c 1 0.80 0.13 0.48 
Cocoa shelliseraesmcrer sche cesses | 2.48 1.14 2.39 
Wocoar dais eets ccm ctsterioe caves Stee oe 1 2.30 1.34 0.63 
Cloverntmvealeeegecic cc cigs, artes cee cme 1 0.93 oe fot 
Sugar-beet eed, Gry ces seccme tei. 4 1.29 0.24 0.57 
Molasses beet feed, dried .......... 1 1.54 0.15 18 

Cottonpinmllis macs ease select 3 0.75 0.18 1.08 

11. BREWERY AND DISTILLERY PRO- 
DUCTS. 

IMAL GPS Dr OUUS Mats eee nator o) vivissetee eens 107 4.18 1.61 1.78 
Brewers, £rains, Wet... ears «ceiseene: 13 1.02 0.26 0.03 
Brewers sorains, dried  casc. seen a. - 119 4.11 1.01 0.08 
Duistilleryeerains, rived). qscrcs cae tie 9 3.79 0.60 0.17 
Molasses @raimsis icsiresiels stnalasten eae 6 3.09 0.85 2.11 
MoOlaSSe@Szh6Cdsc 2 see aes Waseca 2 2.98 0.82 1.96 
Molasses: seontopiulCOlse sects ctacie one 1 0.51 0.12 3.68 
CAAA C Sirewiels cue eeieyor euaietale els Sacha 4 5.19 0.68 0.18 
Corin prove gran aay. .lerssa oy stelateialelcictereies a 1 5.01 0.58 0.11 
WUcrene (dairy (COM. . 2i%s)ae..c6.05 es 4 3.14 0.60 0.24 
Grano gluten feed..... a) suavsrayeleleisiaielore 6 4.30 0.65 0.19 

12. Frerp MIXTURES. 

Bibbyisdainy cake. staceroceeeeors 1 2.94 PAA VET 1.67 
BlOmMOMmeea’ tc shies oe HANA oe AON etre 5 2.61 0.45 2.54 
Bloodemeal Armouy7So.cce ese crc 1 13.55 0.26 0.18 
BOSSiConnman dpOadtsiwe-vce cress ck cee 8 1.40 0.88 0.63 
Buitalo dairy fed ts.1.\. onesies aces 1 2.49 0.89 0.56 
Buttalowhorserteeds a varccecce cece 1 Duele 1.01 0.70 
Cornelia dairy Leedsi ey <cc<ciacicss ects 1 3.63 1.45 0.85 
Crackerjack dairy feed............. 2 4.92 2.24 1.70 
EiMmpiter Leedics . sectors, aaenens ae sit ere ers 1 1.25 0.83 0.54 
Eixcelsior corn and oats feed ....... 2 1.58 0.99 0.73 
Fe Or dattyaleed: sation ty oc.cee wean 15 2.98 0 86 0.61 
HeOn horse uheedtaacae cocci 18 Peal 0.99 0.60 
Imperial dairy. feed... 5<cae.se sss. 1 1.32 0.47 0.51 
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FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS OF FODDERS AND FEEDS—Continued 

FrEeD MIXTURES, continued 

13. 

Miss Cieneree dee NiO stele crcre cieieie.clerstel oe 
INTEROS Cle TIMretete clea ereteicve, efersvcheiss: ote she , 
NEGO CELINA esa craiace teretenisi oreo rerstaye c's crerethene 
Buritan SrounNd LECH cys ore ete crm oes 
Ouaker Gary. Tees .. cis 'jsiites cos 
Sechumacher’s stock feed........... 
SPARC HOD cassie tice oacue lates: s cuelcletalsyecs 
Victor corn and oats feed .......... 

Stock, CALF AND POULTRY FEEDS. 

Aanerican poultry f£Eed). .\<:0:<:% </stens = 
enc spOMltry shee: s6s.c cats ois %rc ene cets ee 
HerOsscratcnine Teed sc ieias dace cues 
ailesStStOCk OOUs. scene ccs cen 
Nitra mak pow der. \cc\sae.2 2 so ee 
NTAG TIDE TIVE Blais Mie ayeta a sawyer areuaeraieters asa.3 
IBCCIIS CHAD Siete a ciiepelesctoriotaaee eee tse 
Meateatmid “DOME MCA] ing ma secs. d'si0 ae shes 
WICAIRS CLAD S specie sretsiets stcieasteeeiee © cre clic 

Number of 
analyses 

Pounds per hundred 

S 

A ay 

2.19 ee ee 
3.23 2.05 1.20 
3.04 1.02 0.58 
1.20 0.55 0.58 
2.30 0.98 0.89 
2.03 | 1.15 0.75 
1.36 e oa 
1.46 0.77 0.60 

2.77 ht wee 
4.03 1.45 113 
2.91 1.21 0.91 
2.80 1.32 0.73 
1.99 0.95 0.48 
1.80 1.98 0.82 
5.41 Noe ; 
6.08 

8.88 oe 
5.92 | 14.68 
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COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED 

FORAGE CROPS 

TABLE III 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

STUFFS 

1. GREEN FODDERS 

a. Cereals and Grasses. 

Corn, dent, immature. 
Corn, dent, mature... 
Corn, dent, mature, 

Band W., coarse . 
Corn, Eureka, silage, 

just forming ears .. 
Corn, Sanford,mature 
Corn,sweet,milk stage 
Corn, sweet, roasting 

Millet, barnyard, 
DIlOSSOmM eee cyuers/ar ets 

Millet, Japanese ..... 
Hungarian grass..... 
S One iinikyers aiercvestete soe 
Barley, bloom cen cc 
Barley, seeds forming 
CO) ai iyeeteraretal Ne laletetsierers cree 
limo cduodocondg anuad: 
Grass,meadow, young 
Grass, meadow, young 

QPLE CK cscs Mon terstenays 
AM, Sas sogo ce 
Timothy rowen....... 

\, Legumes. 

ATP AVE Rag rave laters ve ave erect 
Soybeans, medium 

green, blossom.... 
Soybeans, medium 

green, seeding ..... 
Crimson clover, blos- 

Clover rowen,blossom 
Cowpeas, ready for 

Sol pmo tery teers orelere 

Dry matter 

61 

65 

Per cent 

aie p 
eee see ieee ace 
Seale: Weeks leas 
Og 5 F E 

(eS) oO iS) 

42 66 65 

72 34 ‘ays i 

% 24 46 

42 67 60 

7al 34 52 7) 

sisiets et US 

(pe 48 62 60 

56 65 73 

64 55 50 62 

68 63 70 

Watecs 46 59 

67 - 2, 61 

68 42 69 56 

62 60 (3 55 

: 79 80 

A ae 65 74 

. Ae 71 till 

Sates 32 48 56 

66 72 64 

be 40 74 43 

63 25 ani 47 

67 28 78 45 

69 77 56 

Biicstd 67 3 

61 62 ps 

74 23 76 60 

Nitrogen- free extract Crude fat 
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TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED StTuFFrs— Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

hi ; o a 
o = a) Da » 
= rier D £ 2 abe S 

=o % =| ca} oS pe Sy es © Oe Soy o 
A i 2 Ss res ao a mo Zz 
>, et s ~ ~ ~ oO = : I : Ss = | = = 
= © 5 i Palys Ss) 
(a o (>) © ee 

GREEN FODDERS, continued 

Canada field peas, 
before bloom....... 68 (pt focc 82 62 ral 52 

Canada_ field peas, 
bloom to seeding ..| 64 calen 37 81 45 76 5d 

SPLINO wvetChins.cet ese 62 setaed 17 7A 44 76 59 
Winter vetch......... 71 aie 42 83 63 (i 71 
Dwarf Essex rape....| 85 ahciais 63 89 87 92 48 
Barleyand peas,bloom| .... 65 54 A 52 68 59 

Oats and peas, bloom | 70 68 49 74 64 72 64 
Oats and peas, seed..| .... 62 47 74 55 63 64 
Oats and spring vetch, 
WOON cresiets oa re Seret 67 carats 53 75 68 68 47 

Winter wheat and 
Hairy VetCh: goccnes. OOF) Fee. ae 75 68 fe: o7 

2. SILAGE. 

Worn, Gent 2.2556... 64 70 ah 49 65 69 77 
Corn, flint, mature, 

small varieties..... 6 rie avast 65 ris 79 82 
Corn, flint, earing, 
Par veori ts sans cees. es 70 72 34 56 12 76 3 

Corn, fine crushed, 
SUCCES sciectes sta ole ces 64 era | torscre 38 75 65 76 

Corn, fine crushed, 
SHECD i. csiionurcwen Oe 54 ee Hileetae il 64 55 68 

Corns mature CQraw [ost] Oho | see. 45 59 71 86 
Corny mature, Cooked’ | c.25. | cone | case 39 70 1G. 87 
JOEN Steamed a.ee ss. 73 76 48 55 76 76 50 

Corn, sweet, mature .| 68 70 atone 54 Thal ilies 83 
Kafir corn, mature...| 55 57 a oes 28 57 62 50 
Sorghum, mature... ::| 57 59 ee 9 58 64 56 
Soybean and barnyard 
MCG <9 <2 sine 59 Rasa | Mos taens 57 69 59 72 

Soybean and corn 
(OT) ia asaree ater hate vent 69 (2 42 63 62 78 83 

ClOverwatce eet tincts s 44 45 36 35 48 45 45 
Soybean ..... teres ovesere 56 67 salve 66 a8} 65 57 
WOWiDOS eons lee aloice. 60 Peel thoes 5T 52 72 63 
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TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED STUFFS— Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

Dry matter 
Organie matter 

Crude ash Crude pro- 

tein 

Crude fiber 
Nitrogen- 

free extract Crude fat 

SILAGE continued 

Oats and Penn oc 20254; 65 67 52 79 61 67 75 
Corn: 1A Sunflower 

heads 4A. Horse- 
DEAS YoAsee aeceietes 66 68 41 63 60 "2 ae 

Corn: 1A Sunflower 
plant 4A. Horse- 
beans 74 Awe ete ceo 65 69 26 58 65 74 74 

Boe EAR ANG) DAR 1 aeeD 
COARSE FODDERS. 

a. Cereal Fodders 

Corn, dent, immature 62 63 43 50 67 62 65 
Corn, dent, mature...| 66 sites 23 45 63 73 70 
Corn, flint, ears form- 

LY) Soesyere spetesersvatorer erase 70 fa aerate 70 72 71 67 
Corn, flint, mature...| 70 an eros 64 76 71 71 
Corn, sweet, mature .| 67 70 Seine 64 74 68 74 
Corn, stover ......... Die 55 41 36 64 59 67 
Barley hay .aicsene es: 59 62 Seat 65 62 63 41 
Oat RAY : ies omiewara clan 54 54 39 De Dil 55 60 
Oatesinaiwacrsc ce sree 50 52 Sees lvereee 58 53 38 

b. Grasses and Millets. 

Mixed grasses (8-10 
per cent protein)...| 60 62 47 a7 60 61 50 

Mixed grasses, tim- 
othy predominating | 55 58 30 47 65 59 45 

Meadow, swale or 
Swamp NAY visae e696 39 sissies alll covers 34 3D 46 44 

WallOat ‘OT X8S i c.60 nas 55 ang 41 51 5d 58 56 
Wild oat grass .......! 64 65 a dans 58 68 65 50 
Orchard-grass ....... 56 56 Piece 60 61 9 55 
Pasture veoradsSs. cee se 73 73 52 73 76 74 67 
Prairie Orass acess. 56 eae 25 18 61 61 57 
GG tO Pg isms crete, aes a8 60 61 Sots 61 61 62 dl 
OWN cin eccstaieean sienna 65 ee 69 66 64 47 
Black prassn.c.s. cae: 56 ane te 69 58 59 52 44 
Branchcrassies secs. 52, ate 58 56 54 49 3) 
Wt SAP Oi, aweistew cae 57 Emme 62 52 60 55 36 
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TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED Sturrs—Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

al | $ » 
Oo ool : a Os) pe) 

SOR eee rani eet Se erie al ee lie ve 
estos 12a = Pise| & 
fa) 6) Ss) ae Y 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE 

Foppkks — Grasses and 

Millets, eoutinued 

IMOX#ORASS ese sere leftetellk ele oe 58 60 53 53 36 
Salt hay, mixture . .| 54 Preis 69 42 58 52 28 
amothy wae. recat etcle 5d 56 39 48 50 62 50 
Timothy, cottonseed 
IKE | Gages Mame nee 50 Pratt 16 20 41 62 59 

Timothy and clover, 
POOGLYACULEd Bm acsit.. 55 Pcicton Al ees 38 53 60 58 

Timothy and red-top .| , 54 Sts 19 3s 55 60 ) 
Whitchierass.). cs. .:) &Ol 62 ee 58 62 66 57 
Golden millet..... Seale sod: Seoyels oil ao 56 58 49 
Hungarian grass..... 65 66 ee 60 68 67 64 
IIH tie Svere ess; aterercie eke 56 Basie 24 31 63 56 aD) 
Kafir corn, fodder....| 61 acer 8 38 60 66 61 
Kafr corn, stover....i of eneten 24 34 67 60 75 

Sorghum fodder, Min- 
nesota Early Amber | 58 o4 44 43 49 61 i) 

Sorghum — fodder 
IeaveSeaeeccce cotics 3 Sele icters 61 70 65 47 

Sorghum fodder ba- 
AGS Caate etatotetectereberete 61 mrs steahl|bactarais 14 64 65 46 

c. Legumes. 

PATIPAINES pe © eelecetatonstemere © 62 Banat 5S hie 47 le 43 
PIOWMEMIMG cca aistsrc eitepersie 62 SEO Seer 71 61 69 29 
Gidver, alsikes. ..ac.- 59 60 42 66 50 66 38 
Clover, crimson...... G2 aa oO Bie 69 45 62 44 
Clover: Tedisco: cnc alban 54 30 58 54 64 5d 
CVOMET Sow liters. ssi et 66 67 bane 73 61 70 51 
Clover rowen ..... A ot cae 59 46 65 47 63 60 
COWDEA jects snus ste Bo Pood 2 ae eae eee eg (Pe 65 43 fal 50 
Peant vines aces 1. 60 crete ere 63 52 70 66 
Spring vetch......... 66 67 53 70 58 12 7l 
Winter vetch ..... hao le kat!) BES 42 82 61 (3 70 
Oatswand! vetchzesn. cel) 0S 58 db 65 55 59 ays) 
Wheat and sand vetch 66 ner, 47 74 65 68 64 

Outs und peas ....... 61 60 58 i 58 61 59 
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TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED StuFFs—Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

S| 2) 2) 82| a | ge] < A | fie. | os |g 2" | eee cee 
Pa aie = 5 a fl eae = 
aes S135 6 | aes 

Hay AND DRIED COARSE 
FODDERsS, continued 

d. Miscellaneous. 

Buttercup Siac sceres 56 Di Bee 56 41 67 7 
Cottonseed feed...... 52 apes 30 51 46 5d &6 
Cottonseed hulls ..... 4] eater oy: 6 47 34 79 

SEV OMAN 234656 sean ae 46 31 We 66 8 49 tay 
Wilhite weeds errs ace 58 58 58 46 67 62 

4. Roots AND TUBERS. 

pugar beéts.....:5.... 95 99 Braver 91 100 100 50 
Mangolds:s.. =: eerie 79 85 owls 75 43 oT 
Potatoes eee ee fet 78 Mysto 44 Pan 9] re 

IRuitaba@as 2 2).. 22... 87 9] eee 80 74 95 84 
English flat turnips..| 93 96 sO 90 100 OT, 88 

5. CONCENTRATED FEED 
STUFFS. 

a. Protein 
Soybean meal, variety 

WHATMAN! Go aoa shan 78 seats PS 90 33 qa $9 
Soybean meal, me- 
dium green, coarse.| 90 Sa 57 9] Sioa 81 93 

Bibby’s dairy cake...| 70 ake 33 66 46 81 92 
Bloodimeal; Arniour’sj.0> 2 i|eonsee eee 8t waccie tne. d eee eee 
Brewers’ dried grains 62 Reaasicnall acronis 81 49 57 89 
Buckwheat middlings | 75 wee 36 85 NTE 83 89 
Cottonseed, raw...... 66 Sroed lleare ee 68 76 50 87 
Cottonseed, roasted ..| 56 Sree | ee 5 oe 47 66 51 72 
Cottonseed meal ..... 79 88 84 84 aD 78 94 
H. O. dairy feed..... 65 BAe Aull Barer 76 30 12 84 
Distillers’ dried 

grains,largely from 
EY @erete ieee 58 icra eee 59 ante 67 84 

Distillers” dried 
grains,largely from 
CORD een eae rh 

Germ oil meal ....... 76 : seca 
Gilutensheed a. osm. £6 ere &5 76 89 &3 

Gilutem mealti.s.s... 6. 87 sete eae 88 svete 88 93 

7 
an) 

Oo-)- Vs Ste 

aS ww 

(a) oh | 

+) 0 

oa 

elite) SO 
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TABLE III. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED Sturrs— Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

ore ee wes en ee ae 
=f = 9 = are oe 4 

De =| 2 S =e eee 5 
ee lee en lae | ss 

CONCENTRATED FEED STUFF, 
continued 

Linseed meal, old 
Process) <.:.5 2s bake Shes 79 See | ss 89 gh 78 8y 

Linseed meal, new 
WLOCES Sie cicteie seiter 82 79 eric 84 74 80 89 

Malt sprouts......... 67 Caan. ew BO) 34 69 | 100 
Malt sprouts (Mass.) | 82 Meare 19 76 99 85 87 
Maize feed (Chicago) | 84 ror soa ee 84 te 85 90 
Oat middlings, fine ..) 90 iN, 36 81 49 96 94 
eames. ac BT 87 88 “ios 83 26 94 55 
Cowpea meal......... 87 meas 33 82 64 93 74 
Rye feed, bran and 

MIG MES eas se oar: 82 eee ati 80 Laks 88 90 
Wiheatubraninc.. 4. ele OG sich teed Wes, oe ai 39 71 63 
Wheat feed, flour ....| 67 70 see 79 mee 76 he S 
Wheat middlings,flour| 82 83 eee NS 88 36 88 86 
Wheat middlings, 

Shan Gil deseo eesr ee 73 25 77 30 78 88 
Wheat, mixed feed, 

bran and middlings | 73 76 37 78 62 77 87 
Wheat, mixed feed, | 

adulterated, and | 
COGN-CODSs.ceussieee 62 64 31 63 28 (al 92 

b. Starchy Materials. 

Cerealine feed ....... 90 Sicetel hec es fer 80 82 95 81 
Chop feed, corn, bran 

and germs ..... Bay eee) Soh hae 67 62 84 82 
Corn bran..... etree | tae WAU) ee Gece 54 59 UT a 
Corn-CODS ee eeaeceee 59 LR oy | Ne 17 65 60 5 
Corneniealiae eee 88 90 Soh 66 mee 92 91 
Corn and cob meal...| 79 De ON Mees So 52 45 88 84 
Corn and oat feed, 

NAKHON so gor Aes bis) Perrier gs care 71 48 83 87 
Kafir corn kernels ... 3 She CEM nore 41 ee 45 aN 
Kafir corn meal ..... 66 eT haus eee 53 Bae at 46 
White Kafir heads .. 24 tes 54 12 PATE | ae} 3 
Dairy feed, Quaker ..| 62 52 ; 70 55 59 74 



aia FORAGE CROPS 

TapLe IIT. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED STUFFS—Continued 

1. Experiments with Ruminants 

Per cent 

=F " H aes) 
2 Sh py wn = is a 3 & 

Se oe) Re ee eae ee 
= a S AS s c 3 S 
aune ie sy 00 ake eau ete ese) 
eae SMS & | Aas 

CONCENTRATED FEED 

STUFES, continued 

Hominy meal 3.2.20... 82 Aas 37 65 67 89 92 
Elorserfeed, He OF2a.. 74 78 te 70 56 83 80 
Alma dried molasses 

beetwpullp: sco. sc. 85 stay 62 64 84> |) oil sha 
Blomo feeds ss.4o5 ee. 67 Bese oe 63 61 76 16 
Macon sugar feed....| 71 sce 20 59 44 82 82 
Holstein sugar feed..| 71 es 33 66 44 81 88 
Sucrene dainy Leed:... | 809) |\J>. 25 38 61 12, 73 95 
Oats, unground..... ay ral Be eae 3 ia 89 
Oat feed, RKoyal..... 47 | 48 37 69 Bo 51 8&8 
Oat feed, excessive | 
Ui Saere oeues saree 34 eae 13 62 32 33 92 

Parson’s Six Dollar | 
PECURR  eepeo acetone Fs Sim eevee 12 59 47 64 81 

Peanut feed, largely 
hulsikis Sheree vere A3 sacs Malas ql 12 49 90 

Rice, mealeeecas aececr 74 Nee Ata 62 apne 92 9] 
RiCebramnecceei eae He ill Sere 18 64 21 ft 72 
IRAs Gacedassooe Sahin pee. Saas eae 92 G4 
Ricesnolish sees eee 335 seeks 31 OG 22 93 74 

| | 



COEFFICIENTS BAS: 

TABLE IIL. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED StTuFFS—Continued 

2. Experiments with Swine 

Per eent 

A NNEOR =| ea ae S teaaauly a 
epee ea ee Waele 
Bee | Sh ole ee gl 

: a = = 2 oe 

Slr ee | ete ee 

Barley meals coajsieiemereccct) (ol) tol Uma lear 81 49 87 Bul, 
Linseed meal, old process ids Aree 10 86 il to) 8&0 
Manze Kernels osc «cite 2-2 8&3 83 eee 69 38 89 46 
INIA Rae Ween Gag aes oe 90 9% Pee 88 39 94 80 
Maize meal, with eobs....| 76 a eee 76 29 4 82 
Hog millet seed .......... 73 ee 19 68 35 92 59 
Peammealizc.cn. cle cesses 90 92 Tae 89 78 95 50 
EOtatOESeteryacice.eiiccicea: s- 97 Rieke ee, 84 oan 98 Saidve 
Wheat, whole..... Ee EM 72 MIN, (|| oko 70 30 74 60 
Wheat Cracked 4. .< m1 e-- 82 Baise Byer 80 60 83 7 
Wheat, shorts (middlings)| 77 Bes. eae ie 3f 8&7 sistas 

WihteatwOTAMs si s2-ccherscidens 66 2 RN | peer to 34 66 72 

3. Experiments with Horses 

Per cent 

~ a ' tH + » 

Se ee elise lee, | eel Bek ae 
= aes © © a a ® 
Seles dese Fee oe ee 
EMOor a. ake ei ae BE bee | 8 
Q — o © a 

Gornekernelsicseisenerios alt Pewee 26 58 a 88 48 
Connanieal: cla. ah cere ee | 88 aren aes 76 te 96 73 
Corn stover, minus pith, 

Marsden’s ..... Sra aoa oat ae 22 68 55 47 60 
Oatekernelssp soe Meee 1 Ri 33 86 31 79 82 
Oatemovo un Geek aoe 76 Sp. 29 82 14 86 80 
MUM OU MY VEY tea «eet ces le ma ase 34 21 3 47 47 



Sie! FORAGE CROPS 

TABLE IIL. COEFFICIENTS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF FEED STUFFS—Continued 

4. Experiments with Poultry 

Per cent 

wH ‘ ~ 

Serge ||! es its Baa | = 
3 aoe a ate a fe eA 
Be Rel re lere Sel! NO ec aes 
eae = aia Ss = eB 
A SS) Somat ics.) 

Cornckernel sss. .ceee see oe Ae 28 86 eae 50 nes 9° 92 
Connvkennels se... sarees. Hirer 87 Seen 84 15 89 85 
Cornmeal: wea esescices REN: 85 Ree 48 Rote 9] 93 
Kafir corm kernels ........ ae, 88 aie 53 20 96 74 
Kati corm: meal cicc<s-s <4: Lveaees 87 Sate 43 a0) 96 83 
Meatercac ME RS SAE, ate 87 9] a 87 
Oats...... paeee ata Sy Fre, ee vane 64 ae 74 8 71 81 
COW DPEBS  sectsn anne dese bia anl eg | er 40 18 87 89 
Cowpea. meals... ss 82 avefane 72 ee At 10 88 89 
Wiha cause eres stercerens Aart 84 sa ae 77 Me cee 89 59 
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Adaptation of crop to soil (see Soil), 24. 

African millet, 103. 

Alabama; 

Bermuda-grass, 333. 

Experiment Station, 23. 

Rotation for South, 22. 

Alfalfa, 17, 209-228. 

Rotation, 38. 

Alsike clover, 240-242. 

Andropogon Sorghum, 95. 

Arkansas: 

Bermuda-grass, 333. 

Balaneed ration, 28. 

Barley, 64, 65. 

Beardless spring, 216. 

Nurse erop for alfalfa, 216. 

Barley-and-pens, 189. 

Barnyard millet, 74-80. 

— and cowpeas, 190-193. 

Bermuda-grass, 328-837. 

— pasture from cuttings, 330. 

— South, 10, 328. 

Black-eyed marrowfat pea, 176. 

Black-hulled White millet or kafir corn, 

108. 

Bokhara clover, 231. 

Broad or horse-bean 27 

Bromus inermis, 11, 338. 

Brome grass, 338. 

Broom-legume, 178. 

Broom-corn, 95. 

— millet, 73. 

9 a. 

Cabbage, 301-308. 

California : 

Zermuda grass, 334. 

Continuous cropping, 23. 

Canada pea, 176. 

— and oats, 176. 

Canadian Beauty pea, 176. 

Carbohydrates, 28. 

Carrot, 288. 

Carter Half-sugar mangel, 280 

Carter Mode] kohlrabi, 310. 

Catch-erops, 18. 

— clover, red, 235. 

— clover, crimson, 244. 

millet, 80. 

oats. 63: 

Pear! millet, 88, 

rye, 49. 

turnip, 288. 

wheat, 59. 

Cereals, 17. 

Barley, 64, 65. 

Corn, 3, 132-152, 154-166. 

— sweet, 143-146, 148. 

Kafir corn, 9, 95-121. 

Millets, 73. 

Oats, 60-64. 

Rye, 4, 46-54. 

Sorghum, 9, 95-132. 

Wheat, 4, 56-60. 

Cheetochloa Italica, 80. 

— var. Germanica. 81. 

Viridis, 81. 

Clark, Geo. E., on mixed grasses, 203. 

Classes of forage crops, 6. 

Alfalfa, 1 09-228. 

Alsike, 16, 240-242. 

Clinton, on millet, 838. 

Clover, 167. 

Class, 6. 

Crimson, 242-250. 

In rotation, 17. 

Mammoth red, 17, 239. 

Rede 32165 2423123. 

With mixed grasses, 194. 

With oats, 20. 

) 

7 9 
ies 

or = 
ole 
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Clover with eorn, 2), 

~ with corn silage, 45. 

— with corn, 4. 

White, 251, 252. 

Clubroot, cabbage, 306. 

Kohlrabi, 310. 

Coleman sorghum, 127. 

Combination crops with legumes, 175. 

—, warm season, 190. 

Continuous cropping, 23. 

Composition of forage crops (see 

tables), 347-365. 

Concentrates, 275. 

Conditicn of land, 18. 

Corn, forage, 3, 132-152. 

Adaptability of varieties, 133. 

Class, 6. 

Dried corn fodder, 146-148. 

In rotation, 17, 22. 

Main crop, 22. 

Silage, 154-166. 

Stalks ito S152: 

Stover, 149. 

With elover, 4. 

Cornell Experiment Station: 

Cabbage, 304. 

IKkohlrabi, 309. 

Root-erops, 275. 

Timothy, 320. 

Cost of nutrients 
99 
Vor 

in soiling crops, 

Cover-erops (see Catech-erops), 18, 42. 

Cow Horn turnip, 289. 

Cowpea, 4, 17, 21, 22, 254-263. 

Adaptability of varieties, 256. 

Combinations, 190-193. 

— for green manure, 257. 

—— for silage, 193. 

Varieties, 254. 

Crop combinations with legumes, 175. 

Crowder cowpea, 254. 

Cruciferse, 292. 

Cultures of nitrogen-gathering bacteria, 

lake 

Curing and harvesting (see Harvest- 

ing), 25. 

Cuttings, Bermuda-grass, 330. 

INDEX 

Dhoura, 95. 

Digestible matter, 25, 27. 

— blossom stage, 25. 

— nitrogenous, 28. 

— non-nitrogenous, 28. 

— relation of kinds of nutrients, 28. 

Dodder — on alfalfa, 216. 

Doura, dhoura, durra, 95. 

Dried ration, 27. 

Dry matter — measure of forage crops, 

Py Tay, 

Dry matter (see tables), 347-365. 

Dry-weather plants, 9. 

— — West, 9. 

Dunkirk elay loam—for hay, 821. 

Durra, 95. 

Dwarf Essex rape, 292. 

Early Amber sorghum, 122. 

Early Grange sorghum, 122. 

Efficiency of areas, 33. 

Egyptian eorn, 95. 

Euchlena luxurians, 94. 

Evergreen broom-corn, 97. 

Excelsior rye, 48. 

Extensive system, 14, 17. 

Faba vulgaris, 272. 

Feeding, Principles, 27. 

Alfalfa, 227. 

Barnyard millet, 79. 

Barley, 65. 

Barley-and-peas, 190. 

Bermuda-grass, 332. 

Brome grass (pasture), 343. 

Broom-corn, 73. 

Broom-corn millet, 91. 

Cabbage, 301. 

Clover, alsike, 241. 

— crimson, 250. 

—mam moth red, 239. 

— red, 236. 

Corn, meize, 142. 

— sweet, 145. 

— dried, 147. 

— dried sweet, 149. 

— silage, 165. 

ont 
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Feeding corn-stulks or stover, 149, 152. 

Foxtail millet, 85. 

Japan clover, 274. 

Kafir corn, 97. 

Kohlrabi, 308. 

Mangels, 282. 

Oats-and-peas, 183, 187. 

Potato, 290. 

Rape, 296-298. 

Rye, 55. 

Sorghum, 125. 

Sugar-beet, 287. 

Veteh, 271. 

Fertilizers: 

Alfalfa, 212. 

Barnyard-millet, 75. 

Barley, 64. 

Bermuda grass, 330. 

Brome grass, 340. 

Cabbage, 302. 

Clover, alfalfa, 212. 

— crimson, 244. 

——ie00 By 

— white, 252. 

Corn, 136. 

— sweet, 144. 

— silage, 154. 

Cowpen, 258. 

Kafir corn, 102. 

Mangels, 281. 

Meadews, 317. 

Mixed grasses and elovers, 201. 

Oats, 61. 

Oats-and-peas, 177. 

Orchard-grass, 67. 

Pearl millet, 86. 

Rape, 293. 

Rye, 49. 

Rye-grass, 72. 

Silage, 154. 

Sorgbum, 123. 

Soybean, 264. 

Sugar-beet, 286. 

Teosinte, 91. 

Turnip, 289. 

Wheat, 57. 

Finger-and-toe of kohlrabi, 310. 

Se) a) | J 

Flint corn, 132, 143. 

Fodder, definition of, 2. 

Food content in green stage, 4. 

Value measure of forage crops, 2. 

Folger on sorghum, 127. 

Forage crops, definition of, 1. 

— classes, 6. 

— i froups, 6: 

—for hay and for improving the 

land, 138. 

— for soiling, 27. 

— rations, 43. 

Foxtail millet, 80-85. 

Furze, 173. 

Germination table—ecabbage, kohlrabi, 

303. 

German millet, 81. 

Giant rape, 293. 

Giant rye, 48. 

Golden Tankard mangel, 279. 

Golden Vine pea, 176. 

Golden Wonder millet, 81. 

Goliath kohlrabi, 310. 

Grain farming, 15. 

Growing rotation, 17, 18. 

Grasse3: 

Green forage, 46. 

Groups, 6. 

In the South, 10. 

Bermuda-grass, 330-336. 

Brome grass, Russian, 338-343. 

Italian rye-grass, 70-72. 

Meadows, 11, 311. 

Mixtures, 16, 24. 

Mixed grasses and clovers, 194. 

Orchard-grass, 66-69. 

Pasture, 8, 11, 311. 

Timothy, 10, 15, 17, 320. 

Green forage grasses, 46. 

Green field pea, 176. 

Green Scetch pea, 176, 

Groups of forage crops, 6. 

Handling forage crops (see Harvest- 

ing), 26. 

Clover, 26. 
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Hiney, Prof. J. G., 103. Hay, Japan clover, 274. 

Harvesting and euring, 25. Mixed grasses and clovers, 208. 

Alfalfa, 221. Oats, 63. 

Barnyard millet, 76. — oats-and-peas, 184. 

Bermuda-grass, 333. — oats-and-vetch, 189. 

Brome grass, Russian, 343. Orchard-grass, 69. 

Clover, alsike, 241. Rye-grass, 72. 

— erimson, 245. Horse-tooth corn, 154. 

— red, 236. Hot-weather plants, 74. 

Corn (maize), 141. Humus, 13. 

— dried, 147. Hungarian grass, 81. 

— silage, 157, 1638. 

— stover, 149. Illinois, corn, wheat, 22. 

Cowpea, 261. Improvement of rotation, 17. 

Foxtail millet, 82. Improving the land, 13. 

Grain, 115. Indian eorn, 3, 132. 

Japan clover, 274. Indiana, corn, wheat, 22. 

Kkafir corn, 99. Tnoculation of soil, 168. 

Mangels, 282. — — for alfalfa, 215, 

Meadows, 316. — — inethods, 170. 

Mixed grasses and elovers, 208. Towa, corn, wheat, 22. 

Oats, 62. Italian rye-grass, 70-72. 

Oats-and-peas, 180-184. | 

Orchard-grass, 68. | Japan clover, 273, 274. 

Pearl millet, 88. Japanese millet, 73- 

Rape, 295. Jerusalem corn, 97. 

Rye, 52. 

Rye-grass, Italian, 72. Kafir corn, 9, 95-121. 

— classes, 95. 

— with cowpeas, 190. 

Sorghum, 136. 

Sugar-beet 286. 

Vetch, 271. — — soybeans, 190. 

Wheat, 56. — for grain, 115. 

Hay standards, 15. Kale, 292. 

Admixtures, 16. Kansas Experiment Station: 

Timothy, 15. Brome grass, 338. 

— with other grasses, 16. Kafir corn, 1038. 

Hay, meadow, 12. Sorghum, 127. 

In rotation, 17. Kentucky blue-grass, 16. 

Yield, 14. Kohlrabi, 292, 308-310. 

Alfalfa, 228. Lamson-Seribner, on Bermuda-grass, 

Barnyard millet, 79. 330. 

Bermuda-grass, 333. Land and seeding (for special crops, 

Brome grass, 343. see Preparation), 23. 

Clover, crimson, 249. 
2907 

— red, 337. 

Improving the, by forage crops, 15. 

Preparation of the, 41. 

Cowpea, 262. Leaching, 18. 

Foxtail millet, 85. Leaming corn, 99, 100. 
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Legumes: Maize with cowpeas and soybeans, 193. 

Alfalfa, 209-230, — Long Red mangel, 279. 

Canada pea, 176. Mammoth red clover, 239. 

Clover, alfalfa, 209-230. Mand’s Wonder millets, 85. 

el StKCm D024. Mangels, 279-281}, 

— mammoth red, 17, 239. Marl on clover, 252. 

BCU one Grataeol =o Mastodon eorn, 154. 

— white, 251, 252. Meadows and pastures, 11-311. 

— with grasses, 194. Bermuda-grass, 330. 

Cowpea, 4, 17, 21, 22, 254, 263. Group, 6. 

— and barley, 189, 190. Mixtures, 312-314. 

— and oats, 176-186. Melilotus, 231. 

and vetch, 187-189. | Millets, 73. 

Horse-bean, 272. Barnyard, 74-80. 

Rape, 293-300. | oxtail, 80-85. 

Soybean, 261-266. Ifungarian grass, 82. 

Velvet bean, 266. Jupanese, 73. 

Vetch, 269-271. Japanese broom-corn, 90-92. 

Leguminos:e, 173. Kafir corn, 95-121. 

Leguininous forage crops Milo maize, 995. 

Combination erops with, 175. Pearl, 86-90. 

Group, 6. Sorghum, 122-131. 

Kinds, 173. Teosinte, 94. 

Nitrogen-gathering bacteria, 168, 169. Milo maize, 95, 

— amount gathered, 172. Minnesota, Brome grass, 338. 

— soil inoculation, 168. Mississippi, Bermuda-grass, 335. 

— — methods, 170. Corn, wheat, 22. 

— nodules, 168. Rotations, 22. 

Nitrogenous food, 29. Mixed grasses and clovers, 194. 

Lespedeza striata, 273. Mixtures : 

Lime: Grasses and clover, 198. 

Alfalfa, 212. For meadow, 312, 314. 

Cabbage, 305. Permanent pasture, 324. 

Clover, red, 232. Timothy and other grasses, 16, 24. 

— white, 252, 

Meadows, 201. Nebraska, brome grass, 338. 

Prustwres,. 201, 325, Newman, J. S., on Bermuda-grass, 335. 

Listing 107, 109. Nitrate of soda. (See list under ferti- 
Locust, iniss lizers.) 

Long Orange carrot, 288. Nitrogen in food, 6. 

Long White carrot, 288. Cultures, 171. 

Louisiana, Bermuda-grass, 335. Nitrogen-gathering bacteria, 168. 

Louse, plant-, on peas, 183. Legumes, 168, 

Soil inoculation, 168. 

Maize, 3, 17, 132-152. Nitrogenous digestible matter, 28. 

Suecession, 21, Legumes, 29. 

Milo maize, 95. Nodules, 169. 
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Non-nitrogenous substances, food, 28. Nutrients, yield of, in various erops: 

Non-saecharine sorghum, 9, 95, 103. Vetch, 271. 

North Dakota, brome grass, 338. Wheat, 60. 

Nurse crops for clover and grasses, 

195. Oats, 60-64. 

— for alfalfa, 216. In rotation, 17. 

Nutrients, 28. Asa nurse crop for alfalfa, 217. 

Cost in soiling crops, 32. West, 17. 

Definition, 5. Oats-and-peas, 176-187. 

For nitrogen-gathering organisms, — vetch, 187-189. 

Fal: Ohio, corn, 22. 

Yield of, in various crops: Orchard-grass, 65-69. 

Alfalfa, 224. Northwest, 10. 

Barnyard millet, 80. With timothy, 16. 

Barley, 65. 

Barley-and-peas, 190. Panicum Crus-galli, 73. 

Broom-corn millet, 92. miliaceum, 73. 

Cabbage, 308. Pasturage, 8. 

Clover alfalfa, 224. Pastures and meadows, 11, 311. 

— alsike, 242. — — group, 6. 

— mammoth red, 239. — — mixtures for, 324. 

—red, 237. — — renewing, 327. 

—crimson, 245, 249. Pasturing —alfalfa, 230. 

Corn, 141. Barley, 65. 

— sweet, 145. Bermuda-grass, 330. 

— dried corn fodder, 147. Brome grass, 343. 

— — sweet corn fodder, 148. Clover, alfalfa, 230. 

— silage, 166. — alsike, 241. 

— stalks or stover, 152. — erimson, 250. 

Cowpea, 262. — red, 238. 

Hungarian millet, 83. — white, 251. 

Kafir corn, 100. Cowpea, 263. 

Mangels, 222. Japan clover, 274. 

Mixed grasses and clover, 207. Oats, 62. 

Oats, 63. Orechard-grass, 69. 

Orehard-grass, 69. Permanent pastures, 311. 

Oats-and-peas, 186. Rape, 296. 

Pearl millet, 90. Rye, 48. 

Rape, 296, 300. Soiling versus, 30. 

Loot-crops, 278. Vetch, 271. 

Rye, 54. Wheat, 56. 

Rye-grass, 72. Pearl millet, 5, 86-90. 

Sorghum, 126. Penicillaria, 85. 

Soybean, 265. Pennisetum spicatum, 73, 85. 

Sugar-beet, 287. Pests: 

Teosinte, 94. Clubroot on eabbage and kohlrabi, 

Turnip, 290. 806, 310. 
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Pests, Dodder, 216. | Prussian blue pea, 176. 

Finger-and-toe, 310. Pulse family, 173. 

Plant-louse, 183. Purple Vienna kohlrabi, 308. 

Phosphoric acid (see Fertilizers ). 

— in hay, Pennsylvania and Illinois, Quadroon cowpea, 254. 

Solero. Queen of Denmark sugar-beet, 286. 

Plant-food: 

Demand, 40. Rape, 20, 292-300. 

For summer erops, 101. Rations : 

Plans for rotation, 38. Balanced, 28. 

Plant-louse, 183. Dry, 2%. 

Plasmodiophora brassice, 310. Forage crop, 43. 

Potato, 290. Suceulent, 27. 

Sweet, 290. Reana luxurians, 94. 

Prep:ration of soil, 24, 41. Red-bud, 173. 

— — Alfalfa, 211. | Red clover, 3, 232-238. 

— — Barnyard millet, 76. — for forage, 6. 

— — Barley, 64. — with corn, 4. 

— — Bermuda-grass, 330. Red Globe mangel, 279. 

— — Brome grass, 3/2. | Red-top, 10. 

— — Broom-corn millet, 90. — with timothy, 16. 

— — Cabbage, 302. | Regional questions, 9. 

—I——(OUrrot. 268. Renewing pastures, 327. 

— — Clover, alfalfa, 211. Bermuda-grass, 336. 

Sa STKE, 24-05 . Brome grass, 342. 

— — — crimson, 244. Renovator, soil, 15. 
— — Corn, 134. Rhode Island Experiment Station grass 
= = —— ley, Ge mixture, 203. 
— — Foxtail millet, 84. | Roberts, on Foxtail millet, 83. 

- — Kafir corn, 107. Robertson mixture, 272. 

— — Mangels, 280. | Root crops ; 

— — Meadows, 313. Comparison with other fodders, 275. 

— — Mixed grasses and eclovers, 195. Group, 6. 

— — Oats-and-peas, 177. Rotation: 

— — Orchard-grass, 66. Cabbage, 301. 

— — Jee nbbasly aya), East and West, 17. 

= = yas, PAB) Kight-year, for hay, 321. 

———— IRAE AN), Four-year, 22. 

a VO-2Tassa 10> Improvement of, 17. 

I SOremums, 123: Legume, 16, 17. 

— — Soybean, 264. Purpose, Li. 

— — Sugar-beet, 286. Roughage crops, definition, 1. 

— — Vetch, 269. — dry, for winter, 8. 

—J—VWVilleate pos | Rural Branching doura, 97. 

VPrineiples underlying forage crops, 13. Rural Thoroughbred White Flint corn, 

Proso millet, 90. Bae 

Protein (see Nutrients), 6. Russian Brome grass, 338-3843, 
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Rutabaga (see Turnip), 289. 

Rye, 4, 46, 54. 

With corn, 18. 

Silage, 45. 

Rye-grass, Italian, 70-72. 

With timothy, 16. 

Seeding, turnip, 289. 

Vetch, 269. 

Wheat, 58. 

Setaria Italica, 81. 

Short-top White kohlrabi, 308. 

Short White carrot, 288. 

Silage, corn, 153-166. 

Cowpea, 193. 

Millet, 89. 

Crimson clover, 45. 

Rye, 45. 

Sorghum, 126. 

Compared to stover and grain, 166. 

Summer, 44. 

Saecharine sorghum, 9, 122. 

Sanitary milk, 381. 

Seeding, Land and, 23. 

Alfalfa, 216. 

Barnyard millet, 76. 

Barley, 65. 

Barley-and-peas, 189. 

Bermuda-grass, 330. Silo: 

Broad-bean, 272. Capacity, 162. 

Brome grass, 842. | Construetion, 159. 

Cabbage, 3802. Filling, 161. 

Carrot, 288. Size, 164. 

Clover, alfalfa, 216. Silt, 24. 

— alsike, 240. Soil, favorable for Alfalfa, 211. 

— erimson, 244. — — Barnyard millet, 76. 

— mammoth red, 239. — — Barley, 64. 

— red,,.2042 — — Bermuda-grass, 329. 

— white, 252. — — Broad bean, 270. 

Corn, 139. — — Brome grass, J38. 

— dried fodder, 146. — — Broom-corn millet, 90. 

— silage, 157. — — Cabbage, 801. 

Cowpea, 207. — — Clover alfalfa, 211. 

Foxtail millet, 82. — — — alsike, 240. 

Japan elover, 274. — — — crimson, 246. 

Kafir corn, 110-118. — — — red, 232. 

Mangels, 281. — — Corn, 134. 

Meadows, 314. — — — silage, 154. 

Mixed grasses and clovers, 194. — — Cowpea, 25s. 

Oats, G1. — — Japan clover, 273. 

Oats-and-peas and veteh, 179-187, — — Kafir corn, 102. 

Orechard-grass, 66. — — Kohlrabi, 809. 

Pastures, 324. — — Mangels, 280. 

Pearl millet, 86. — — Meadows, 320. 

Rape, 294. — — Rape, 293. 

Rye, 52. — — Rye, 50. 

Rye-grass, 70. — — Sorghum, 122. 

Sorghum, 123. — — Vetch, 270. 

Soybean, 261. Soil, Improving, 13. 

Sugar-beet, 286. Tnoeulation, 168-172. 

Teosinte, 94. Protecting, 10. 



INDEX 

Soil, Renovating, 15. 

Soiling, Advantages of, 30. 

Definition of, 2. 

Disadvantages, 31. 

Forage crops for, 27. 

Summer, 190. 

Versus pasturing, 30. 

Sorghum, 9. 

Non-saccharine, 95. 

Saeccharine, 122. 

Vulgare, 95. 

South, forage conditions in, 10, 22. 

3ermuda-grass, 328. 

Southern White eorn, 154. 

South Carolina, Bermuda-grass, 335. 

South Dakota, Brome grass, 338. 

Soybean, 21, 264-266. 

In combination, 190. 

With kafir corn, 190. 

With maize, 193. 

With sorghum, 194. 

Straw, 46. | 

Suecculence, importanee of, 4. | 

Succulent ration, 27. 

Sugar: beet, 286, 287. 

Summer soiling, 190. 

Sweet corn, 115, 148. 

System, extensive, 14. 

Intensive, 17. 

Pasturage, 7. 

Rotation, 34. 

— examples, 35-37. 

Tare, 269. 

Teosinte, 73, 94. 

Thousand-fold rye, 48. 

(Mimothiyelow24s 

Cornell, 320. 

Kast, 17. 

West, 17. 

Top-dressing: 

Bermuda-grass, 330. 

Lime (see Lime), 12. 

Meadows, 12, 318. 

Pastures: 1257325: 

Traey, Professor, on 
999 
Vue. 

Bermuda-grass, 

Trifolium hybridum, 231. 

incarnatum, 231. 

medium, 231. 

pratense, 251. 

pratense perenne, 231. 

repens, 231. 

Turnip, 289, 290. 

Unknown cowpea, 254. 

Value of forage crop, 2, 5. 

Alfalfa, 225. 

Barnyard millet, 74. 

Barley, 65. 

Bermuda-grass, 332. 

Cabbage, 301. 

Clover, alfalfa, 225. 

— alsike, 241. 

— crimson, 247, 

—— red. 261. 

Corn, 132, 142. 

— sweet, 141. 

— dried corn fodder, 1148. 

— — sweet, 148. 

— silage, 165. 

— stover, 119. 

Cowpea, 258. 

Japan clover, 273. 

Kvafir corn, 97. 

I<ohlrabi, 308. 

Mangels, 282, 285. 

Oats, 62. 

Oats-and-peas, 184. 

Pastures, 30. 

Pearl millet, 88. 

Potato, 290. 

Ripe, 293, 296, 

Rye, 48. 

Itye-grass, 71. 

Sorghum, 125. 

Soybean, 265. 

Sugar-beet, 287. 

Turnip, 288. 

Vetch, 271. 

Wheat, 58. 

Vegetable matter in soil, 13. 

Velvet bean, 265. 
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Veteh, 17, 269-271. 

With oats, 187-189. 

Vicia Faba, 272. 

Sativa, 187. 

Vilmorin’s Half-sugar Rosy mangel, 

280. 

Warm-season combinations, 190. 

Weeds of value, 18. 

In pasture, 326. 

West, forage conditions in, 9. 

West Virginia Experiment Station, 

meadows, 319. 

Wheat, 4, 56-6u. 

Kast, 17. 

Illinois, Indiana, Lowa, 22. 

Rotation, 22. 

West, 17. 

White Flint eorn, 

bred, 133, 143. 

rreen-top sugar-beet, 286. 

Rose-top sugar-beet, 286. 

Vienna kohlrabi, 308. 

Winter cover, 38. 

Wistaria, 173. 

Wonderful cowpea, 254. 

Rural Thorough. 

Year—Four-year rotation, 22. 

Five-year rotation, 22. 

Yellow Branching doura, 97. 

Globe mangels, 280. 

Milo maize, 97. 

INDEX 

Yellow wood, 173. 

Yield—Alfalfa, 222. 

Barnyard millet, 79. 

Barley, 65. 

Bermuda-grass, 332. 

Broad or horse-bean, 273. 

Broom-eorn millet, 92. 

Cabbage, 308. 

Clover, alfalfa, 222. 

— vsike 20th 

—erimson, 218: 

— mammoth rel, 239. 

— Teds 230: 

Cowpea, 262. 

Kafir corn, 100, 129. 

Mangels, 281. 

Mixed grasses and clover, 207. 

Oats, 62, G4. 

Oats-and-peas, 184. 

Peari millet, 88. 

Rape, 300. 

Rye, 53. 

Rye-grass, 71. 

Sorghum, 125. 

Soybean, 265. 

Sugar-beet, 287. 

Teosinte, 94. 

Turnip, 289. 

Vetch, 271. 

Wheat, 58. 

Zuntz, 276. 



NEW BOOKS FOR THE FARM LIBRARY 

MR BOLTON HALLS 

Three Acres and Liberty _ interests 
The man with asmall farm which is not paying as well as it should. 
The man whose health is a little less than equal to the strain of 

industrial or commercial life. 
The man who wants both the opportunities of the city, and the 

healthfulness of the country for his growing boys and girls. 
The man who is working to relieve the congestion of the cities. 

Cloth, illustrated. $1.75 net 

MR. ALLEN FRENCH'S 

Book of Vegetables and Garden Herbs 
A Practical Handbook and Planting 
Table for the Vegetable Gardener 

Every plant appears in its due alphabetical order. 
With each a summary is given of its uses, the method of its 

culture, and, in case it is little known, its virtues. Sowing direc- 

tions are also supplied with each. 
‘This book ‘is intended to help not only the man with plenty 

of room, but also the man who by means of intensive cultivation 
must get all he can from a small patch.” —dAuthor’s Preface. 

Cloth, illustrated. 312 pages; $1.75 net 

MRS. KATE V. ST. MAUR’S 

The Earth’s Bounty 
The many readers of Mrs. Saint Maur’s earlier book, ‘‘A Self- 

Supporting Home,” will be pleased to learn that the present vol- 
ume, though in no sense dependent on the one just mentioned, 
is, in a sense, a sequel to it. The feminine owner of the self-sup- 
porting home is still the heroine, and the new book chronicles the 
events after success permitted her to acquire more land and put to 
practical test the ideas gleaned from observation and reading. 

Cloth, fully illustrated. In press 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
64-66 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 



For a Clear, Practical Discussion 
of Special Subjects Consult 

ON SELECTION, ETC. 
Thomas F. Hunt’s How to Choose a Farm . $1.75 net 
E. W. Hilgard’s Soils: Their Formation, Prop- 

erties, Compositions and Relations to Climate 
and Plant Growth in the Humid and Arid 
Regions : ; ; « | 4,00 net 

Isaac P. Roberts’ The Farmstead : . New ed. in press 

ON TILLAGE, ETC: 
F. H. King’s The Soil ‘ : . $1.25 net 
Isaac P. Roberts’ The Fertility of the Landy, [25 
Elwood Mead’s Irrigation Institutions. lIeZ5 Net 
F. H. King’s Irrigation and Drainage ; 1,50 net 
Wm. E. Smythe’s The Conquest of Arid 

America ‘ : , : 1-50 net 
Edward B. Voorhees’ "Fertilizers : 1:2 5enet 
Harry Snyder’s Chemistry of Plant and Animal 

Life : 1 Z25.net 
LH. Batley’s Principles of Agriculture New ed. in press 

ON PLANT DISEASES, ETC. 
George Massee’s Plant Diseases. . $1.60 
E. €, Lodeman’s: The Spraying of Plants . 1.00 
H. M. Ward’s Disease in Plants (English) . 1.60 
A. S. Packard’s A Text-Book on Entomology 4.50 

ON PRODUCTION OF NEW PLANTS 
L. H. Bailey’s Plant Breeding . ; : . pl. 2oanet 

sad The Survival of the Unlike . 2.Q0 
- The Evolution of our Native Fruits 2.00 

W. S. Harwood’s New Creations in Plant Life 1.75 net 

ON GARDEN MAKING 
LH. Bailey’ s Practical Garden Book . pl. O00 

Garden Making . : , 1.00 
. Vegetable Gardening ; -  J.25ne6 
ie Horticulturist’s Rule Book . efits) 
i Forcing Book . : ; Ai 0.019) 



ON FRUIT-GROWING, ETC. 
L. H. Bailey’s Nursery Book . : ; New ed. in press 

SS Fruit-Growing : . pi 225 met 
‘e The Pruning Book > ‘ New ed. in press 

E,W. Card*s Bush Fruits —. : : : pleo0 

ON DAE CARE ORLIVE STOCK 
Nelson S. Mayo’s The Diseases of Animals Newed. in press 

W.H. Jordan’s The Feeding of Animals . pi2o net 
IEstenoberts; Ine Horse : : , : 1.25 net 

George C. Watson’s Farm Poultry : Pe2oc iret 

ON DAIRY WORK 
Henry H. Wing’s Milk and Its Products New ed. in press 

C. M. Aikman’s Milk : é ‘ «’ $1.25 net 
Harry Snyder’s Dairy Chemistry . ; : eZ 5 net 

W. D. Frost’s Laboratory Guide in dae 
Bacteriology ‘ ; ; {.60 net 

ON ECONOMICS AND ORGANIZATION 
Henry C. Taylor’s Agricultural Economics . $1.25 net 

Isaac P. Roberts’ The Farmer’s Business Hand- 
book . , 1,00inet 

Georve, 1. Prarehilee Ss Rial Wealth av Welfare 25 

S. E. Sparling’s Business Organization : P25 net 
In the Citizen’s Library. Includes a chapter on Farming 

ON EVERYTHING AGRICULTURAL 
L. H. Bailey’s Cyclopedia of American Agriculture Vol. I. 

Farms, Climates and Soils. Just ready. 
To be complete in four royal 8vo volumes, with over 3,000 illus- 

trations. 

Price of sets: Cloth, $20; half-morocco, $32. 

For further information as to any of the above, 

address the publishers 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

64-66 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 



BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST TO? Tis 
MAN WITH A COUNTRY HOME 

By KATE V. ST. MAUR 

A Self-Supporting Home 
Each chapter is the detailed account of all the work necessary 

for one month—in the vegetable-garden, among the small fruits, 
with the fowls, guineas, rabbits, cavies, and in every branch of 

husbandry to be met with on the small farm. The book is espe- 
cially valuable and simple for the beginner, who has no chance to 
worry or grow confused about what he should do in each season. 

‘One of the most sensible, practical books of the kind ever 
published.” —Lowisville Courier-Journal. 

Cloth, 12mo, fully illustrated from photographs. $1.75 net 

By JOHN WILLIAMS STREETER 

The Fat of the Land 
This “‘Story of an American Farm” is the sort of book that 

ought to be epoch-making in its character, for it tells what can be 
accomplished through the application of business methods to the 
farming business. Never was the freshness, the beauty, the joy, 
the freedom of country life put in a more engaging fashion. From 
cover to cover it is a fascinating book, practical withal, and full of 
common sense. 

Cloth, 12mo. $1.50 net 

By W. S. HARWOOD 

The New Earth 
A Recital of the Triumphs of Modern Agriculture in America. 

Mr. Harwood shows in a very entertaining way the remarkable 
progress which has been made during the past two generations 
along all the lines which have their focal point in the earth. Few 
general readers have any just idea of the scope of agricultural in- 
terests, or the striking events which have recently been connected 
with them. 

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated. $1.75 net 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 
64-66 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 
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